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PREFACE.

I HA^E explained, in a place where it is likely to

receive more attention than in a preface, the object of

this book, and the use which I intend to be made of it.

I have now only to add a word or two as to its form,

and its arrangement.

Its form is that of Lectui'es : and in fact a good deal of

what the book at present contains formed part of a series

of Lectures delivered to a small class of Hindoo and

Mabommedan law students in Calcutta, in the year 1870.

It would have cost me no additional trouble to divest the

book of that form, but I have preserved it, for this

reason :— it enables me to speak in the first person, and

thus to show more clearly than I could otherwise do, how

far I have depended on the labours of others, and how

far I must take the whole responsibility of what I have

said upon myself.

The arrangement is obviously defective ; and this, in a

work wliich professes to be a contribution (however small)

to the scientific study of law, is a serious admission. But

I do not think it possible to enter here into an explana-

tion of the cause of this defect. I have indicated it very
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partially, in one particular, in a note at the commence-

ment of Chapter V. What I maintain is, that when a

work is written on English Law, which is complete in

point of arrangement, the long series of labours which

are now just commencing will have been brought very

nearly to a conclusion.

London, October, 1871.
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INTRODUCTION.

In order that this work may accomplish, to any extent,

its very limited object, it is absolutely necessary that it

should be understood from what point of view of the

study of law it is wi'itten, and what is the particular use

which it is intended to serve.

For this purpose it is necessary to bear in mind that,

until very lately, the only study of law known in England

was that preparation for the actual jiractice of the pro-

fession which was procured by attendance in the chambers

of a barrister or pleader. The Universities had almost

entirely ceased to teach law ; and there was nowhere in

England any faculty, or body of learned persons, Avho made

it their business to give instruction in law after a systematic

method. Nor were there any persons desirous of learning-

law after that fashion. Forensic skill, skill in the ai-t of

drawing up legal documents, and skilfulness in the advice

given to clients, were all that was taught, or learnt, by a

process of imitation very similar to that in which an appren-

tice learns a handicraft, or a schoolboy learns a game.

This method of training produced its natural results.

The last rays of learning seemed to be dying away from

English Law with the old race of conveyancers and

pleaders ; the only lawyers of eminence who were un-

disturbed by the bustling activity of the courts. The

Chancery lawyers as a rule have retained a higher standard

of culture than those of the Common Law Bar ; and at both

Bars there always were, and still are, to be found many men

of eminent attainments in all departments of knowledge.

But the law itself is, at present, little influenced by these

attainments, and no one would venture to assert that they

lie in the direct path of a successful professional career.
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This is not the place to consider the effect of this

decay of legal learning, and exclusively ' professional

'

training, either upon the profession itself, or upon the

law, or upon the judges who administer the law. Nor

is it the place to consider the causes which have led men
to seek for a higher standard of legal knowledge, and thus

to a revival of the demand for a systematic education

in law, apart from professional training.

All I have now to take notice of is that, as a natural

consequence of this demand, the Universities of Oxford, of

Cambridge, and of London are taking active steps to re-

constitute the study of law as part of their course.

But it is only with the eai'liest, and, what I may call,

the preliminary portion of a lawyer's education that a

University has to deal. Towards imparting directly

that professional skill of which I have spoken above,

no University or Faculty of Law can do anything

whatever. That must be done elsewhere and at a

later stage. I am indeed one of those who are persuaded

that the skill in question will be at least more easily

acquired, if not carried even to a higher point than it

has at present reached, after such a preparation and

grounding as a University is able to give. But the only

preparation and grounding which a University is either

able, or, I suppose, would be desirous to give, is in law

considered as a science ; or at least, if that is not yet

possible, in law considered as a collection of principles

capable of being systematically arranged, and resting,

not on bare authority, but on sound logical deduction;

all departures from which, in the existing system, must
be marked and explained. In other words, law must be

studied in a University, not merely as it has resulted from

the exigencies of society, but in its general relations to the

several parts of the same system, and to other systems.

But it is not sufficient simply to take a resolution to
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teach law iu this way. Experience shows that to establish

a study ou this footing we must have books and teachers

specially suited for the purpose. At present, of the first

we have scarcely any. I do not wish to say a word in

di.sparagemcut of the books which are now usually read

by students ; I only wish to observe, that with two or

three notable exceptions, which cover, however, but little

ground, they belong to that period of the study of English

Law which is now passing away, and that they are only

suited to assist in the acquisition of professional skill

;

this being the object which master and student have

hitherto kept steadily and exclusively in view.

The first two or three generations of those who take to

the study of law after the new fashion will undoubtedly

find this a considerable difficulty in their way. It must

be many years before the scattered rules of English Law

are gathered up and discussed in a systematic and orderly

treatise ; and for some time to come students of law will

find themselves obliged to work a good deal with the old

tools. Nor does it follow, because these tools are not

quite pei-fect, that they are to be discarded as useless.

The actual state of the English Law on a variety of sub-

jects is laid down with clearness, brevity, and precision

in several elementaiy works ; and though it is very easy to

exaggerate the use of acquiring a knowledge of the exist-

ing rules of law ; though this knowledge, standing alone, is

only part of the skill of which I have spoken above, and

will always be far better acquired in a barrister's chambers

than in the lecture room of a professor ; though this

knowledge is emphatically not that which it is the chief

object of the preliminary training which I have now under

consideration,—yet the existing law is (if I may use the

expression) the raw material upon which the student has

to begin to work. Being told that the law contains such

and such a rule, it will be his business to examine it, to
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ascertain whence it sprung, its exact import, and the

measure of its application. Having done so, he must

assign to it its proper place in the system ; and must

mark out its relations with the other parts of the system

to which it belongs. This will require a comparison with

analogous institutions in other countries, in order to see

how far it is a deduction from those principles of law

which are generally deemed universal, and how far it is

peculiar to ourselves. For this purpose some acquaintance

with the Roman Law will be at least desii'able, if not

absolutely necessary; because the principles of that law, and

its technical expressions, have largely influenced our own
law, as well as that of every other coxmtry in Europe \

It is for students of law who occupy the position

indicated in the above observations that this book is

intended, and I repeat that it is absolutely necessary that

those who use it should bear this in mind. I have pre-

sumed that they are in the course of making acquaintance

with the more elementary rules of English Law ; that

they are desirous to understand those rules, and to know
something of their origin and relation ; not merely to use

them as weapons of attack or defence. This difficult, but

by no means uninviting inquiiy is the one in which I have

made some attempt to assist them,

* This is the great difficulty of Indian law students. They can

hartUy be expected to make themselves generally acquainted with

the Roman Law. But I do not think that it is at all impossible for

them, even with a very slight knowledge of Latin, to obtain a useful

insight into some of its leading principles. Being most desirous to

render some assistance to this class of stxidents, I have simplified, as

much as possible, the references to the Roman Law.
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CHAPTER I.

General Conception of Law.

1. Law is a term which is used in a variety of General
conception

different meauiugs, but widely as these differ, there runs of Law.

throughout them all the common idea of a regular suc-

cession of events, governed by a rule, which originates

in some power, condition, or agency, upon which the

succession depends.

2. The conception of that law which we are about Part of the
. , . , . conception

to consider—the law of the lawyer— is contained within of a political

socictv.

and forms part of the conception of a Political Society.

Fully to devclopc, the ideas comprehended under the

tenn political society would require a very long dis-

cussion. Nor is this full developement necessary for

our present purpose.

3. For this purpose it is sufficient to observe some pharacter-

of its most striking features ; and one that mainly dis- political

tinguishes a political society from other associations of

men is, that in a political society one member, or a

certain definite body of members, possesses the absolute

power of issuing commands to the rest, to which com-

mands the rest are generallj' obedient.

4. It is desirable to observe that this, though a

characteristic of a political society, does not belong to

B
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What
commands
issued in a
political

society are
laws pro-
perly so
called.

it exclusively, so as to serve as a definition of it. Though

not, however, a distinguishing characteristic of a poli-

tical society, it is a marked and conspicuous one
;

just

as the habit of Avalking erect is a marked and con-

spicuous characteristic of the human race. But, in j;he

same way as animals other than man have been known

to walk erect, so societies other than political ones are

known, of which the members are in the habit of obe-

dience to a ruler, who is acknowledged to have the

rifjht to issue and to enforce his commands. The asso-

ciation called a ' family' has existed in many countries,

and possibly still does exist in some, in such a form

that, just as in a political society, the members of it

are in the habit of complete obedience to its head, wbo

has the absolute right to enforce, and actually does

enforce, that obedience.

5. It is the body of commands issued by the rulers

of a political society to its members, which lawyers

call by the name ' Law.' It is only necessary to modify

tbis conception of the term, as used by lawyers, by ex-

cepting two small and very insignificant classes of the

commands so issued. Very rarely notifications in the

foi*m of commands are issued by the rulers of a political

society, which are nevertheless not enforced : as, for

instance, rules of rank and precedence in society, orders

to wear mourning when a great person dies, and so

forth. These are no part of law in our sense of the

term. So also the rulers of a political society some-

times, but very rarely, address a command to a par-

ticular individual or individuals by name. Such occa-

sional and specific commands are not properly comprised

under the term law, which, as we have said, involves

the idea of a general rule, applicable to all cases which

come under a common class.
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Most of the orders issued by the Sovereign through the

ordinary legal tribunals are not strictly laws, being com-

mands addressed to individuals by name. But though

these commands are not laws, the tribunals which issue

them are called legal tribunals, the action of such tri-

bunals is comprised under the general term law, and

persons engaged in the business there transacted are

called lawyers. And these terms are correct. For

though the commands ultimately issued by these tribu-

nals are addressed to individuals by name, they are not

original conmiands, but the pre-arranged consequences

of other commands, which are genei'al, and Avhich are

therefore law.

6. A special order of forfeiture of property, as a

punishment for open rebellion, is an instance of a com-

mand which is not a law, though issued by the rulers

of a political society : so is such an Act of Parliament as

the 29 Vict. c. 20, for indemnifying Mr. Forsyth against

certain penalties ; or such an Act of the Legislative

Council of India as Act xiv. of i860, which relates to

the titular King of Oudh.

7. We thus arrive at a conception of the term law, Summary of

1-1 1 1 r 11 n^^ , • .^ conception
which may be summed up as loUows. inat it is the of law.

general body of rules, which are addressed by the rulers of

a political society to the members of that society, and

which are generally obeyed.

8. The aggi'egate of powers which is possessed by the Sovereignty,

rulers of a political society is called Sovereignty. The

single ruler, where there is one, is called the Sovereign

;

the body of rulers, where there are several, is called the

Sovereign Body, or the Government, or the Supreme

Government. The rest of the members of a political

society, in contradistinction to the rulers of it, are called

Subjects.

B 2
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9. The Queen of England is sometimes called the

Sovereign, but this is only out of courtesy. The ruling

power of Great Britain and her dependencies is the

sovereign body, consisting of the Queen and the Houses

of Parliament, This use of the word ' SovereigTi ' as a

title of honour, not exjiressing exactly any political condi-

tion, is now veiy common in Europe.

S'ofcon- 10. That this is the true conception of law is now

difflrenr'^*^"
pretty well established ; though it is only very recently,

\^^^^ and after much discussion, that all the obscurity in

which the conception was involved has been swept away.

The subject has been exhausted by the late Mr. John

Austin in his Lectures on the 'Province of Jurispru-

dence ; ' and what I have stated above are his conclu-

sions^. These conclusions have been since generally

accepted by English jurists, and many of them rest upon

arguments dra-vvn from Austin's celebrated predecessors,

Hobbes and Jeremy Bentham. They in no way depend

on the theory of utility, discussed and advocated by

Austin, in his second, third and fourth Lectures ; as the

interposition of that discussion in an inquiry to which,

strictly speaking, it does not belong, has led many persons

erroneously to suppose.

IL But persons who do not either doubt or deny

Austin's conclusions, very often lose sight of them. For,

unfortunately, common language is not yet so framed as to

mark out clearly the distinctions Avhlch he has insisted

upon. So that we find in almost every page of history

angry disputes, which have arisen out of the supposed

conflicting authority of the laws set by human sovereigns,

the laws set by God, the laws of morality, and the laws of

nature. Every modern political controversy contains some

appeal from the law as it exists, to what are called the

^ See the firet, fifth and sixth Lectures.
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inherent rights and liberties of man ; that is, rights

and liberties derived from a higher authority than the

Sovereign.

12. Such a conflict of laws proceeding from different No such

authorities, if it existed, would undoubtedly contradict possible.

those ideas of a political society and absolute sovereignty

from which we have derived our definition of law; and

perceiving this contradiction, various writers have at-

tempted to qualify their definition of law, so as to include

in it, not only the law set by the sovereign body to its

subjects, but some one or more of the other laws just now

mentioned. And as the subject has been generally dis-

cussed on religious and political grounds, we find placed

above the laws which proceed from the Sovereign, some-

times the laws of God, sometimes the laws of nature, some-

times the dictates of morality, just as such an appeal best

suits the particular ideas which it is desired to inculcate.

13. It was the object of Austin in his lectures on the Relation

. , , between
' Province of Jurisprudence to shew, that, to whatever sub- Law and

Ethics,

jects other than the commands of the sovereign authority

we may apply the term law, they are not that law with

Avhich the lawyer has to deal. The lawyer, as such, has

only to deal with the express or tacit commands of the

sovereign authority; which law, because it is imposed by

a definite autliority upon definite persons, Austin calls

Positive Law, and he shews very clearly the distinction

between positive law and the divine law, or moral law,

or law of nature, or whatever term may be used to

express the ideas of what ought to be, as distinguished

fx-om what is.

1 4. Both the legislator and the lawyer will no doubt

constantly find themselves engaged in ethical discussions,

but this Austin shews not to arise from any confusion

between the boundaries of Law and Ethics. The functions
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of the legislator are in reality not legal but moral. With

liini the primary inquiry is, what ought to be, and he

only inquires what is, in order to suit his provisions to

the law already in force, and to make liimself intelligible.

With the laioyer, on the other hand, what is, is always the

primary inquiry, and there his inquiry stops, unless the

case be one, in which the commands of the sovereign

authority are indefinite or obscure ; in which case, in a

manner which Avill be hereafter more fully explained, the

lawyer resorts to a consideration of what ought to be, as a

standard to which he assumes that the sovereign authoi'ity

would alwaj's seek to conform.

15. It appears then that this is really a question of

terms. W'^hen I speak of law, I mean that law, which is

set by a sovereign authority to a political society ; by a

l^olitical society I mean a nation, which is in the habit of

obedience to that sovereign authority. If the nation re-

fuse obedience, or obey some other authority than this, it

either ceases to be a political society, or the sovereign

authority is changed.

No political 16. No theory of religion, or of morals, or of politics,

theory in- is involved in these views of law. They are alike true for

conception Hindoos, Mahommedans, and Christians ; for the su])ject

of a monarchy and the citizen of a republic. They merely

mark out the field of labour for the lawyer ; they leave

clear the field of politics and religion for the statesman

and the priest. It is only Avhen one or the other seeks to

outstep the proper boundaries of his office, that he will

find himself in conflict with these principles.

Sovereignty 17. It is of course little more than a truism, to assert
not capable

. «• t->iiia-9
of limitation from this point of View, that, as Bentham^ and Austin"*
by law.

* Fragment on Government, s. 26 ; vol, i. p. 288 of Bowring's

edition.

^ Lect. vi. pp. ^yi and 285 (third ed.).
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have shewn, and Bhickstone^ has been forced to admit, the

sovereign autliority is supreme, and, froni a purely legal

point of view, absolute. No doubt we commonly speak of

some governments as free, and of others as despotic; and

it would be idle to deny that those terms have important

meanings ; but they do not mean that the powers vested in

the one are, in the aggregate, less than the powers vested

in the other. As Bentham has pointed out, the distinc-

tion between a government which is despotic, and one

which is free, turns upon circumstances of an entirely

diftei-ent kind :
' on the manner in which the whole mass

of power, which taken together is supreme, is in a free state

distributed among the several ranks of persons that ai'e I

sharers in it ; on the soui'ce from whence their titles to it j

are successively derived ; on the frequent and easy changes <

of condition between governors and governed ; whereby

the interests of one class are more or less indistinguishably

blended with those of the other ; on the responsibility of |

the governors ; on the right which the subject has of |

having the reasons publicly assigned and canvassed of every /

act of power that is exerted over him.' But to speak of

the authority of the supreme body being limited, or of

their acts as being illegal, is, in Benthani's opinion, a

simple abuse of terms.

18. There is only one limitation of supreme authority Limitation

which Bentham thinks possible, namely, ' by express con- convention,

veution.' I am inclined to doubt, whether the real effect

of such a convention would be anything more than a

redistribution of power. Bentham has elsewhere " shewn

the fallacy of irrevocable laws, and thei"e must be, there-

fore, some body which has the power to revoke, or, in ex-

ceptional cases, to set aside even the most fundamental

* See infra, sect. 34, note. * Vol. ii. p. 401.
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principles ; and in that body the supreme authority will

reside. For instance, it was no doubt intended to limit

the authority of the President and Congress of the United

States, by the fifth article ^ of the Constitution. But it is

Austin's opinion, that the effect of that article is to place

the idtimate sovereignty in the States' governments, taken

as forming one aggregate body, and to render the general

government, consisting of the President and Congress, as

well as the States' governments, taken severally, subordi-

nate thereto ^.

19. There would still be this peculiarity in the United

States' Constitution, that the ultimate sovereign power

was generally dormant, and was only called into active

existence on rare and special occasions. I do not say that

this is inconsistent with supreme sovereignty, or with our

conception of a political society ; but it is a peculiarity.

And the exact nature of the American Constitution may
possibly, in relation to certain questions of international

law, become a topic of further discussion.

20. It is this peculiarity in the American Constitution,

1 This article provides that Congress, whenever two-thirds of both

Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to the

Constitution, or, on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of

the several states, shall call a convention for proposing amendments,

which, in either case, shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as

part of the Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three-

fourths of the several states, or by conventions in three-fourths

thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may be proposed

by Congress. See also Art X. of Amendments to the Constitution.

^ Lect. vi. p. 26S (third ed.). So too Mr. Mountague Bernard says :

' Behind both general and local authorities there is a power, intricate

in respect of its machinery, and extremely difficult to set in motion,

requiring the concurrence of tliree-fourths of the States acting Ijy

their legislatures or in conventions, which can amend the Constitu-

tion itself. This power is unlimited, or very nearly so.'—Neutrality

of Great Britain during the American War, p. 43.
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which gives the Supreme Court of the Uuitecl States its Functions of
° '• the Supreme

apparently auomalous character. Of course, wliatever may Court, how
fir tiolitiicul

be the effect of the Articles of the Constitution upon the

question, whether the sovereign powers of the President

and Congress are delegated or supreme, those provisions

would fall far short of the object they were intended to

secure, if there were not some ready means of declaring

when they had been violated, and that all acts in violation

of them were void. This function has accordingly been

exercised by the Supreme Court ; and if Austin is right

in considering the President and Congress as not supreme,

this is only an ordinary function of a Court of Law. The

acts of every authority, short of the supreme, are everywhere

submitted to the test of judicial opinion as to their

validity. It may, therefore, be perhaps doubted whether

De Tocqueville is correct in calling this function of

American judges an ' immense political power ^' It is, if

Austin is correct in his view of the American Constitution,

not a political power at all, but precisely the same power

as any couii is called upon to exercise, when judging of

the acts of a subordinate legislature. The High Courts in

India, for instance, exercise a similar power, when judging

of the acts of the Governor-General in Council. And it

might be claimed as one of the advantages of Austin's view

of the American Constitution, that it makes the position

of the Supreme Court capable of a clear definition ; and

thus renders the transition from a strict judicial inquiry

to considerations of a political character, when the validity

of acts of the Government is called in question, though

still far from improbable, at least less easy.

2 1 . Moreover, if the power of the Supreme Court is

correctly described as a political power at all, I doubt

whether it has not been exaggerated. Should the Supreme

' Democracy in America, chaj). vi.
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Court and the President and Congress ever i*eally measure

their strength, it must be remembered that by the Consti-

tution ^ the President nominates, and with the advice and

consent of the Senate appoints the Judges of the Supreme

Court, to hold their office during good behaviour ^. This

would probably be taken to mean, that they could be

removed after conviction, upon impeachment for miscon-

duct. They are thus appointed by, and are responsible to,

the very persons to whom they would by the hypothesis

be opposed ; and wdio by the hypothesis are tp'annicaP.

Now it is not at all imjDossible that, so long as the Supreme

Court preserves its high character for integrity and inde-

pendence, it may serve many very useful purposes ; but it

seems to me to go too far to say, as De Tocqueville says,

that ' the power vested in the American courts of justice

of pronouncing a statute to be unconstitutional, forms one

of the most powerful barriers which has been ever de-

vised against the tyx'anny of j^olitical assemblies.' I

think Bentham, in the passage I have just now quoted,

has much more correctly stated the true securities against

tyranny, whether of individuals or of political assemblies,

so far as it is possible for this protection to be constitu-

tionally secured. These securities Americans enjoy to the

fullest extent, coupled with certain national sentiments of

perhaps even greater importance.

Practical 22. It is also necessary to obsei've, that what I have
limitations . 1 • 1 • t

oil the abso- said as to the supremacy 01 the sovereign authority, wliieh

of sove- is the purely legal view of the relation between subjects
reignty.

* Art. II. sect. 2. cl. 2. * Art. III. sect. i.

^ I assume this, and also that the President, the Senate, and

the House of Representatives are acting unanimously in their

opposition to the Supreme Court. As a check on each other

these separate bodies can act to any extent. And it is upon

their tyrannical action that an external check of some kind is

required.
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aud their rulers, dues not in any way represent this rela-

tion in many of its most important aspects. Though for

legal purposes all sovereign authority is supreme, as a

matter of fact the most absolute government is not so

powerful as to be unrestrained. Though not restrained

by law, the supreme rulers of every country avow their

intention to govern, not for their own benefit, or for the

benefit of any particular class, but for the benefit of the

members of the society generally ; and they cannot alto-

gether neglect the duty which they have assumed. In

our own country we possess nearly all the institutions,

which have been above refen-ed to as the characteristics

of a free government. A regular machinery exists for

introducing into the ruling body persons taken from all

classes of the conmiunify, and for changing them, if the

measures of those in power become distasteful. Liberty

of the press is everywhere conceded. The humblest

subjects, though they may have no defined power, ha\e a

right to meet, and to state their grievances, provided they

do not disturb the public peace. And the Government

hardly ever refuses to listen to such i-emonstrances, though,

through ignorance and selfishness, they not unfrequently

turn out to be unfounded, or to represent but very feebly,

if at all, the real interests of the community at large.

23. AVe must also distinfruish the independence of Persons

the sovereiini body itself, from the independence of the sovereitrn
o J ' i power are

members who happen to compose that body. The Queen, Kuju-niilv

the Mendjers of the British Parliament, the Viceroys of law.

India and of Ireland, the President of the United States

of America, are all subject to the same general laws as

ourselves : only for reasons of convenience the process

against them in case of disobedience is somewhat different.

24. I have dwelt upon these itractical qualifications of Importnnce
' '

, , of uiidt'r-

the doctrine of the supremacy of the sovereign authority, standinK
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distinction because it has been thought to arm the actual rulers of a
between .,,.., , ,. . .

law and couutrv With uuumited powers ; to destroy the distinction
politics. P ^ ^

between tree and desjiotic governments ; and to absolve

the holders of power from all responsibility. It does

nothing of the kind. Even where no attempt has been

made, as in America, to bind the exercise of authority by

a special set of rules, or to submit it, as in France under

the Republic and the Second Empire, to the popular wilP,

powerful checks exist upon the exercise of arbitrary

authority, which are none the less effectual because they

do not belong to the province of law.

Delegation of 25. Having then established that the sovereign body,
sovereign y.

^^ ^xidh., is independent of law, and that the sovereign

body lays down, as positive laAv, the rules which are

to regulate the conduct of the political society which

it governs, the inquiry into the relation of rulers and

their subjects would, for legal purposes, seem to be com-

plete. It would be a simple relation of governors and

governed.

26. But, in fact, this simple state of things is no-

where known to exist. Not only does the sovereign

body find it necessary to employ others to execute its

commands, by enforcing obedience whenever particular

individuals evince a disinclination to obey the law

;

but in almost every country authority is delegated by

the sovereign body, to some person or body of persons

subordinate to itself, who are thereby empowered, not

^ The Constitution of the Fourteenth of January 1851, does not,

like that of the Fourth of November 1848, contain the empty

declaration 'that the sovereignty resides in the whole mass of

French citizens taken together' (Art. I), but it attempts to give

effect to a similar notion by declaring the right of the Emperor

(then called President) to appeal to the people at large (Art. V) ; at

best a misty phrase, and open to every possible abuse.
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merely to carry out the sovereign commands in particular

cases, but to exeixise the sovereign power itself, in a far

more general manner ; sometimes extending even to the

making of rules, which are law in the strictest sense of

the term.

27. When the sovereign body thus substitutes for its

own will the will of another person, or body of pei'sons, it

is said to delegate its sovereignty^.

28. There is scarcely any authority even to execute Gradation of

. /
"^

. powers dele-

a specific command, which is conferred by the sovereign gated by
^

. ,1-1 Sovereign.

body in terms so precise, as not to leave something to the

discretion of the person on whom it is conferred. On the

other hand, there is scarcely any delegation of sovereignty

which is so general and extensive, as to leave the exercise

of it, at any time, completely uncontrolled. And it would

be easy to construct out of the powers usually delegated

to others by the sovereign body, a continuous series,

advancing by insensible degrees, from the most precise

order, where the discretion is scarcely perceptible, up to

a viceregal authority, which is very nearly absolute. Any

attempt, therefore, to divide these powers accurately into

groups, by a division founded on the extent of the

authority conferred, must necessarily fail.

29. It is, however, common to mark oiF and classify

some of the more extensive and general of the delegated

powers by describing them as ' sovereign' or 'legislative ;'

or (in order to distinguish these delegated powers from

the powers of the supreme sovereign body itself) as

'subordinate sovereign' and 'subordinate legislative;'

whilst the powers which are specific are described as

'judicial' or 'executive.' The term 'administrative,'

so far as it has any definite meaning at all, seems to

be used to describe powers, which lie somcAvhere between

' Austin, Lecture vi. vol. i. p. 250 (third edition).
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the powers which are more general, and those which are

moi*e specific.

30. No harm results from the use of these terms,

which are sometimes convenient, if it be borne in mind

that they do not mark any precise distinction. They are

just as useful as the terms 'great' and ' small,' 'long' and

' short,' but are not more precise.

Different 31. To confer the power of making laws is the most

cieleKatinK conspicuous mode of delegating sovereign authority, and
'^ ^'

it has been sometimes spoken of as if it were the only

mode. But it is not so. The Viceroy of India, when

he declares war, or makes a treaty, exercises the sovereign

authority as directly and completely as when, in conjunc-

tion with his Council, he passes an Act. So the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal, when he grants a pardon, exercises

a peculiar prerogative of sovereignty. So every Judge,

from a Justice of the Peace in England up to the Lord

Chancellor, from a i^Ioonsiff in India up to the Judges of

a High Court, exercises a power Avhich in its origin, and

still theoretically, belongs exclusively to the Sovereign,

and which was at one time considered the most con-

spicuous attribute of sovereign authority'.

Orifrin of 32. It would be by no means out of place, by way of

societies. illustrating our conception of law and of a political society,

if we were at this point to inquire, how it was that people

first came to be governed by a sovereign authority ; how

it was that one man came to make laws for another
;

why this, which was the practice of the earlier associa-

tions of men, is still the characteristic of every political

society ; in short, to inquire into the origin and founda-

tion of government. It is indeed the practice of most

* Vide infra, sect. 53.
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writers on law to commence tlieir works with some

statements on this head.

33. "We find, however, that so far from there being Connictins;

any clear and precise views on this subject which a to^t""**

"**

student can be asked to accept, the views of one author

flatly contradict those of another ; so that, if I were now
to attempt anything in this direction, it would be neces-

sary to defend every assertion by long and wearisome

arguments.

34. Of course one must submit to this, if the inquiry Notncres-

is a necessary part of the subject. But contrary to what cuss it! '

'*"

is generally supposed, a very slight consideration will

shew that it is not so. Authors whose views are in many
respects diametrically opposite, and who hardly agree

upon a single other point, Blackstone and Bentham, for

instance, still arrive at this result, that the sovereicu

authority is supreme \ That is really all that the lawyer

requires for his conception of law ; the rest he can work
out for himself.

35. We are at liberty therefore to pass over this topic,

and I shall do so, merely indicating how the controversy

stands. And I cannot do this better than by contrasting

the views of the two great leaders of English opinion on

this subject.

36. Blackstone ^ speaking perhaps of the present

^ Blackstone says (Commentaries, vol. i. p. 4S) of governments
that, ' however they began, or by what right soever they subsist,

there is and must be in all of them a supreme, irresistible, absolute,

uncontrolled authority, iti wliich the jura mmmi imperii, or the

rights of sovereignty, re.>ide.' Bentham's opinion I havo ah-eady

quoted; supra, sect. 17.

^ Commentaries, vol. i. p. 47. Blackstone here adopts the

views of Hobbes, but he uses language far less precise tlian the

original. Sse sect. 3 of the ' Elementa Philosophia?,' in vol. ii. of

Molesworlh's edition of the collected Latin Works. This derivation
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Opposite foundation ratlier than of the origin of government, says
views of
Blackstone that their foundations are laid in the wants and fears of

ham. individuals ; that the necessity of protection is what keeps

men in subjection, and that an agreement for })rotection

on the one hand, and obedience on the other, is always

understood and implied in every state.

37. Bentham, in the pamphlet called ' A Fragment on

Government^,' contests most strongly this notion of an

implied contract between governors and governed, and no

one can for a moment doubt that he has done so success-

fully. For his own part he would base government on its

claim to secure the greatest happiness of all those whose

interest is in question ; and probably many who would not

accept all the principles of the utilitarian school will

accept this as the true, as it undoubtedly is the avowed,

basis of the claim to govern. As to the historical inquiry,

Bentham probably never troubled himself at all about it,

and Blackstone thought it was hopeless.

38. Subsequently Austin drew a clear line between

such inquiries and the province of jurisprudence : but it is

not a little remarkable that he should have somewhat

marred the effect of his own work, by inserting in the

midst of it a discussion, which, it appears to me, is by his

own shewing extraneous to the matter he had in hand.

By so doing he has overstepped his own boundaries, just

at the point where he had been at the most pains to draw

them. But be this as it may, Austin has established that

the question—what is the origin and foundation of govern-

ment 1 is in truth not a legal question at all, and that the

of government from a fictitious asreement is the second of what

Austin considers to be Hobbes' two ' capital errors.' See a note

to the Sixth Lecture, where the value of Hobbes' speculations is in

other respects maintained.

* Published in 1776 as a criticism on Blackstone.
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true province of jurisprudcuce is to inquire what is law,

and not how or why it is, or came to be so.

39. In the next place, Sir Henry Maine has shewn, in

his work on 'Ancient Law,' that the histoi'ical inquiry how,

as a matter of fact, political societies have grown up,

is not, as Blackstone supposed, an altogether hopeless

one. He has shewn that the rise and growth of law

may be traced by a process, somewhat similar to that

bv which the seologist has traced the formation of the

world, and the scholar is tracing the formation of

language ; and it is obvious that the inquiry into the

origin of government must, hencefoi'th, be a historical

one, for it is only where history has been exhausted,

that we are at liberty to speculate at all on such a subject

as the origin of our existing institutions.

40. It must not be supposed, moreover, that these Inquiry into

. . • J 1
^^^'^ subject

inquiries, though they fall, strictly si:»eaking, outside the useful to the

province of jurisprudence, are altogether foreign to the

study of law : on the contrary, it is almost impossible to

grasp clearly many of the conceptions with which the

lawyer has to deal, without having traced their history.

Many of the terms in which they ai-e expressed are

very ancient. The conceptions themselves are neither

new nor old. They came long ago into existence, but

have been l)rouglit under the influence of a long succession

of antagonistic philosophies and conflicting creeds. By

these they have been, very often at the time imperceptibly,

but upon the whole greatly modified. So that, whilst

the name has remained the same, the ideas comprised

under it have greatly varied. And such researches as those

of Sir Henry Maine, in which the connection is traced

between modern legal ideas and the rudimentary institu-

tions of early social life, have a value in assisting the

c
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stiident of law to grasp these ideas, quite apart from their

value to the philosopher and historian.

41. This is (to my mind) the true use of such

inquiries—to bring befoi'e us clearly the modern ideas

of jurisprudence, and to exhibit their relation to social

life. Some persons would also fain see in the early in-

stitutions which historical inquiry has brought to light, a

pattern for modern social reforms, and would apparently

claim for these, because they are ancient, just the same

sort of superiority that has been frequently claimed, on

no better grounds, for a supposed state of nature. It is

with no such views that I have directed attention to these

historical inquiries •^,

1 Probably Mr. John Stuart Mill, in the use he makes of Sir

Henry Maine's historical inquiries as to the earlier notions of owner-

ship of land, does not mean to do anything more, than to weaken

the sentiment of respect for existing institutions arising from their

supposed antiquity. I do not suppose he could have intended to

lend any coimtenance to the popular misconception, that only rights

of the highest order of antiquity can claim the benefit of prescription.

See the article on Maine's Village Communities in the Fortnightly

Review of May, 1871.
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CHAPTER 11.

SouKCEs OF Law.

42. There are several inquiries which have been pro- What is

secuted under tliis head, and some writers have thrown sources of

themselves afld their readers into inextricable confusion,

by pursuing more than one of these at the same time,

without perceiving the distinction between them.

I am not now about to inquire whence it is that lailes

of conduct acquire the binding force of law—that I have

already made to depend on the will of the sovereign

authority.

Nor am I about to inquire how or why the sovereign

authoi'ity came to have the power to make laws ; that, as

I have already shewn, is not, strictly speaking, a legal

inquiry.

What I mean by the sources of law is simply the

place where, if a man wants to get at the law, he must

go to look for it ^.

43. The primary and most direct source, and, where It The primary
, » 1 ,

,

, . « 1 . , source iis Ut-
is to be luund, the exclusive source oi law, is tiie ex- clared win of

the supreuic

* Even with these limitations there is still room for much in-

definiteness in the term ' sources of law.' We generally mean by it,

as will appear from the text (sect. 63), something more than mere

literature; I do not pretend, however, that it would be possible

to draw an exact distinction between literatura and auctoritan

.

Lawyers frequently fortify their conclusions by references to opinions

which are not, in a forensic sense, authoritative.

C 2
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pressly declared will of the sovereign authority. Wlien

the sovereign authority declares its will in the form of

a law, it is said to legislate ; and this function of sove-

reignty is called Legislation : the body which deliberates

on the form and substance of such laws before they are

promulgated is called the Legislature ; and the laws so

made are called Acts of the Legislature,

or sub- 43 a. It has already been remarked that legislation,
ordinate ,., in- • iii i
legislature, like any other function of sovereignty, may be delegated

to a subordinate person or body of persons. In this

case the subordinate legislature is the mouthpiece of the

sovereign authority, and the declarations of the sub-

ordinate legislature derive their binding force from the

will of the sovereign authority, just as much as if they had

been framed and issued by the sovereign authority itself.

Siibordinate 44. All the colonies of England present examples of
lesislatiou n.ii • n ^ -i

• t • 1 1

in the this delegation 01 the legislative power, l)ut nowhere have

they been multiplied to so great an extent as in India.

Thus in the province of Lower Bengal alone there are fom*

distinct bodies or persons, each possessing a very extensive

legislative authority. There is first the British Queen

and Parliament, the supreme authority ; then the General

Legislative Council ; next the Governor-General himself

with or without his Council ; and lastly the Council of the

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. And the powers of some

Lieutenant-Governors and Commissioners, acting alone, are

in other parts of Bengal so large and ill-defined that, as

a matter of fact, they do exercise a power of issuing

ordinances, w^hich can hardly be distinguished from an

exercise of legislative authority. This example of sub-

ordinate legislation illustrates not only the extent and

importance of the function, but also the evils which

may attend it. Where the power of legislation is so

loosely conferred en such a variety of persons, it is

Colonies.
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certain there will be great confusion of laws, and there

is also great danger of the worst of all evils, namely, of

doubts being raised as to whetlier the legislative authority

of some of the subordinate bodies has not been exceeded.

For the supreme sovereign authority is always obliged to

allow the authority of its sul>ordiuates to be questioned, in

some form or other, by judicial authority, in order to keep

up a check on their usurpation of power ; though some-

times it resorts to that highly unsatisfactory expedient

for getting out of the difficulty—an ex 2^ost facto ratifica-

tion of acts which are admittedly illegal.

45. It may also be desirable hex-e to notice that Methods of

sovereignty is delegated upon two distinct principles to

the dependencies of England. In India the Governor-

General and Legislative Council constitute together a

legislature whose functions are expressly limited in several

directions, and whose action is expressly made subject to

the control of the British Parliament, which it is obviously

contemplated will in no wise discontinue the habit of

occasionally making laws for India. On the other hand,

most of the colonies possess constitutions which confer

upon their res2:)ective legislative assemblies, together with

the Queen of England (usually represented by a Governor),

legislative authority of the most general kind, and which

obviously contemplate that all the functions of legislation

will be carried on within the colony itself. But colonies

possessing such constitutions are equally subject to the

same sovereign body, the Queen and the two Houses of

Parliament. The power of the British Parliament over

a colony, though dormant, is not extinguished by the

grant of such a constitution as I have described. There

is amply sufficient in the Acts of Parliament which grant

colonial constitutions to make the very acceptance of thorn

a mark of subordination. Nevertheless the forjn of these
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constitutions is not without importance ; they not only

give a greater practical independence, but they are calcu-

lated to render the transition to complete independence

easier to accomplish, should the colony think fit to ask, or

the mother country desire to gi-ant it \

Indirect 46. Lcc^islative functions are also exercised, not only
delecations .

°
.

) ^

orleyislative by bodies expressly constituted for that purpose, and
authority. "'

^
„ , . , . ^ -,- nunder the name of legislation, but by bodies of pei'sons

who have the power to frame rules for the protection

or convenience of the inhabitants of certain localities.

Thus in large and populous towns we frequently find

a body called by the name of a municipality, which has

power to make bye-laws, as they are called, for regulating

the conduct of the inhabitants, and even to impose taxes.

So the Privy Council, and sometimes Boards of Revenue,

and of Education, frame rules for special objects entrusted

to them, which are some of them laws in the proper sense

of the term. So too Courts of Law issue general

rules of procedure in matters of litigation which are also

law. In these cases the power thus exercised has been

expressly conferred.

Siiiordi 47. The sovereign body can always delegate its func-
iiate legis- . i> , ^ • • ^ • i • in
latures can- tioii of legislation to any extent it pleases ; it being wholly

uncontrolled not only in the matter, but in the manner of

legislation. In other words, the sovereign body not only

exercises the legislative function, but is the author of

it also.

But a subordinate legislature, not being the author of

* See the 15 and 16 Vict. chap. Ixsii. (New Zealand), and the

30 and 31 Vict. chap. iii. (British North America). In all these

Acts the supreme sovereignty of England is, in accordance with

traditional usage, studiously referred to as if it were vested in the

Queen alone. But of course no one can doubt that the Queen and

the Colonial Parliament are subordinate to the Queen and the

English Parliament.
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its own functions, and having no control over the manner

of legislation, can only delegate its functions so far as it

has been authorised to do so. Such general legislative

powers as are possessed by the Legislative Council in

India would undoubtedly carry with them some powers

of delegation ; such, for instance, as are necessary to

authorise a municipality to make bye-laws for the pre-

servation of health. They have indeed been presumed to

exist so far, as to warrant the Legislative Council in

leaving it to individuals to say when, and where, 'and to

what extent their acts shall come in force ; and some-

times details, which one would ordinarily find in the act

itself, are left to be supplied by a subordinate officer.

Such a method of legislation requires very careful watch-

ing, lest the bounds of authority be exceeded.

48. When no act of the legislature, subordinate or Second

supreme, can be found which lays down the course to be law—Judi-
, ,

. ./, 1 . , .1 -n cial decision..
taken in any specinc case which may ai'ise, where will

a man then go in order to discover the law 1 That, accord-

ing to our definition, is the next source of law.

There is no doubt at all what he would do. He would

search and see what the exjoounders of the law have on

similar occasions said about the matter. But then imme-

diately arises the question—who are the expounders of

the law t

49. This is a question which mij-ht not at all times Binding
- . ,, . . , ,

authority of
and 111 all countries receive precisely the same answer ; judicial111)1 • T< 1 1 1

decisions.

but there is no doubt aljout the answer in Lngland, and

in counti'ies governed by her. The expounders of the law

are primarily the judges ' of the Courts of Law. The

books we should go to in order to find out the law would

be the ' Reports,' as they are called—that is, the account of

cases heard and decided up to the present time.
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50. But it may be said, tliat tliis is after all doing no

more than is done by every man of sense on an occasion

of difficiiltj" ; that it is natural on such an occasion to see

what other men, whose opinions we respect, have done

under similar circumstances ; but that the conduct of our

predecessors, although it may be useful as a guide and an

example, is in no way binding upon us, and is not law.

5 1 . This remark would be perfectly just, if the lawyer

searched his reports only for the purpose which is here

supposed. But any one who sits for an hour and listens

to a legal arg-ument in a Court of Law, or reads a dozen

pages of any account of what there takes place, will see

that this is a very inadequate conception of the use which

the lawyer makes of tlie opinions of those who have gone

before him. If it is found in the course of a legal dis-

cussion, that there is a long and unifoi-m course of decisions

on the point, or even a single decision of the highest

Court of Appeal, the advocate will argue, and the jiidge

•
will declare, that this is the law, with nearly as much

confidence as if it was so written in an Act of the

Legislature.

Origin of 52. But then at once there starts up in the mind a

uiake law fresh Series of questions. Who made this law I The

.iudfcial judges? If so, by what authority] And if without
decisions. ,, ., , . ., , ^

authority, now is it law «

True con- 53. Now fully to answer these questions requires the

the office of consideration of a few cognate topics. In the first place

fu'icfion of let us consider what is the nature of the office of a judge.

reign!^^*^" If we look at the history of all early societies we find that

the principal duty of the Sovereign, in time of peace, is

not the making of law, but the decision of law suits. It

is the King himself who decides all disputes between his

subjects ; he is the judge before whom the issue is tried ^
;

' See Grote's History of Greece, Part I. ch. xx.
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ami whilst in some of the oldest treatises on law we find

the judicial function of Kings carefully and prominently

considered, the legislative function is scarcely noticed.

This is notably the case in the treatise of Menu, where the

King is always spoken of as ' the dispenser of justice,' and

his duties as such are minutely laid down ; whereas I do

not recollect a single passage which enjoins him to make

wise and good laws. Nor does this in any way result

from the claim of Hindoos to have received a cUvine

revelation. We find the same thing in societies which lay

no such extensive claim, and indeed which hardly claim

at all to have received commands direct from God.

54. Even in England, where Austin thinks the judicial

function was more completely separated from the legis-

lative than in any other country^ we find strong indications

of the extent to which those functions were mixed in

early times. The present judicial authority of the House

of Lords is generally traced to its representation of the

Aula Regis, which was at the same time the supreme court

of justice and the supreme legislative assembly in the

kingdom. It requii-ed a special clause in Magna Carta

to enable the Court of Common Pleas to sit anywhere

except in the place where the King happen'fed to reside.

By a fiction the Sovereign is always supposed, even at the

present day, to preside in person at every sitting of the

Court of Queen's Bench ; and it is as keeper of the King's

conscience that the Chancellor is often said to exercise his

authority.

55. The truth is, as Sir Henry Maine has shewn ^, that idea of law

1 •! PI •.!<>• !• • 1 1 (•f-1 I'osterior to
the idea oi law itselt is posterior m date to that oi judicial timt of

decision ; and it was the actual observation of a succession decision.

of similar decisions of the same kind, which gave rise to

* Lect. xxviii. p. 536 (third edition).

* Ancient Law, p. 5 (ed. iS6i).
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Dele'-'ation

of judicial
office by
Sovereign.

Judicial
making of
hiw not a
usurpation.

the idea of a rule or standard to which a case might be

referred. As soon as this oljservation was made, every

one would naturally recognise the advantage of stating in

an abstract form the rule which might be inferred from a

seiies of uniform decisions, and which, it might be

reckoned with tolerable certainty, would be applied, when-

ever a similar dispute should arise. This was the first

germ of law : and the first recognised laws were probablj'

collections of the scattered i-ules which had thus come to

be adopted.

56. It was only in the simplest condition of society

that the King could really be also judge in all matters

of litigation. At a very early period this function of

sovereignty would be delegated to persons whose duty it

was to decide disputes and punish offences. The wise, and

learned, and elderly persons, who sat with the King to

assist him with their advice, would be deputed by him to

decide cases in his absence. But this change in the

person of the judge would not materially afiect either the

character of the office, or the exercise of the function.

The same repetition of cases would occur : by deciding

them successively in the same way, the subject judge, just

like the sovereign jiidge, would give currency to certain

rules, and these rules would come to be looked upon as

law.

57. The process by which law is made by judges in

the exercise of their judicial function has been undoubtedly

misunderstood. It has been said, that the exercise by

judges of the legislative fimction at all, is a usurpation.

If by the exercise of the legislative function be meant

the evolution of law by the process above described, this

statement is the very reverse of truth. A judge who

merely substitutes for his own opinion the concurrent

opinion of others is no breaker of the law. The only
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result of saying that juelges could make no law, would

be to say, in effect, in a large number of cases, that there

was no rule of law applicable to the purpose in hand,

and to leave the judge entirely uncontrolled.

58. I do not, however, mean to rei)reseut that judges Objections
. to the niocle

in Eu'dund and her dependencies have done no more, than in which
, . , this t'uiictiou

simply bow to the authority of their predecessors, rather has been
Gxcrcisccl.

than hazard an opinion of their own. Curiously enough,

whilst shrinking from any avowal of the exercise of

legislative functions, by referring everything to the

' Common Law,' and thus clothing every rule made by

th.m in language, which assumes for it an antiquity

gre.tter than that of any Act of Parliament, judges have in

re.diry exercised the power of legislating to a very large

extent. Whether too largely, and whether this mode of

miking laws has on the whole been beneficial or not, are

questions which cannot be fully considered in this place.

"Where the regular process of legislation has been so

inadequate as ours has been, to meet the gi-owing wants

of society, in respect of many of those matters which daily

come under the notice of Courts of Law, some such

expedient was inevitable ; and it could hardly be expected

that judges would examine with very great nicety the

limits of an authority, the exercise of which provoked

neither jealousy nor remark. It is not unnatural, for

example, that they should apply the same remedy to cases

where the law had become obsolete, as to cases where no

law existed.

59. A very much more important question has been Cliaracter-

. n , ,
• • I- i1

„i8tiC8 0f

raised, as to the correct appreciation oi tue process oi judiciary

making law by judicial decision. Austin has minutely

criticised this process, but the published Lecture which

contains these criticisms is, as is so frequently the case

with the scanty remains we have of the writings of that
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eminent jurist, made up of two independent fragments

;

and it is of course, therefore, not summed up into any final

conclusions. It appears to me that the essential difference

between the generation of law by judicial decision and by

express legislation lies in two of the characteristics of judi-

ciary law noted by Austin,—namely, that it is ex post facto,

and that it is always implicated witli the peculiarities of

the particular case in which it is applied. All the objec-

tions which can be raised against judiciary law may be

traced to one or both of these characteristics ; its bulk, the

difficult of ascertaining it, its inconsistency, and so forth.

To the combination of these two characteristics may be

also traced its great, though possibly its only advantage

—

that of flexibility, or capacity of being adapted to any new

combination of circumstances that may arise. Were the

judges in England compelled, as in Italy, France and

Spain, and as has been attempted in India, to state

separately and fully what French lawyers call the motives,

and Spanish laAvyers the points of their decisions—that is

to say, their findings in fact and the rules of law which

guide them—there would be a complete revolution in the

history of English case law. The law being stated in

distinct propositions, altogether separate from the facts,

would be easily ascertained. This, coupled wdth our

notions as to the authority of prior decisions, would render

a conflict so conspicuous, as to be almost impossible. The

law would soon become clear and precise enough ; but so

far as judicial decision was concerned, it would become

absolutely rigid. It is because English judges are absolved

from the necessity of stating general propositions of law,

and because, even when these are stated, they are always

read as being qualified by the circumstances under which

they f.re applied, that our law remains bulky and un-

certain, but has also, in sjiite of our respect for precedent,
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remained for so long a period flexible. Wlietlier it

would be found possible to combine our practice as to

the generally unquestionable authority of prior decisions,

with the practice of laying down in every case abstract

propositions of law separate from and independent of the

particular facts, is an experiment which, as far as I am
aware, has not yet been tried. The High Court at

Calcutta has gone somewhat near it, by requiring even

its own members, when they differ in opinion on a matter

of law, to refer the difference to the arbitration of a

majority of the whole Court. This sometimes leads

to the enunciation of propositions of law -in an abstract

form, which it is made imperative on all the members of

the Court, and of course on all the inferior Courts, to

accept, until overruled by the Privy Council ^

60. The nature of the process of reasoning which has Processor
" reasoninp

to be performed in order to exti*act a rule of law from a kv whidi it

is extracted,
number of decided cases by elimination of all the qualify-

ing circumstances, is a very peculiar and difficult one.

The opinion of the judge, apart from the decision, though

not exactly disregarded, is considered as extra-judicial, and

its authority may be got rid of by any suggestion which

can separate it from the actual result. Unless, there-

fore, a proposition of law is absolutely necessary to a

decision, however emphatically it may have been stated,

it passes from- the province of auctoritas into that of mere

Uteratura. Curiously enough it is not the opinion of

the judge, but the result to the suitor which makes the

law.

61. Paley has called the process by which law is Competition
*'

_

*
_

''

. .
of opjiosite

extracted from a series of decisions the competition of JH'tiioKies.

' See Rule of High Court of Calcutta of July, 1S67, in Mr.

Broughton's Civil Procedure, p. 710 (fourth edition).
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opposite analogies \ Austin considers that this process is

not necessarily confined to the extraction of law from

judicial decisions, but that it may as well be employed

in the application of ascertained rules of law to particular

cases. But, as I have said, it is the peculiarity of English

judges that they do not think themselves bound to dis-

tinguish these two opei-ations, and that they very fre-

quently perfoi-m them simultaneously. They, in fact,

determine the law only by apj)hjing it. And I think

Paley's desci-iption of forensic disputation and judicial

decision is both foi'cible and accurate. ' It is,' he says,

' by the urging of the different analogies that the con-

tention of the bar is carried on ; and it is in the com-

parison, adjustment and reconciliation of them with one

another, in the discerning of such distinctions, and in the

framing of such a determination as may either save the

various rules alleged in the cause, or, if that be impossible,

may give up the weaker analogy to the stronger, that the

sagacity and wisdom of the court are exercised.'

62. It is scarcely, perhaps, necessary to observe that

the function of judges, which consists in thus making

laws by successive decisions, is altogether distinct from

their function of direct subordinate legislation before

adverted to^.

Third source 63. Closely connected with the law which emanates

Oomiuen- from a series of judicial decisions is the law which is

derived from the commentaries of great jurists. These

' Moral Philosophy, vol. ii. p. 259. Austin seems to have

thought at first that Paley was speaking only of the application and

not the extraction of law. (Lect. xxxvii. p. 653.) But he after-

wards changed that opinion. (Fragments, p. 1031.) Very likely

Paley did not, any more than is usual with our judges, distinguish

the two processes.

^ Supra, sect. 46.

taries.
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are also expounders of the law, and their works are con-

stantly read and referred to in courts of justice, and have

the very greatest weight.

The authority of a commentator cannot, however,

like that of a judge, be traced immediately to the

Sovereign, and, as a general rule, a commentary when it

first appears, is only used as an argument to convince, and

not as an authority which binds. But just as judges by

successive decisions give currency to a rule of law, so by

successive recognition they establish the authority of a

commentator ; till at last the opinions which he has

expressed count for as much, or even more, than the

opinions of the most eminent judge. This is the case

with such commentaries as those of Lord Coke, Loi'd

Hale, and Littleton in England, the Dayabhaga, the

Mitacshara, the Hedaya and the Futwa Alumgiri in India.

64. Between commentaries and judicial decisions there Difference

is a distinction of form which it is important not to over- tween com-

look. Judicial decisions are, as we have seen, by their and

very nature concrete ; all the judge professes to do is to law!*^"^'^^

decide the case before him ; and the principle of law

which guides him has very often to be extracted with

much labour and difficulty. But the commentator not

unfrequently deals with matters entirely in the abstract.

He lays down propositions of law capable of being applied

to a whole class of cases ; he infers one principle from

another ; he foresees new combinations and provides for

new results. A coraraentaiy of this character, when once

its authority is established, is far more comprehensive than

any number of volumes of reports ; but very few treatises

of that kind on English law, and scarcely any modern

oues, have attained the necessary standard of reputation.

65. At each step we take in enumerating the sources
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Fourth
source of
law

—

Custom.

"Wliat is a
custom ill

the legal

sense.

Growtli of
cu8tom.

of law, the mode of derivation becomes proportionately

more obscure. The function of judges in making the law-

is far less easy of comprehension than that of the legis-

lator ; that of the commentator is again a degi-ee less

clear. We now come to a case in which the law at first

sight seems to be made by neither Sovereign nor judges,

but by the people themselves, at their own will and

pleasure.

66. This kind of law is what passes under the name of

custom. It would be impossible here to dispose of all the

vexed topics of discussion which have arisen on this

subject. But some of the obscurities which hang about it

may be removed, and, at least, it may be indicated where

the diflBcult ground lies.

67. Custom in its general sense signifies the uni-

formity of conduct adopted under similar circumstances on

many successive similar occasions. Thus burning the

dead is said to be a custom of Hindoos
;
polygamy is

said to be a custom of Mahommedans ; sitting on chairs

is said to be a custom of Europeans ; wearing pigtails is

said to be a custom of Chinese.

68. By a custom in its legal sense we mean precisely

the same sort of thing, but wdth a narrower application.

The law does not concern itself about all customs, but

only about those the observance of which is enforced, or

the observance of which by the parties themselves affects

their legal position. Thus in some districts of England it

is the custom for one man at certain times of the year to

tui*n his cattle to graze on the lands of another. This is

a custom which the law would enforce. So it would also

recognise the custom of polygamy amongst Mahommedans

as affecting the right of succession.

69. All that is necessary for the growi:h of a custom

is that people should have a tradition of what tiieiv
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fathers did before them, a knowledge of what their neigh-

bours are doing around them, and a common conviction

that what is so done is right. Uniformity of action is the

certain result of such a condition of things, and such

uniformity of action, when it has settled down into a rule,

will be called a custom.

70. It has been usual to found the authority of a Authority of

. , custom—not
custom upon Avhat is called the consensus utentium—that .a bmuch of

is, upon the mere fact of its observance by those who have law.

adopted it ; so as to make a rule of law which originates in

custom independent of the sovereign authority. Austin,

in his 29th and 30th Lectures, has no doubt shewn that

this is erroneous. But it does not follow from this, as it

appears to me, that customary law is to be treated

merely as a branch of judge-made law, and not as an

independent source of law. Custom is a notion older

than law itself. Long before, and even long after tri-

bunals had a clear notion of law, decisions were given

according to the custom. This might simply be the

custom of the tribunals itself, or judge-made law ; but it

was no doubt also frequently the custom observed by

those persons with whose habits the judges were best

acquaiute 1, or in the district where they had jurisdiction.

The old village courts (Schoffengerichte) mentioned by

Savigny^ no doubt based their decisions entirely upon

such customs, though the practice of drawing up records

of their opinions (Weisthiimer) prolxibly gave in time a

decided preponderance to the judicial over the popular

element^. I cannot speak from personal knowledge as to

' System of Modern Roman Law, sect. 30.

' This tendency— th.at is, the tendency to substitute written rules

of law for the arhitrinm of the judges—ai)pears everywhere, even

in lay trilnmals : ' de constUutionihuH aatein rusticorum ne penitus

memoriae dccedat, necanc est id sa-ibutur.' But the written law

D
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the fact, but I believe that the village courts (punchayets)

which exist to this day in Madras do precisely the same

thing. Tribunals of this kind have scarcely ever any

other concei^tion of law than the established custom of

their district ^

71. Of course, amongst more advanced nations, where

the tribunals are entirely under the influence of profes-

sional lawyers, the reference to custom as a source of laAv

is much more rare, and is somewhat embarrassed by the

idea of law as the express or tacit command of a sovereign

authority. Yet even liere, I think it is scarcely a connect

conception of the influence of custom upon law, to treat

. it as based entirely uj)on judicial assent. It is a generally

recognised duty of judges to be guided by custom ; and it

is remarkable that, whenever the legislature of this country

has defined the special duties of the courts in India in

reference to natives, it is to the law and usages of Hindoos

and Mahonimedans, and not to the law alone, that they

are directed to conform ". So too by the Hindoo law

itself, it is laid down as a distinct principle that even the

revealed law may be modified by custom '.

A custom 72. A custom is generally spoken of as if it were an
does not . , , i •, • , ,i , , c i

necessarily exception to general law, and it is true that most or the

exception, rules of law which now pass under the name of custom

are exceptional in character ; but it would be a great

mistake to suppose that this is the general character of

customary law. Very many customs which have become

law are in no way exceptional j and a very considerable

being found too hartl,tliere has generally been a subsequent reaction

in favour of unwritten law.

^ Compare the account of the growth of the common law given by

Sir William Erie, in his Essay on Trades Unions, p. 47.

* Seethe 21 Geo. III. ch. Ixx. sect. 17.

^ Menu, ch. viii. s. 41 ; see infra, sect. 78.
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propoi-tion of the universal rules of law in every country

are only customs sanctioned by law. Wiien, however, such

universal customs become undoubted law, they usually lose

the name of custom ; they are called by the ordinary term

law, and their origin is lost sight of. Thus the ordinary

rules of inheritance are called the Jaw of inheritance, and

we resei-ve the name ' custom ' for such imles of inherit-

ance as are exceptional; such as the succession in England

of all the sons in equal shares, or the succession in India

of the eldest son alone. But most of the rules of inherit-

ance originated in custom, the only difference being that

some, being general, are called law, whilst others, being

exceptional, are called custom. It is plain, thei-efore, that

the adoption of customs into the law does not necessarily

interfere with its uniformity ; it oiJy does so when a

custom is recognised which is not universal.

73. In recognising, therefore, and importing into the

law customs which are universal, judges are liberal ; but

they are jealous of admitting customs wliich are excep-

tional to the ordinary law : and the jealousy naturally

increases, in proportion as the antagonism between the ordi-

nary law and the custom becomes more distinctly marked.

74. Some persons would make the enumeration of the AMiether

sources of law stop here ; indeed, I have already carried any other

it one step further than Austin would carry it. On the law.

other hand, many writers would insist, that we have yet

to consider three of the most important sources of law

;

the divine law, the moral law, and the law of nature.

75. By divine law I mean the body of rules set Divine Law

by God to man through a peculiar process of communica- natioIiK"*

tion called 'revelation'.' Nearly all nations claim to be

* Rules of conduct, not actually revealed, may also be referred to

a Divine Author, and, I believe, are sometimes called divine, but

D 2
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Christians.

Greeks and
Romans.

Hindoos.

possessed of some such revelation, but the nature of it

differs considerably; and the relation which these revealed

rules bear to law, in the proper sense of the term, also

varies very greatly.

76. Christian nations lay claim to nothing more than

a revelation of certain docti'ines of religion and cei'taia

very general rules of morality. The Author of the

Christian faith, though repeatedly appealed to for that

purpose, always refused to interfere in questions of a

political character, or to lay down sjiecific mles of conduct.

77. The Greeks and Romans had scarcely any notion

of a divine revelation at all, in any sense which we should

attach to the term. The divine communications which

they received were rather in the shape of advice or warn-

ings how to act on some special occasion. If it was sup-

posed that there had been at any time persons, who spoke

habitually under divine inspiration, these were not sages

who directed the conduct, but poets who stirred the feel-

ings and imagination of their hearers.

78. The Hindoos, whilst they too have been largely

influenced by a mytliic poetry of supposed divine origin,

have also a very distinct notion of a revelation of the will

of God. And this extends not only to the laying down

rules of moral propriety and religious observance, but to

the conduct of the ordinary affairs of life. But this revela-

tion was neither com2)lete nor final. That it is not the first

is obvious upon the most cursory inspection. And the

modification of these rules, in order to meet the various

necessities which may arise, is distinctly approved of by

Menu, who enjoins a king ' who knows the revealed law

to iuqviire into the particular laws or usages of districts,

I am at liberty to restrict the expression 'divine law' as T have

done, and as it is convenient to do ; comprising- the unrevealed rules,

as is more commonly the practice, under moral law, or law of nature.
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the customs of trades, and the rules of certain families,

and to establish their particular laws^' And even the

possibility of antagonism between the divine precept, and

existing ruleg of social conduct as established by positive

law, was recognised in a very remarkable manner, in the

animated controversy which took place in India concerning

the distinctive doctrine of the Bengal school as to the

power of the father to dispose of the family pro]*rty^.

79. The Mahommedan revelation is much more recent, Mahomme-
1 TJ- r> 1 i? •

dans.

and though any one reading the Koran for the first tmie

would hardly suppose that it was so intended, it has

nevertheless been adopted by Mahommedan nations as

the basis of their social and political institutions ; but the

most important of these are rather inferences from its

spirit, than exact applications of any specific rule to be

found therein. Wherever specific rules are found, and

there are a few as regards minor matters, they have been

for the most part observed with scrupulous exactness.

80. Buddhists likewise claim to have received their Buddhists,

separate divine communication, but I think it is mostly

confined to moral and religious matters.

81. No nation ever carried its notions of a divine Jews,

law so far as the Jews. For a very considerable period

they claimed to be under the direct personal government

of God Himself, who was in constant communication with

them. It appears, however, that they found this form of

political society (if such it can be called) highly incon-

venient, and the traces of the struggle to obtain a different

political constitution are clearly to be found in the Bible

;

' Menu, ch. viii. f.ect. 41 ;
' if,' adds a commentator, ' they be not

repugnant to the law of God.' But Menu did not think tliis

precaution necessary.

' See the Dayabhag.i of Jirauta Vahana, ch. ii. sect. 28, 29,

referred to in Strange's Hindoo Law, vol. i. p. 23,
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"R'hcre ' we are told that the Jews desired to have a king

* like all the nations ;' and, though they are rebuked

for their iugi'atitude, their pr?!} or is at last gi'anted. But

for various I'easons, which it i^i not necessary here to

particularize, the Jews, as a luition, never arrived at a

clear separation of divine laAV and the law set by human

authority.

Erroneous 82. Now to deny that the commands which have been
iiotious as to , .

conflict thus given to ourselves, to Jews, to Mahommedans, to

divine and Buddhists and to Hindoos, have been a source of law,
human

1 1 • , -, ^ i • i 1

laws. Avould, as it appears to me, be to deny that mankind has

had any religious belief at all ; nor do I think there

would have been any difficulty about the matter, if Black-

stone and some other English la^vyers had not suggested

ideas of a most false and mischievous character. Black-

stone, speaking of laws generally, and lajdng down what

is apparently intended as a rule for our practical guidance,

has asserted that precepts which emanate from God are

superior in obligation to any other, and that no human

laws are of any validity, if contrary to these ^. He would

thus apparently make divine law the primary, and,

where it exists, the exclusive source of law
;
placing it

even above the expressly declared will of the sovereign

body itself

83. The proposition is not the less objectionable,

because it is capable of being read in a sense in which

it is not untrue. If Blackstone meant tlmt a conscien-

tious man, with a firm and well-grounded conviction that

there existed a conflict between a particular divine and

^ I Samuel viii. 5.

^ Blackstone shifts his ground so often that it is difScult to fix

liim to any precise statement, but this is what I understand him to

m.ean at pp. 42 and 43 of his Introduction. The same statement

is broadly repeated in Fonblanque on Equity, p. 8 (fifth ed.).
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a particuLir human ])recept, ought to obey the first and

uut the sco( nd, he was euuneiating an empty truism,

only applicable perhaps once or twice in the history of a

nation, and wholly foreign to the subject which Black-

stoue bad then under consideration—namely, the natui'C

of laws in general.

84. The absurdity of Blackstone's position, if intended

as embodying a principle of general application, will be

seen at once by attempting to apply it. If a judge were

to say, ' I find so and so in an act of parliament, but in

my opinion the divine precept is otherwise, and I decide

according to the divine precept,' he would be certainly

overruled by the court of appeal, and probably declared

unfit for his office.

85. It seems to me indeed that the fundamental

error lies in treating the conflict between divine and

human laws as an ordinary one, which the lawyer must

be constantly prepared to meet. Nothing can be further

removed from the truth. In every country which

acknowledges a i-evelation, almost every precept of the

law, which has emanated from a divine source, has

been over and over again acknowledged by the human

sovereign authority. The Koran and the Shasters are

the law of the Mahommedans and Hindoos respectively

in India. The precepts of the Bible have been applied

to the institutions of daily life by ourselves, to as great

an extent as the difference of circumstances will admit

;

and there has been a tendency rather to strain, than to

contract the application of the Jewish law to the wants

of modern society. So far fx-oni a conflict between human

and divine law being an ordinary occurrence, it is hardly

possible that such a conflict should arise. The very ex-

istence of the rule of positive law goes far to disi)rove the

existence of the conflicting divine precept. A sovereign
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botly is not verj^ likely to promiilgate laws which all,

or even a large majoi-ity of its subjects would believe

to be contraiy to the commands of a Being of infinite

power, wisdom, and goodness. It is far more probable,

that any supposed antagonism is the suggestion of

ignorance, or presumption. How a case of real antago-

nism is to be dealt with, should it arise (and, rare as

it is, no one will assert it to be impossible), is a question

as unfit to be considered in a treatise on law, as the

somewhat similar question—when is a nation justified in

rising in rebellion aojainst its iiilers %

86. It may, indeed, happen to an advocate or a judge,

that his own opinion of what is enforced by a divine

precept is in conflict with some rule of positive law,

which he is called upon to support. But no one would

pretend that the law was in any way affected by the

private ojiinions of those whose duty it is to administer

it. Thus there are some Christians wdio believe that,

for reasons founded on divine commands, the marriage

tie is indissoluble. But this would not justify a judge

who thus thought in refusing to pronounce a sentence

of divorce in case of adultery. A large majority of

qualified men have thought that there is no such divine

prohibition, and have made the law accordingly.

87. So there ai-e to be found Mahommedans who

consider that God has foibidden the taking of money for

the use of money ; but the judges, with the general

consent of a Aast majority of Mahommedans, have long

been in the habit of giving interest on loans of money

to Mahommedan lenders ; and it would be preposterous

for a single individual to set up his opinion against this

overwhelming opposition.

Usc^madeby 88. What use the lawyer may at any time make of
lawyersof... imi-i ii-
d.vine law. the divine law is clear enough. The judge, who derives
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his power to pronounce upon the hiw from the sovereign

authority, is obliged to decide, even wlien all his efforts to

discover a rule of positive law have failed, or where

there are rules which conflict, or where the interpretation

of the rule is doubtful. It is a perfectly safe assumption

in such cases, that the sovereign power, if it had declared

its will in the form of a positive law, would have done

so in conformity with the divine precept. And a judge

who acts upon the divine precept in such cases, is fully

within the limits of his authority. He is doing that

which a sovereign judge would undoubtedly himself do

under the circumstances, that is, he is deciding the case

according to that which is believed to be right and just.

So much of divine law has, however, been incorporated

into positive law, that even in this way the lawyer has

very seldom to resort to it.

89. With regard to the moral law and the law of Moral law

nature, it would be impossible to say whether or no we nature.

would enumerate either or both of these amongst the

sources of law, until we had assigned to those terms some

more definite meaning than is commonly done. That

there are rules of conduct regularly observed amongst

men, and which to a considerable degree influence

positive law, which are yet, neither positive law, nor

the revealed commands of God, is undoubtedly true

;

such, for instance, as the rules which regulate the in-

tercourse of nations, the laws of war, and constitutional

practice. But there is, I think, hardly any rule which a

lawyer has been, or would be, called upon to accept upon

the ground that it belonged to the moral law, or the law

of nature. Speaking very generally, these two expres-

sions comprehend the same rules of conduct, but they

refer them to different sources ] that which the ' moral

law' derives from some innate faculty of distinguishing
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right from wi'ong, the ' law of nature' refers to the dispo-

sition of man in an uncorrupted stated But the moment a

difference of opinion arises as to what the rules are which

are to be derived from either of these sources, no further

attention is paid to them. There is something almost

absurd in my asking you to accept a thing as right,

because my moral sense tells me it is so, or because /

think that it can be traced to nature. Bentham^ has

said that such expressions as moral sense and law of

nature are only pretences, under which powerful men
have concealed from themselves and others the exercise

of arbitrary power, by making a sham appeal to some

external standard, when they are really consulting only

their own wishes. This may be true of potentates. But

though a lawyer might also choose to avail himself of

these or similar expressions, he would really be driven, in

every case, to support himself by an appeal to an external

standard, and one of a very substantial sort, namely, the

common consent of mankind. Now this is obviously only

custom on a wider basis. Where the law is silent or

obscure, that which mankind at large has regarded as

right, is a guide it would be presumptuous to neglect,

whatever may be the influence Mdiich has led us in that

direction—our moral faculties, or our uncorrupted natui-e.

90. The histoi-y of these expressions exemplifies this

in a very remarkable manner. The general idea of a

law of nature is, as is well known, due to the Greek

philosophers of the Stoic school. ' According to nature'

* I am not sure that persons who refer the existence of rules

of conduct to utility or experience, would not use the term ' moral

law* to describe them. But the term generally implies the exist-

ence of an innate faculty.

^ Fragment on Government, chap. ii. sect. 14 ; vol. i. p. 8 of

collected works.
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expressed their klea of moral as well as material perfec-

tion ^ But by what test did they discover what was aud

what was uot accordiug to uatm-e ? Simply by that of

uuiformity. What was the same to all aud amongst all

they accepted as natural ; whatever varied, they rejected

^

So too the Koman lawyers, before they had learnt the

Greek philosophy, had, as is well known, evolved from

actual observation of uniformity a body of law, which,

under the name of jus gentium, or law common to all

nations, they very extensively ai)plied. When they

adopted the notion of a law of nature, they did uot

abandon these rules, or change them a single whit.

There was no necessity to do so ; for the law of nature is

only (as has been said) the law common to all nations

seen in the light of a peculiar theory^.

91. So too the very expression 'moral law' marks

unuiistakeably, that the source from which this law was

actually derived was the same observation of identity.

The word m.os, from signifying what is customary, has

come to signify what is right. It was to explain the

phenomenon of a common agreement upon this point,

that an innate faculty was suggested : and whenever

this faculty is called in question, it is only by pointing

to this phenomenon that its existence can be proved, or

its extent measured.

92. Nor, I may observe, would it make any difference Principle of

so far as regards the matter now under consideration,

were we to drop these terms altogether, and substitute

the principle of utility in their place, as those would

have us do who have most strongly attacked them. Of

whatever use it may be, politically speaking, to establish

' Maine's Ancient Law, p. 54 (first ed.).

* Grote'a Plato, vol. iii. ]). 510, n.

' Maine's Ancient Law, p. 50 (first ed.).
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clearly in men's minds that tlie greatest happiness of all

is the true guide of action, the test of conformity to this

principle can be no other than public opinion^. The

principle of utility, separated from experience and resting

on a bare assertion of the good or evil tendency of a

particular line of conduct, is just as powerless to convince,

and just as apt to serve as a disguise of arbitrary power

as either nature or a moral sense.

93. In whatever dress, therefore, we may choose to

put our sentiments, I do not think the lawyer need go

beyond actual experience. Whatever rule of conduct

he is called upon to observe, outside of divine law and

the declared ascertained commands of the sovereigfn

authority, must be supported by a custom of, at least,

very considerable generality : but this alone is a sufficient

recommendation, and further inquiry as to why it became

so is superfluous.

Equity. 94. Hitherto I have only considered the general use

which might be made of a moral law or law of nature,

namely, to supply the lacunce of a positive law. But the

law of nature at Rome and the moral law in England

have, under the name of equity, had a very much more

extensive and more immediate application. For a full

and clear explanation of the method by which, wpon an

assumed natural principle of equality, the Roman lawyers

' Bentham .admits this. He says :
' Those who desire to see any

check whatsoever to the power of the government under which they

live, or any limit to their sufferings under it, must look for sucli

check and limit to the source of the Public Opinion Tribimal,

irregular though it be, and, to the degree in which it has been

seen, fictitious : to this place of refuge, or to none ; for no other

has the nature of things afforded. To this tribunal they must on
every occasion appeal.' Securities against Misrule adapted to a

Mahommedan State, sect, i ; vol. viii. p. 562 of collected works.
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managed to get rid of dogmas and distinctions whicli

belonged to the strict law of Rome, but which were

not found iu the law common to all nations, I must

refer tlie student to the chapter on ' Equity' in Sir Henry

Maine's Ancient Law. Our own notion of equity is so far

identical with this, that the moral law comes in as an

avowed remedy for the inconvenience and inapplicalnlity

of an already existing system. But the origin of English

equity is in that early stage of history when the idea of

law was very incomplete, and the exercise of the judicial

function had not been clearly separated from the ordinary

exercise of sovereign authority. The decrees of the Court

of Chancery were in their origin founded on a sort of

dispensing power residing in the Sovereign by virtue of

the prerogative. It was the King's conscience which was

moved by an injustice, and because it was one which

was not remediable by the ordinary law, the Chancellor

received a commission to remedy it, sometimes from the

King himself, but sometimes also from parliament^ Of

course it was easy to pass from this to a general com-

mission to redress grievances for which the strict rules of

law supplied no adequate remedy, without noticing that

thereby power was given to the Court of Chancery

practically to fix the limits of its own jurisdiction, by

detennining in what cases the deficiencies of the common
law rendered it necessary for itself to interfere.

94 a. Notwithstanding this, eauitv has to a great extent Why equity

.

*'

, , r. -I- '^">* become
lost in England that feature, which at first sight it would compara-

... CI-
t'vely rigid.

seem easiest to preserve, namely, its elasticity. Sir

Henry Maine ^ considers that this is due to courts of

equity having originally adopted certain moral principles,

which have been carried out to all their legitimate con-

* Spence's Chancery Jui-isdiction, vol. i. p. 40S.

' Ancient Law, p. 69 (first ed.).
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sequences, and which fall short of the corresponding

ethical notions of the present day. I venture to think

that it is also due, in part at least, to the very different

conception of law itself by modern lawyers, and to the

great importance which is now attached to the stability

of law, and to the necessity, in order to secure it, for a com-

plete separation of legislative and judicial functions. I

do not, of course, canvass the acute and truthful general-

ization that equity pi-ecedes legislation in the order of legal

ideas, but I would base it on a far more general principle

than the preliminary assumption of fixed ethical rules.

95. Consider the matter from the opposite point of

view. Equity precedes legislation in legal histoiy. Why %

Because the idea of law as an inflexible rule without the

possibility of modification, is wholly unsuited to the early

notions of the functions of courts of justice. According

to a notion which extends far down into our own history,

and which even now very largely exists in the popular

mind, the function of judges is not so much to enforce

the rigid commands of a Sovereign, as to redress grievances.

To this relation of ideas I shall have again to refer. The

complete inversion of this conception is marked by the

treatise of Austin. The first steps towards it were taken

in the respect paid to precedent. Until it was complete,

it was impossible to separate the province of law from

the province of morality. Both ideas are comprehended

under the term 'justice.' The flexibility and adapta-

bility to special circumstances, which are the very essence

of the remedial functions of courts of equity, conflict with

the idea that the rules to be administered are rules of

law, and with the conception of law which now prevails

in jurisprudence.

96. The elasticity of equity now depends on the same

cause which gives flexibility to the common law :—that it
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is law made by judges in the course of judicial decision
;

that it is ex post facto and concrete ; and not, like an Act

of Parliament, prospective and abstract'.

97. A very curious problem with reference to equity is In India,

being worked out in India. "We scorn the exclusive maxims

of the Roman Law, and we emphatically profess to extend

the protection of law to all classes of the Queen's subjects

alike. Nevertheless, there are in India enormous gaps

in the law. It is not too much to say that there are

considerable classes of persons whose legal rights are,

with reference to many very important topics, entirely

undefined : and there are many topics affecting all classes

on which it would be scarcely possible to lay down a

single principle, which there would not be some hope of

challenging with success. It has been supposed that in

India these gaps are to be filled up by the judge deciding

the case according to ' equity and good conscience.'

And it has even been said, that all the rules of law

which a judge has to apply in India are subject to 'equity

and good conscience.' But though in the present state

of Indian Law some such maxim and some such expe-

dient may be necessary, it is well to be on our guard

against the dangers to which it may lead. Constantly

criticized by an able bar, always closely watched by a

jealous public, generally dealing with suitors who have

the energy and means to resent injustice—the equity

judges of England and of Rome have been under a

restraint as effective, if not as obvious, as the judges of

common law. Under these restraints, and with ethical

ideas generally accepted in an homogeneous society, as in

England, equity may do, and no doubt has done, very

useful work. But in a country like India, where these

restraints are almost wholly wanting, and where it is

* See supra, sect. 59.
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perfectly possible (not to speak of minoi* antagonisms)

that in successive courts of appeal a Hindoo, a Mahom-

medan, and a Christian might have to sit as judges in

the same case, the attempt to apply a system which has

only been extensively applied in two countries of the

world, might seem somewhat hazardous ^

Written and 98. A curious classification of law, which has some
unwritten
law. bearing on the questions we have been now considering.

has become current in England, and this it is desirable

to notice. The law du'ectly made by the supreme or

subordinate legislative authority, is called ivritten law

;

the rest of law, from whatever source it may be derived,

is called unwritten law.

99. This distinction" has nothing whatever to do with

that which the words would seem to indicate ; that is to

say, with the circumstance whether the law has been, in

fact, reduced into writing : indeed, as we have seen,

neai'ly all the sources of law are writings. It is an

arbitrar}^ use of words which is hardly justifiable, and

which, if not explained, is likely to mislead,

^ The difficulty of transferring the ideas of European systems of

law, together with all their traditional modifications, into Indian

courts, is illustrated by a line of argument which I have more than

once heard. It is said (and truly said in a certain sense), that all

courts of law in India are courts of equity also, and that the law

must therefore be administered equitably. And (it is urged) it

would be inequitable to apply strictly the rules of procedure, where

they would press hardly on pai'ticular litigants. No one would

think of claiming any special favour on such a ground in the

English Court of Chancery. But it is not so easy to explain to a

person wholly ignorant of the history of the terms, why, with the

principles which they profess to adopt, courts of equity do not more

frequently than any other courts relax the rules of procedure which

they have once laid down.
^ Austin, Lect. xxviii.
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CHAPTER III.

Relations which ajbise out of Law.

100. ^Ye liave hitherto considered what we mean by

the term ' law,' and where it is to be found. We now pro-

ceed to consider the relations which arise out of it.

101. Every law is the direct or indirect command of Obligation.

the sovereign authority, addressed to persons generally,

bidding them to do or not to do a particular thing or set

of things ; and the necessity which the persons to whom
the command is addressed are under to obey that law is

called an obligation or duty.

102. The words 'obligation' and 'duty' do not belong

exclusively to law. It is frequently said that we are

under an obligation to such a one, meaning only that we

have received a favour from him, for which we ought to

be grateful : or we say that a man's position in society

obliges him to do this or that ; or that it is our duty to

revere God, or to love our parents.

103. Of course in this place, when we speak of obliga-

tion or duty, we refer only to such obligations and such

duties as arise out of the express or tacit commands of the

sovereign authority which we obey.

104. ' Right ' is a term which, in its al)stract sense, it is Ris'it.

in the highest degree difficult to define. Fortunately,

where the term is used to describe a particular relation

or class of relations, and not as an abstract expression of

£
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all relations to wliicli tbe name may be applied, it is far

easier to conceive. Nor is it impossible to explain some

of the ideas wliicb tbe term connotes ; and this is what

I shall attempt to do here.

105. Every right cori-esponds to a duty or obligation
;

no right can exist unless there is a duty or obligation

exactly correlative to it. On the other hand, it is not

necessary that every duty or obligation should have its

corresponding right. There are, in fact, many duties or

obligations to which there is no corresponding right ^

For example, there are duties imposed upon us to abstain

from cruelty to animals, to serve certain public offices

when called upon, and to abstain from certain acts of

immorality ; but there are no rights corresponding to

these duties, at least none belonging to any determinate

person. If it is asserted that a right exists at all in the

cases I have put, it must be meant that it belongs to

society at large; but I think rights are generally con-

sidered as belonging to particular persons.

106. Of course, as every right corresponds to a duty

or obligation, and as every duty or obligation is created

expressly or tacitly by the sovereign authority, so rights

are created expressly or tacitly by the sovereign authority

also. And as the term duty or obligation connotes the

idea that its observance is capable of being, and will be

enforced by the power which creates it, so also the term

right connotes the idea of protection from the same source.

107. Eights have sometimes been described as a

faculty or power of doing or not doing. A faculty or

power of doing is undoubtedly the result of some rights
;

for instance, the right of ownership enables us to deal

with our property as we like, because others are obliged

to abstain from interfei'ing with our doing so. But in its

' Austin, Lecture xii. \>. 356 (, third ed.).
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abstract sense we should hardly, I think, identify the

right with this faculty or power.

Moreover, to speak of the faculty or power of not doing,

in the same sense as we speak of the faculty or power of

doing, involves a confusion of ideas which it is most

desirable to avoid.

108. Right is also very often confounded with liberty,

as in the popular expression, so common in political

writers, * the rights and liberties of the subject.' The

libei'ties here spoken of, however, may be nothing more

than those rights which correspond to the duty or obliga-

tion imposed upon othei*s to forbear from certain acts

;

which acts would interfere with our liberty in the abstract

sense of that term. Bat very often the phrase expresses

in a confused manner that extent of freedom from all

kinds of duty and obligation, which, in the opinion of the

wTiter, ought to exist in a well-regulated state.

1 09. It is essential to every legal duty or obligation. Rights,

and therefore to every right, that it should be specific. obiiiKutions

This follows from the essential quality of a legal duty or

obligation—that it is the result of a command. A command
must by its very nature be specific. It must be addressed

to determinate persons bidding them do a thing, with

such certainty that it may be ascertained whether or

no it has been obeyed. Thus we may say, in popular

language, that it is the duty of parents to educate their

children, but we cannot thereby signify a legal duty. All

we mean is, that it is one of the precepts of morality

that they should do so. Before it can become a legal

duty, a command to that effect must issue from the legis-

lature ; and should this command only make education

in general terms compulsory, then all the other particulars,

the ages at which the children are to be sept to school, the

period they are to remain, the penalty to be incurred by

E 2
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not doing so, and so forth, will have to be settled by a

subordinate authority, that is to say, some such body as a

School Board, constituted for the purpose, or, in default

of any such body, by the tribunals which administer

the law.

SovereisTi HO. It being moreover the essential nature of a

no rights, duty or obligation that it is the result of a command, it

subject to follows that it is necessarily imposed upon some person

obligations, other than the person who issues the command. No
man, except by a strong figure of speech, can be said to

issue commands to himself. Every legal duty or obliga-

tion, therefore, is imposed by the sovereign body on some

person other than itself.

111. It is eqvially true, though it is a truth by no

means so easy to grasp, that every right belongs to a

person other than the sovereign body which creates it.

This, like most truths which result directly from funda-

mental conceptions, is scarcely capable of demonstration,

yet it would not, I think, have ever been brought into

doubt, had it not been for a slight confusion of language,

which I shall endeavour to remove.

112. Though the sovereign authority cannot confer

upon itself a right against a subject, it may impose upon

a subject a duty or obligation to do a specific thing

towards itself, as, for instance, to pay a certain sum of

money into the Government treasury ; and this will result

in a relation very closely analogous to the ordinary one of

debtor and creditor. A tax or a fine imposed upon a

subject is indeed constantly spoken of as a debt to the

Crown, and recovered by a process analogous to that by

which ordinary debts are recovered.

113. But between the so-called rights of the Sovereign

to a tax, or a fine, and the right of a subject to receive

a debt from a fellow-subject, there are essential differences.
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The subject holds his right to recover his debt, and can

only exercise and enjoy that right at the will and plea-

sure of another, namely, the Sovereign who conferred it

upon him. The sovereign power, on the other hand,

which imposed the tax or fine, is also the power which

enforces it. Moreovei*, the right to payment of a debt,

which is possessed by the subject, is not only dependent

on the will of another for its exercise and enjoyment, but

it is limited by that will ; and nothing but the external

sovereign power can change the nature of the legal rela-

tion between debtor and creditor. AVherea^, in the case

of a tax or fine, although the Sovereign has expressed in

specific tei-ms, and therefore for the moment limited the

duty to be performed towards itself, it follows from the

nature of sovereignty, that by the sovei-eign will the duty

may be at any moment changed. And though there is no

difficulty in conceiving the duti/ which would arise upon

each successive command, it is impossible to conceive a

right of so fluctuating a character ;—not because a right

cannot change as easily as a duty or obligation, but be-

cause we cannot conceive a right as changing at the

caprice of its holder.

114. Looking to the habit that prevails of enforcing

those duties or obligations which the sovereign body has

directed to be performed towards itself, by a procedure

nearly similar in form to that in common use for the

enforcement of duties or obligations which have to be

perfonned by subjects towards each other, we should

readily understand, that the former class of duties and

obligations, as well as the latter, had come to be considered

as having correlative rights. Nor, when confined to such

duties and obligations as the payment of taxes or fines,

would there be any objection to the extension of the term

'right,' by a sort of fiction, to the claims of the Crown.
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It is, however, with reference to political discussions that

the distinction becomes of importance. Knowing the

respect which men have for legal rights, and the feeling

which all men have that legal r'ights oaght to be secure,

puliticians, especially the partisans of authority, constantly

base the claims of the sovereign body on the simple asser-

tion that they are rights. Nor (as in a phrase to which I

have already adverted) are the partisans of liberty, when

it serves their turn, reluctant to assert, that the people

have rights against the Government ; though it is more

easy to strip off from these (so-called) rights the ap-

pearance of being founded in law. I think, if both

sides were ready with the answer, that these are only

rights in the sense of being sanctioned by morality, or

the general usages of mankind ; and that they are not

rights in the sense in which we speak of rights of pi'o-

perty and personal security ; then, I think, the assertion

would lose a great part of its force, and the discussion

Avould be reduced to its true political ground, namely,

what is expedient for the welfare of the people at

large.

115. Austin sums up the characteristics of right, on

which I have last insisted, as follows ^ :

—

' To every legal

right, therefore/ he says, ' there are three parties : the

sovereign government of one or a number which sets the

positive law, and which through the positive law confers

the legal right, and imposes the relative duties : the

person or persons on whom the right is conferred : the

person or persons on whom the duty is imposed, or to

whom the positive law is set or directed.'

115a. Every right, duty, and obligation exists, as has

been said, in respect of some specific olject. This object

* Lect. vi. p. 291 (third ed.).
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may be either a thing or a person. Every rii^ht buhjugs

to a person, and every duty or obligation is imposed upon

a single person or several persons at once. The terms

' pei*son ' and ' thing,' therefore, form an important

element in the conception of every vigl\t, duty, and

obligation.

116. The word thing includes all animate and inani- Things,

mate objects of sense which are not persons. But besides

this, which is the ordinaiy and popular meaning of

the term, that which is not yet in existence may be the

subject of rights, and as such- is called 'a thing.' Thus

the sliip whicli is not yet built but which the ship-builder

has promised to build, the coming year's crops, the ease-

ment of light and air, the unpaid debt, may all be subjects

of rights, and are spoken of as things.

To mark this distinction, things are divided into cor- Corporeal

f . .
andiii-

poreal and incorporeal. The distinction must not be corporeal,

overlooked ; for, as we shall see hereafter, some rules of

law depend upon it.

117. Another classification of things on which rules of Moveable

law are founded is into moveable and immoveable. These moveable.

terms might seem to mark a physical distinction only, but

it is not always veiy precisely ascertained. In some cases,

indeed, the physical distinction is clear enough, and the

legal distinction corresponds with it. Thus land is clearly

enough both physically and legally immoveable. But it

would be difficult to assign a reason in many cases for

classifying a thing either as one or the other ; as, for

instance, a share in a railway comj)any. Things not in

existence are generally considered as belonging to tlie

class which their ultimate form indicates. Thus a debt is

a moveable thing, l)ut the interest in land which the next

taker will enjoy after the death of another is considered as

an immoveable thing.
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I'ersoiis. 118. Persons are human beings capable of holding

rights, and liable to perfoi'm duties and obligations,

Bjith. 119. Every human being at his birth acquires some

rights, though he rarely, for reasons which will be

explained hereafter, can so soon commence to incur obliga-

tions, and some time must always elapse before he is

liable to perfoi'm duties.

It is generally considered necessary in order to consti-

tute birth, that there must be complete separation of the

child from the mother, and life in the child after separa-

tion ; it makes no difference how short a time the child

lives after this.

Ufcjith. 120. For practical legal purposes death is an event

which cannot be for a moment doubtful. But besides the

cessation of physical existence which is generally signified

by the term, there is known to some systems of law a sort

of conventional death, or, as it is sometimes called, a civil

death. This used to be considered in Europe as taking

place when a man made certain religious vows and became

a monk. Under the Hindoo law there was at one time

something very similar to this in the case of the jogee,

who renounced the world and lived by mendicancy. An
outcast also was under the Hindoo law so completely con-

sidered dead, that the usual funeral ceremonies were per-

formed for hini\ But the effect of expulsion from caste

is greatly modified, if not altogether removed, by the Act

XXI of 1850 of the Indian Legislature.

In these cases the fictitious death rarely extends so far

as totally to extinguish the rights, duties, and obligations

of the persons feigned to be dead. It chiefly concerns

those rights under which a man possesses, or can claim

property. But the persons feigned to be dead would

• Menu, cli. ii.ss. 183, 1S4; Strange's Hiudoo Law, vol. i. p. i(jo.
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remain amenable to the law, and, as regards their person,

under its protection.

121. The capacity to hold rights, and the liability to Modified

perform duties and obligations, is the creature of the liability,

sovereign power, and is subject therefore to every species

of modification, and even to total extinction, 9o that

whilst some men have been reduced to a state of slavery in

which the law treats them only as property^ or the subjects

of the rights of others, other men have procured for them-

selves immunities and privileges which put them almost

beyond the reach of the ordinary law. But in England,

and countries dependent upon England, and in most other

civilised countries, these inequalities have to a great extent

disajtpeared ; and the capacity to hold rights, and the

liability to perform duties and obligations is, for all full-

grown men, members of the same political society, pretty

nearly alike. Except as regards certain public functions,

the capacity and liability of unmarried women is very

nearly the same as that of men. The capacity and

liability of married women is generally, to some extent,

limited: it is greatly so in England; less so in India,

not only among Hindoos and ]\lahommedans, but also

among Europeans married and living in tliat country, in

consequence of the provisions of the Indian Succession

Act. The capacity and liability of persons under a certain

age is less than that of a full-grown person ; and the

capacity and liability of persons of unsound mind is also

limited.

122. An alien, that is, a person who belongs to a Aliens,

different political society from that in which he resides,

stands in a position altogether different from that of his

» See 'Smith against Gould,' Lord Raymond's Reports, p. 1274,

where the judges refused to aj)ply this doctrine to a negro sLive in

Engliind, overruling some prior cases to the contrary.
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neighbours. He is not in the habit of obedience to the

same sovereign authority as they are. In times of peace,

however, the position of aliens in most modern civilised

countries has been substantially assimilated to that of

the membei's of the political society in which they reside

:

but in time of war, these rights, of necessity, in a gi-eat

measure cease.

Juristical 123. There is a modified use of the term 'person'

amongst lawj-ers which, from its importance and peculiarity,

requires considerable attention. Besides human beings,

who are generally understood by the word ' person/ we
find that certain abstractions, or entities, or whatever you

may choose to call them, are spoken of as holding rights

and being liable to duties and obligations. Thus the

City of London, a Bank, the Government of India, an Idol,

a Railway Company, are frequently spoken of as holding

pi'operty, as bringing and defending suits, of making con-

tracts, and so forth, as if they were ordinary men. This is

of course a pure fiction. There- is no person here to whom
these rights belong, or who incurs these obligations. In

the case of the Idol there is no human being to whom the

right or obligation could possibly be referred ; and even in

the case of the Government, or a Company, it makes no

difference that these are composed of individuals ; for

these individvials have ^jer^ojia^/^ nothing to do with the

right or obligation in question. Everything, however,

proceeds exactly the same, or very nearly the same, as if

a real living person were concerned. There is a fictitious

person, or, as I prefer to call it, a juristical iierson (to

distinguish it fi-om a real person), to which all the rights

are supposed to belong, and upon which all the duties or

obligations are imposed. A great many juristical persons

are in England called corporations, but the term is not for

general purposes a satisfactory one, and I cannot, therefore,
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substitute it for the somewhat pedantic expression I have

chosen \

124. Generally speaking, a juristical person is an

asOTetrate of individuals who have been joined together

to prosecute some common object, as a company of share-

holders for the purpose of can-ying on a trade. But this

is not always so ; for instance, an idol necessarily implies

the idea of singularity. Moreover, all aggregations of

individuals having a common object are not juristical

persons. For instance, such associations as the British

ParUament, a literary club, or a religious sect are not so.

125. When an aggregate of real persons is i"^*^^'"
"tj,f,f(||g^'

porated, and forms a juristical person, it is very important diiier^from

to perceive clearly that the rights, duties, and obligations ship.

of the juristical person do not belong to, and are not

imposed upon the individuals collectively. This is what

distinguishes aggregates of persons which are, from aggre-

gates of persons which are not, juristical persons. Thus,

if eight or ten persons enter -into an ordinary trading

partnership, the stock-in-trade belongs to them jointly
;

they themselves have jointly the custody and control of it

;

" I have adopted this expression from Savigny, who has discussed

the nature of juristical persons at considerable length. (System of

Modern Roman Law, ss. 85 sqq.) Thihaut uses the expression

' Gemeinheit,' which Mr. Lindley translates ' corporation.' But

Thibaut's original definition of a • Gemeinheit' would hardly coincide

with the definition of a corporation in tbe English law. From Mr.

Lindley's translation it would appear that this definition was

modified by the author in the later editions, hut I have not been

able to ascertain its exact terms. It would seem, however, that

Thibaut, instead of calling a person of this kind, as Savigny does,

a 'juristical person,' would call it 'a moral person.' See Thibaut's

System of Pandects Law, General Part, s. 1 13 of the translation

by Lindley. This is the last abuse of a term already, I should have

thought, sufficiently ill-used. I am Huri)rised, however, to find the

same expression in the generally excellent Italian Civil Code (s. 2).
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Cannot be
created ex-
cept by
Sovereign.

Stat>is.

Condition.

and tliey sell and dispose of it as they please. On the

other hand, each is individually liable for the debts of the

concern. But when a number of persons ai'e formed into

a juristical person, such as a railway company, the indi-

vidual shareholders, as such, have neither the custody nor

control of any part of the property of the company ; they

cannot, as such, dispose of it in any way whatever : nor

can they be sued for any debts which the company has

incun*ed ^

126. It is a general rule that juristical persons cannot

be created without the assent, express or implied, of the

sovereign authority^. This is a very strict rule of Eng-

lish law ; and the power which, in India, Hindoos and

Mahommedans claim of creating juristical persons for

religious purposes to any extent they please, is in conflict

with the ideas of all other civilized nations.

127. Every person possesses a vast number of rights,

and is liable to a vast number of duties and obligations.

Every person also has, as we shall see hereafter, certain

capacities and incapacities to do acts by which his I'ights,

duties, and obligations are affected. When the rights,

duties, and obligations of any one person, together with

his capacities and incapacities, are viewed as a whole, they

are designated by the term ' status.'

128. Sometimes we have to consider and speak of, as

a whole, not all the rights, duties, obligations, capacities,

and incapacities of a person, but a certain section of them

only ; to which therefore, for the sake of brevity, it is also

' Compare the frequently quoted maxim of Ulpian, ^ Si quid

unirersitati dthetur singulis non debetur, nee quod debet univer.-itas

singuH debent.' Dig. Bk. III. tit. iv. 1. 7. a. i,

* This was a rule of Roman law, and has been copied by all

modern European nations. See Dig. Bk. XLVII. tit. xxii., and

the Italian Civil Code, annotated by Cattaneo and Borda, s. 2.
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convenient to assi<i[n a name. These smaller aggregates

of rights, duties, obligations, capacities, and incapacities,

may, I think, be aptly termed ' conditions.' Thus we speak

of the condition of master, father, husband, servant, son,

wife, and so forth ; meaning thereby the rights, duties,

and obligations, capacities, and incapacities of a person

when he stands in that particular relation.

129. There is this marked distinction between this

use of these two words. When we use the word status,

we generally wish to keep out of view the particular

character of the rights, duties, obligations, capacities, and

incapacities of which it is made up. Whereas, on the

contrary, when we use the word condition, we generally

wish to mark and keep in view a similarity in the com-

position of the particular aggregate, wherever it is found.

Thus, when I sj^eak of the condition of a father, I gene-

rally mean to indicate those rights, duties, obligations,

capacities, and incapacities which az'e common to all fathers

alike.

1 30. There has been a gi*eat deal of discussion about

the true meaning of the terms status and condition

;

and their use has been greatly impaired by the uncer-

tainty attaching to them. I have substantially adopted

that meaning which has been assigned to them by

Austin in the Introductory Outline to his Course of

Lectures. It is true that he does not in words draw the

distinction which I have drawn between status and con-

dition ; but he uses it nevertheless.

131. Sometimes it is necessary to speak of, as a whole, juris uni-

a number of rights, duties, and obligations, which do

indeed belong to one person, but which, not being all that

are comprised under the term status, cannot be described

by that word ; and which, not being the same or similar

in all persons, cannot be called a condition. For instance,
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the rights, duties, and obligations which on a man's

death pass to his heir, or on his insolvency pass to the

official assignee, are often considered and spoken of as a

whole. Such aggregates of rights, duties, and obligations

were called by Roman lawyers juris nniversitates. It is

impossible to ti'auslate this term, and I do not venture to

propose a new one ; though it would be undoubtedly

useful if such a one could be found.

132. Before quitting this discussion on the nature of

persons and things, in the legal sense of the terms, I will

advert to a classification founded on those terms, which

has been the source of some confusion.

Law of per- 133. Making the various combinations which are pos-
sons and

.

things. sible, we see that we may have (i) rights of persons over

persons; (2) rights of persons over things
; (3) duties or

obligations of persons to act or forbear in respect of per-

sons
; (4) duties or obligations of persons to act or for-

bear in respect of things. Laws which concern, or which

chiefly concern, the rights, duties, and obligations of

persons in respect of persons, have been sometimes classed

together and called the law of persons ; and laws which

concern, or which chiefly concern, the rights, duties, and

obligations of persons in respect of things, have been like-

wise classed together and called the law of things.

Rights of 134. I cannot discover that this classification of laws
persons and
tilings, an has been turned to much purpose, and it would have been
erroneous

i i -i . . , , .

ciassiflca-* scarcely worth while to mention it, had it not been that

by slightly changing the terms in which this classification

is expressed, Blackstone has introduced an egregious

error. He speaks not of the law of persons and of the

law of things, but of rights of persons and of rights of

things ^. Rights of persons there are undoubtedly ; for all

* Analysis (passim) prefixed to the earlier editions of the Cona-

mentaries.
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rights are such. There may be also rights over things,

and rights over persons ; but rights of, that is, belonging

to, things, as opposed to rights of, that is, belonging to,

jiersons, there cannot be.

134 a. In English law, at any rate, the law of persons

and the law of things is so mixed up, that no use can be

made of tliis classification so long as our law retains its

present form. We do not in England possess any legis-

lative provision, or body of legislative provisions, which

}irofesses to be systematic ; whilst Blackstone, whose trea-

tise professes to be such, and who has been followed by

the general body of English lawyei's, has misunderstood

the distinction. Even in India, where an attempt has

been made to enunciate the law in a systematic form, it

does not seem to have been found possible to preserve

it. Thus, in the Penal Code, the law at once im-

poses on persons the duty to forbear from assault, and

punishes a breach of that duty by fine or imprisonment,

or botli. The duty to forbear from assault belongs to the

law of persons, and the liability to suffer punishment also;

but the obligation to pay a sum of money belongs to the

law of things. It seems to me indeed veiy doubtful,

whether a system of law could be so contrived as to make

any use of this distinction.

135. Having thus discussed the nature of persons and

things in the sense in which those terms are used by

laNvyers, I revert to the consideration of rights, duties, and

obligations ; and I proceed to shew how, with reference to

certain special qualifications of them, they have been

classified.

136. Sometimes a right exists only as against one or RiL-hts /»

more individuals, capable oi being named and ascertained ; ^,',, ,,„„„„.

sometimes it exists generally against all i)ersons, members

of the same political society as the person to wiioni the
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right belongs ; or, as is commonly said, somewhat arro-

gantly, it exists against the world at large. Thus in the

case of a contract between A and B, the right of A exists

against B only ; whereas in the case of ownership, the

right to hold and enjoy the property exists against persons

generally. This distinction between rights is marked by

the use of terms derived from the Latin : the former are

called rights in rem ; the latter are called rights in per-

sonam.

The term ' right in rem ' is a very peculiar one ; trans-

lated literally it would mean nothing. But it has an

arbitrary meaning which is made perfectly clear by two

passages in the Digest of Justinian. In Book iv. tit 2.

sec. 9, the rule of law is referred to—that what is done

under the influence of fear should not be binding : and

commenting on this, it is remarked, that the lawgiver

speaks here generally and ' in rem,'' and does not specify

any particular kind of persons who cause the fear ; and

that therefore the rule of law applies, whoever the person

may be. Again, in Book xliv. tit. 4. sec. 2, it is laid down

that, in what we should call a plea of fraud, it must be

specially stated whose fraud is complained of, ' and not in

rem,! On the other hand, it is pointed out that, if it is

shewn whose fraud is complained of, it is sufficient ; and it

need not be said whom the fraud was intended to injure
;

for (says the author of the Digest) the allegation that

the transaction is void, by reason of the fraud of the

person named, is made ' in rein! In all these three cases

in rem is used as an adverb, and I think we should

express as nearly as possible its exact equivalent, if we

substituted for it the English woi'd ' generally.' In the

phrase ' right in rem ' it is used as an adjective, and the

equivalent English expression would be a ' general right
;

'

but a more explicit phrase is a ' right availing against the
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world at large;' and if this, which is the true meaning

of the phrase ' right in rem,' be carefully impressed upon

the mind, no mistake need occur.

The terra ' right in personam,' on the otlier hand, is

capable of literal translation. It is the converse of a right

in rem ; that is to say, it is a right available against a

particular person or persons.

137. This is a convenient place to point out a dis- Obligation
. as opposed

tinction with regard to the use of the terra obligation, to duty.

which it is desirable to keep in mind. When that term

is used in its wider sense, it is, as already mentioned,

synonymous with duty ; that is, it signifies the binding

force of law upon the members of a political society

generally. But the term obligation is frequently used to

express, not the binding force of law generally, but the

necessity we are under of- doing a particular act for the

benefit of a particular person; or, to use more technical

language, the term obligation, in this, its secondary sense,

is used correlatively, not to a right in rem, but to a right

in personam.

138 ^ Duties and obligations are either to do an act, Positive and
"

_ ne^tive

or to forbear from doing an act. When the law obliges diities .-ind^ ... . .
obligations.

US to do an act, the duty or obligation is called positive
;

when the law obliges us to forbear from doing an act, then

the duty or obligation is called negative. T'.ms ' thou

shalt do no murder ' is a negative duty or obligation ; but

' fulfd your contract ' is a positive one.

139^. Duties or obligations are further divided into Relitive and
, . . . absolute.

relative and absolute. Absolute duties and obligations')5''

are those to which there is no corresponding right belong-

ing to any determinate person or body of persons ; as, for

instance, the duty or obligation to serve as a soldier, or to

pay taxes. Relative duties or obligations are tiiose to

' Austin, Lect. xii. p. 356 (third edition). * lb. p. 357.

F
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wliich there is a corresponding right in some person or

definite body of persons; as, for instance, the duty or

obligation to pay one's debt.

JMiuaryand HO 1. Duties and obligations are also divided into
secondary or _

°
sanctioning, priinaiy, and secondary or sanctioning. Primary duties

and obligations are those which exist jper se, and inde-

pendently of any other duty or obligation ; secondary or

sanctioning duties and obligations are those which have

no independent existence, but only exist for the sake of

enforcing other duties or obligations. Thus the duty or

obligation to forbear from personal injury is a primary

one ; but the duty or obligation to pay a man damages for

the injury which I have done to his person is secondary

or sanctioning. The right which corresponds to a primary

relative duty or obligation is called a primary right. The

right which corresponds to a secondary or sanctioning

duty or obligation is called a secondary or sanctioning

right.

141. The series of duties and obligations in which are

comprised the original primary one, and those which exist

merely for the purpose of enforcing it, very often, indeed

generally, extends beyond two. Thus I contract to build

you a house ; that is the primary obligation. I omit to

do so, and I am, therefore, ordered to pay damages ; that

is the secondary obligation. I omit to pay the damages,

and I am therefore ordered to go to prison ; that is also

called a secondary obligation, though it comes third in the

series. And if, as we are at liberty to do, we look upon

the obligation to pay damages as now the primary one,

the expression is not incorrect. The terms primary and

secondary will thus express the relation between any two

successive terms of the series.

142. The secondary or sanctioning duties or obliga-

' Austin, Lect. xlv. p. 787 (third edition).
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tions which enforce primary absolute obligations are

tl)eniselves always absolute ; that is to say, there is no

right to enforce such duties or obligations belonging to

any determinate person or body of persons other than the

sovereign body.

143. On the other hand, secondary or sanctioning

absolute duties and obligations are used to enforce primary

relative duties and obligations also. Thus the primary

relative duty or obligation of a servant to his master is

frequently enforced by the provisions of the criminal law,

by means of the obligation to suffer a fine or imprisonment

;

and as these relative duties or obligations have, generally

speaking, each their relative secondary or sanctioning duty

or obligation also, they are in such cases doubly enforced.

Thus if a man's property be wilfully injured, there arises

the absolute duty or obligation to suffer the punishment

for mischief or trespass, and the relative duty or obliga-

tion to make compensation to the party injured.

144. Secondary or sanctioning absolute duties or

obligations are for the most part the pains and penalties

imposed by the criminal law. I shall have occasion to

discuss hereafter how far they are resorted to in civil

procediu"e ^

144 a. Primary relative duties and obligations correspond

either to primary rights in rem, or to primary rights in

personam. Those which correspond to primary rights in

rem are for the most part negative ; that is to say, they

are duties or obligations to forbear from doing anything

which may interfere with those rights. Their general

nature may be best seen by considering the nature of the

rights to which they correspond. Thus there are the

large classes of rights com})rised respectively under the

terms ownership, possession, pergonal liberty, and personal

' Infra, sect. 437 sqq.

F 2
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security ; which are all primary rights in rem, and the cor-

responding duties are to forbear from acts which infringe

those rights. Primary rights in versonaTn are chiefly

those which are created by contract. The rights com-

prised in the relations of family, of husband and wife,

of parent and child, guardian and ward, and other similar

relations, are partly primary rights in rem, and partly

primary rights in i^^rsonam. Thus the right of a father

to the custody of his child is a right in rem ; the conjugal

rights of a husband over his wife are rights in jyersonam.

145. Secondary or sanctioning relative duties or ob-

ligations, which arise on the non-observance of primary

ones, are for the most part penalties and forfeitures which

are enforced by civil as distinguished from criminal

procedure ^.

amreiwi
'^'^^- The proper use to he made of these distinctions

Public anil would be in a systematic catalogue of duties or ob-
private.

_

-^ ®
ligations. Classifications somewhat analogous to these

are indeed in use, though no such systematic enumeration

has (as I shall presently shew) yet taken place. Thus law

generally has been classified into public and private, and

into criminal and civil. Austin ^ has, however, shewn how
unsatisfactoiy these classifications are. Tliey are probably

founded on an imperfect conception of the distinctions

to which I have just now adverted. It is indeed pos-

sil»le to say of some duties or obligations that they are

criminal, and of others that they are civil ; but this, for the

most part, is only the case where they are secondaiy

or sanctioning ; and in fact this classification amounts

to little more than the recognition of the distinc-

tion between criminal and civil pi'ocedure. The dis-

tinction of laAvs into public and private has rather

^ But see supra, sect. 144, and infra, sect. 437.

* Lect. xvii. p. 416 (third edition).
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reference to the object for which thej^ are imposed, than the

nature of the duties and obligations which they ci'cate.

And many laws generally accounted private, as for

instance laws which regulate personal security, scarcely

differ in their ultimate object from many laws generally

reckoned as public, as for instance the laws which relate

to police. The ultimate object in each case is the pro-

tection of individuals. Even the laws which protect

the person of the Sovereign only exist for the benefit of

the members of the political society by securing peace

and order. In fact, we find, when we attempt to make

use of these terms for purposes of classification, that

there are numerous topics which might be just as well

included in one as in the other of the divisions which

they mark.

147. In speaking of those duties or obligations which Sanctions.

have no independent existence, I have resorted to the

somewhat clumsy expedient of calling them ' secondaiy or

sanctioning,' in order to keep in view both their character-

istics,—that they exist only for the sake of enforcing other

duties and obligations, and that they enforce these duties

and obligations by means of a sanction.

148. It is desirable to conceive clearly the nature of

a sanction. A command, as Austin has pointed out', ' is a

signification of desire, but a command is distinguished

from other significations of desire, by this peculiarity

—

that the party to whom it is directed is liable to evil from

the other in case he comply not with the desire.' And,

as every law is a command, every law imports this liability

to evil also, and it is this liability to evil which we call

by the name of sanction. Duty or obligation is hence

sometimes described as obnoxiousness to a sanction, and

' Lect. i. ji. 91 (third edition).
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t is no doubt a correct description from one point of

view.

149. Tlie operation of the sanction is also clearly ex-

plained by Austin ; and it is this^
—

' The party obliged

is averse from the conditional evil which he may chance to

incur in case he break the obligation : in other words, he

wishes or desires to avoid it. But, in order that he may

avoid the evil, or may avoid the chance of incurring it, he

must fulfil the obligation—he must do that which the

law enjoins, or must forbear from that which the law

prohibits.'

150. I shall have to consider the nature of sanctions

hereafter'^ more in detail, and shall endeavour then to

reconcile this view of law in general with that which seems

at first sight inconsistent with it—namely, the actual

operation of courts of law. For vmless this can be done,

our analysis is somewhere deficient.

^ Lect. xxii. p. 459 (third edition).

^ See chapter xi.
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CHAPTER IV.

Pkimaey Duties and Obligatioks.

151. Duties and obligations are created iu all cases Primary

, . 1 • 1 duties and
by the sovereign authority, but they may be created either obligations

expressly or tacitly ; directly or indirectly. Any one how- pressly
stated.

ever may ascertain, by attempting to enumerate them, to

how very small an extent primary duties and obligations

have been expressly stated : and even where an express state-

ment has been attempted, the terms employed are frequently

so vague as to render the expression almost useless.

152. The primary duties and obligations which have Form of

. . expression,
been expressed are chiefly those the breaches of which are

called crimes. But even here the form of the expression is

a definition, not of the primary duty or obligation, but of

the breach of it. It is nowhere said in positive law, ' thou

shalt not steal,' but whoever does such and such an act is

guilty of theft ; we are nowhere bidden by the sovereign

authority not to kill, but whoever causes death under

certain circumstances is guilty of murder, or manslaughter,

or culpable homicide. The expression is in these cases

certainly not the less effectual, and I now only draw

attention to the form of it as remarkable.

153. None of the ordinary duties and obligations of daily Not very

life are anywhere expressed, and most of them are not very implied,

distinctly implied. AVe should look in vain for any direct

expression of the sovereign authority fixing accurately the
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mutual duties and obligations of parent and child, husband

and wife, guardian and ward ; forbidding the performance

of acts hurtful to the person, property, or reputation of

others ; or commanding us to pay our debts, and perform

our contracts. These duties and obligations are for the

most part tacitly imposed upon us : and it is only when a

breach of these duties and obligations is complained of,

that any attempt is made to ascertain them with exactness
;

and even then the inquiry almost invariably assumes that,

if the sovereign authority had expressed itself, it would, as

in the case of crimes, have defined the breach of duty or

obligation, and not the duty or obligation itself.

Not stated 154. Take for instance those duties and obligations
by Black-

. .

®
stone. which Correspond to the right of ownershiiJ, of personal

lilierty and personal security. Even a commentator like

Blackstone, who professes to set before his readers a com-

plete and exhaustive view of the English law, scarcely

touches upon them at all. He does not, and could not

wholly overlook them. He ajjpears to consider (rightly

enough) that the discussion of them would propei-ly fall

under the head of the rights to which they correspond ^

Considering that such rights would belong to a man even in

a state of nature (though he omits to tell us how they would

be secured) he calls them absolute ; and if it were possible

that a man in a state of natui'e could have any rights in a

legal sense, there is not the least reason why they should

not be so called ; though of course the word ' absolute'

would then mark an antithesis different from that which

I have used the word to express. But what does Black-

stone, after having given them this name, tell us about

these rights 1 He plunges at once into the considera-

tion of political liberty ; of magna carta, habeas corpus,

• Conimenta.ries, vol. i. p. 124.
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taxation, the prerogative, and the right to carry arms.

Not a word about rights in any legal sense ; that is, rights

corresponding to duties and obligations imposed upon

individuals in relation to individuals. At one time he

rcfei-s vaguely to such rights, but only with an observation

that their nature will be better considered when he comes

to treat of theii- breach. Turning to the Third Book,

which treats of ' Private Wrongs,' we find that nearly the

whole book is taken up with a description of the different

Courts of Law and Procedure. Even when he professes

to discuss the WTong, or violation of the right, which, of

course, presumes an antecedent inquiiy into the nature of

the right, his attention is absorbed almost entirely by dis-

tinctions between the forms of action, suitable for enforcing

the remedy which the party wronged has against the wrong-

doer. Nearly all that Blackstone has to say anywhere,

besides this, about ownership, or, as he would call it, pro-

perty, relates to the transfer of it, and the various modes

in which the rights comprised under that term may be ap-

portioned. The nature and extent of the rights themselves

are passed over nearly in silenced

155. Other writers have escaped the confusion into

' Though the scantiness of expression to which I here advert is

a feature of general jurisprudence, this tendency to confound the

rights which protect person and property, so far as they are the

subject of civil procedure, with the forms of pleading, is, I think, a

peculiar feature of English law. It would not be convenient here

to trace the origin of this confusion, but it will suggest itself to

any one who reaJs the account given in books on pleading,

of the ' original writ,' and the ' action on the case.' See Stephen

on Pleading, seventh ed., chap. i. and the note ad finem. With the

naiTow notions of courts of civil procedure on this subject in early

times, we may contrast the healthier maxim of the criminal law,

that where a statute forbids the doing of a thing, and provides no

special sanction, the doing of it is always indictable. Bacon's

Abridgement, Indictment (E).
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which Blackstone has fallen between the legal rights of sub-

jects as against each other, and the (so-called) constitutional

rights of subjects against the government ; but no writer,

whose opinion is acknowledged as authoritative in courts

of law, has yet attempted to put into an express form those

duties and obligations, which we all acknowledge the neces-

sity to observe, and upon which we depend for the security

of person and property. No such writer has attempted to

ascertain, with anything approaching to accuracy or com-

pleteness, what constitutes a wrong, or breach of such

duties and obligations. Even where the sovereign autho-

rity has taken upon itself the task of promulgating its

commands in a complete form, by means of a code, we find

that little progress has been made in this respect. Thus the

French Civil Code, while it abstains from defining rights, is

no more explicit on the subject of delicts than Blackstone

on the subject of civil injuxnes, to which they correspond.

We are told that whoever causes damage to another by

any act, is under the obligation to repair it^. It will be

observed that here also the expression is of the secondary

obligation only, and so vague as to give us scarcely any

assistance in ascertaining the primary obligation even by

inference.

This absence of clear expression on the part of the

sovereign authority of the duties and obligations which

it desires to have performed, has caused people sometimes

to forget the principle stated at the outset of this chapter,

that all legal duties and obligations are created by the

sovereign authority alone.

156. It must not, however, be hence inferred that the

legislative functions of the sovereign body, or of its delegates,

' Code Civil, s. 1382. I shall discuss this definition more fully

bereaftei-. See sect. 182.
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are inactive. Laws are being made every day, and these

all assume that the primary duties and obligations, of

which I have been speaking, and to which they constantly

refer, are known, though they have not been defined.

157. Tlie sovereign authority in making new laws Legislation

always avoids, as far as possible, disturbing existing prospective.

rights, duties, and obligations. Even if it is necessary

to introduce a general change in the law, which would

otherwise have that effect, this is generally avoided by

declaring the change to be prospective : as, for instance,

in the Wills Act, which only applies to wills which have

been made since the act was passed.

158. The limit of the arbitraiy power of the sovereign Limitations

authority to impose upon us any number of new duties exercise
of Ic^islfltivc

and obligations, and to deprive us to any extent of our power,

rights as often as it pleases, is to be sought, not in legal

rules, but in political maxims. The lawyer is bound to

admit that such laws, if made, would be valid. But the

politician knows that no Government in a free country

dare make such laws, except just so far as public utility

imjjeratively requires it. Public utility does require that

every one should surrender a small portion of his income

in the shape of taxes
;

public utility even sometimes

requires that a man should surrender altogether, for public

purposes, the property he has inherited from his ancestors,

for a railway for instance, or a public building ; and the

sovereign authority makes him do so. But no exercise of

such a power beyond the strict requirements of public

utility is tolerable.

1 59. Many acts which have the form of the exercise of

arbitraiy power are tolerated because in substance they

are not so. Thus the grant of letters patent for the

exclusive use of an invention assumes the form of a

special creation of a right by the Sovereign, in favour
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of an individual. It has, liowever, nothing about it

Avhich is arbitrary and uncertain. The individual who
grants the patent only carries out the provisions of the

Legislatui-e. Titles and distinctions are also frequently

conferred by the sovereign authority on individuals, but

they carry hardly any privileges, and are of little legal

importance,
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CHAPTER V.

Liability ^

160. Liability is the word which I use to express the Liability

^ _

* what usoa to

condition of a person wlio, by breaking a primary duty or express.

obligation, has become liable to a secondary one. In every Two
. , , , . . .

branches of

inquiry as to liability two questions arise : fii'st, has a pri- inquiry.

niary duty or obligation been broken 1 secondly, what is the

secondary duty or obligation which arises from the breach ?

If we keep this very simple statement of the nature of the

inquiry steadily in view, we shall avoid a great deal of

confusion.

IGl. I propose to examine some of the leading terms

and phrases current upon this subject. They are to be

found scattered in commentaries, reports, and acts of

* It will probably occur to the reader that, if law were systematic

and complete, this chapter would assume a totally different charac-

ter and proportion. The two preceding chapter.s would, under a

slight change of form, contain an exhaustive description of primary-

duties and obligations, and this chapter would only discuss the

secondary duties and obligations which arise upon their breach.

But (even if this were possible) I should certainly fail in the object

I have in view, if I deviated so far from the existing system. I

might, as will appear in the sequel, discuss contract with reference

to the primary obligations which arise upon it, but in all other cases

nothing short of a complete reconstruction of jurisprudence will

enable us to discuss primary duties and obligations, except by the

inverse process of considering uhen they ha''e been broken.
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parliaraent. There are two elements of gi'eat difficulty

in this examination. One is that these terms and phrases

are frequently used in an artificial sense greatly differing

from their ordinary one ; the other is that this artificial

meaning is itself variable.

Division of 162. The first cuirent notion with which I shall deal

,'r contractu is that whicli treats all liability as arising out of a con-

ficto!^ tract, or out of a delict ; or, to use the English phrase, out

of a contract, or out of a tort.

163. In order to understand the meaning and value of

this classification, we must get as clear an idea as we can of

the terms in which it is expressed. I will, therefore, first

consider what is meant by the term ' contract,' and the

expression ' obligation which arises out of a contract.' For

this purpose I shall make use of the inquiry into the

meaning of the term contract contained in Savigny's

System of Modern Roman Law ^, of which the following is

a paraphrase.

Savigny's 164. 'The idea of contract (says Savigny) is familiar

contract."
^ ^^ ^^\ even to those who are strangers to the science of law.

But with lawyers it is so frequently brought into play,

and is so indispensable by reason of the frequency with

which they have to apply it, that one might expect from

them an unusually clear and precise conception of it.

But in this we are not a little disappointed.

165. 'I will try (he says) to shew what a contract is,

by the analysis of a case which no one can doubt is one of

true contract. If then with this view we consider the

contract of sale, the first thing that strikes us is several

persons in presence of each other. In this particular case,

as in most, there are precisely two persons ; but, fre-

quently, as in a contract of partnershij?, the number is quite

' Sect. 140.
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uncertain ; so that we must adhere to jjlurality in this

general and indeterminate form, as a characteristic of con-

tract. These several persons must all have come to some

determination, and to the same determination ; for, so

long as there is any indetermination, or want of agreement,

there can be no contract. This agreement must also be

disclosed ; that is, the wishes of each must be stated by,

and to each, until all are known ; for a resolution which

has been simply taken and not disclosed will not serve as

the basis of contract.

166. 'Moreover, we must not neglect to observe the

object which is aimed at. If two men were to agree to

. assist each other reciprocally, by example or advice, in the

pursuit of virtue, science, or aii, it would be a very odd

use of the term to call this a contract. The difference

between such cases and the contract of sale, which we

have selected as the type, is this : In the latter, the object

which the parties have in view is a legal relation ; whereas

in the former, the objects are of quite another kind. But

simply to say, that the object which the parties to a con-

tract have in view is a legal relation, does not go to the

root of the distinction. When the judges of a court of

law after a long discussion agree upon a decree, we have

every one of the characteristics hitherto noted, and it is a

legal relation that the decision lias in view ; but yet there

is no contract. The bottom of the distinction is, that the

judges have before them a legal relation to which they

are no parties. In the case of a contract of sale the legal

relation which the parties contemplate is their own.

167. 'These characteristics may be sunmied up in

the following definition. A contract is the agreement of

several persons in a concurrent declaration of intention,

whereby their legal relations are determined.'

168. It will be observed tliiit this definition of con-
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English tract includes not only those agreements whicli are a pro-

of contract, mise to do, or to forbear from some future act, but those

also which ai-e carried out simultaneously with the inten-

tion of the parties being declared. English writers are

not veiy clear upon this point. While on the one hand

they would seem in practice to treat as contracts only

those agreements which bind us to do, or to forbear at

some future time
;

yet we lind, on the other hand, that

in their definitions of contract they take the widest

possible ground, rejecting all the limitations suggested

by Savigny, and making, in fact, the two words 'contract'

and ' agreement ' synonymous.

Thus it has been proposed by the tery highest authority

(the Indian Law Commissioners) to define a contract as

' an agi'eement between jjarties whereby a party engages

to do a thing, or engages not to do a thing \'

Distinction 1 69. From some expressions in liassages subsequent to
between . , , _ .

,

contract and that Avhich I have quoted, bavigny appears to treat the

of^ con- performance of a contract as itself a contract. Thus, if I
tract.

rightly miderstand him, he says that the agreement for

the sale and purchase of a house is one contract, and the

consequent delivery of possession by the vendor to the

purchaser is another. This, with deference to so great

an authority, I venture to doubt. I think there is here a

confusion which is exceedingly common between contract.

' Second Report (i866\ p. 11. Englisli writers have not generally

attempted to define contract. The French Civil Code (Art. iioi)

defines it as a convention by which one or more persons create an

obligation (s'obligent) towards one or more other persons to do, or

not to do something. The Italian Civil Code (Art. 1098) defines it

as ' the agreement of two or more persons to establish, regulate, or

dissolve between themselves a juridical bond (un vincolo giuridico).'

The authors of the New York Civil Code are as vague as ourselves,

c^nly a little more brief. They define a contract as ' an agreement

to do, or not to do a certain thing.' (s. 744.)
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and transfer or conveyance, which Austin has several

times pointed out in the course of his Lectures

^

170. Suliject to this modification (and for our present

pur])ose it is not an important one) I think Savigny's

analysis of contract may safely be adopted. The essential

distinction between it, and the definition current in those

countries which have adopted the Code Napoleon, is this

:

Savigny defines contract solely with reference to the con-

templation of the pai'ties : if the parties intend to declare

their legal rights inter se, be calls it a contract, Avhether

or no it has the effect intended is not considered '^. The

Code Napoleon, on the other hand, makes it of the

essence of the definition of contract that an obligation is

thereby created. For instance, if I were to promise a

voter ten pounds for his vote, that would be a contract

according to Savigny ; but, as no legal obligation would

result from it, it would not be a contract according to the

definition of the French Code. The Italian Code nearly

accords with Savignv's definition.

171. Tlie advantage of Saviguv's definition is, I think, iiow ihe
le.ea' rela-

that it keeps more clearly before the mind the true mode tion arises.

in which the legal relation arises. When the parties have

expressed their desire to create the legal relation, then

arises the totally distinct question, whether the sovereign

authority will recognise it as such. Supposing the parties

to the contract to be of full capacity, and that the legal

relation contemplated would not couHict with any com-

mand of the Sovereign, express or tacit, it will genei-ally

result from the agi-ecment. It is, however, required in

' See Lecture xiv. and the notes to Table II., pp. f.S/, 1005

(thiid ed.).

* I gather this from the general tenor of Savigny's observations,

and, I think, it is al.so implied in, though not expressly affirmed by,

tlio dufiiiitioii.

O
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some cases before the contract is made binding, that it

should be accompanied by certain solemnities, as they are

called. As, for instance, that it should be made in the

presence of witnesses ; that it should be in -vvi-iting ;
or

signed ; or registered.

Eflt'ctof 172. A distinction exists with regard to the effect of

sok'iuii\t:es. omitting these solemnities which is sometimes embarras-

sing. The legal relation is sometimes recognised for some

purposes, and not for others : or perhaps it ouglit to be

said, in some cases, though the legal relation is recognised,

impediments are thrown in the way of making any use

of it. Thus the legislature sometimes says, that unless

the solemnities have been performed the contract shall not

be given in evidence ; sometimes, that no action shall be

brought upon it ; sometimes, that it shall have no effect.

There has been the greatest difficulty in ascertaining the

precise effect of these obscure and vague expressions.

Intention of 173. From the slovenly mode also in which parties to

contract? a contract, in the hurry of business or from carelessness,

frequently express themselves, great difficulties arise in

ascertaining what legal relation the parties intended to

create. It is with reference to this inquiry that it is said,

' the intention of the parties governs the contract.' But

the difficulty of ascertaining the intention still remains.

The person to whom the promise is made, or promisee, as

he is called, may say that he intended one thing, and the

promiser may say that he intended another. In which

sense is the promise to be taken 1 Paley discussing this

question says :
' It is not the sense in which the promiser

actually intended it, that always governs the interpreta-

tion of an equivocal promise ; because, at that rate, you

might excite expectations which you never meant, nor

would be obliged to sntisfy. Much less is it the sense in

Avhich the promisee actually received the promise ; for.
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according to that rule, you might be drawn into engage-

ments you never designed to undertake. It must, there-

fore, be the sense (for there is no other remaining) in

which the promiser believed that the promisee accepted his

promise'.' Austin", remarking on this passage of Paley,

says that if this rule be adopted, should the promiser

misai)prchend the sense in which the promisee accepted

the promise, either the promisee will be disappointed, or

he will get more than he expects : and he suggests that

the true guide is the undei-standing of both parties.

Paley's two first propositions are undoubtedly cox-rect.

Austin's criticism, however, on what Paley considers as

the only other possible alternative is, as undoubtedly,

sound. But Avith the greatest respect for so high an

authority, it appears to me that Austin, in his own sugges-

tion, merely falls back on the old difficulty ; for the

difficulty only arises when the jjarties aver that they un-

derstood the promise in different ways, which in every

equivocal promise is, of course, possible.

174. The practical solution of the difficulty is, I HowMsccr-
*

_

J ^ tamed in

think, simple enough. Austin rightly points out that practice.

there is a distinction between the intention of the parties,

and the sense of the promise. But this distinction hardly

avails anything for our present purpose. Even the sense

of the promise may be different to different persons ; the

promiser may consider that liis words bear one sense, the

promisee may consider that they bear another ; and a

stranger may consider thut they bear a third. Tliere is

' Paley, Moral Philosophy, book iii. part i. cliap. v. See

Archbishop Wlmteley's nnte, in wliicli I find he arrives at the

same conclusion as I do, namely, that the result of a promise may
be different from what either one party intended, or the other

expected.

' Lcct. xxi., note, ad finem.

G 2
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but one way out of this difficulty. The judge, who has to

decide what legal obligation has resulted from the transac-

tion, may fairly use all these as a guide to his own con-

clusion. Having first ascertained the terms in which the

parties expressed themselves, he may hear what each

party says as to their true interpretation, and what each

respectively says he intended by them ; he may also

consider what interpretation would be put upon them by

an uninterested man of ordinary understanding. He may
even go further, and consider the surrounding circum-

stances, so far as they throw light upon either the sense

of the promise, or the intention of the promiser, or the

expectation of the promisee. But after all he must put

upon the words his own interpretation ; and from the

sense which he attaches to the words he must presume the

intention. So that the current phrase 'the intention

governs the contract ' is really only true to this extent

;

that it governs the contract, where both paiiies are agreed

what the intention was. Wliere there is a dispute as to

the intention, the contract (strictly speaking) is governed

by the intention, as it is presumed from the sense wliich,

under all the circumstances, the judge thinks fairly at-

taches to the promise.

175. For instance, suppose you Avrote me a letter

offering to buy ' my bay horse, if warranted sound, for

one hundred pounds,' and that I accepted the offer;

whereupon I sent the horse to you with a written

warranty as a fulfilment of the bargain. If we were to

dispute, whether the warranty I offered you was such a

warranty as was contemplated, the court would hear what

you and I had to say as to the meaning of the contract,

and our respective intentions and expectations ; but

would in all prob-ability decide, that the sort of warranty

which I was bound to give was the usual warranty in such
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cases ; that being the warranty which a man of ordinary

sense and understanding would expect under the circum-

stances. The judge might be able to form an opinion

without fm-ther inquiry whether the warranty was such,

or not ; but he might not ; and if he could not do so,

he would inquire from experienced persons what sort of

warranty is usually given in such cases. And whatever

sense experienced persons usually attach to the word

'warranty' when dealing in horses, the court would

attach to it in this case, and decide that that was the

warranty intended, whatever protest you might make, that

that was not what you expected, or I might make, that

that was not what I intended.

176. If, indeed, after having agreed to purchase my

bay horse, you wanted to make out that your intention was

to purchase my brown, the court would scarcely listen to

you. Suppose, however, that I have two bay horses, and

you insisted you had bought one, v/hilst I insisted you \vm\.

bought the other. On the words of the promise itself it

would be impossible to discover, wliether we really intended

the same or different horses ; and, if the same, which.

But a very little further inquiry would probably clear u])

the whole matter. It might turn out that, of my two bay

horses, you had had one sent to you to look at ; that you

had offered me seventy-five pounds for this bay horse, and

that I had insisted on having one hundred. And if no-

thing had ever passed between us about the other horse,

and your offer of a hundred pounds for my bay horse fol-

lowed close upon this negotiation, there would be no doubt

at all, that you would be considered to have bought that

horse which had been sent to you for inspection. And the

judge would come to this conclusion, not because he is

certain that was what I, or you, or both of us understood

or intended. He has no means of ascertaining that. He
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concludes that no reasonable man would suppose that in

that letter any other horse was referred to, and he fixes

upon that horse accordingly.

177. This, I think, is the practical method which

tribunals adopt for deciding, in cases of dispute, what obli-

gation has resulted from a contract. For this purpose

they genei-ally adopt certain maxims of interpretation*,

which, howevei-, generally conclude with a protest that

these maxims must always yield to the evident intention

of the parties. What is here called the ' evident intention

of the parties ' is that presumed intention which, as I have

said before, the judge takes from the interpretation, which

interpretation may possibly conflict with one or another of

the generally accepted maxims.

Contract not • 178. From this examination of the term 'contract,' we
the source of

. .

obligation, see that it is an occasion upon which the sovereign

authority creates a primary obligation, according to the

presumed intention of the parties. The contract itself is

not, as the common expression ' an obligation which arises

out of, or is created by, contract ' might, at first sight,

seem to indicate, the source of the obligation. It is the

govereign command which creates the obligation—in other

words, which gives to contracts their binding force. This

command is nowhere expressed. It is tacitly understood

as a general rule in most civilized countries, that contracts

will be enforced, and only the exceptions from it are

i^xpressed.

178 a. A contract is the simplest and at the same time

the most frequent occasion for the creation of a primary

* See Chitty on Contracts, cli. i. sect. 3. par. 4, where these

maxims are collected. It is common to transfer the maxims for

the interpretation of wills, conveyances, and contracts from one

to the other without very careful discrimination ; but I doubt

whether the interpretation of these three classes of documents pro-

ceeds upon precisely the same principles.
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obligation. Tlicre does not appeal* to me to be any reason

why all the circumstances upon which that creation would

take place should not, even in the present state of juris-

prudence, be accurately defined. The result of this would

be, as I have already suggested, to reduce the question of

the liability which arises from a breach of contract to

considerations of the simplest character ^

179. If we revert now to the division of liability into Delict ov

. tort.

that which arises out of contract, and that which arises

out of delict or tort, we shall find it necessary next to con-

sider the meaning of the word 'delict' or 'tort.' It is,

however, far more difficult to assign any distinct meaning to

this woi'd ' tort,' or to its corresponding Latin expression

' delict,' than to the woi'd ' contract.' All are agreed that

it expresses some kind of breach of duty or obligation, but,

as I have already pointed out, lawj'ers generally, when

treating of this part of their subject, pass very lightly

over the consideration of the duty or obligation which is

broken, and English lawyers address themselves chiefly to

the procedure to which the party is amenable. And

although in almost every English law-book, and in some

Acts of Parliament, we find it stated or assumed, that all

ordinary cases which come before the Courts of Common
Law may be divided into actions of contract and actions

of tort, or, as it is sometimes put, actions of contract and Actions of

actions independent of conti-act ^, yet I know nothing more

difficult to grasp than the distinction on which this classi-

fication is founded. Indeed, if we accept some accounts

of that distinction, it is difficult to believe that it exists

at all.

180. If, for instance, we turn to the description of torts

' See the note to the heading of this chapter.

^ Smith on Contracts, ]>. i ; Bullen and Leake on Pleading, third

eil., p. 273 ; 15 and 16 Vict., chap. j6, Sched. B.
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by a very able modem writer \ wliat we are there told

is, that a tort or a wrong, independent of contract, involves

the idea of the infringement of a legal right or the viola-

tion of a legal duty. But is not a breach of contract both

an infringement of a legal right and a violation of a legal

duty 1 Further on we are told that one class of actions of

tort are founded on infi-actions of some private compact, or

of some private duty or obligation, productive of damage.

But are not actions for breach of contract founded on that,

which is at once the infraction of a private duty or obli-

gation, and also of a compact % Again, though we are

reminded that tort differs essentially from contract, yet I

have in vain endeavoured to discern what the essential

difference is. On the contrary, I find it stated, that the

same transaction may give rise to an action of tort and an

action of contract. True, it is said that an action of tort

cannot be maintained for a breach of contract, but only

where the tort comiilained of floivs from a contract. But

what sort of special connection is expressed by the word
' ilowing ' I am unable to conceive.

181. It is easy enough to see that the learned author

is not here expressing his own ideas on the subject, but

struggling to gather up into a consistent whole the vague

and contradictory langoaa^ of various authorities ; whereas

the mere collocation of these authorities must satisfy any

one that such a struggle is hopeless.

French defi- 182. The idea which attaches to the word delict, as
nition of

. .

delicts. used by continental lawyers, is scarcely more definite

than that which attaches to the word tort. I am not

aware of any attempt to define it very accurately ; but

there is in the French code a chapter headed ' Delicts,'

which would lead one to suppose that we should there find

' Broom's Commentaries on the Common Law, book iii. cli. i.

pp. 658, 676, 677 (first ed.).
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a description of the things wliich are called by that name.

I have already referred to the form of expression used in

this chapter \ and all I am able to infer as to its meaning

is, that a delict is said to be the act of one man which

causes damage to another, provided it be done intention-

ally, negligently, or imprudently. But, as I shall have

occasion to shew hereafter, these expressions, if used to in-

dicate what acts are delicts and what are not, are altogether

inadequate, and to a great extent inappi-opriate or useless.

183. I must also observe that even were the nature of Delict or

delict and tort ever so clearly ascertained, it will not be source of

exactly true to say that the secondary or sanctioning duty
"

'

^^^ '™"

or obligation arises out of a delict, or out of a tort. As in

the case of contract, the delict or tort will only l)e the

occasion upon wliich the duty or obligation arises ; the

existence and the nature of the duty or obligation depend

entirely Jipon the will of the sovereign authority.

184. Moreover, were the terms contract and delict ever Obligations

1 1 1 /^ T 1 • 1 • 1 1 • c 1 1 • • '"'*' <'*'''c'" are
SO clearly defined, there is obviously this lurther objection secondary

to the classification, so common amongst lawyers of ih.Q ex contraciu

French school, of obligations generally into those which

arise from a contract, and those which arise from a

delict. The first branch of it has reference only to

' Supra, sect. 155. The clauses of the Code Civil are as

follows :
—'Art. 1382. Tout fait quelconque de rhomme, qui cause Ji

autrui un dommage, oblige celui par la faute duquel il est arriv^ a

le reparer. Art. 1383. Chacun est responsable du dommage qu'il

a caus6, non seulement par son fait, mais encore par sa negligence,

ou par son impru<!ence.' It will Le seen that I construe Art. 1383
as containin;,', by imi)lication, a limitation on the extreme generality

of Art. 1382, and that I translate ' par son fait' (somewhat boldly I

admit, but I catmot understand what else is meant by it) ])y ' inten-

tionally.' Potliier's two definitions do not quite agree with the Code

or with each other. See Introduction Gi'ne'rale aux Coutumes, sect.

I iCi ; Traitf' des Oliligations, sect. 116. See also Les Codes Annot^s

de Sirey, par P. Gilbert, Paris. 1859, and infra, sect. 219, note.
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Obligations
may be
neither ex
coiUraclu

nor ex
delicto.

primary duties or obligations : the second branch of it

only to secondaiy or sanctioning ones. Nor is this at all

a fanciful criticism. ^Vhen duties or obligations aresj)oken

of generally as arising, either out of contract, or out of

delict, it is impossible to avoid seeing that, under this

form of expression, it has been altogether forgotten that,

behind the obligation which arises from the delict, and

which is only a secondary or sanctioning one, there must

always lie a primary duty or obligation, of which the

delict is a breach ; and the nature of which must be always

ascertained before it is possible to say whether or no a

delict has occurred.

185. Lastly, the division is, in another respect, obviously

incomplete. Whatever may be the idea which attaches to

delict or tort, as opposed to contract, it is obvious that there

are many duties and obligations which do not arise in any

way out of contract ; breaches of which are, nev^'theless,

not usually called delicts or torts. For instance, suppose

certain taxes to be imposed by the sovereign authority, and

these taxes (as is very often the case) to be farmed out to

an individual, with a right to I'ecover them by distress of

goods. Neither the primary obligation to pay the taxes

to the farmer, nor the secondary obligation to suffer the

distress, will find any place in this classification. The

omission to pay the tax would not, in the ordinary sense

of the word, be called a delict, and the obligation to pay

the tax certainly does not arise out of a contract. So

too, in India, the obligation of a shareholder to repay to

his CO- shareholders the amount of Government revenue,

which they, or either of them, have paid on his behalf, in

order to prevent the estate being sold, has been declared

not to be an obligation which arises out of contract. On

the other hand, one would scarcely, in common language,

describe this omission as a delict or tort.
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186. The existence, indeed, of duties and obligations

which cannot be said to result, either from a contract

on the one hand, or from a tort or delict on the other,

is acknowledged in rather a peculiar way, by speaking of

duties and obligations which arise out of quasi contract,

or out of quasi delict. This, however, is really only as

much as to say, that there arc cei'tain obligations which

we cannot make fall within either of our divisions ; the

events upon which they arise being admitted to be neither

contracts nor delicts, but being represented to be either

something like contracts, or something like delicts or

torts ; which, as Austin has pointed out, is merely creating

a sink, into which every event which gives rise to an

obligation, but which is neither a contract nor a delict,

is thrown without discrimination ^

187. We also generallv find that authors, when treat- Civil iniuries

r. , » "
/ 1 • T < • ^'^"^ crimes.

ing ot the nature ot wrongs (that is, breaches of primary

duties or obligations), divide them into wrongs, which are

civil injuries, and wrongs which are crimes. But this

division, though proper enough for some pur2)oses, is

baped upon distinctions which are Avholly unimportant

when we are ascertaining liability. If in the present day

this division points consistently to anything, it is not to

any distinction in the primary duties and obligations

which have been violated, but to the mode of procedure

adopted to enforce the secondary duty or obligation, which

arises on the breach of the primary one. If the court

where the act is punishable be a court of criminal ])ro-

cedure, it is considered criminal, and is called a crime or

an offence. But nevertheless, there is still some difficulty

about distinguishing civil injuries and crimes upon this,

as indeed upon any other principle. Courts exist, such

* Fragments, vol. ii. p. 945 (third edition).
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as the court of petty sessions in England, and of the

inferior magistrates in India, of which the proceedings

are sometimes considered to be civil, sometimes to be

criminal, and sometimes intermediate between tbe two.

Thus proceedings to remove a pauper, or to get rid of

a private nuisance, are clearly civil
;
just as a summary

conviction for theft is clearly criminal ; but whether pro-

ceedings to compel a father to support his bastard son are

civil or criminal has been found somewhat difficult to

determine. The English law seems to treat them as

criminal, but very analogous proceedings in India have
been considered as civil. The French code divides all

breaches of duty or obligation which are not of a purely

civil nature into crimes (specially so called), delicts (usino-

in a narrower sense the same word as is also used o-eue-

rally to describe civil injuries), and contraventions of
police ; these are all comprised within the Penal Code, and
the latter class contains some matters which we should

class as civil injuries.

OriKiiiof 188. Whilst, too, we find that in modern times the
between division between civil injuries and crimes is fluctuatino-
civil injuries

.

v^i-LitiiyiUj^

and crimes, and uncertain, we observe that in the earlier stages of

society, if it existed at all, it was based on entirely

different notions ^ To exact for all injuries both to

person and property a payment in money to the person

injured appears to have been the first form of legal

liability for injuries to private persons, alike in Greece
in Rome, and among the Teutonic tribes. The first

idea of criminal law, as distinguished from this, seems
to have grown out of the pimishment by the sovereio-n

authority of off'ences directly against itself. And the

impulse to tlie more general development of criminal

1 Maine's .Ancient Law, ch. x. ; Kemble's Saxons in England,
ch. X.
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law in modern times seems to be due, in this country,

to an extension of this hist notion. It is supposed by
rather an odd fiction that by every offence the ' King's

peace' is disturbed, and his 'dignity' offended. And it

was formerly necessary in all cases that it should be so

stated iu the indictment ; not only where acts of violence

had been committed, but even where the offence charged

was such as obtaining goods by false pretences, or selling

ale on a Sunday. Modern writers still attempt to pre-

sei'v'e a somewhat similar notion, when they tell us that

civil injuries are an infringement of rights belonging to

individuals considered as individuals ; whereas crimes are

breaches of public rights and duties belonging to the

whole community ^. However, the examples given above

sufficiently shew that this distinction is not adhered to.

189. At other times the mental consciousness of

^^^•ong on the part of the person who does the act

apj)ears to be made the test of criminality. We are

often told that in order to commit a crime a j^erson

must have a guilty mind. No doubt, too, there has been

a readiness to bring all acts, which are in the general

estimation of mankind ivicked, within the criminal law.

But a very slight experiment will shew that neither is

this a test which has been consistently applied to dis-

tinguish civil injuries from crimes ^.

190. Moreover, all these terms and distinctions, founded ^'lltul^' of

. . .
duties ami

as they are upon differences, either in the occasion on obligations

1 • 1 1 • 1 1 T • "^* depcnd-
which duties and ol>ligations are created, or upon the ent on tiie

I'i'ii PI Til IT occasion of
mode in which they arc enforced, are very likely to lead their crea-

tioii.

' Black.stone's Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 5 ;
quoted in Broom's

Commentaries, p. 869 (fir.^t ed.).

* See Russell on Crimes, vol. i., whence it appears that an indict-

ment will lie for uvglecihv' to forward an election writ (cli. xvii.),

and for removing a dead body, however innocently (ch. xxwii.).
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one to suppose that tlie nature of duties and obligations,

either primary or secondary, is in some way dependent

thereon. But this is not so. For instance, the duty

I am under to abstain fi-om acts, which would interfere

with the enjoyment of your property, may arise upon an

express contract between you and me, or may depend,

without any contract, solely on your right of ownership.

Certain rights with their con-esponding duties and obliga-

tions do, indeed, for the most part arise upon contract

;

certain other rights with their corresponding duties and

obligations do, as it so happens, for the most part arise

independently of contract. Breaches also of primary

duties and obligations which are the subject of civil pro-

cedure are, as a fact, generally followed immediately by

consequences of one kind ; whilst breaches of primary

duties and obligations which are the subject of criminal

procedure are, as a fact, generally followed immediately

by consequences of another kind. But there is nothing

in this which is either necessary, or even constant. There

is hardly any duty or obligation usually arising upon

contract which might not arise independently of it ; and

a very large number of rights, with their corresponding

duties and obligations, arise partly upon contract, end

partly not ; indeed, we have seen how the attempt to

discriminate between duties and obligations by the occa-

sion which creates them has completely failed. So we

shall see hereafter that the consequences of all breaches

of duty or obligation are in a great measure ultimately

the same, whether their consequences be civilly or crimi-

nally pursued.

Xo general 191. It is hardly necessary for me to remark on the

ascertaining barrenness of the results thus far obtained—which are never-

exist'in theless all that I am able to glean from any of the usual

'dence.™' sources—as to the general nature of liability. Assuming
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Saviguy's analysis of the conception of contract to be

accepted, and the meaning of the term to be well settled

in law (which, by the way, is rather a liberal assumption),

it may be said, subject still to the settlement of a few

minor details, that the nature of obligations which result

ui)on a contract is pretty well understood ; and then, as

I have before remarked, the question of liability is very

nearly solved. But with regard to all liability which does

not result from a true and proper contract, we have

hitherto got nothing but a few very unsatisfactory dis-

tinctions and definitions.

192. Failing, therefore, codes or treatises on law. Questions
.

*
. . . of liability,

where we might expect to find the information we require how dealt

prepared for us in a general form, we must turn to the practice.

actual practice of the law, and see how judges do, in fact,

deal with the question of liability. For that question has

to be determined by them every day ; and it need hardly

be insisted on, that every such determination presumes

a law or rule in general terms ujion which it is based
;

and if we could only extract all such rules, we should

have Solved, so far as it is capable of being solved, the

question under consideration.

193. I therefore proceed to examine the phrases in

common use among lawyers, when they wish to give

their reasons, why liability exists in some cases and not

in others ; and also the various terms by which they

describe events which give rise to liability, and by which

they distinguish events which do not give rise to it.

I shall not, in so doing, advert any further to liability

which results from a true and proper contract, as that has

been, as I have shewn, treated by them after a more

satisfactory method.

191. We geuerally find that those act?, wiiieli, when
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consiclered with reference to the secondary obligation

which results from them, we call torts, are, when considered

with reference to the nature of the act itself, called

in]\\ry. injuries ; and a good deal is made of this word ' injury,'

as if it, in itself, told us a good deal about the matter.

We are told over and over again, that in order that a man
should be liable for any damage, on the ground that it is

a tort, there must be injury. But what is injury 1 All

we know of it is that it is the infringement of a right.

I believe also that injuiy is for the most part used in the

special sense of an infringement of one or other of those

rights which relate to property, or personal security, or

reputation. But what are those rights 1 I have never

yet found them described even superficially. If we knew

them, then we should also know the duties and obliga-

tions to Avhich they correspond, and our difficulty would

be solved.

Qualifying 195. "When Something more definite than this is
adverbs. ii/>tii •• ^ • ^

attempted, we generally nnd that the act or omission, which

is said to be an injury, is qualified by some adverb which

is apparently intended to indicate that which constitutes

the required test of liability. Amongst such adverbs I

find the following :—fraudulently, dishonestly, maliciously

(avec premeditation, avec de guet-a-pens), knowingly, in-

tentionally, Avantonly, malignantly, rashl}', negligently,

wilfully, wickedly, imprudently, and clumsily (par malad-

resse). So also I find such adverbs used as forcibly, with

a strong hand, violently (avec violence et voies de fait),

riotously, tumultuously, or in large numbers (par attroupe-

ment). Again, for the same purpose I find such ex-

pressions made use of as wrongfully, feloniously, unlaw-

fully, illegally, injuriously, and unjustly ^

' Mauy of these adveiLs also make their appearance in Co:k^«, aii'l

other legishitive productions, but I think they mostly originated
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196. I have purposely selected these adverbs, as well

from the descriptions of those acts relating to pei'son,

property, and reputation, which are called crimes, as

from the descriptions of the similar acts, which are called

delicts or toi-ts, without any attempt at discrimination.

For criminal liability, in almost all such matters, con-

tains within it civil liability also, combined with some

additional element ; and it is chiefly as applied to acts

relating to person, property, and reputation, that I

am about to attempt to ascertain the meaning of these

adverbs.

197. Considering these adverbs closely, it appears to \7i,at these

me that they may be divided into three classes, which
pr^^j'^^

^^'

are indicated by the order in which I have enumerated

them : as follows—
First, those which are, appai'ently, intended to express

the condition of mind of the j^erson who does the act.

Secondly, those which are, apparently, not intended to

characterize the act simply as the occasion of a secondary

or sanctioning obligation, or (to use a popular, though less

correct expression) to characterize it simply as punishable,

but wliich are intended to expi-ess what is commonly called

an aggravation—that is to say, to mark the act, as giving

rise to a special secondary or sanctioning obligation of a

serious kind.

Thirdly, those which are, apparently, intended to express

something, but really express nothing at all ; being only so

many different names for the very thing the nature of

wliich we are trying to discover.

198. The terms of the second class can be of no assist-

ance to us here. We are considering not the nature ofo

with judges. At any rate I have been desirous to gather together

every mark of liabihty that cau claim authority, from whatever
source it may proceed,

H
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Mental
element in

rtefinition

of liability.

Austin's in-

vestigation
of it.

the secondary duty or obligation which arises from the

breach, but what constitutes tlie breach itself.

199. The adverbs of the first class, therefore, are those

from which we have to derive our conception of liability.

These, though they all refer to the state of mind of the

person at the point of time when his conduct has to be

considered, do not all describe that state of mind from the

same point of view. There are certainly two— ' know-

ingly' and 'intentionally'—which only describe a simple

condition of mental consciousness, the exact nature of

which I shall hereafter consider. The rest, or most of the

rest, combine with this (which I shall venture to call, for

the sake of brevity, the purely mental element) a concep-

tion of another kind. They more or less imply that the

state of mind under consideration is, when tried by some

standard which the author of the expression has in view,

not what it oufflit to be. Wliat this standard is, it is ex-

tremely difficult to discover, but it is something in the

nature of a moral standard.

200. What I have called the purely mental element

in liability has been investigated by Austin ; availing

himself for this purpose of the prior labours of Locke*

and Brown ^. It is greatly to be regretted that Austin

did not exhaust the subject of legal liability ; but he has

rendered, nevertheless, great service by clearing away a

vast amount of preliminary difficulty.

201. We must for the present suspend our judgment

upon the question, how far the liability of men for their

acts or omissions depends on the state of their mental

1 Lect. xxii. p. 462 (third ed.). He refers particularly to tlie

chapter on ' Power' in the Essay on Human Understanding, Bk. II.

ch. xxi.

* Lect. xviii. p. 425 (third ed.). Brown's Enquiry into the Rele-

tion of Cause and Effect, particularly Part I. sect. 3.
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consciousness at the point of time when their conduct has

to be considered. There is no chance of correctly esti-

mating this, until we have formed definite conceptions of

the meaning of the various terms by which that state is

expressed. But these terms also presume that men have

a certain control over their conduct, and (in part at least)

describe the state of mind, in reference to the determina-

tion which has been taken, as to how that control shall be

exercised. It is, therefore, necessary also to investigate

the nature of this control.

202. Austin, in his Eighteenth Lecture', has drawn Limited con-

cur attention to the fact that, if we examine ourselves, we bodily mave-

perceive that we can exercise control over certain parts of

our bodies. The moment (he says) I conceive the wish,

certain parts of my body will change their state for certain

other states, provided the body be not diseased, and the

desired change be not impeded by any external obstacle.

This control (he observes) does not extend to all parts of

the body ; not even to all parts of the body which do

continually change their states ; for the motion of the heart

is not affected by a wish conceived that it should stop or

quicken ^. So the passage of an electric cun-ent, or contact

with a galvanic batter}', will cause motions of my arms and

legs over which I have no control. Nor does this control

extend to the mind : in other words, my mind will not

change its state for any other state when and so soon as I

desire it. Try (as Austin says) to recall an absent thought

or to banish a present one, and you will find it frequently

a long and troublesome matter ; and sometimes indeed

that it is impossible, although your mind is perfectly

sane, and there is no external obstacle ^.

203. Limited, however, as is our control even over Only

our bodily motions, it is only through our bodily motions boaiilfi'

> Third ed. p. 423. ' JIj. |.. 425. ^ n^, j, ^^^j

]l 2

tliidiiirli nur
iiovc-
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ments that that Ave caii do an act. There is no conceivable means by

form acts, which a silent and motionless man can do an act. He
must put in motion the muscles of liis mouth to speak, or

of his limbs to move. Strictly speaking, therefore, the

beginning and end of human control over acts is this

—

there being certain bodily movements which we can im-

mediately produce at pleasure, Ave may wish any one of

those movements, and it will immediately foUoAv.

Bodily 204. We very rarely, hoAvever, put any parts of our
movements,

. . .
'^

'' ^
.

how eon- bodies in motion merely for the sake of pi-oducing that
nected with

. . , . . . .,

wishes motion. The wish Avhich immediately produces the bodily
which pre-
cede them movement is generally the result 01 an antecedent wish to
and conse- . . i . , , , i • i • i • ^•^ ^ 1

quences attain a certain object, but wmcn wish is not, like the wish

them. for a bodily movement, satisfied directly it is conceived.

Thus I pass near a fruit tree ; I am hungry, and I aaIsIi to

eat of its fruit. My wish to eat of the fruit prompts me
to go through a variety of bodily movements which I

expect Avill ultimately satisfy that wish. I raise my arm

to seize the fruit, I pull it fi'om the branch on which it

gi'ows, I bring it to my mouth, I bite it and chew it, and at

last swallow it. All these bodily movements were wished,

but they Avere Avished, not as an end, but as means to an

end ; namely, to appease the painful sensation of hunger.

205 \ The Avishes which produce bodily motions as, and

so soon as, they are wished, or, in other words, which con-

summate themseh^es, are sometimes called, for the sake of

distinction, volitions. The Avishes Avhich generally precede

volitions, and which are fulfilled by means of these bodily

movements, are called motives ^.

Series of 206. The series of A'olitious, and of motiA'es antecedent to

means may Volitions, and the series of means which lead ultimately to

finitely ex- the end Avhich I have in view, may be indefinitely extended.
en e

. Thus, in the case just \>\xi, the fruit may be out of my
' Austin, Lect. xviii. third ed. p. 426. ^ lb. p. 428.
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reach, and then a wish will arise for a ladder by which

I may get at it ; this wish will cause me to go and search

for a ladder, and I shall conceive volitions for such

motions of my limbs, as will carry me to a place where

I think it likely that I shall find one ; for such further

motions of my limbs as will have the effect of placing

the ladder, when found, upon my shoulders, will bring

me back to the tree, place the ladder in position, and

mount me on it. Again, the desire for the fruit may not

be a desire to eat it, but to carry it away to a distant

country and there to sell it ; and I may have come from

that country on purpose to look for this fruit, prompted by

a desire for gain ; and for that purj^ose may have made a

long and difficult journey lasting many months. My w'eh

for the money which I shall gain may have been prompted

by a previous wish to make a fortune, in order to enable

me to marry, or to buy a paiiicular estate, or to attain

any other object of human desire. And it is obvious that

this series of wishes and means maybe carried on in either

direction ad infinitum.

207. The words ' motive ' and ' end ' are not applied

exclusively to the extremes of the series ; but they are

applied to the extremes of any part of the series, which

at the time may be under contemplation. Thus, suppose

our traveller in search of his fruit desires to penetrate

into a certain country where he thinks it is to be found
;

but being opposed in his attempts to land there, he resorts

to violence in order to get rid of that opposition ; and in

so doing kills one of his opponents. Here, the people

of the comitry, not knowing wherefore he came, and only

adverting to this part of his proceedings, would speak of

his wish to land as his motive for killing his opponent,

of landing as the end which he had in view, and of his

killing his opponent as the means to that end; though
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in reality his ultimate end was still a long way off, and

his primary motive comnienced much earlier.

Use of the 208 ^ Any one of a series of events which are regarded

as the result of our bodily movements is called an ' act.'

Pei'haps in strictness the word ' act ' ought to be confined

to those bodily movements which immediately follow

volitions ; but common language and convenience justify

the extension of the term to the consequences of those

bodily movements. Indeed the use of the word is more com-

prehensive still ; for not only is each of the events which

results from our bodily movements called an act, but the

whole series of events resulting in the end is spoken of as

an act ; the successive steps of the oiieration not being

enumerated. Thus, if by a long and complicated plot I

succeed in procuring your death, I am said to murder

you ; the whole series of events which lead to your death

is called a murder ; and that murder is spoken of as

my act.

209. When I thus speak of your death as my act, I

consider your death as if it resulted from my exclusive

agency. But it is very rare that an event is, strictly

speaking, the result of the act of one single individual.

Very likely your death would not have occurred, but

for circumstances over which I had no control. Thus

I may place a cup of i^oison where it is probable that

you will come ; and I may so place it as to make it

probable that, if you come, you will take it up and

swallow it. But I may trust entirely to accident, or to

your known habits to bring you to that place. Never-

theless, if you should come to the place, and swallow

the poison and die, your death would be said to be

caused by my act. Even if any one else had by his

act caused you to come to that place, your death would

1 Austin, Lect. xix. pp. 417, 432 (third ed.).
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still be paid to be my act. Thus we see that in this

way the same event might be spoken of as the act of

two difterent persons.

210 ^ If we consider further any case of motive, voli- states of

tion, bodily movement, and consequences of that bodily persou'who

movement, we shall perceive the following distinctions.

Suppose yourself again under the tree wishing for the

fruit, which is beyond your reach. For the moment we

need not consider any ultimate object you may have in

view, but may take the desire to obtain the fruit as your

motive, and the obtaining it as your end. In order to

get it, you pick up a stone and throw it at the fruit,

hoping thereby to knock it off the branch to whicli it

is attached, so that it may fall within your reach. You

wish that from tlie act of throwing the stone certain con-

sequences should follow, and you think it likely that

they will follow ; in other words, you wish to bring the

fruit within your reach, and you think it likely that by

throwing the stone you will do so.

211. -Again, at the same time that you throw the

stone at the fruit, you see that you are also throwing it

in the direction of an open space of ground, where people

are constantly passing and repassing ; and though you

have no wish to cause hurt to any one of those persons,

you think it likely that you may miss the fruit and

Jo 80.

Or, again, you may see that you are throwing the stone

in the direction of that place ; but you may conclude, after

thinking about it, that the stone is not likely to fly to so

great a distance, or that no one will just at that moment be

passing there.

Or you may see the place and the people, but it may

never occur to you to consider, whether the stone which

' Austin, Lect. xx. pp. 433, 439 sqq. ; Lect. xxi. pp. 449 sqq.
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you throw at the fruit may in any way injure any one

of them.

Or you may not take the trouble to look round and

see, whether there are any persons in the direction in which

you are throwing the stone or not.

212. We see that there are here six cases :—
1. The case in which you contemplate the event (bringing

the fruit to the ground) as a consequence of your act which

is likely to happen
;
you wish the event may happen, and

you wish it as an end.

2. The case in which you contemplate the event (hitting

the fruit) as a consequence of your act which is likely to

happen, and you wish that it may happen ; but you wish

it, not as an end, but as means to an end.

3. The case in Avhich you contemplate the event (hitting

a passer by) as an event which is likely to happen, but

you do not wish it to happen, either as an end, or as means

to an end.

4. The case in which you contemplate the event (hitting

a passer by) as a consequence of your act, but you con-

clude, on insufficient grounds, that it is not likely to

happen.

5. The case in which you do not contemplate the event

(hitting a passer by) as a consequence of your act, although

you are aware of the circumstances which render that

event likely.

6. The case in which you do not contemplate the event

(hitting a passer by) as a consequence of your act, because

you do not take the trouble to observe the circumstances

which render that event likely.

213. I have taken a different case from that taken

by Austin ^, in order to shew that this analysis will

apply equally well to any case of the kind ; and also

' See Lecture xix. p. 434 (third ed.).
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because it is necessary for me to carry the illustration

somewhat further than he does. His example, as far as

it croes, is much the neater of the two.

214. Though I have enumerated six cases, they do intention.
°

, • ,x. • ^ e ™*hness,

not coiTCspond to as many different states in the mmd oi and heed-

the actor. In the first three cases these states are (for our

present purpose) identical. Following Austin's example \

I describe them by one name

—

intention ; that is to say,

I include under that name the three cases in which the

consequences are expected'^, whether they be wished

or no. Upon the same authority, I call the state of

mind in the fourth case, rashness ; and, in the fifth and

sixth, heedlessness : including under the last term both

the case in which the consequences are disregarded, and

the case in which they are not known, for want of

observation.

215. Next, instead of considering the state of mind States of
'

• 1 1 c mmd of per-

of a person who does an act, let us consider the state ot son wlio
'

. A J abstains

mind of a person who omits to do an act. A man does from an act.

not provide himself with sufficient money to support his

wife and children. He may have spent all his money

expressly in order that it might not be forthcoming for

that purpose ; and he may have done this, either as an

* Lect. xix. p. 436.

' I use the word 'expected' without any reference to the degree of

probability, to cover all cases in which the consequences have been

contemplated, and not rejected as unlikely. If it were necessary to

distinguish between these degrees of probability, we should have to

invent corresponding terms to describe states of mental conscious-

ness intermediate between intention and rashness, for which no

names at present exist. But I know of no case in which liability is

in any way depenilent on them. At first sight it would seem to be

made so by the distinction between murder and culpable homicide

contained in the Indian Penal Code (sections 209, 300). But it

appears to me that this distinction does not really depend on tho

difference in degrees of probability. (See App. A.)
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end, in ordei' to injure his family, or as means, in order

to throw the burden of their support upon some other

person. Or he may have spent his money in pleasure,

knowing and recollecting that this would be the result,

but indifferent to it. Or he may have spent all he had,

because he rashly expected that a relation would die and

leave him money. Or, lastly, he may have been utterly

careless, and never have thought about the matter

at all.

216. "We see, therefore, that we may put the same

alternatives of intention, rashness, and heedlessness in the

one case as in the other. Whatever, therefore, be the

nature of the event which gives rise to liability, whether

it be the doing of an act (breach of a negative obligation),

or the not doing of an act (breach of a positive obligation),

the state of mind of the party liable is described by one

or other of these terms.

217. So far, therefore, as regai'ds that element exclu-

sively, which I have termed the purely mental one, it seems

to me that the adverbs of the first class enumerated above

must more or less accurately express, either intention,

rashness, or heedlessness ; these three comprising, accord-

ing to Austin's analysis, which has never yet been dis-

puted, all the possible states of mind of a person doing

or abstaining from an act.

Neplifence: 218. In my separate examination, with the help of
what It

1 . 1 . ^ 1 ,

means. this analysis, of the adverbs enumerated in the above list,

I shall confine myself to those most frequently in use,

and to which something like a precise meaning has been

attributed. By far the most important of all of them is

that which expresses, that the person, when he does or

omits the act, is negligent. A whole chapter of the topics

most frequently discussed in litigation turns entirely upon

the word 'negligence'. Books have been written on it,
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and hundreds of reported cases are wholly taken up with

the discussion of it. It is, therefore, of the last imj)ort-

auce thoroughly to examine it.

219^ When negligence expresses a state of the mind Howop-

(for, as I shall shew hereafter, it does not always expi*ess intention,

a state of the mind at all), it is opposed to intention
;

and it expresses without distinction either of the two

conditions of mind which we have called rashness and

heedlessness, hut more generally the latter. It is also

used with reference to the not doing as well as the

doing of an act. Thus it is said that death, ensuing

in consequence of the malicious omission of a duty, will

be murder, but that death, ensuing in consequence of

the omission of a duty which arose from negligence,

will be only manslaughter^. By malicious^ omission

of a duty I understand to be meant, that we omit to

do an act which we are commanded to do, that we
advert to the consequences of the omission, and that

we expect these consequences to ensue, though not neces-

sarily desiring those consequences, either as an end, or

as means to an end. By negligent omission of a duty

I understand to be meant, that we omit to do an act

which we are commanded to do, without advertinff to the

consequences, or, if adverting to them, expecting on in-

sufficient grounds that they will not ensue. So we find

it said, that negligence alone is not a sufficient cause of

action without a breach of duty*, which I understand to

' Austin, Lect. xx. p. 444 (third ed.).

^ The distinction between murder and manslaughter is thus drawn
in the case of the Queen against Hughes, by Lord Campbell deliver-

ing the considered judgment of five judges. See Dearsley and Bell'a

Crown Cases, p. 249.
^ See infra, sect. 226.

* This is the language of Sir William Erie delivering the judg-

ment of seven judges in the case of Dutton against Powles ; see Law
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mean— that where consequences ensue upon an act or

omission which we did not intend, then it is not sufficient

that we heedlessly disregarded those consequences, or

rashly expected that they would not ensue ; for in

order to constitute liability there must be disobedience

to a positive command.
Later expo- 220. But in the latest and most authoritative exposi-
sitions of its

_

'^

meaning. tions of the term negligence, we find that it is declared to

describe, not the actual state of mind of the party who

does or does not do the act ; not the absence fi-om his

mind of certain ideas which might have led him into

a different course of action or inaction, which state of

mind he might have avoided, and which ideas he might

have recalled by a proper use of his faculties—not in short

that which I understand by the word heedlessness ; not,

again, the hasty and ill-grounded expectation that results

will not follow, which I understand to be expressed by

rashness; but the absence of care, of diligence, and even

of skill ; and moi-eover, not the absence of that care,

diligence, or skill, which the party under the circum-

stances was able to exercise, but of that care, diligence, or

skill, which under the circumstances the law requires. So

that whatever be the exact nature of the qualities to

which we ascribe these names, the actual state of mind

of the person is not at all what is considered. Thus

it is said that the ' action for negligence proceeds upon

Journal Reports, vol. xxxi. Queen's Bench, p. 191. "We sliall see

hereafter how small a place this leaves to negligence. Compare the

observations of Sirey on the Code Civil :
' Dans I'application de

rarticle 1382 et pour savoir quand 11 y a faute, il faut se souvenir

que la loi entend par Ih, Taction de faire une chose qu'on n'avait

par le droit de faire.' It is curious to observe how regularly lawyers

in every country, when pushed upon any of these terma, fall back

upon the barren generality, that they express what the law forbids

;

quod noil jure factum, (See Digest, Book ix. tit. 2, sect. 5. par. 1).
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the idea of an ol)li<j:ati(ni towards the plaintiff to use

care, and a l)reach of that obligation to the plaintiff's

injury ^' And more explicitly still, 'a person who under-

takes to do some work for reward to an article, must

exercise the care of a skilled workman ; and '—not his

inadvertence, or even his neglect to use such skill as he

possesses, but—'the absence oi such care is negligence.'

221. It is obvious in these cases, particularly the Jiodem in-

last, which is the language of a judge celebrated for of the terul'

the acuteness and accuracy of his legal perceptions, that ^^^ '^ence.

the term ' negligence' is used to express something wholly

independent of the state of mind of the person whose act

or omission is under consideration. The workman's

negligence consists, not in heedlessness of the act he is

doing or omitting, or of its consequences ; not in his

omitting to use all the care of which he is capable ; but

in his omitting to use the care which a skilled workman

would use, whether he is capable of it or not. It is

simply the omission to perform a positive duty, and in

this particular case a positive duty which arises upon a

contract. As the phrase is, the Avorkman, when he under-

takes the work, spondet i^eritiam artis ; he promises to

use the ordinary skill of his craft.

222. The latter use of the term negligence is pei-fectly in

accordance with ordinary language. We constantly speak

' This is the language of Lord Penzance in liis considered judg-

ment delivered in the ca.se of Swan against The North British

Australasian Company ; see Law Journal Reports, New Series, vol.

xxxi. Exchequer, p. 437. The next quotation is from the judgment
of Mr. Justice Willes, in the case of Grill against The General Iron

Screw Colliery Company ; see Law Reports, Common Pleas, vol. i.

p. 612. Of course with a shifting term like 'negligence' it would
be possible to find it used in a variety of shades of meaning, but I

have confined myself to the passages most frequently quoted in tlie

current treatises, as containing the accepted definitions of negligence.
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of a person who breaks a positive duty as neglecting

that duty, intending thereby only to express that he

has not performed the act which he was commanded
to perform, without any regard to the state of mind
which preceded the non-performance. And as a question

of terms it is only necessary to be careful to avoid sliding,

without perceiving it, from this meaning of the word negli-

gence into that other meaning of it, where it expresses

rashness or inadvertence ; as so easily happens when a Avord

has several meanings not wholly disconnected.

Negligence 223. But then we must consider what is the result of
in the later . . i 1 r> • •

sense of no this second dehnition of negligence. What does it tell us
use in ascer-

, , , , • t i , ,. ,

.

. , .

taining to say, that a man is liable tor negligence, in this sense

of the word negligence 1 As it appears to me, for our

present purpose, just nothing at all. To saj that a man is

liable for negligence, and to define negligence as the omis-

sion to do that which the law requires, only brings us

back by a very circuitous route to that which we have

above said ought to be the first step in the inquiry,

namely, what is the duty which the law imposes upon us.

224. Now, as I have ah*eady pointed out, in a very

large class of cases the discussion of liability turns ex-

clusively upon the question, whether or no there has been

negligence. If then it is true, that the word negligence

in these discussions means no more than the later autho-

rities to which I have referred represent it to mean, then

it is obvious that this discussion simply revolves in a

circle. What is a tort ] The breach of a duty or obli-

gation. What constitutes such a breach ] Negligence.

What is negligence 1 The breach of an obligation. In

this way we shall never arrive at a result.

225. I do not mean to say, either of negligence, or of

the other similar terms, that they do not give us any in-

formation as to what the obligation is, in some cases. I
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ouly wish now to get rid of the self-deception that we can

get at tlie obligation simply by talking about Avhat con-

stitutes negligence. I shall state hereafter, what I consider

to be the result of this analysis of terms in common use.

226. Malice is another term very fre(iuently used as if Malice,

it expressed something from which liability may be in-

ferred. It points directly to the state of mind of the

person, and probably it originally expressed pretty nearly

the same thing as malevolence, that is, the motive (in the

estimation of the speaker a bad one) which induces a party

to act, or abstain from acting. It has been thence trans-

ferred to intention, and in the best known definitions^ of

malice it is scarcely distinguishable from intention; and it

is applied, not only to cases where the consequences of an

act are desired as an end, but where they are desired as

means, and even to cases where they are merely adverted to

and expected, without being desired at all. When used in

this extended sense, the badness of the motive which

promj>ts the act is altogether lost sight of, for it is obvious

that a man may even desire to kill, as an end, or as means

to an end, or he may do an act which he knows to be likely

to cause death, without desiring to kill, from motives

which are altogether good, and yet be guilty of a crime.

Cases of mistaken patriotism, of excess in the use of the

right of self-defence, or in the exercise of power by con-

stables and other persons similarly situated, afford very

frequent examples of this kind.

227. The difficulty of obtaining a clear idea of what 'Malicp in

is meant by the term malice is also greatly increased by ' nmlice in

. , ,
.

' law.'

the use of the phrase ' malice in law. If, for instance, 1

erroneously suspect you to be a thief, and I communicate

' See Russell on Crimes, by Greaves, fourth ed., vol. i. p. 66S note,

whence it appears that the accepted defii.ition of malice is ' a wrong-

ful act done intentionally without just or lawful excuse.'
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my suspicions to another, not in any way intending to

injure you, or thinking it likely that I shall injure you,

but because I, erroneously, think it my duty to do so,

there can, of course, be no malice in any reasonable

sense of the word. And this is admitted in such cases by

saying there is no ' malice in fact.' Nevertheless lawyers

persist in such cases in saying that there is ' malice in

law.' Obviously the state of the law which they approve,

and which they wish to apply, is that of a primary obli-

gation not to publish statements injurious to the character

of another, except in certain specified cases, of which that

under consideration is not one. They desire that this ob-

ligation should be in no way dependent on my belief as to

the truth of my statements, or on my desire or expecta-

tion that you may be injured by them. Nevertheless, the

forms of procedure still assume the contrary
;
you are

bound to state that I acted maliciously ; and after it

has been most carefully inquired into and ascertained that

there was no malice in the matter, the judges still hold

me liable by telling me that there was ' malice in law.

'

What, of course, this really means is, that there are

circumstances under which I am liable for false state-

ments affecting your character independently of malice,

but it would be far better, and save endless confusion, if,

instead of doing this by intei-posing the phantom called

' malice in law,' we said so plainly. To arrive at our

point by this circuitous route is just as if the court,

desiring to relieve a debtor from the obligation to pay

a debt, were to tell him he would be considered as having

paid it if he sent his creditor a cheque drawn in full form

on his bankers for no pounds, no shillings, r>nd no pence.

Other 228. We meet with many other similar cases ; thus
similar cases. . % , t • •

1 t j>

we have legal or cousti-uctive iraud as distinguished irom

actual fraud—a most embarrassing term ; notice in law,
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or constructive notice, as distingiiislicd from actual notice.

Any one acquainted with the history of English law

knows exactly how this has occurred. To hare said that Origin of
*

. . these terms.!
malice, or fraud, or notice, were not necessary, in cases

where they had been generally thought necessary, would

have been too much like an avowed innovation. For

though it is, as I have shewn above, a duty imposed

U])on English judges, within certain limits, to make new

laws, it is against the tradition of their office ever to

avow it.. By saying, therefore, that there is malice in

law, or fraud in law, they pretend that there is malice, or

fraud, or whatever else they think unnecessary, when there

is really none at all.

229. Knowledge, or, as it is barbarously called, the Knowledge.*

'scienter,' is frequently made the criterion of liability.

But it is generally veiy difficult to ascertain what sort

of knowledge is referred to. Thus, in one of the very few

attempts which tlie legislature has made to define offences

with precision \ we find it laid down that a man is guilty

of culpable homicide who does an act with the intention of

cau.sing death, or with the intention of causing such bodily

injury as is likely to cause death, or with tiie knowledge

that he is likely by such act to cause death. Now if by
' knowledge' is here meant, the condition of mind in which

a man knows death to be likely, and adverts to it, then

knowledge is identical with intention, and the phrase in

question is superfluous. But if, on the other hand, a man
is to be considered as having knowledge of all that he has

power to recall to his mind, if he adverted to it, then the

definition of nmrder would be extended in a most alarm-

ing manner. Any heedless act would render a man guilty

of that crime ; for heedlessness of necessity includes

knowledge to this extent—that a man cannot be said to

' Indian Penal Code, sect. 299. See App.
I
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disregarcl consequences, which he woukl not have expected

even if he had adverted to them.

When im- 230. Of course knowledge of a fact may be of very great

importance, as evidence, in determining liability, and also

because the nature of many primary duties and obligations

is such, that they are only imposed upon us when a certain

state of facts has been brought to our knowledge, or, as it

is technically termed, upon our receiving notice. Thus, if

I have a cow which I am driving along the road, and it

runs at you and injures you, I am generally not liable
;

but if it has been brought to my knowledge that the cow

has a propensity to run at people, or, as Lord Hale puts

it, ' if I have notice of the quality of the beast,' then I am
liable.

Dishonesty. 231. Dishonesty is a word a good deal used in some

modera legislation. As far as I am able to discover, it

signifies the state of mind in which a man knows, and

adverts to the fact that he is committing, and, therefore,

intends to commit, a breach of the law.

Wanton- 232. Wantonness is used, as far as I can gather, to
ness.

, . .

express those cases in which consequences are desired as

an end, but the motive to the act is not one of the

ordinary passions of revenge, or lust, or avarice, or the

like ; but rather (as the phrase is) the love of mischief

for mischiefs sake. Its use, as an expression which

characterises liability, has no doubt arisen from the con-

fusion between motives and intention, which we have

already noticed in the case of malice.

Fraud. 233. Fraud, though it is a term frequently used

in such a way as to suggest that it is a test of liability,

has not, as far as I am aware, been authoritatively

defined. Bentham^, however, who generally took very

considerable pains to ascertain the precise meaning

^ See Bowring's edition of Collected Works, vol. vi. p. 292 n.
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of tenns, thinks it embraces the idea of falsehood or

mendacity. And I understand falsehood to be the

moral characteristic which, after much debate, has been

decided to be necessary in order to constitute liability for

fraud. Nevertheless, say the books, to constitute fraud it

is not necessary to shew that the parties making the

assertion knew it to be untrue ; it is enough that the

person making it did not believe it to be true^. It is diffi-

cult to understand a distinction founded on the difference

between knowledge and belief. One can easily under-

stand a rash assertion, assumed to be true on insufficient

grounds, or a heedless assertion, made without considering

at all whether it is true or not ; and there are not wanting

indications that want of care in making assertions may,

under some circumstances, render a man liable. But

such statements could hardly be called false or mendacious.

Moreover the distinction which j^hilosophers draw be-

tween believing and knowing is very subtle, and by no

means universally recognised. Sir "William Hamilton

has said that knowledge is a certainty founded upon in-

tuition, belief is a certainty founded upon feeling ; but

James Mill applies the term belief to every species of

conviction^.

234. What I think was intended is this. When a

man makes a direct assertion, he very often impliedly also

* This is not the exact language of Lord Wensleydale, who was
the author of this distinction ; but the distinction is (as I under-

stand it) made to turn, both in the original and in the quotations of

it, upon the difference between knowledge and belief. See the

judgment of Lord Wensleydale in the case of Taylor against

Ashton, in Meeson and Welsby's Reports, vol. xi. p. 415 ; Sinitli's

Leading Cases, sixth ed. vol. ii. p. 94 ; Addison on Torts, third ed.

p. 828.

* See James Mill's Analysis of the Human Mind, ed. 1869, p.

343, note by J. S. Mill ; and An Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Pliilosophy, by J. S. Mill, chap. v.

I 2
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asFerts that he has, to the best of his ability, exercised his

judgment, and believes the assertion to be true. Thus,

if I say, ' Mr. A has a good constitution,' there is here

a direct statement of fact concerning A's health, and also,

in many cases, as for instance, if the question were put

to me by an office about to insure A's life, an implied

statement, that I have exercised my best judgment in the

. matter, and have come to that conclusion. This implied

statement will be mendacious, should I not have given the

matter any careful consideration ; or should I have con-

sidered it and not come to any conclusion ; or should

I have considered it, and not come to that conclusion which

my statement involves.

235. Whilst discussing the various terms which have

been used to expi-ess liability, I will advert to two phrases

in common use, which are sometimes placed in appai'ent

opposition to the terms which we have been considering.

These two phrases express not quite the same thing, but

things nearly similar. Thus it is said of certain acts that

the question of liability is not one of negligence, but that

Coins a a man does them at his peril; so also it is said in certain

peril. cases that he is liable, not for fraud, but because there is a

warranty. Wliat I take to be aimed at in the first of these

two phrases is, that there is some act which the law does

not forbid, some act from which there is no primary duty

or obligation to abstain, but for which, if a man does it

and harm ensues, he will be liable. For instance, a man
is said to accumulate water in a reservoir on his land at

his peril ; which apparently means that it is not unlawful

for the landowner to accumulate water in the reservoir, but

if the reservoir bursts and the water floods his neighbour's

land, he must make him compensation. I have some doubt

whether this is the true view of the law; and whether a man

is not generally prohibited from doing that which is in
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fact dangerous ; though of course it is very often impossible

to discover the danger till after the event has happened.

But, even if he is not, it would only come to this ; that as

regards certain acts the primary duty or obligation is not to

abstain from them, but only to compensate persons who

are damaged by them. It is in this view that the duty or

obligation in the case above put has been often compared

to tliat which is expressly midertaken by an insurer.

236. A warranty, properly speaking, is in form an Warranty,

undertaking that certain events will happen, or will not

happen ; have happened, or have not happened ; but it is in

reality a promise to make compensation for the loss occa-

sione<l by their happening or not happening. Such a

warranty is a contract ; the obligation is one which arises

on the agreement of the parties ; and such contracts are

very often entered into as ancillary, or supplemental to

contracts of sale, or other similar transactions. But the

word ' warranty' is not confined exclusively to trans-

actions which are properly called contracts. Whenever

it is incumbent upon a person, from any reason whatever,

to take upon himself the consequences, should a state-

ment which he makes not be true, he is said to warrant

the truth of the statement ; whether this dirty or obliga-

tion be imposed by contract between the parties, or

in any other manner. And when it is said that a party

is liable for a breach of warranty, as distinguished from

saying that he is liable for a fraudulent representation,

I understand it to be affirmed that there is some primary

obligation upon him, not only to state nothing except

that which he believes to be true, but also to take the

consequences of stating anything which in fact is not true.

237. Upon a review of this analysis of the meaning of Terms which
.

express tlie

the terms, which are in common use to express what con- stute of
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mind, how stitutes liability, I think it is quite clear that they are

defining only legitimately used as a test of liability, so far as they

are contained in the command itself which expresses the

j)rimary duty or obligation, said to have been broken.

Until, therefore, the exact expressions of these duties and

obligations have been determined by the legislature, or

ascei'tained by judicial authority, we cannot say with pre-

cision how far this is the case. So far as reirards most

of those duties and obligations, breaches of which are the

subject of procedure in civil courts, we shall probably find

that the liability (which I may call civil liability) de-

pends, not upon whether the consequences were intended,

or even contemplated by the party whose conduct is to

be considered ; still less upon whether or no that conduct

conforms to any moral standard ; but upon whether a

command has been obeyed, which either in absolute terms

requires certain acts or omissions, or is qualified by being

restricted to acts or omissions which are unreasonable,

im])i'udent, unskilled, dishonest, or the like. I must not

set a foot or drop a twig upon your land ; I must not

lay my little fiuger upon your person. And whether I

do so advertently or inadvertently, intentionally or heed-

lessly, is of -no importance. If the trespass, or assault,

is my act, I am liable to you for it ; the primary duty

or obligation being simply to abstain from doing such an

act. When, in consequence of our being brought into

contact, as by employment, or invitation, or as fellow

workmen, or fellow travellers, or the like, many acts

which would have been before wholly prohibited, now

become lawful under certain conditions. Hence our rela-

tive duties and obligations come to assume a more com-

plex form ; and when, as happens in most cases, instead of

a simple duty or obligation to abstain from the act, there

is a duty or obligation to bring to the doing of it a due
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amount of care, skill, diligence, prudence, or the like ; then

it is the fthsence of this care, skill, diligence, or prudence,

which determines the liability. Still, therefore, the test of

liability is not the actual condition of mind of the person

whose conduct is being considered ; the inquiry is not

whether he brought to bear all the care, skill, diligence

and pnidence of which under the circumstances he was

capable ; but whether the care, skill, diligence, or prudence

which he brought to bear, comes uj) to that standard, which

under the circumstances the law requires. The law never

gets nearer than ' the care of a skilled workman,' ' the

prudence of a man guided by those considerations which

ordinarily regulate human affairs V ' a reasonable amount

of diligence,' ' proper skill,' and so forth.

238. But where a command is expressed in terms no

more definite than to require tlmt a man's conduct shall

conform to what is ordinary or reasonable (and I am un-

able even by suggestion to push the law into terms of

greater precision), then the test of conformity to this

standard is in the breasts of those persons who form the

tribunal which has to decide upon the liability.

239. Moreover, whilst an act, forbearance, or omission Never alone

„,.,.,. . 1
sulficiftnt to

is frenuentlv an occasion of liability, without reference determine

/> • 1 p 1
liability,

either to the actual state oi mind oi the party who acts,

forbears or omits, or its moral quality, neither the actual

state of mind, nor its moral quality will ever alone deter-

mine the liability. A paiiicular application of this principle

is expressed in the rule which we have already referred to

1 See the judgment of Mr. Baron Aklerf=ion in the case of Blyth

against The Birmingham Waterworks Company, reported in the

Law Journal Reports, vol. xxv. Exchequer, p. 212. It is adopted

Vjy Mr. Justice lirett in his judgment in the case of Smith against

The London and North-Western Railway Company, Law Reports,

Conunon Pleas, vol. v. p. 102,
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for the purpose of illustrating one of the meanings of the

term negligence \ However malignant may be the motives

which influence my conduct ; however disastrous may be

the consequences wliich I expect to result from it ; how-

ever rash or heedless it may be ; I shall not be liable

unless I have transgressed certain limits ; which limits,

if we are strangers, are marked out by those same primary

duties and obligations to abstain altogether from certain

acts before referred to, the breach whereof alone, without

any further consideration, renders me liable ; and which, if

we are related, are marked out by the relation. I have a

fine spring of water on my land. For some years I have

allowed it to nin off in the direction of a neighbouring

village, the inhabitants of which have come to depend on

it mainly for their supply of water ; from the most malig-

nant motives, and hoping and expecting thereby to bring

famine and sickness into the village, I dam up the stream in

that direction, and tui'n it into another, where it is entirely

useless to them. Am I or am I not liable 1 The answer

depends simply on whether the inhabitants of the village

have gained a right to the water ; in other words, whether

I am under a primary duty or obligation to abstain from

any act which deprives them of it. If they have not gained

that right, and I have not incurred that duty or obligation,

I am not answerable under the law. If they have gained

that right, then, however useless the stream may be to

them ; though my object was to supply another village

which was perishing for want of water ; though I may
even have been misled by a scientific opinion that the

supply of water was sufficient for both villages—I shall

still be liable.

240. So in the questions which so frequently arise

between persons related to each other as master and

^ Supra, sect. 319, ad fineui.
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servant. The servant may be exposed by the master to

great clanger which might be avoided, yet, if the servant

knew of the dangerous nature of the employment, the luaster

is not liable for any accident that may happen. Here it

would be difficult, on moral grounds, to defend the con-

duct of the master in thus exposing his servant to danger,

even with his own assent ; and, as the master ex hj'pothesi

knows of the danger, he must at least disregard the conse-

quences, if he does not intend them. What draws the line

is the master's duty as defined by the law. It is not the

legal duty of the master to preser^'e his servant from risk

in all cases in which it is immoral to expose him to it

;

nor is the master made liable either because he expects, or

rashly hopes to avoid, or heedlessly disregards, the con-

sequences of the exposure ; the law simply makes it his

duty to take certain precautions to preserve his servant

from risk, when the risk is one which he knows of, but

which his servant does not \

241. The terms which mark, independently of its in what
, .p-icii li cases these

moi-al quality, the state of mind oi the party supposed to terms most

be liable, are very often legitimately used in ascertaining useful.

what is called criminal liability; that is, in ascertaining

the liability which arises from breaches of duties and obli-

gations, which are the subject of criminal procedure. As

I have before remarked, the same general duty or obliga-

tion may be enforced by a criminal, and also by a civil

sanction ; but in such a case the criminal sanction is not

generally applied to all breaches of the duty or obligation,

' See and compare the cases of Riley against Baxendale,

Exchequer Reports, vol. vi. p. 445 ; Paterson against Wallace,

Macqueen's Scotch Appeals, vol. i. p. 751 ; Seymour against

Madilox, Queen's Bench Reports, vol. xvi. p. 332 ; and Skipp against

The Eastern Counties Railway, Exchequer Reports, vol. ix. p. 326.

The comparison and analysis of the judgments in these cases is an

instructive exercise.
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but only to certain kinds ; and it is just these kinds which

such terms are used to mark. And as there are criminal

sanctions as well as civil sanctions, so also there are

different kinds of criminal sanctions or j)unishments ; and

the law not unfrequently makes liability to different

kinds of j)unishment depend on the state of mind of the

person charged : in other words, the terms which mark

this state are used to distinguish crimes from civil injuries,

and also to disting-uish the different species of crimes. I

drive in the street without taking that amount of care

which the law requires every one to take, and without

exercising that degree of skill which the law requires every

one to exercise who drives in the street, and thereby inad-

vertently kill a man ; I am liable to pay damages to his

family. I drive over him intending to kill him ; I am
guilty of murder. I carelessly leave my child without

food ; I am liable to be imprisoned for doing so. I leave

him without food intending that he should thereby die

;

I am liable to be hung. I strike a blow intending to

cause grievous hurt ; I am liable to one punishment. I

strike a blow intending to cause hurt, but not gi'ievous

hurt ; I am liable to another. I strike a blow which I

ought not to strike, but without intending to hurt, and

I am liable to a third.

The primary 241a. For any other purpose these terms are almost
duty or obli-

-tt 1 1

^ration must entirely useless. Whether or no we are liable, does
;ilwa.vs bo 1111 n • 1 1

rieteriiiined, not generally depend upon our state of mmd when we

act or abstain from acting ; it does not depend on our

motives, nor does it depend on our intention, rashness, or

heedlessness ; it depends on the act or the omission to act.

When pressed, therefore, we are obliged, as we see has

been done in the case of negligence, to explain away

these terms in a manner, which only throws us back

upon the original and inevitable inquiry—what is that
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which the law bids or forbids us to do ?—and leaves that

iiKiuiry unsolved. But it cannot remain so. Until that

inijuiry is solved it is useless to attempt to answer the

first question of liability—has a primary duty or obligation

been broken ? Do whatever you will, not a single lawsuit

can be brought to a termination until this question be

answered. The answer to it may be assumed or admitted,

but it must be given in every case ; and, in so far as it is

a proposition of law, in abstract terms. The answer to this

question is the law which every tribunal has to administer
;

which the judge must lay down to the jury, and which the

jury must adopt. And exactly to the extent to which the

terms adopted by the judge are vague ; exactly to the ex-

tent to which the duty or obligation is expressed by

reference only to an imaginary standard,— to this extent

will the decision of the case be handed over to the jury,

who will then, under the name of fact, decide upon the

law also.

242. Indeed I am strongly inclined to think that the Wliy the
subject has

reason, why lawyers have shrunk irom testmg accurately not been
clpftrcd UP

the conventional phrases which they use as to the nature

of liability, is, that it lays too bare the truth, that the

nature of many primary duties and obligations are only

determined by reference to such an imaginary standard.

For if it is once acknowledged, that the duty or obligation

in question is thus indeterminate, the distribution of func-

tions which is at the basis of our legal system is altogether

disturbed ; indeed, the distinction itself between ques-

tions of law and questions oi fact, upon which that distri-

bution is l)ased, in a great measure disappears ; and the

jury, with whom rests the ultimate affirmance or negation

of liability, is emancipated from much of their theoretical

control. The real object of a good deal of the ingenuity

which has been displayed in eluding the true question, in
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cases of the kind on which I have been observing, is, I

think, to avoid this result. It has been felt that it would

be dangerous to hand over to the inexperience of juries

the uncontrolled decision of cases of this description. By

the process of granting new trials for misdirection, setting

aside verdicts as against evidence, entering nonsuits be-

cause there was no evidence, and so forth, the judges,

whilst professing only to discuss propositions of law, do

really enter ujion a consideration, which they are driven,

when pressed, to admit to be a proper function of the jury

—namely, the decision whether the conduct of the party

has conformed to that standard, which the law has not

defined further than I have above stated. I am very far

from saying that this interference, if I may so call it, has

not been beneficial, and even necessary ; but I think it

well worth consideration, whether some method of avoiding

the evil contemplated could not be found, which would be

at least as effectual, and which would not have to be

arrived at by a train of reasoning which contains a good

deal both of confusion and artifice.
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CHAPTER VI.

Grounds of Non-liability.

243. The rules of law which impose certain secondary

obligations, upon persons who commit breaches of primary

obligations, are subject to a certain set of exceptions, which

are usually classed together under this head. The several

grounds upon which a person will not be held liable to

the secondary obligation, though he has committed a

breach of the primary one, are insanity, ignorance or

mistake, intoxication, infancy, and duress.

244. Insanity—under which term I include all dis- Insanity,

orders of the intellect of a grave character—has been

little discussed witli reference to its general effect on

liability ; it has been almost always discussed exclusively

with reference to the particular effect of it on those

secondary duties or obligations which are the subject of

criminal procedure, or (as we might say) with reference

to its effect on criminal liability only. This no doubt is

its most important aspect, and I should be stepping too

far out of the ordinary methods of discussion were I not

to follow the same route.

245. The ideas current on the subject of insanity ?^odcrn
•^

_
•' ideas of it.

have undergone very considerable modification of late

years. Indeed it is only in recent times that the subject

has received anything like the consideration which it

deserves. Attention was first drawn to it by the horrible
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siifferiugs endured by insane persons in confinement.

It apparently used to be thought that every insane person,

who had physical strength and liberty to use it, was

dangerous, and that the only way of rendering him harm-

less was by forcible restraint. The idea seemed to be

that insane persons were under some sort of external

impulse, which drove them to commit acts (as the phrase

was) against their will. It is now known that, with rare

and temporary exceptions, insane persons are susceptible

of very much the same kind of influences as other persons.

They can be made to feel the effects of discipline, and

can appreciate, in a very considerable degree, the painful-

ness of reproof and the pleasure of approbation. The

consequence is that, in the best asylums, the patients are

scarcely ever under jjhysical restraint.

How they 246. This discovery, though it has greatly mitigated

liability. the sufferings of persons subject to this calamity, has un-

doubtedly opened a new and difiicult inquiry, whenever it

has to be decided, whether or no the insane person is

legally responsible for his acts. This mode of treatment

clearly shews that the moral and intellectual qualities are

hardly ever entirely effaced. The insane have in a great

measure recovered their liberty, but with it also they

ought to resume, in part at least, their responsibility.

Peculiar 247. It may be perhaps doubted, whether the recog-
character of ... < , 1 • -i -t, i i . i 1 •

criminal nition 01 tills responsibility has kept pace with the increas-

ing tendency to treat abnormal conduct as indicating some

form or other of mental disease. It is also unfortunate that

the law of insanity should have been to so great a degree

fashioned upon the practice in criminal cases : for this

practice is rather the result of a series of compromises,

than an application of principles which are scientifically

correct. The effect of setting up a plea of insanity in answer

to a criminal charge is generally almost as disastrous

cases.
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to the accused, as if he were to admit his guilt. Insanity

itself is a stigma ; and accused persons, if found insane,

are liable to be imprisoned for an indefinite time ; whereas

convicts are only imprisoned for a si>ecified period. Hence

it follows, that few persons care to set up this defence

except in capital cases, in which this defence is frequently

insisted upon, strenuously enough ; but even hei-e, for the

most part, only in that class of cases, in which murders have

been committed under the influence of violent passion,

without any attempt at concealment, and where any other

defence is therefore hopeless. Now this is just the very

class of cases in which the question of insanity presents

itself under peculiar difficulties. The violent excitement

under which the accused is labouring produces an extra-

vagance of conduct very like that produced by insanity :

indeed anger itself is so like madness as to be pro-

verbially identified with it.

248. The question which, on principle, it would seem Trueground

ought to be decided upon a plea of insanity, is that which liability,

is suggested by the only reason which can be given for

holding insane persons not to be punishable. They are

not punishable because the prospect of punishment would

not in their case have its usual deterrent effect. As
Austin' says, a sanction operates as a motive for the fulfil-

ment of an obligation : the party obliged is averse from

the conditional evil, which he may chance to incur in case

he breaks the obligation ; and in order to avoid that evil,

or the chance of incurring it, he must fulfil the obliga-

tion : so that every sanction acts upon the desires of the

person obliged. And Lord Coke, in the third part of his

Institutes^, also bases the infliction of punishment on its

deterrent effect ; and he considers that punishment inflicted

upon an insane person, would be so generally deemed in-

* Lect. kxii. p. 459 ; Lect. xxv. p. 497 (third ed.). " p. 6.
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human and cruel as rather to make men desperate than

to deter them from crime. I will not now stop to con-

sider whether Lord Coke's reasoning is quite correct. It

is at any rate clear that, on the deterrent principle of

punishment, the admission or rejection of the defence of

insanity ought to depend upon the answer to the inquiry

—whether or no the accused pei-son can be considered

capable of estimating the consequences to himself, in the

shape of punishment, which would result from committing

a breach of the law 1 If he is so, the prospect of the

punishment, which the law has apportioned to the breach,

ought to have its deterrent effect upon him, and to inflict it

would scarcely seem capable of being considered inhuman

or cruel.

Essentials of 249. I must also observe that the general non-liability
crime
generally of msaue persons cannot be rested on the absence of any of

' the essential elements of crime. It is indeed possible that a

man's intellect may be so disordered, that he may altogether

fail to perceive the consequences of his acts, whether to

himself or to any other person. But in the majority of

cases this is not so. All the essentials of a crime will be

found to be present, if we examine it, in nearly every case.

Even the fmious madman who kills his keeper because he

is refused his liberty, conceives a wish, which prompts him

to do a certain act, in order that he may accomplish the

end which he has in view. He intends his keeper's death

as means to that end, and every condition of the crime

of murder is fulfilled.

Mode in 250. But whatever may be the true ground on
which ,.,, ,.. ••, ,. ,
question which the excuse of insanity is based, it cannot by any
submitted ., .,. , t

• ^ ^

to jury. possibility be that which the form of the inquiry

assumes, when the accused person is alleged to be insane.

The law requires that the question should be put to the

jury in tliis singular form ;—had the accused sufficient
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reason to know that he was doing an act that was wrong* 1

What gave rise to this form of putting the question it is

not very easy to discover. Tlie capacity of distinguishing

right from wrong has hardly at any peiiod been accepted

as a general test of insanity. Probably this form of

putting the question is due to the notion which (as

already mentioned) lurks in our criminal law, but which

is never boldly asserted, and is sometimes emphatically

denied, that the moral quality of the act determines the

liability to criminal punishment.

251. It must be remembered, however, that this ques- How dealt
with by

tion has always to be answered in criminal cases by a them,

jury—a tribunal which generally comes to the task

without any previous training, and which is wholly in-

competent to discuss with nicety the very peculiar and

difficult question, which the law requires to be placed

before them. Probably, therefore, what really happens is

that, consciously or imconsciously, the jury give theirverdict

according to their opinion upon a much more general

question—namely, whether, under all the circumstances,

the prisoner ought to be punished : and, where their de-

cisions are not distorted by a special dislike of the punish-

ment provided for the offence (as sometimes occurs in capital

cases), the result is perhaps as good as any to which, in

the present state of science, it is possible to attain^. It

would probably, however, be better still, if the question

were submitted by the judge to the jury in a somewhat

• See the answer of all the judges, except Mr. Juatice Maule, to

questions put by the House of Lords, at the end of the answer to

the second and third questions. These questions and the opinions

of the judges thereon were printed by the House of Lords on

19th June, 1848 ; they are to be found in most works on Criminal

Law.
^ See the somewhat similar observations of Lord Hale, Fleaa of

the Crown, vol. i. p. 32.

K
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different form, so that his own remarks might be more

intelligible, and more direct upon the point upon which

their determination actually turns. And at any rate the

decision of a jury has this negative advantage ; that, if

unsatisfactory, it forms no precedent ; on the contrary, the

public condemnation which follows it, serves as a guide and

wai'ning, for some time at least, against similar errors.

Insanity as a 252. The question of non-liability upon a contract, be-

non-iiabiiity cause of the insanity of the party sought to be made liable,

in contracts. . .
, t «• ^ t^ l

arises m a great many dinerent ways, it may happen

that the intellectual faculties are so obscured, and the

judgment so disordered, that the agreement, which is the

foundation of the contract, cannot have taken place ; and

there being no contract, there will be no primary obliga-

tion, and therefore no liability to a secondary one. But

in many cases the condition of the insane person may be

such as to enable him fully to understand the negotiation,

and the ultimate result. When a man orders five hundred

coats from his tailor, or ten thousand pairs of boots from

his bootmaker, he may have lost all notion of number and

quantity ; but he may not ; and he may be induced to give

the order under the insane delusion, that he can speculate

profitably in some large government contract for such

articles. Yet, though there is here a complete contract,

according to our definition, the insane person would not

be liable, because the law excepts some of the contracts

made by insane persons from the general rule that con-

tracts will be enforced. It is only some of the contracts,

and not all the contracts, made by insane persons which

are thus excepted. If the contract is for the supply of

articles of ordinary use and consumption, or for doing

work, or any other service suitable to the rank and posi-

tion of the insane person, it is generally considered valid

and binding. Thus an insane person has been held liable
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to pay his tailor for clothes, his bookseller for books, an

attorney his fees, his servants their wages, and so forth.

In one case even the purchase of an annuity by an insane

person, not known to be so, it being a fair and reasonable

transaction, was held to be valid. But the sale of an

estate under similar circumstances has been held void.

253. How far a person who is insane would be held Insanity as

. . .
ground of

responsible, in courts of civil procedure, for his acts or non-ii;ii)iiity

omissions independently of contract, is a matter in which cases.

one is surprised to find our law books nearly silent. Lord

Hale lays down, however, a sweeping rule, which would

entirely shut out this defence in such cases—that no man

can, in matters of this sort, plead his own ""mental

deficiency ^

254. Ignorance and mistake are generally classed to- ignorance or

,1 • • 1 • , , 1
mistake.

gether, and the considerations which apply to them are

pretty nearly the same. If it is necessary to distinguish

them, I understand ignorance to be, not to know of the

existence of facts which do exist ; mistake, to be the sup-

position that facts exist, which do not.

255. Where a man does an act which is a breach of a Ground of

primary obligation, he may be ignorant of, or mistake the liability.

consequences of the act ; or he may by mistake believe

that the case is an exceptional one, and that circumstances

exist which render the act lawful. This last is a very

common case.

256. Ignorance of the consequences of an act, or mis-

take as to the consequences which are likely to arise, of

necessity render it impossible for a man to intend or dis-

regard those consequences; a man so ignorant cannot,

therefore, by any possibility, commit any crime which

involves such intention or disregard.

' Pleaa of the Crown, vol. ii. p. 16.

K 2
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ignorance 257. Blackstoiie ^ says, if a man intending to kill a
not a defect •' ' °
of the will, thief in his own house, by mistake kills one of his own

family, this is no criminal action. But Blackstone's ex-

planation of this is most extraordinary; and to me, indeed,

altogether unintelligible. He says, ' for here the will and

the deed acting separately, there is not that conjunction

between them, which is necessary to form a criminal act.'

Nothing can shew more strongly than this confusion in

the mind of so eminent a writer the importance of the

analysis undertaken by Austin, of the relation between the

mental consciousness of the actor, and the act done, It is

not very safe to attempt to assign a meaning to such a

phrase as ' the will and the deed acting separately,' but I

suppose it is another form of the erroneous expression so

often met with, ' doing an act against your will.' The trae

view of the case I take to be this—Acts are produced by

the will, by means of motions of our bodily muscles. But

this exertion of the will, or volition, is the result of an ante-

cedent desire. Thus, I take up a pistol, aim it at you,

and 23ull the trigger, because I desire to kill you. I desire

to kill you, because I believe that you are breaking into

my house, and I consider it necessary to kill you in order to

protect myself and my family. After I have fired, I find

that you are a friend, coming to pay me an unexpected

visit. My mistake as to your person has caused me to

desire your death, which desire has acted upon my will.

The same mistake has also led me to suppose that I was

justified in killing you in self-defence.

Igmorance or 258. Blackstone has, of course, assumed that the cir-
niistake

-r- 1
• f

must not be cumstances were such as to iustify the erroneous inference.

If I was rash or heedless in concluding you to be a thief, I

might be guilty, though of a different crime. For rashness

or heedlessness may be a ground of criminal imputation,

* Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 27.
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and then the ignorance wliich is the result of that rash-

ness or heedlessness cannot absolve me.

259. So acjain where my mistake is not either rash or Will not ox-
^

. •
.

cuse an act

heedless, I mav yet be liable in some cases, ihus suppose otherwise
*

1 • • • J.1
unlawful.

I see in my neighbour s garden something moving m the

trees, which I believe to be a wild, but harmless animal.

I examine it very carefully, and satisfy myself that it is

a wild animal. I fire at it, and it turns out to be my
neighbour himself, who is dangerously wounded by the

shot. Here I am clearly liable ; and why % Because,

though my mistake may be a reasonable one, yet, if all

that I believed to be true, were true, my act would still be

a breach of a primary duty or obligation, and the facts

which I supposed to exist would not justify it. But not so

in the case put by Blackstone. In that case, if all I believed

to be true, were true, there would be an excuse for what

would otherwise be a breach of a primary duty or obliga-

tion. There is a primary duty or obligation to forbear

from taking life, but an exertion where life is taken in

self-defence. There is a primary duty or obligation not

to fire guns into my neighbour's garden, and no exception

where the object fired at is a wild animal. I am therefore

liable to such consequences as are laid down by the

positive law. I should be liable for manslaughter in

England, because of the extremely sweeping definition of

that crime
;
perhaps in India I should not have committetl

a crime, but I should be liable civilly.

260. Tlie effect of ignorance, or mistake, on the primary Ipnonmce or
°

. . ' , mistake m
oblications which arise upon contract, is more complicated ;

cases of
^ ... 1

. contract.

and this complication is in a great measure due to its

havintr been the custom to consider under this head

several matters which do not properly belong thereto.

261. I have already adverted ^ to the mode which is Inquirj'

' Supra, sect. 174.
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shut out by
rules of in-

terpretation

Non-
liability

sometimes
based on
another
principle.

generallj' adopted for ascertaining tlie intention of the

parties in case of dispute. It has there been observed, that

all a tribunal can do—after deciding upon the evidence what

were the terms of the contract ; after hearing the state-

ments of both parties as to what each intended ; and after

inquii'ing into the circvimstances which happened about

that time, so far as they throw any light upon the con-

tract—is to put upon the words its own interpretation, and

from that interpretation to presume the intention. But

in arriving at this presumption judges generally, as I

observed, follow certain rules ; such, for instance, as that

the technical terms of law can never be used in any other

than their technical sense, or ordinary words in any other

than their ordinary sense, and so foi'th^ So that a man may
even find himself fixed with an obligation arising upon a

contract, which he did not intend, almost without having

had an opportunity of asserting his mistake ; and prac-

tically the question of ignorance or mistake is thus very

often shut out, upon grounds which stand somewhat apart

from the general principles upon which that excuse depends.

262. On the other hand, there are many cases in

which this excuse appears to prevail, in which the real

gi'ound of exemption is of another kind. Thus, if I enter

into a contract in ignorance of the existence of an im-

portant fact, or under a mistake in supposing a fact to

exist which does not, should the ignorance or mistake be

caused by the contrivance of the person in whose favour

the obligation is intended to be created, the obligation is

considered to be void upon a much simpler principle,

namely, of fraud ; it being a well-known exception to the

general law which bids us to perform our contracts, that

it does not apply to cases where the party to whom the

promise is made has committed fraud.

* Supra, sect. 177.
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263. So also there may be cases in which the law-

creates no primary obligation upon the occasion of a con-

tract, unless the parties have fulfilled certain rec^uiremcnts

towards each other ; one of which frequently is, not only

to abstain from fraud, that is, from giving false informa-

tion, but to give all the information which one possesses,

and even sometimes to guarantee the truth of the repre-

sentation ; the legal obligation being conditional upon

the fulfilment of this requirement, and if it is not fulfilled,

the obligation is not created.

264. I may also add that, in all cases, the law Ignorance

1 11 111'"" niistakc
requires that persons, when they make contracts, should no excuse if

exei'cise reasonable care and diligence to guard against carelessness.

ignorance or mistake ; that is to say, it will impose the

obligation, notwithstanding any ignorance or mistake

attributable to such want of care or diligence.

2G5. The remaining cases ai-e few: but they are the Real cases of

.
iLmorance or

only ones to be solved by the rules of law which properly mistake as

. . an excuse in

relate to the excuse 01 ignorance or mistake. Assuming contract.

the mistake or ignorance to be established, and that it is

not due to fi*aud, or wilful or negligent omission, then

arises the question whether the mistake or ignorance

alone prevents the obligation from existing. We may

divide the cases into two classes: (i) where the promise

has been performed, and the ignorance or mistake is

used as a ground for claiming restitution
; (2) where the

promise has not been performed, and the ignorance or

mistake is used as a gi-ound for alleging that no obligation

exists. Another important distinction which separates

each of these two kinds into two further subdivisions, is

that the ignorance or mistake may be either (i) mutual,

that is, common to both promiser and promisee, or (2)

single, that is, on the part of one only.

265 a. The law which is applicable to such cases
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Engiish law is not Very well settled ; at least it is difficult to extract
not very ..,„ , ,.,..
dearly any very clear principles irom the multiplicity 01 reported

cases, which are always referred to when this question

arises, and which, notwithstanding important distinctions.

Cases where are not always very accurately distinouished. This much Ls
Ignorance or ^ ^

^

j o
^ ^

mistake is clear ; that, where the ignorance or mistake is mutual, the
mutual. ... . .

promise is not binding on the parties ; but if there are

any reasons why a simple dissolution of the obligation

would not, under the circumstances, be fair, the promiser

will be held to his promise, unless he assumes in its place

an obligation to do what is just and proper. For in-

stance, there was a case in which the supposed owner of

a fishery, after having expended a good deal of money in

imj^roving it, let it to a relative. It turned out after-

wards, that this relative was liimself in reality the owner.

The agreement to hire the fishery was considered not to

be binding ; but the lessee was compelled to repay the sums

of money which the lessor had laid out in the improve-

ment of the estate ^.

266. It seems also that in cases of mutual ignorance

or mistake, not only would the promise to do a future

act be considered as not binding, but if the j;)romise had,

under similar circumstances, been performed, there would

be a good claim to restitution ; the claim being subject

to similar considerations as to what was just and proper

between the parties.

Ignorance or 267. If the ignorance or mistake be single, the general

one side opinion secms to be that the performance of the promise

cannot be declined on that ground alone. This is a

question which touches closely upon one which has been

already discussed, but differs from it. The sense of the

promise is here supposed not to be doubtful, but the

' See the case of Cooper against Pbibbs, reported in Law Eeports,

House of Lords, vol. ii. p. 149.
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intention of the promiser is supposed to be shewn to differ

from the sense. There is in such a case, no doubt, not

any true contract, for a man cannot be said, strictly, to

promise that which he does not expect ; but the same

obligation is enforced, and the case is treated exactly as if

a time contract in the sense of the promise existed. One

judge in England, however, certainly seems to take a

different view, and to consider that, if the contract be one

of sale, the ignorance or mistake, even when single, avoids

the bargain.

268. Moreover, whether or no this last opinion be

correct, where the object of the phuntiff is to obtain what

is called a specific performance, that is, to compel a fulfil-

ment of the obligation by a threat of punishment, the

court would have power to fall back on the maxim, that

it is always in its discretion to gi-ant or withhold this

somewhat exceptional relief : and it doubtless would

do so, if the contract was one which, in the opinion of

the court, ought not, in common fairness, to be enforced.

And should the plaintiff in a similar case seek to enforce,

not the original obligation, but only the secondai-y

obligation to pay a sum of money by way of compensation,

the juiy, if they held a similar opinion, would pi-obably

give very trifling damages.

269. In the case of breaches of duties or obligations Ipiorance

. , , « •
1 1 '*" mistake

which are independent of contract, or are so considered, in other

the question whether ignorance or mistake affects the

liability has been hardly ever discussed.

270. A distinction, about which a good deal has been inKorauce
'

~
of law and

said, is usually drawn between ignorance of law and 'K"j,^*"<'*

ignorance of fact. It is generally laid down as a universal

rule of English law, that ignorance of fact excuses all

liability, whereas ignorance of law excuses none. The

rule itself is simple and intelligible enough, and I might
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dismiss it without further consideration. But as it

appears to me, that there is some misconception both as to

its real operation, and as to the reasons on which it is

based, I shall make some remarks upon it, with special

reference to its operation in criminal cases.

£'r'.\w'rf 271. Austin > has shewn that to affirm, as Blackstone
reasoning 01 '

Blackstone. affirms ^, that every person -may know the law, is untrue
;

and that to argue, as Blackstone argues, that a man's

ignorance of law will not excuse him, because he is bound

to know it, is only to assign the rule as a reason for itself.

Austin considers ^ that the only sufficient reason for the

rule in question is, that ' if ignorance of law were

admitted as a ground of exemj^tion, the Court would be

involved in questions which it were scarcely possible to

solve, and which would render the administration of

justice next to impracticable.'

A rule of 272. The question, therefore, is reduced to one of
convenience.

convenience. When we refuse to allow people to set up

their ignorance of law, as a ground of exemption from

liability, it is not because this is a less valid excuse than

ignorance of fact, but because this is an excuse, into

which it would be inconvenient to inquire.

Founded on 273. If we examine further the reasons, why it is said

babilityof to be inconvenient to do this, we find that they are two-

being true, fold : that the defence would be set up in nearly every case,

and that it would be impossible to decide, whether it was

time or false. Consequently (I understand the argument

to be) it is a case in which inquiry must be shut out by a

presumption ; and it is obviously necessary to presume

that the defence is false, or the law would become

' Lect. XXV. p. 497 (third edition).

* Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 27.

^ Lect. XXV. p. 498 (third edition).
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powerless. This reasoning falls entirely to the ground,

unless the chances of the defence being really false greatly

outnumber the chances of its being really true. Unless

they do so, the presunijjtion ought to be, as it generally is,

in favour of innocence.

274. Now, to estimate this probability, we must Wlmt is

understand what is meant by ignorance of law, or (which iKnornnce

comes to the same thing, but is easier to estimate),

what is meant by knowledge of law. This may mean

general knowledge that such and sucb an act is forbidden

by the law, and that doing it will be a breach of duty

or obligation, to which some sort of sanction is affixed.

Or it may mean a particular and accurate acquaintance

with the terms of the law ; with what constitutes a

breach of it, and what penalties result from the breach.

Or it may mean some degree of knowledge intermediate

between these two.

275. It is a certainty that no man alive possesses

this knowledge in the bighest degree, as regards all acts.

Not even a lawyer could express fully and accurately all

tlie primary duties and obligations of which the breaches

are crimes ; but nearly every man possesses it in some de-

gree or other, as regards most acts. Nearly every one

above the age of infancy knows, as to nearly every act for

which he is liable to be criminally ])unished, at least this

much—that it is forbidden by the law, and tliat the doing

it is followed by some sort of consequences disagreeable to

himself. Most men know a good deal more ; they know

that violence, and fraud, and dishonesty will be punished by

various kinds of resti-aint and bodily suffering. Even when

a new crime is created, as when, by an Act of George the

Second \ it was for the first time made an offence, punish-

able like theft, to steal a bill of exchange or promissory

* 2 George II. ch. xxv.
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note, though it is quite possible that the first thirty or

forty persons punished knew nothing of this change in

the law, yet they all knew, that the law had always

forbidden them to take this sort of property ; that it was

a breach of the law to do so ; and that the law on this

point was enforced by some sanction, though perhaps not

a severe one. If, therefore, the knowledge which is pre-

sumed, is this sort of general knowledge, there can be

little doubt that the presumption is nearly always correct

;

and so far from thinking it likely that the defence

would be set up in every case, I think it would nearly

always be considered a perfectly hopeless one.

Whetlierthe 276. But the matter assumes a different aspect in
rule is not ... _ ...
too sweep- certain particular cases, r or example, it is sometimes

applied. permitted to us, and even made our duty, to inflict pain

and loss on others. We are perhaps called upon to

act in such cases with promptitude and severity, imder

a combination of circumstances which rarely occurs

;

of which, therefore, we have little experience ; and where

legal advice is not at the moment to be procured.

But, unless we are judges acting judicially, we are

liable to criminal punishment for our acts, even though,

with the utmost good faith, we believe ourselves to be

bound, in fact and in law, to act as we have done ; should

it turn out, upon investigation, that our view of the law

is incorrect. The Indian Penal Code ^ declares, that

nothing is an offence which is done by a person who,

by reason of a mistake of fact, in good faith believes liim-

self to be bound to do, or justified in doing it. But it

expressly excludes from the advantage of this exception

those persons whose en-or consists, not in a mistake of

fact, but in a mistake of law. Nor am I aware that the

exception is more favourable in similar cases in England.

* Section 76.
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This seems to place many persons, especially those respon-

sible for peace and good order, in a very unsatisfactory

position. Nor is it easy to see why, as one might say, a

judge sitting in court should be excused from knowing the

law, and a sentinel on duty should not\

277. Somewhat different considerations apply to cases

of contract. Where there is a mutual mistake in the law,

to hold the parties to the contract, is to hold them to that

which neither party intended, when they made the con-

tract ; and it certainly is difficult to see why this should

be done. And it would be easy to meet the suggestion

which Austin makes about the difficulty of proof, by pre-

suming that a person knew the law on the subject on which

he was contracting, until he had established the contrary.

Where the mistake has been made only by the person

who seeks to avoid the obligation, then we have to con-

sider whether we ought to disappoint the well-grounded

expectations of one side, or the ill-grounded expectations

• It seems to me hardly credible that in a work of the highest

authority, published only five years ago, the following case should

be cited as a precedent, which is to guide us in the present day in

the administration of the criminal law. It is alone sufficient to shew

that the doctrine on which it is based requires reconsideration.

' The prisoner was sentinel on board tlie Achille when she was

paying off. The orders to him from the preceding sentinel were—to

keep off all boats, unless they had officers with uniforms in them,

or unless the officer on deck allowed them to approach ; and he

received a musket, three blank cartridges, and three balls. The
boats pressed ; upon which he called repeatedly to them to keep

off; but one of them persisted and came close under the shij), ami

he then fired at a man who was ia the boat and killed him. It was

put to the juiy to find, whetlicr the sentinel did not fire under the

mistaken impression that it was his duty ; and they found that he

did. But a case being reserved, the judges were unanimous that it

was, nevertheless, murder.* Russell on Ciumes, by Greaves, fourth

edition, vol. i. p. 823.
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of the other. It is obvious that the former stands in the

more favourable position ; and indeed to hold the contract

binding in such a case may often be sujiported without

any presumption at all. People are rarely compelled

to enter suddenly into contracts about matters with which

they have not had some previous opportunity of making

themselves acquainted ; and to enter into a contract without

making inquiries, and taking legal advice if necessary, may

be fairly considered as a want of ordinary care.

Roman Law 278. It is also desirable to notice that under the
on this ,.,.. -ii 1 1. • 1

subject. Roman Law, which is invariably quoted on this point, the

pi-inciple was ajjplied in a far less sweeping manner than

with us. There was in the first place a general exception

in favour of soldiers, of persons under twenty-five, and of

persons who were so placed as not to have ready access

to legal advice (juriseonsulti copiam habere). These were

considered as persons who were not expected to know

the law {q^nbus permissum erat jus ignorare). Women
also were partially excused ^ Of course, in a matter so

purely dependent on social considerations, it is not likely

that the rules of Roman Law would serve as a model

for any modern state. But, as they are so frequently

referred to, it is well they should be understood.

tion
intoxica- 279. Intoxication is a disordered state of the intellect,

produced by eating or drinking something. Blackstone

says it is rather an aggravation of the ofience than an

excuse for criminal misbehaviour ; and that the law will

not suffer any man thus to privilege one crime by another ^

' See the authorities collected by Tliibaut in a note to sect. 29

of the General Part of his System of Pandects Law (p. 25 of Mr.

Lindley's Translatinn, first edition).

^ Commentaries, vol. iv. p. 26. I doubt whether the passage of

Lord Coke to which Blackstone refers as an authority for this
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The Indian Penal Code says ^
: 'In cases where an act

done is not ah offence, unless done with a particular know-

ledge or intent, a person who does the act in a state of

intoxication shall be liable to be dealt with, as if he had

the same knowledge as he would have had, if he had not

been intoxicated, unless the thing which intoxicated him

was administered without his knowledge and against his

will." The English rule is intelligible, though the rea- Erroneous

, 1 • 1 -r.1 1 . J -i • ii 1
reasoning of

sonmg by which lilackstone supports it is worthless. Blackstone.

Di-uukenuess in itself can hardly be said to be a crime

under English Law ^ ; and even if it were, it is simply

begging the question to say, that when a man pleads

drunkenness, he thereby seeks to privilege one crime by

another ; the whole question being, whether or no that

other act is or is not a crime. The Indian rule is very Rule of

. Indian Penal

difficult of comprehension. I am not quite sure what is Code ob-
SCUTC

meant by ' a particular knowledge or intent,' but I suppose

setting fire to a house is an offence, though not done with

any particular knowledge or intent
;
yet it is not at all

likely that intoxication was intended to be an excuse in

such a case. On the other hand, passing counterfeit coin

is clearly an offence in which a particular knowledge is

necessary ; namely, knowledge that the coin is spurious

;

and therefore, a drunken man who takes a counterfeit

coin, which he would certainly have discovered to be

counterfeit if he had been sober, and pays it away without

discovering it, is guilty, under this provision, of passing

counterfeit coin, knowing it to be counterfeit. But this

result seems very remarkable.

position, has been correctly understood by him. See First Part of

the Institutes, p. 247.

1 Sect. 86.

' It is an offence punishable by a fine of five shillings under

71 James I. chap. vii. sect. 3. But simple drunkenness, indepen-

dently of any otlier consideration, is very rarely, if ever, punished.
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280. Nor is it easy to see wliy, though the section refers

to both knowledge and intention, only knowledge should

be presumed, and not intention. The result of presuming

knowledge would be to render the drunken man liable in

those very numerous cases, in which the nature of the

crime is determined by knowledge that certain conse-

quences are likely to ensue ; but the knowledge that

certain consequences are likely to ensue, and the expecta-

tion that they will ensue, are hardly distinguishable

;

and expectation that they will ensue is, according to the

opinion of Austin, intention. Perhaps this is an accidental

omission.

True effect 281. The question, how far intoxication affects liability,
of excluding ^

_

'

_

•"

the defence can never, I think, be satisfactorily settled by presuming
of intoxica-

,

,

, .
,

, ,, „
tion alto- that things are different fi'om what they really are. If
ffctticr ill

*

criminal the State of mind, w^iich we call knowledge or intention,

is essential to the breach of the duty or obligation in ques-

tion, the first consideration will be, whether or no the

drunkenness was such, as to have prevented the possibility

of such a state of mind. It is perfectly consistent with

ver}' great drunkenness, that a man should know and intend

the consequences of his acts. A soldier who after a day's

hard driukinsr diseharofes his musket in the face of his

Serjeant, may know and intend the consequences of his acts,

just as well as the jealous lover who stabs his rival in the

arms of his mistress. Indeed it is hardly possible to

preserve the physical capacity to execute this sort of

crime, without also retaining the low degree of intelli-

gence which is necessary to the offence. But, if that is

not the case ; if the drunkenness is such that no offence

can have been committed, or not the particular offence

with which the person is charged ; then the true effect of

presuming knowledge or intention, in spite of the facts,

is to make drunkenness itself an offence, which is punish-
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able with a tlegree of punishment varying with the con-

sequences of the act done '.

282. How far intoxication affects the liability of a intoxication

. - . in other

man in a court of civu procedure, to make compensation cases than

for damage done, has been little discussed. The same breaches

distinction would be here necessary as in considering

criminal liability. If the primary obligation be such that

the state of mind is an element in the breach, then the

person pleading intoxication may, or may not, have that

state of mind. If he has it, then he is liable like

any other person. If he is so intoxicated that he cannot

have it, then, if liable at all, he is liable because there is

a law, which makes men liable for damage which they do

when drunk, independently of any consideration of their

state of mind when they did it.

283. So in cases of contract, an intoxicated man may, Intoxication
in contract.

or may not, have the degree of intelligence necessary to

agree upon the terms of a contract ; and this would be

a matter of inquiry. But here a different principle inter-

venes. A man who is intoxicated generally shews it

;

and there is this exception to the law that contracts

will be enforced, that a contract made with a man who

is apparently drunk will not be so. The sovereign

authority, for good reasons, has decided that people ought

not to transact business with persons whose incapacity

to exercise sound judgment is thus apparent.

284. The rules which govern the licability of infants and Infancy,

minors have varied considerably in different countries.

• It would appear from a passage in Lord Hale that some lawyers

have thought that the formal cause of puni.shment ought to be the

drunkenrcss, and not the crime committed under its influence.

Pleas of the Crown, vol. i. p. 32. 1 l»ave not been able to test the

autliorities to which he refers.
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They have had their origin mainly, but not exclusively, in

considerations of intellectual deficiency. They have been

founded to some extent on the necessity of subjecting

young persons to parental or other control ; on their

physical incapacity to go through certain forms ; not unfre-

quently on their incapacity for sexual intercourse ; but

the most prominent consideration has, of course, always

been the absence of that knowledge and experience, which

is necessary to enable any one to appreciate the conse-

quences of his acts. Traces of these principles may be

found in the Roman, the English, the Hindoo, and the

Mahommedan Law. But it is obvious that an inquiry

into liability upon these principles would be both difficult

and inconvenient ; and consequently, the necessity for this

inquiry has been to a gi-eat extent superseded, by laying

down certain fixed rules as to liability, based simply upon

the age of the person sought to be made liable.

Criminal 285. The rules vary somewhat in different countries,

and they also vary with reference to the nature of the

duty or obligation wliich is in question. As regards acts

which lead to penalties or forfeitures under criminal pro-

cedure, a child cannot, under the Indian Penal Code ^, be

made liable until he has attained the age of seven years.

Above seven years and under twelve the child will not be

liable, unless he has attained sufficient maturity of under-

standing to judge of the nature and consequences of his

conduct. This means that he will generally be considered

not to have attained that condition ; but he may be shewn

to have done so. The law of England is substantially

the same, except that fourteen years is substituted for

twelve. The French Code provides that, wherever the

accused is under sixteen years of age, there must be an

inquiry into what is called lus discernment^.

1 Sect. 83. 2 Code Peual, Art. 66.

cases.
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As regards those acts which are usually called torts or

delicts, the consequences of which are liahility to make

compensation, or some other obligation of a civil kind,

tliey would probably be dealt with upon the same

principles as acts which ai-e punished criminally.

286. As regards contracts, the law is very favourable Contracts.

to young persons. Up to a certain age, which in Euro-

pean countries is usually fixed at twenty-one, they are

not generally liable to obligations created by way of

contract, though they can compel persons who have made

promises to them to perform them. But though the

minor cannot by his own act incur any obligation, there

is generally some person, his father or mother, or a person

specially appointed for the purjiose, and who in this rela-

tion is called his guardian, who can make, under certain

circumstances, valid contracts on the minor's behalf. More-

over a minor, on attaining his full age, may ratify, either

expressly, or by acknowledging their existence in any

other way, any contract made by him when under age. A
minor may also generally make a valid contract to pay

for the necessaries of life. In India the same general

principles apply to contracts made by minors as in

Europe. The age of majority is not however fixed with

any certainty. There seems to be a general disposition to

fix it at eighteen.

287. We now come to another matter, upon which Duress

there has been no little confusion, owing to the incon-

siderate use of terms. We constantly hear people epeak does not

, . .,, , , J.
destroy the

of a man doing an act agamst Ins will, and lawyers discuss will,

the validity of an act done against the will. But if we

use language with the precision which is absolutely neces-

sary in order to deduce legal consequences, and revert to

the analysis above given of the relation between the will

L 2
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and the act (the only one which appears to me to be

rational), it will be at once apparent, that to say that

a man has done an act against his will, is a flat contradic-

tion. If I thrust a gnn into your hand and force your

finger on to the trigger, it is I who fire the gun and not

you. You do not do an act against your will. You do

no act at all. On the other hand, if I present you a

document for signature, and inform you that unless you

sign it I shall blow your brains out, producing at the

same time a pistol to convince you that I am in earnest

;

whereupon you take up the pen and sign ; in that case

you sign in accordance with your will, and not against it.

What I have operated upon is not your will, but upon

the desires which influence your will. I have never

deprived you, nor can I ever deprive you, of the power

of freely choosing, whether to sign the paper or to be shot

through the head. Knowing that you have a strong-

desire to live, I put you in a position in wliich, in order

that that desire may be accomplished, you must do an act

which you otherwise desired not to do. I might be

mistaken. Your repugnance to the act might be so great

that death would be preferable. Many a woman has

preferred death to yielding up her virtue.

288. This will be seen more clearly if we compare

this case, which most people would describe as an act

done against the will, with a case which would not be

so described, but which will be found on examination to

stand on precisely the same grounds. I am a prisoner

in the hands of a cruel enemy, who I feel certain will

take an early opportunity of putting me to death. I

have the chance of speaking to you, and promise you

a thousand pounds if j^ou will carry a message to one

of my friends, who, I feel sure, will come to my aid

when he learns my situation. It is exceedingly painful
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to me to expend so large a sum of money, which I can

ill spare, and I would gladly avoid doing so. But I fear

to lose my life, and you will not take less, so I sign

a promise to pay that amount. No one could speak of

tliis as an act done against my will ; and yet the condition

of my will, in this case, is precisely the same as that of

yours, in the former case. Each of our wills is influenced

by conflicting desires—the desii*e to live, and the desire

to avoid an act ; the desire to live preponderates, and we

act accordingly.

289. Having removed this misconception, let us see

how the improper influence ujjon the desires, Avhich is

called duress, affects the obligations which arise out of

an act. As in all other cases, it is only by an examina-

tion of the law which creates the primary obligation, that

we can discover this. Under what circumstances does

the law create obligations upon contracts, which have been

entered into by persons under what is termed duress 1

290. A great many cases of so-called duress may be Real cases

..If. • 1 J Tr xi i T of duress as
got rid 01 Upon a very simple ground, it the act done a ground of

under the influence of duress be for the benefit of the
"°" "^ '

^'

person who has used the improper influence, the sovereign

authority will refuse to lend its sanction to it, on the

ground that no one can be allowed to take advantage of

his own wrongful act. But there are undoubtedly cases

in which a promise will not be enforced, though the

promisee be wholly innocent. Thus if a friend of mine

asked you to lend him a thousand pounds, and I, wishing

his request to be granted, threatened to take your life

unless you signed a promise to pay him the money, the

promise would not be enforced, although he and I were

not acting in concert.

291. The principles upon which the sovereign autho- Rules which

rity will refuse to create an obligation in such cases have these cases.
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not been, as far as I am aware, veiy exactly stated. If a

judge has to decide such a case he would generally consider

a good deal, what under all the circumstances appeared

to be just and proper. Three rules appear however to have

been adopted. First, the danger to be avoided must be of

a serious kind, that is, danger to life, or limb, or liberty,

either to the person himself, or his wife, or his children.

Danger of losing one's good character, or of injury to one's

property, is not considered sufficiently serious. Nor is the

danger of being sued in civil process, or of being charged

with a crime. Of course I mean not sufficiently serious

to justify the non-performance of a promise made to an

innocent person. Should the person who threatens the

danger himself seek to enforce the promise, the case would,

as I have pointed out, be treated on different princijiles.

Secondly, it is necessary that the danger should be one

which a person of ordinaiy constancy and firmness may

fairly expect to happen ; and the act must be one which

a prudent man would do, to avoid the danger.

Thirdly, the escape from the anticipated harm, by

making the promise, must be suggested by some one other

than the promiser himself, and the act must be the direct

consequence of the suggestion.

292. The effect of duress upon criminal liability, and

upon civil liability independently of the agreement of the

parties, has never, as far as I am aware, been discussed.

Cases of this kind are of rare occurrence, and are fre-

quently capable of being solved on other principles.
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CHAPTER VII.

Ownership.

293. Although primary duties and obligations are

not sufficiently expressed in law to enable us to discuss

them, except in connection with liability, some of the matters ^

connected with them, especially those which concern their

loss and acquisition, have received some attention ; and

the principal of these I proceed to consider.

293 a. Ownership in its most sreneral sense is a highly Abstract
^

.

°
. .

meaning of

abstract term. It comj)rises the idea of a thing and ownership.

a person, and expresses the condition of a person, in

whom are united, to the exclusion of every one else, such

rights over the thing as are available against the world

at larffe. Such absolute ownership very rarely exists :
As such

°
_ . .

rarely exists.

and the term is often used to express the condition of

a person, who unites in himself a portion, less than all,

of these rights. Thus I purchase a watch, and thereby

become the owner
;

perhaps in this case, the absolute

owner. I pledge it with a pawnbroker, and thereby part

with many of the rights which, while I retained them,

would be called rights of ownership ; but I should still be

called the owner of the watch, and the pawnbroker

would not.

294. No general rule exists for determining what ArV)itrnry

„ , . , , . .,, ,
application

severance of the rights over a thing will put an end to of the term.

ownership ; and Ejiglish lawyers have been rather fanciful
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on this jooint. Tluis we are told that, if I lease land to

you for ninety-nine years if yon should so long live, I still

remain owner of the land, and you do not become so ; but

if I lease it to you for your life, which (as is very truly

said) is precisely the same thing, then you become owner,

and I cease to be so ^.

295. So highly abstract a notion as ownership in its

absolute form is scarcely capable of discussion. On the

other hand, modified forms of ownership are only capable

of being intelligibly discussed with reference to one or

other of its modifications ; as for instance, with reference

to pledge or mortgage, the relation of landlord and

^ tenant, or the like.

l>istinction 296. What I have called ' ownership' is sometimes
between

> t-> 1 ^ > 1

"ownership" called 'property. But the word 'propeity also signifies

perty.'' the thing owned ; and it is inconvenient to call the thing,

and the right over it, by the same name.

Duration of 297. Not only are the rights which are summed up
ownership.

i • <• • •

in the term ownership frequently disunited, and distributed

amongst different persons, so that the rights of each are

restricted by the rights of the rest, but the time during

which these rights are to last is also capable of indefinite

restriction and expansion. Any one of these i-ights, or any

aggregate of them, may last for a cex-tain number of years,

for a man's life, or for ever. Thus, if I am the owner of a

piece of land, I may grant a right of way (which is one of

the fragments of ownership very often found separated) over

it to you and your heirs for ever ; I may gi-ant the right to

hold the same piece of land for purposes of cultivation or,

' I never feel quite sure I have rightly understood what is

to be found in all English law books about the distinction

between 'chattels real' and 'chattels personal,' but this is how
I understand the propositions of the learned author to whom I

specially refer. See Smith's Real and Personal Property, vol. i.

p. 142 (fourth ed.).
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as it is usually called, a lease of it, to another for life ; and

the right to receive the rent and all my other rights, I may

mortgage to a third person for a term of years. And we

may here remark, in illustration of what has been said

above, that in common language, even after this, I should

still be called the owner
;
probably because, though I have

parted with nearly all my rights, at least for a time, yet

I am the person from whom all the others derive their

rights, and my ownership would be restored, pro tanto,

as these rights respectively came to an end.

298. Ownership, or any of the various rights which Conditional
•^

^ . .
ownership.

make up ownership, may be subject to conditions : that

is to say, may be made to commence or cease, upon the

ascertainment by our senses that a certain fact does or

does not exist. Thus, I may be the lessee of a piece of

land on condition of paying a certain fixed sum of money

annually to the crown ; or I may become the owner of

the estate which belongs to you, upon your declining to

take the name of a certain family.

299. It is not i)art of my present plan to discuss the Persevering

,.,,.,, /. , , ^ ^
attemptslto

notions which he at the bottom of those rules which rcgu- tie up suc-

1 • f cession to

late the transfer of the ownership oi property, whether inter ownership.

vivos, or by succession, testamentary, or intestate. I am
only about to refer to them, in oi'der to mention, that many

modern ideas upon the sul)ject of ownership have their

origin in the eager desire of owners of landed property to

direct the course of succession according' to their likiutr.

To exercise and extend to the very utmost the power of

tying up the course of succession to land, has been the

steady object of owners of landed property in every country

of Europe ; and, at this moment, it largely occupies the

attention of landowners in India ^ It has been the policy

of the ruling powex's in different countries sometimes to

' See infra, sect. 306, note.
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Furthered
by English
notions of
ownersliip.

First, by
separation
of owner-
ship into
' estates.'

increase these facilities, sometimes to diminish them.

They were nearly all swept away in France by the Revo-

lution of 1792, and have only been very partially restoi'ed^

In England, though many attempts have been made to

restrict them, they exist in a form, and to an extent,

nowhere else ever known.

300. Two peculiarities of the law of ownership in

England have specially tended to favour the exercise of this

power ; and, as far as I am aware, there is nothing analo-

gous to these in any other system of law, ancient or modern.

301. It has been usual, as already observed, to regard

ownership as capable of being limited in point of duration.

Two, three, four, or more persons may be the successive

owners of property. But in England this limitation of

ownership in point of duration has been dealt vrith in a

very peculiar way. If land in England be given to A,

and after his death to B, and after his death to C, and

after his death to D in perpetuity, these four persons are

not considered, as they would be anj^vhere else, to be

four successive owners, differing only in the date of the

' See Code Civil, Art. 896, and the observations of M. Troplong,

Droit Civil Espliqu^, Uonatiotis entre Vifs et Testaments, vol. i. p.

1 38. M. Troplong's observations upon the effect, of what at the time

was considered a very extreme measure, are remarkable. Though
strongly repudiating all sympathy with the extreme Republican

School, he declares his conviction that the abolition of the old law

of substitution has been in the highest degree beneficial to France.

He says: ' Cette question ne divise plus les esprits. L'abolition des

substitutions a pu paraitre un coup hardi h. la generation qui n'en

avait pas fait I'^preuve ; mais I'exp^rience d'un demi-sifecle a

demontrd k I'cpoque actuelle les immenses avantages d'un regime de

liberte qui laisse la propriete k son mouvement Mgitime, qui en fait un

gage s^rieux pour le credit, et un patrimoine assurt^ k chaque

membre de la famille. Les substitutions dtaient un obstacle enorme

au developpement de la richesse publique. Elles avaient, sans doute,

un certain avantage de conservation, mais elles prt^f^raient une

immobility stt-rile au movement f^cond qui donne la vie aux

inter^ts ^conomiques.'
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coraniencement and end of theii* ownership ; each taking

hy substitution^ tlieir turn as it came, but ha\'ing nothing

till that came. The English lawyer views them in a far

different and highly technical light. By an extremely bold

effort of imagination, he treats the ownership in perpetuity

as something he can presently deal with, and out of which

he may carve (to use his own expression) any number of

slices, and confer each slice upon a different person ; who,

though he may have to wait a long time for his enjoyment

of the property, is nevertheless the present owner of his

slice. English lawyers do not seem to consider this

matter-of-fact mode of dealing with so highly abstract a

notion as perpetual ownership, as anything peculiar ; but

it nevertheless is peculiar to English Law. Other nations

share with us the idea that, as certain events arbitrarily

chosen may happen, the ownership of land may pass from

one person to another ; and have invented contrivances,

which are, for the most part, restrictions on alienation^ to

ensure that, when the event happens, the land shall so pass.

But the notion of an 'estate,' as it is called, is, I think,

unknoAvn in any system which has not taken it directly

from us. If I give my land to you for your life, I am not

looked upon as having pai'ted with it altogether for this

indefinite period, at the end of which it will come back to

me, or go to some other person. According to the language

and ideas of English lawyers the land is partly yours, but

still remains partly mine : and with what remains mine, I

may deal.

302. It is also true that the result of both devices for

* This is a technical term of French Law ; it was by means of

substitutions that succession was tied up under the old French Law,

and it was by the abolition of substitutions that the great change

was effected ; see Code Civil, Art. 896.

* The ' shifting use' of English real property law is very little

more than a well-concealed device for preventing alienation.
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controlling the succession to the ownership of land is very

often the same. It might come pretty nearly to the same

thing, whether I gave land to my eldest son for life, and

after his death to his brother, or whether I substituted my
younger son for my elder, on the death of the latter. But

it does not follow from this, that the existence of two

different machines does not widen the facilities for tying

up succession. Nor is this the point to which I now wish

to draw attention. What I wish to establish is, that the

English idea of ownership as applied to land is peculiar ^

303. A case has arisen in India which is remarkable as

being one to which it was open to apply, either the English,

or the more general notion ; and the actual determination

of it may have »o little influence on the future develop-

ment of law in that country. If a Hindoo dies leaving

a widow, she takes his property, but her ownershij") termi-

nates at her death. It was perfectly, therefore, in ac-

cordance with English ideas, though contrary to the

general ideas of jurisprudence, to treat her—not as un-

limited owner of the property for the limited time, the

ownership shifting over at her death to the next taker

—

but as owner only of, what we should in England call, an

estate for life ; the next taker being at the same time

present owner of the rest. But this is one of the instances

in which English lawyers have escaped the error of trans-

ferring into a foreign system the ideas peculiar to their

own. The widow in India, though her ownership lasts

only for life, has (as the phrase is) the whole estate vested

1 I confine my observations to land, although the ideas of EngKsh

law relating to other species of jiroperty, the funds for instance,

possess similar peculiarities ; but I have selected land as the best for

purposes of illustration. Nor do I wish to indicate it as my opinion

that these ideas could be wholly swept away : though I cannot con-

ceal my opinion that they might be advantageously simplified.
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in her; and the next taker after the widow has, a3 he
would have in most countries under similar circumstances,

nothing, until his term comes by the death or other deter-

mination of the widow's ownership, when the whole shifts

over to him.

304. Another i^eculiarity of the English Law relating Secondly, by

to land arises out of the very strange conflict between feTaUnd""^
Courts of Common Law and Courts of Chancery. To owSlip.
take a simple case. If I give land to you in trust for

myself, in one set of courts I cease to be the owner, in the

other set of courts I continue to be so. How this came
about is an inquiry which belongs to the history of

English Law, and need not be pursued. It is only noticed

here as an idea of ownership by \vhich the attempts at

simplifyiug the notions comprised under that term have

been eluded. The Court of Chancery, had it confined

itself to compelling owners of property, either to fulfil

certain fiduciary relations, such as those of guardian and

ward, or to fulfil the wishes of persons from whose bounty

they had received the ownership, would have kept within

the limits of analogous institutions in other systems of

jurisprudence. Had too this been done, not only in those

cases where there are special reasons for the exercise of

good faith, but in all cases alike, where the owner of

land had accepted the ownership, subject to a condition

to exercise his rights for the benefit of some other person,

and the ordinary remedies of law were insufficient to com-

pel him to do so—this would have been a stretch perhaps

of the doctrines of equity, but would have been very likely

beneficial, and would have introduced no entirely new

principle. But the English Court of Chancery has done a

great deal more than this. It has created an entirely new

interest in land ; an interest as comprehensive, as general,

as beneficial, as transferable, as ownership itself—which is
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ownership in fact, only the rights of the owner are some-

what clumsily exercised ; and so it is fi-equently called. This

equitable ownership, or use, or trust estate, or whatever

other name we may give it, exists, however, only in that

court which invented it. The Courts of Common Law take

no notice of it. For this they have been sometimes

blamed, and it has been said that it is to their action, and

not to the action of Courts of Chancery, that the anomaly

is due. It is not the least worth discussion which of these

charges is correct ; but if, as is possible, an attempt

should be made in some succeeding generation to remedy

this anomaly, it will be desirable to bear in mind, that

simply to require a recognition of the equitable owner by

Courts of Common Law, though it would no doubt

effectually cause the anomaly complained of to disappear,

would at the same time render it necessary to provide

some new method of enforcing upon owners of property

certain fiduciary and other obligations, such as are recog-

nised in all modern systems of jurisprudence, but which, in

common with the whole system of trusts, depend in England

upon this anomalous double ownership.

No analogy 305. The doctrine of the English Court of Chancery
to our . I'll
etiuitable in respect of ownership has been compared to two en-
ownership .-IT,. ... CjIT-. T 1-C
in itoman tirely distinct institutions 01 the Koman Law ; and 11

only the germ of it were to be there found, its existence

in any modern system would be easily accounted for.

But there is nothing like it. There is to be found in the

Roman Law a body of rules supplementing the old

stricter law, something like our system of equity. There

are also to be found well recognised in the Roman Law
certain relations of a special fiduciary character, which

are governed by special rules framed with a view to their

nature. Hence much that takes place in our Courts of

Chancery, where similar fiduciary relations are specially
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considered, has its analogy in Roman Law. But there

is nothing in the Roman Law analogous to the relative

position of the Common Law and Chancery owners of

property. The point of contact has been supposed to

be, where the praetor, exercising what may be called his

equitable jurisdiction, enforced what was called a Jidei

commissum. But a moment's consideration of the Roman
Law on this subject will shew that, so far from there

being, as in England, any conflict of ownership in such

a case, what the praetor did, was to compel the transfer

of the ownership in accordance with the fiduciary request.

The other institution of Roman Law which has been

referred to as analogous to the Chancery ownership is

what is called ustis ; and in foi-mer times (probably in

reference to this supposed connection) what we now call

trusts were then called uses. But the Roman usus was

a wholly different and a far less comprehensive concep-

tion. When the Roman owner of a house granted the

usus of it to another, there was nothing fiduciary in

the matter ; and the relation created was very like that

of an ordinary tenant to his landlord. It was, as the

name imports, a right to occupy and make use of the

house. It was however a right over the thing avail-

able against all the world, and therefore a fragment

of ownership : but the grantor remained owner, he did

not even lose the possession, of the house. And the

same was the case with the more extended right of

usufruct. The grantee of the usufruct had not even the

possession ; he had only the bare physical detention,

which he held on behalf of the owner. And both these

rights were classed amongst servitudes; with rights of way,

rights to support, and so forth'. The leading features of

' The force of tliia distinction will appear more clearly from

the Chapter on Possession.
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the relationship between the Common Law and Chancery

owner in England are wholly wanting—namely, trust and

conflict. The rights of the grantee of the Roman use no

doubt derogate from the absolute ownership, but the

rights of the gi'antee and the rights which remain in the

owner stand clearly separated, and each may use his

rights for his own benefit. In England the Common
Law rights of one owner and the Chancery lights of the

other are constantly in conflict, and the Common Law
owner would be restrained by the Court of Chancery, if

he attempted to use a single i-ight on his own behalf.

Why it is 306. I have noticed these peculiarities of the English
desirable to

.

observe Law at some length, and have pointed out the fallacy

peculiarities, of linking them with institutions of a wholly different

character, chiefly because of the very peculiar position

which English lawyers occupy, with reference to the law

which they are called upon to administer. Englishmen

are frequently transferred from the arena of the English

courts, and the familiar practice of the English law of

real property, to countries in which they have to apply

systems of law, which are either altogether different from

their own, or which are to a large extent incomplete.

Under such circumstances it is certain that we shall

be strongly tempted to transfer into the new system

the ideas we take with us. Some such transfer may

be in some cases forced upon us—in India it certainly

has been so—as the only safe and practical method of

filling up the huge gaps in the declared law of that

country. But it is most important in all such cases, to

distinguish between that which is in consonance with

the ideas common to all systems of jurisprudence, and that

which is anomalous and peculiar to our own. Ideas of

the former kind it is sometimes not unsafe to transfer.

r>ut to transfer ideas of the latter kind is always very
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tlangerous. The imported principle does not easily fit

in with the institutions of the countiy into which it is in-

troduced, and consequently its introduction is very likely

to throw the whole law of that country into confusion

^

307. I have pointed out above that the several rights Co-owiier-

over a thing which go to make up ownership may be

parcelled out amongst a variety of persons, each holding

one or more of such rights ; in which case each of these

persons is in a certain sense in opposition to the rest

;

inasmuch as the right of each one with reference to the

thing is necessarily limited and controlled by the rights

of all the others. I have also pointed out how rights

over a thing may be held for pei'iods of limited duration,

and pass successively from one person to another^. I have

now to advert to a case in which the relation of several

persons to one thing, considei-ed as the subject of owner-

ship, assumes a very different aspect.

308. Every right, and therefore of course every right

comprised in ownership, may belong at the same time to

* The recent attempts to employ Engliyli conceptions of ownership

for the purpose of tying up the succession to property in Lower

Bengal, are probably intended to counteract the effects of the

impulse given by us to the counter notion of the right of absolute

alienation, in the absence of such restrictions. It is a curious history.

Owners of landed property in Bengal met the introduction of

English ideas as to the absolute right of alienation inter vivos

by demanding the right to make a will, declaring the course of

succession. This was again met by insisting that, if this were

allowed, the English restrictions on pei-petuities must also prevail.

It may indeed be well doubted whether this method of proceeding

can be ju8ti6ed, either legally fir politically. Perhaps a compromise

acceptable to the natives of India may be one day arrived at, by

putting some restrictions on the caprice or prodigality of a single

heir, without a wholesale introduction of our cumbrous English

law of real property.

' See supra, sections 293, 297.

H
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several persons collectively, and we may therefore have

several persons who are collectively owners of a thing, or

who have collectively some right or other over the thing.

Differs from 309. This co-ownership of several persons must not
ownership of
juristical be Confounded with the ownership of juristical persons

;
person.

that is to say, of those aggregates of persons, such as

a railway company or a municipal corporation, which

are by a fiction of law considered as a person. In these

the ownership is in the jmnstical person, and not in the

natural persons who compose the fictitious juristical person

at all : whereas in the case of co-ownership the owner-

ship is in the several natural persons themselves.

Only one 310. In all English treatises on law we find co-
kind of -. ., ®

,
...

co-owner- ownership divided into three kinds :
— iomt - tenancy,

shipinEng- ,'
t , 1

lisli Law. tenancy-m-common, and coparcenary, i cannot, however,

discover any substantial difference between these species

of ownership. It is true that the succession to the

ownership differs in each of these cases, but the rights

of the co-owners appear to me to be, as nearly as pos-

sible, the same^.

Ownership 311. There is in India a very peculiar kind of co-
of Indian , . i r> 1 • i i 1 1

joint family, ownership, the nature or which has never been exactly

determined. I will not attempt to explain the whole law

upon this point, but I will state the rule in a single case,

the study of which is highly instructive. A Hindoo dies

leaving three sons ; these three are, under the Hindoo law,

co-owners of the property which belonged to the father.

It is the nature of this co-ownership which it has been

found difficult to determine.

Is co-owner- I know but of two altei'uatives for the settlement of the
snip not cor-
porate question. Either the ownership is in the natural persons
ownership? '

p .-, ..., ^ .,.,„,. ,

who compose the family, or it is m the family itself, which

* Compare the incidents of joint-tenancy with those of tenancy-in-

common, as given by Blackstone, Commentaries, pp. 182, 194.
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is thcu made a juristical person^ capable of rights. The

latter view is one which would in no way conflict witli

general notions of jurisprudence, and it is extremely

probable that such a notion may, at some time or

other, have i)revailed in India. But no one asserts

it now ; nor can it, as it appears to me, be reconciled with

the well-known maxim of the Hindoo Law, that owner-

ship in the j^aternal estate is by birth, and not by par-

tition". This clearly points to the co-ownership of the

individuals who comprise the family, and not the owner-

shii) of the family itself, considered as a juristical person.

When, therefore, the Privy Council said, in a well-known

case^, that according to the true notion of an undivided

family in Hindoo law, no individual member of that

family, whilst it remains undivided, can })redicate of the

family property that he has a certain definite share, it

must be meant, that no member of the family can assert

of any part of the family property, that it belongs ex-

clubively to himself. There are, however, some passages

in the same judgment, which would seem, at first sight, to

deny to members of a joint Hindoo family intlividual

ownership even of their shares. But this would involve

as a necessary consequence corporate ownership in the

family, considered as a jui'istical person, for there is no

other alternative. If the several members of the family

are not the owners of their shares, they are not owners

of anything ; and if they are not owners of anything, then

' See section 123.

* Mitachshara, chap. i. sect. i. par. 27. This, of course, is a

maxim in those schools only, which accept this commentary. But

it is in these very schools that individual ownership has been thought

to be denied. In the iiengal school individual ownership has not,

I think, ever been explicitly denied ; and has bean to some extent

recognised.

^ See Moore's Indian Appeals, vol. xi. p. 88, wiiere the case is

reported.

M 2
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the/aviily must be the owner; which, as I have ah-eady

pointed out, is inconsistent with the text of the law and

the views now prevalent in India.

312. And though there may be some slight difficulty

about particular passages in this judgment, it is clear that

the Privy Council did not intend to say, that a paiiition of

ownership in a Hindoo family was a change from cor-

porate to individual ownership ; for the effect of partition

is compared, by way of illustration, to a change from joint-

tenancy to tenancy-in-common. Now, under the English

law, a joint-tenant is not only the owner, but is in posses-

sion of his share. Littleton says that, if there be two

joint owners, each is seised of tiie whole and of the half ^
;

which clearly means, that he has access to and control

over every part of the property, but in contemplation of

law is only in possession of his share ; a difference the full

force of which will be explained hereafter^. And a little

further on, he says that, if there be two joint-tenants, one

hath by force of the jointure one naoiety, and the other

the other moiety'.

There can hardly be any doubt, therefore, that, in

modern times at any rate, the family property of Hindoos

is owned by the members of the family individually in

shares, and not by the family corporately.

313. The case is well worthy of attentive consideration.

It is a difficult one, as are all cases, where we come across

a form of ownership which differs from that to which we

are by tradition accustomed. Yet it is only by comparing

several forms of ownership that we can form an accurate

conception of any one. Of course the actual solution of

the question is, in India itself, of the highest importance

on other grounds.

' Littleton, sect. 288. ^ In the Chapter on Possession.

^ Littleton, sect. 291.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Possession.

314. The substance of the following chapter is taken

from Savigny's weD-known treatise on this subject ^

Austin, in the Introduction to his Lectures on Jurispru-

dence, announced his intention of availing himself of

Savigny's labours in his discussion of possession^; but he

never accomplished this, because he never arrived so

far in his intended course. Savigny's treatise is founded

upon the Roman Law, and consists in a great measure of

minute criticisms of the Latin texts, and an exhaustive

inquiry into the actual views on possession held by the

Roman lawyers. It is not these parts of Savigny's work

which are useful for our present purpose. What I have

borrowed is his analysis of the general legal conception

of possession. This conception is universal : the niles

of Roman Law, though they have been largely borrowed,

and, I may add, largely misunderstood, are not so. We
have, therefore, no occasion to trouble ourselves with

ascertaining whether in any particular case our conclusions

do, or do not agree with those of the Roman lawyers.

* The original work appeared in 1803. The later editions

published during the author's lifetime were considerably altered

by him. The last edition was published at Vienna in 1865, to

which my references are made. It has been translated by Sir

Erskine Perry.

^ Outline of the Course of Lectures, vol. i. p. 55 (third ed.).
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Physical 315. Possession originally expresses the simple notion
ideaofpjs- » ... .

-, ^ -,

session. oi a physical capacity to deal with a thing as we like,

to the exclusion of every one else. The primary and main

object of ownership is the protection of this physical

capacity ; and, as pointed out by Savigny \ if this physical

condition had alone to be considered, all that could be

said upon possession from a juristical point of view, would

be contained in the following sentences :—The owner of

a thing has the right to possess it. Every one has the

same right to whom the owner has given the possession.

No one else has that risfht.

Legal idea of 316. The legal notion of possession, however, is not
possession. /> i i

• •
i iconnned to this simj)le jjhysical condition. Possession is

treated in law, not only as a fact, which is a consequence

of the right of ownership, but as a right in itself. From
possession, under certain conditions, important legal conse-

quences are derived. Moreover, the possession with which

the law thus deals, is not that simple physical condition

which we have described above, and to which, for the

sake of distinction, therefore, we may give the name
detention. It is true that the physical element is never

altogether lost sight of; on the contrary, a physical ele-

ment of some kind or other is essentially necessary to

possession in its widest legal sense, as we shall see in the

sequel. But the physical element greatly varies under

rules prescribed by law.

317. So also, inasmuch as possession is a right in

itself, as well as a fact, or condition, from which legal con-

sequences are derived, rules are laid down by the law, as

in other similar cases— in the case of ownership, for in-

stance—which prescribe the mode in which it may be

gained or lost.o

1 Sav. Poss. s. I. p. 27.
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318. There has been a good deal of controversy in Le^al conse

.
queiices of

Germany upon the question—what are the legal con- possession.

sequences of possession 1 Savigny maintains ^ that the

Roman Law (from which, no doubt, modern jurists mostly

derive theii* ideas on the subject), attributed only two

rights to possession ; namely, the acquisition of ownei'ship

by possession (usucapio), and the protection of possession

from disturbance {interdictum) ^. Other lawyers would

include, as legal consequences of possession, the acquisition

of ownership by occupancy or delivery ; the advantage

which the person in possession has, in a contest as to

ownership, that the burden of proof is thrown upon his

adversary ; the right to use force in defending posses-

sion ; the right of the possessor, merely as such, to use

and enjoy (to some extent) the thing in possession ; and

some other advantages of a more intricate kind. This

controversy is one which it is not necessary for us to

pursue. Every known system of law attributes some legal

consequences to possession ; and even in cases in which

it may be, strictly speaking, incorrect to attribute legal

consequences to possession, as in the case of occupancy

or tradition, the acquisition of possession may yet be an

important element of inquny, and the subject of legal

regulation.

319. I will now proceed to consider what is the con- physical de-

ception of possession in a legal sense ; and I will first conception

examine the physical element which, as I have said, lies aion.

at the bottom of the conception of possession.

320 ^. It is very common to say that possession consists

in the coqioral seizui'e or apprehension of the thing pos-

sessed by the possessor, and that, in all cases where this

' Sav. P0S8. 8. 2. p. 20. * lb. s. 3. p. 32.

^ lb. 8. 14. p. 206 sqq.
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corporal contact does not exist, there is not a real, but

only a fictitious possession. And there has been derived

from this a theory of symbolical possession, which Savigny

considers to be not only eironeous, but to the last degree

confusing, when we come to deal with practical questions,

and which he has taken great pains to combat. The

Contact not truth is that, though we undoubtedly do i>ossess most of

the tilings with which we are in corporal contact, and

though we come into corporal contact at some time or

other with most of the things which we possess, corjjoral

contact has nothing whatever to do with the matter.

A man walking along the road with a bundle sits down

to rest, and places his bundle on the ground at a short

distance fi'om him. No one thinks of doubting that the

bundle remains in his exclusive possession, not symbo-

lically or fictitiously, but really and actually ; whereas

the ground on which he sits, and with which he is, there-

fore, in corporal contact, is not in his possession at all.

So, as Savigny puts it very forcibly, a man is bound hand

and foot with cords—no one thinks of saying that he

possesses the cords ; it would be just as true to say that

the cords possess him.

32 P. Corporal contact, therefore, is not the physical

element which is involved in the conception of possession.

It is rather the possibility of dealing with a thing as

we like, and of excluding others. If we consider the

various modes in which possession is gained and lost we
shall recognise this very clearly.

Acquisition 322^. Take, for instance, first the case of land. A

ofianT^^'^" man buys a piece of land. He pays the price, and both

parties sign the contract of sale. The buyer goes to take

possession. It is not necessary for him to come into

physical contact with every part of the land by walking

I Sav. Poss. s. 14. p. -211. * lb. s. 15. p. 212 sqq.
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all over it. He enters upon it and stands there ; the seller

withdraws or signifies his assent ; and the buyer is at once

in full possession. This is on the supposition that the

claim to take possession is unopposed. If the seller, is

there and disputes the purchaser's right to take pos-

session, however unjustly, or if a third person is there

who disputes the right of both, all the walking upon

the laud in the world, until this opposition is over-

come, will not give the buyer possession ; and for this

reason—because the physical element which is necessary

to put the buyer in possession is not corporal contact, but

the physical power of dealing with the land exclusively as

his own. In such a case there are but two modes in

which he can obtain possession— either by inducing

those who oppose him to yield, or by overcoming their

opposition by force.

323. It is not necessary in order to obtain possession

that the purchaser should step on to the land at all.

If it is near at hand, and the seller points it out to the

buyer, and shews that the possession is vacant, and signi-

fies his desire to hand it over to the buyer, whilst the

buyer signifies his desire to receive it, enough has been

done to transfer the possession. The physical ])ossibility

of the buyer dealing with the thing exclusively as his

own, which is all that is necessary, exists, whether he

thinks proper to use it by stepping on to the land, or not.

324. We must be careful to distinguish between what Delivery of

is necessary to constitute ownership, and what is necessary a solemnity^

to constitute possession. If the owner of land agrees to fer ot°o\vner-

transfer his rights of ownersliip to another, that may be,
^ "'''

and very frequently is, sufficient to transfer the ownership.

But sometimes, in order to eft'ect the transfer, it is neces-

sary to observe certain solemnities. And it so happens

that one of the solemnities which it is frequently necessary
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to observe ig, that the ti-ansferor should put the trans-

feree in possession. In this case, therefore, the delivery

of possession serves a double purpose ; it is a performance

of the solemnity which the law requires to constitute the

transferee owner, and it is at the same time a proceeding

which puts him in a position to exercise his rights as

owner. This delivery, or tradition (as it was called), was

a solemnity necessary to constitute ownership in all cases

under the Roman Law ; and it was also necessary to con-

stitute ownership of land under English Law, in ancient

times, but it is not so now '. Other solemnities have been

substituted for this one, and in most cases it is sufficient

to record the tiansaction in a document with certain cere-

monies of signing, sealing, and so forth ; whilst in other

cases a twig or clod of earth is handed over. Blackstone

in one passage ^ falls into the common error of supposing

that solemnities of the latter kind are a symbolical delivery

of possession. Their sole object (as he elsewhere rightly

states) is to give notoriety to the transfer of ownership,

by the performance of a ceremony which is at once

significant and impressive. The possession is left un-

touched; and if the transferee wants to get possession,

he will have to set about obtaining it, just as if no such

ceremony had been performed.

Possession of 325. If we consider what is necessary in order to
land how . . ^ ^^ o t ^

retained. retain possession, we shall find the same notion more

strikingly exemplified. In order to retain possession, it

is not necessary that the possessor should remain on, or

1 The English name for it was seisin. The formality which re-

placed it was a most complicated one. And it is curious that the

Act of Parliament by which tlie change was effected was intended

for a widely different purpose, which it entirely failed to accomplish.

But the legislature did not think it necessary to interfere with this

unexpected result. See Williams' Keal Property, chap. ix.

^ Commentaries, vol. ii. p. 313.
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eveu uear the land. Possession having been once re-

ceived, it is not necessary that the physical power of deal-

ing with the land as he pleases should be retained by the

possessor at every moment of time. He will continue in

possession, if he can reproduce that physical power at any

moment he wishes it. A man who leaves his home, and

goes to follow his business in a neighbouring town, may

still retain possession of his family house and property.

326 ^ An examination into the mode of acquiring the Acquisition
of possession

possession of moveable things will lead us to the same of move-

result. Possession of moveable things can undoubtedly be

taken, and very frequently is taken, by placing oneself in

corporal contact with them. I can take possession of

money by putting it into my pocket ; of a coat by putting

it on my back ; of a chair by sitting upon it. But this

contact is not necessary. I should take possession of the

money just as well, if it were placed on the table before

me ; of the coat, if it were placed in my wardrobe ; of

the chair, if it were placed in my house. In the same

way, if I purchase heavy goods lying at a public wharf,

I take possession of them by going to them with the

seller, and by his there signifying his intention to deliver

them, and by my signifying my intention to receive them.

So also, if I buy goods stored in a warehouse, possession is

given to me by handing over the "keys. So too, timber

is delivered by the bu}'er marking the logs in the presence

of the seller ; not because the marking is a sort of appre-

hension, but because that is the intention of the parties.

The marking might take place without any change of pos-

session ; as for instance, if the logs were mai'ked to pre-

^•ent their being changed, but were not to bo delivered

till the price was paid '^.

327. In all these cases it is a great mistake to suppose

* Sav. P088. 8. 16.
i>.

21G. ' lb. B. 16. p. 219.
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that there is anything fictitious, or symbolical, or construc-

tive in the acquisition of possession. Each case depends on

the physical possibility of dealing with the thing as we like,

and of excluding others. In all the cases above put, except

two, the thing is actually present before us. But in one of

these two, namely, that in whichwe say possession is taken by

placing the thing in my house, we only apply to a particular

case a well-known principle, wdiich embodies the very idea

we are now insisting on ; namely, that a man has the actual

custody of all that is in his house, by reason of the com-

plete and exclusive dominion which he has over it ^. The

other of these two cases is that in which the keys of the

warehouse, where the goods are stored, are handed over

by the seller to the buyer. But there cannot be a more

complete way than this, of giving to the buyer the power

of dealing with the things sold exclusively as his own ^.

328. And, as in the case of immoveable things, so in

the case of moveables, when possession of them has once

been taken, it may be i-etained, so long as the power exists

of reproducing the physical capacity of dealing with the

thing, and of excluding others. Thus, if after handing

over and receiving possession of goods at a public wharf

both buyer and seller go away, the goods remain in

possession of the buyer. Not so, however, if the goods

are in the warehouse of a private person, unless the

owner of the warehouse agrees to give the buyer the use

of the warehouse as a place for keeping his goods.

329 ^. Instructive illustrations of the conception of

possession may also be gained by a consideration of the

possession of live animals. Those animals which ordinarily

exist only in a domestic state, such as cows and horses,

liardly differ from other moveable property. Animals,

' Sav. Poss. s. 17. p. 226. * lb. s. 16. p. 223.

3 lb. 8. 31. p. 343.
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on the other hand, which are in a wild state, are only

in our possession as long as they are so completely in

captivity, that we can immediately lay hold of them. We
do not possess the fish in a river, even though the river, and

the exclusive right of fishing in it, lielongs to us. We do

not even possess the fish in a pond, if the pond be so large

that the fish can escape from us, when we go to take them.

But we do possess fish, when once they are placed in a stew

or other receptacle, so small that we can at any moment

go and take them out. Animals that are bom wild, but

have been tamed, are generally considered to be in the same

position as animals which are born tame, so long as they

do not escape if let to go loose. A wild animal, that has

been wounded mortally by us, is not in our possession,

until we have Liid hold of it ; for not only is the physical

control yet wanting, but a thousand things may happen

which will prevent us ever getting it. Another larger

animal may seize it and carry it off; it may get into a

hole ; we may lose its track, and so forth ^.

' For the purpose of illustration, I refer here to the law relating to

the capture of wild animals as derived by continental lawyers from
the Roman Law. Tliis law has, in England, been very considerably

modified, by reason of the more exclusive privileges generally con-

ceded to owners of land. There is not the least diflBculty in a man
having possession of that of which he is not the owner ; and it was
quite consistent with the idea which attaches to our word ' close,' to

treat the owner of enclosed land as in possession of all the game,
which at any time happens to be there. It was, therefore, obviously

correct to decide (as has been decided) that when a trespasser kills

game on my land the game is mine. See the case of Blades against

Higgs, reported in tlie Common Bench Reports, new series, vol. xx.

p. 214. Tlie idea analogous to that expressed by the word ' close
'

hardly existed under the Roman Law, and I doubt if there is any-

thing quite analogous to it on the continent. But we find that

the French Law does not apply the restrictions as to killing

game to a person doing so ' dans ses possessions attenant h, une
habitation et entourues d'une cl6lure continue faisant obstacle h.
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Lossofpos- 330. The consideration of the modes in which posscs-
session of . . .

'

moveables, sion IS lost will make the result clearer still. Every act

by which our j^hysical control is completely destroyed puts

us out of possession. It makes no difference, whether or

no the person who does the act himself gains possession

thereby, or indeed, whether or no any one does so. Thus,

if I take anything belonging to you, and throw it into the

sea, you lose possession, though no one gains it. We may
also lose possession of a thing, not only by the act of

another person in removing it, but simply because, under

the circumstances, we cannot any longer exei'cise that con-

trol. As, for instance, if a tiny jewel drops from my hand
in passing through a dense forest, or a captured animal

of its own accord escapes back into the wild. So also, if

we left a thing somewhere, but cannot recollect where, and

search for it in vain, we have lost possession of it. There

is said to be an exception to this where the thing, though

it cannot be found, is still in the owner's house, or on his

adjoining premises ; as, for instance, if I drop a coin in my
garden, and cannot, on searching, find it, it is said that I

do not lose possession of it. But there is a reason for this

which shews that it is no real exception. Everything in

a man's house, and on his premises immediately adjoining,

is, on a principle already adverted to \ and widely recog-

nised by the law, considered to be in the immediate cus-

tody of the owner of the house and premises, by reason of

his exclusive control and dominion over it, and all persons

residing therein.

331. On the other hand, a man does not lose posses-

toute communication avec lea heritages voisins.' Loi du 3 Mai,

1844, sur la police de la chasse ; art. i. sect. 2. This is probably

because the nature of the locality is inconsistent with the absence

of possession as well as ownership, which is assumed in the French
notions on the subject of game.

* Supra, sect. 32; ; Sav. Poss. s. 31. p. 340,
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sion of a thing by leaving it in a place, which he knows,

and to which he can return. Thus, if I leave my hatchet

in a wood, intending to return the next day and continue

my work, I retain possession of the hatchet all the time.

332. The same general rule applies to the loss of im- Lossofpos-

1 1 mi • 1 1 • session of

moveables. The possession lasts so long as there is land.

physical control over them, and ceases when that physical

control ceases. I do not lose possession of my house by

filling it with my friends and servants, even if I should go

away, and leave them there. But should they, on my
return, refuse me admittance, declining upon some pretext

to acknowledge my rights as owner, then, until I have

ejected them, I have lost possession.

333 '. There was a rule in the Roman Law that if, in Lossofpos-

c 1 1 1 • 1 1 T 1 • 1 • session by
my absence, a piece of land, which had hitherto been in my intrusion.

possession, was occupied by another, who would o^jpose

me if I attempted to return and exercise my rights over

the land, I did not thereby lose possession until I was

informed of the intrusion. Such a rule is clearly in con-

flict with the notion of possession, as it has been developed

above. The physical power of dealing with a thing as

we like being necessary, according to our concei)tion, to

constitute possession in a legal sense, it follows that when

I have lost this, whether I know it or not, I have lost

possession. The question then is, whether we must, in

consequence of this rule, modify our general conception of

possession, with which it does not harmonize'? Savigny

has examined this at gi'eat length, and has decided

that we ought not, but that it ought to be treated as an

exceptional case. It is in fact a fiction, introduced, as

fictions generally are, to avoid consequences that are con-

sidered to be inconvenient or unjust. The fiction is that

I remain in possession when I have really ceased to be so
;

' Sav. Poss. s. 31. pp. 34S, 353.
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and it no more modifies tlie general notion of possession

than the similar fiction on which was founded the old

action of ejectment. It has never (as far as I am aware)

been extended to moveables ; and, of course, it can only

be applied in those systems of law in which it has been

expressly recognised.

334 ^. The physical element, however, forms only one

portion of the conception of possession. Besides this,

there is what I may call a mental element, without which

the physical relation will remain as a mere fact, having

no legal consequences, and not in any way subject to

sjiecial legal considerations. In order to constitute pos-

session in a legal sense, there must exist, not only the

physical power to deal with the thing as we like, and to

exclude others, but also the determination to exercise that

physical power on our own behalf.

335. This impoi-tant feature in the legal conception of

possession may be illustrated by the consideration of a

simple case. A person has a valuable article of jewelry,

which he wishes to send from London to his house in the

country ; and for that purpose he gives it to his servant

with instructions to take it to his house, and there deliver

it to his wife. The servant does not thereby gain posses-

sion of the jewelry, nor does the master lose it. True it is

that the servant has the physical control over the jewelry

;

but, if he is obedient to his master's orders, he has no inten-

tion of exercising that control upon his own behalf. The

master, on the other hand, by delivering the jeweliy to his

servant, does not for one moment lose possession of it, if

his orders be carried out. Through his servant, who is

obedient to his orders, he has the physical control which

is necessary to possession ; and he has also determined to

exercise that physical control on his own behalf.

' Sav. Poss. s. 20. p. 246.
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336. The position, that possession (in a legal sense) Transfer of

1 • 1 1 • 1 i 1 1 i 1 • ii possession
consists not only in the physical control, but also in the by cliuriKe of

dctermiuation to exercise it on one's own behalf, is equally

apparent, if we consider how possession is transferred.

Suppose that you and I are living together in the same

house ; that you are the owner, and that I am a lodger.

And suppose that you, being in ^Yant of money, sell the

house to me ; that you receive the money, and formally

acknowledge me as the owner, agreeing to pay me a

weekly sum for permission to continue to reside in the

house. No external change whatever need have taken

place in our relative position ; we may continue to live

on precisely as before
;
yet there can be no doubt, that I

am now in possession of the house, and that you are not.

337. In order to constitute possession fin a legal Intention to
^ \ o

possess need
sense) it is not necessary, that the intention to possess not be

,

' always pre-
should be constantly present to my mind. If I have once sent.

determined to exercise my physical control over a thing

on my own behalf, and so completed my possession, it will

be sufficient for the pui*pose of retaining possession, that I

should, if I adverted to it, keep to that determination.

Savigny seems to go further, and to think that, provided

the physical control continues, the possession continues also

until I have adveiied to it and changed my determination ^

Whether this is so or not ; whether it is necessary, in

order to lose possession, that I should advert to it ; or

whether it is sufficient that, if I adverted to it, I should

determine not to exercise that physical control any

longer, or at least not on my own behalf, we need not

further discuss : because in this, as in every other case,

where we have to inquire into the state of mind of a per-

son, we can only judge of it from external circumstances :

and the external circumstances from which we should infer

> Sav. Pos3, 8. 32. p. 355.

N
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that aftei' advertence a change of determination had taken

place, are precisely those which upon advertence would

render a change of determination likely. For instance, we

infer that the gold digger has abandoned his possession of

the quartz from which he has extracted the gold, because

we know that he could have no further use for it, and

men do not generally care to keep what is useless ; and

we should draw the same inference, whether an actual

determination to abandon is necessary or not. In many

such cases we affirm that the possession is gone, without

troubling ourselves with the inquiry, when exactly it was

parted with.

How change 333^ Questions however sometimes arise, which render
ofmind

_

^
_

'
^

_

jiscertained. it necessary to determine with exactness the point of time

when possession is lost ; and if the j^hysical control does

not pass at once into any other hands, this is frequently

a question of no little difficulty. If indeed the party in

possession chooses publicly to declare his intention to

abandon it, the difficulty is then solved. But in the absence

of such a declaration, we have not only to infer the change

of mind from the surrounding circumstances, but also the

date of that change. For instance, if the person who has

been in possession of a piece of land neglects to cultivate it,

or make any other use of it for some years, we may pretty

safely infer that he has abandoned it. But if it is neces-

sary to determine exactly when he abandoned it, we can

hardly tell. He may have omitted to cultivate, in the

first instance, from want of means, and only have aban-

doned his possession, when he finally discovered that to

procm*e such means was hopeless : or from the experience

of previous years he may have concluded, that cultiva-

tion at present prices was unprofitable ; but may not then

have abandoned all hope of a better market. Thus, the

date at which his determination to possess finally changed.
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may have been considerably later than the first season for

cultivation which he allowed to pass. In such a case,

however, in the absence of all eviilence to the contrary, it

would be the usual rule to take the date of the fii'st indi-

cation of an intention to abandon, that is, of the first

omission to cultivate, as the date of that determination,

leaving it to those interested to establish any other date,

if they could.

339 ^ That a pei'son can be in possession of a thing Possession

by his representative has never been doubted. But thei'e rcpicsenta-

has not been a complete agreement amongst jurists as to

the nature of that possession. It has been frequently

treated as a fictitious possession; but against this Savigny

argues ; and, it appears to me, successfully.

340. The error of treating possession through a repre- is real

. possession.

sentative as fictitious or constructive possession only, is

a branch of the error noted above, which treats corporal

contact as necessary to true possession. All that is

necessary to my possession being the power to resume

physical control, and the determination to exercise that

control on my own behalf, it is clear that I possess the

money in the i)ockct of my servant, or the farm in the

hands of my biiiliff, just as much as the rings on my
finger, or the furnituie in the house of which I live.

341. This, however, presumes a representative who is Representa-
tive must
assent.

' Sav. Poas. s. 26. p. 304. The idea, of possession throuyli

another person varies somewhat with the relation between

the parties. It is strongest (if I may use the expression) where

the relation is that of master ami slave ; less atron'^ where the

relation i.s that <jf master and servant ; but nevertheless stronj^er

here than where the relation is that of ordinary principal and

agent. The difference between thefo by a servant atid crimiii.al

misappropriation in the Indian Penal Cotle depends upon this

variation. See as. 381 and 405.

N 2
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obedient to my commands. In other words, whilst in

order to constitute possession of a thing through my

representative, I must determine to exercise control over

it on my own behalf, the representative must also deter-

mine to allow me to exercise that control. As soon as

my representative determines to assume control on his

own behalf, or to submit to the control of another than

myself, my possession is gone. If there be any cases in

which this rule does not apply, they are exceptions, which

the law has introduced to obviate the effects of fraud, or

for some similar purpose ; as in the case already discussed,

where some one has intruded upon the property of an

absent owner ^.

342. It is not necessary, in order that the principal may

get into possession, that he should have had his attention

turned to the fact, that his representative has brought the

thinff under his control. It will be sufficient, that the

representative has this control ; that he means to exercise

it, not for himself, but for his principal ; and that in

so doing, he acts within the scope of the authority con-

ferred upon him. Probably also English lawyers would

consider that, even if without my authority you assumed

control over a thing on my behalf, and I subsequently

ratified your act, I was in exactly the same position as

if the act had been done originally by my order.

343^. It is desirable here to point out how the doctrines

of representative possession are applied to such persons

as infants and lunatics, whom the law considers as labour-

ing under incapacity. The case of these person.s appears

at first sight to present considerable difficulties. It may

lie said that, as possession in the legal sense comprises a

determination of the will, it follows that persons whom
the law considers as incapable of making such determina-

1 Supra, sect. 333. ^ Sav. Poss. s. 21. p. 248.
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tiou—such as cliildrcu under a certain age and lunatics

—

are incapable of acquiring p -ssession ; that, however

completely they may have obtained physical control over

a thing, they can have no possession in a legal sense
;

that it is (as the Roman lawyers expressively said) as if

one were to put a thing into the hand of a person asleep \

Nor can they acquire possession through the act of a

representative; for the assent of the lunatic or infant

as principal would still be necessary to complete it, and

this the infant or lunatic is equally incompetent to give.

3-44. To solve this difficulty, we must remember that

the only representative of an infant is his parent or

guardian, and that the only representative of a lunatic is

his committee. Now the relation of parent or guardian to

the infant, and the relation of committee to the lunatic who

is intrusted to his care, is not the simple and ordinary

relation of principal and representative—it is a very

special one; and the primary feature of it is, that the

representative here supplies the mental deficiency of the

person whom he represents. His determination on behalf

of his incapacitated principal has the same result, as the

determination of a principal of full capacity on behalf of

himself. Hence it follows, that if the guardian, for

instance, acquires the physical control over a thing, and

determines to exercise that physical control on behalf of

his ward, though it might be a straining jof language to

say that the ward was in possession, yet between the

guardian and the ward, who are in a manner identified,

there is one complete person who is in complete possession :

which possession has precisely the same results for the

benefit of the hifant as the possession of a fully competent

person. So too, where the ward himself obtains the

physical control over the thing, the guardian can supply

* Dig. bk. 4I. tit. 2. sect. I. par. 3.
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what is necessary to complete tlie possession. Foi' the

ward is under the control of the guardian, so that the

guardian can determine, that the control which his ward

has obtained shal! be exercised by the ward on his own

behalf; and thus the possession is complete.

345. It is no doubt curious to find ideas presented in

this somewhat inverted order—to find the representative

acquiescing in the act of the principal, instead of the

principal acquiescing in the act of the representative.

And difficulties naturally arise out of this inversion in

some cases. But many have been cut short by simply

solving them in favour of the disabled persons.

Conditions 346. Eeverting to the main subiect of consideration,
necessary for ^ ...
representa- we See that, in order to constitute possession in a legal
tive posses-

. . ,

sion. sense through a representative, three conditions must be

fulfilled :—first, the representative must have the physical

control over the thing ; secondly, the representative must

determine that this physical control shall be exercised on

behalf of his principal ; thirdly, the principal must assent

to its being so exercised.

347. If either the representative has not the physical

control over the thing, or if the pinncipal does not assent

to that jihysical control being exercised on his behalf, then

the possession is gone. So too, if the representative

changes his determination to hold the thing for his

principal, and determines to hold it for himself, or for

another, then, projierly speaking, the possession is gone. But

here again the law sometimes steps in to prevent the con-

sequences of fraud. For instance, if the thing were land,

and if the representative were simply to change his deter-

mination, from a determination to hold the land on behalf

of his principal, to a determination to hold it on behalf of

himself, I think that in every system of law the possession

of the principal would be treated as uninterrupted—at least,
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until the denial of the principal's right, or some unequi-

vocal act inconsistent with that right had been brought to

the knowledge of the principal. Such a case would be

very closely analogous to that mentioned above ; namely,

where a man's land is taken possession of by a stranger in

his absence, in which case he does not lose possession, till

he becomes aware of the intrusion'.

348. Indeed the law of England as to the possession

of land through a rejiresentative goes further. It is

almost impossible for you, if you have received land from

me, upon the understanding that you are to hold it on my
behalf, to change this into a possession on behalf of your-

self, and so to oust me without my consent. No declaration

that you could make—no act, however inconsistent with

my possession, could have that effect. So long as you

held the land, the law insists that I am in possession,

and not you.

349. I am not aware that this exception has been ex-

tended to moveables, and therefore, if my representative

determines to exercise his control over them either on

behalf of himself, or of another person, my possession is at

an end ; but the fraudulent character of this act often pre-

vents the legal consequences of possession taking effect.

350 ^. Derivative possession is the possession which Derivative

cue person has of the property of another. The physical

control of a representative is sometimes called his posses-

sion ; though, as we have seen, the legal j^ossession in this

case is in the principal. But derivative possession is true

legal possession ; the holder of the thing having the physical

control over it coupled with the determination to exercise

that physical control ou behalf of himself.

* Supra, sect. 333. * Sav. Poas. sect. 23. p. 282.
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351. Hence, between the bare detention of a represen-

tative, which is not possession in a legal sense at all, and

derivative possession, v/hich is true legal possession, though

detached from ownership, there can be no confusion.

But there are many well-known legal relations, in which

the transfer to one man of the physical control over the

property of another forms an essential feature ; and it is

frequently a question to be determined, whether or no,

subsequently to this transfer of the physical control, the

possession is in the owner through the transferee as his

representative, or whether the transferee holds it deriva-

tively on behalf of himself.

352. The relations in reference to which this question

arises are very numerous ; but it most frequently occurs

in reference to the relation of principal and agent, of

lender and borrower, of letter and hu'er, of pledgor and

pledgee, or of bailor and bailee.

353. These are relations which constantly arise out of

the commonest transactions in daily life ; and they are of

course subject to express stipulation, as well upon the

question of possession as upon any other ; but such express

stipulation is veiy rare. And the difficulty is to deter-

mine, in the absence of express stipulation, in whom the

possession remains.

354. The Roman lawyers would seem to have pro-

ceeded upon the principle, that, where an owner transfers

to another the physical conti'ol over a thing without the

ownership, the transferee should hold the thing as a

representative, and that the possession should remain in

the owner, in all cases ; unless it was necessary for the

enjoyment of the other rights which the transferee was to.

have, that he should have the right of possession also.

355. Nevertheless there has been very considerable

contention, even under tlie Roman Law, in reference to
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some of the relations enumerated above, as to where the

possession is, after the physical control is transferred.

Saviguy thinks that under the Roman Law in the case

of the agent, the borrower, the hirer, and the bailee, the

possession is never transferred ; but that in the case of

the pledgee it is. And he makes no distinction between

land and moveables \

356. The Englif^h Law would, I think, generally Possession

coincide with this ; but in one case, that of letting and tenants,,.. ^^m T, I
• l^ •,• under tlic

hiring land, it is very dirhcult to seize the position EnglishLaw.

taken by oui" law, because it has remedied special in-

conveniences by provisions which are hardly consistent

with each other. Inasmuch as the tenant of land has

in every case an action for any disturbance of his

physical control over the land which he holds, not only

a^'ainst strangers, but against his own landlord; seeing

too, that in case of loss he recovers the enjoyment of

his physical control by a judgment precisely similar in

form to the judgment, by which the owner himself

recovers ; and that the landlord is not nominally, either

plaintiff, or defendant, in any action relating to possession,

whilst his land is let to a tenant ; it would seem as if it

were impossible to deny that the tenant has, in contempla-

tion of law, the possession of the land which he holds

under his tenancy. Nevertheless this is not so. The

view of the English Law was from the first, and still is,

that the occupier of land for purposes of cultivation has

no interest in, and therefore, a fortiori, if he accepts that

position, no possession, of the land which he occupies.

In tins view the tenant is treated merely as a sort of

bailiff for the owner, paying the owner a fixed sum out of

the profits, and retaining the remainder as his remuneration.

' Sav. P08S. fee. ?3, iiassim.
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There is nothing excei^tional or peculiar in this view. A
similar view has been taken of the position of the colonus

in Rome, of the pacliter in Germany, and, I believe, of

the hailleur in France : and when it was adopted into

the English Law, it was probably universal in similar

cases throughout Europe. But when the law gave to the

tenant rights wholly foreign to the bare relation of bailiff

and employer, one might expect to find that the rule, as

to which of these parties was in possession, would have

been reconsidered. But this was not done. Moi'eover

the notion, that the tenant takes no interest in the land

which he occupies, and only represents his landlord, who
remains in jjossession through his tenant (which was

reasonable enough when applied to mere cultivating

tenancies), has been extended to all cases of lessor and

lessee without distinction—to cases where the rights of

the owner have been surrendered to the tenant, so com-

pletely and for so long a period, that the latter is not only

the occupier, but, for the time, almost the owner. Thus

suppose, in order to make the matter clearer, that I let

my land to you to cultivate at a fixed rent, there is no

reason why you should not be considered to hold the land

merely as my representative, cultivating it under a con-

tract with me, and having no other rights than such

as arise directly out of the contract. But the law has

given the cultivating tenant a better position than this,

and has conferred upon him rights and i-emedies which

belong properly to possession, and not to contract. This

being done it would seem natural to treat his position

in reference to the land as thereby changed ; in fact to

treat him as in possession. But so far from this, if I

grant land to you for a terra of years, however long, and

whether for cultivation or for any other pur2)ose, you

take, as grantee, no interest in the land whatever ; and
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taking uo interest in the lund, you c;in only li;ive detention

of it, and not j^ossession, under the grunt. You cannot

even have derivative possession of it ; and you must,

therefore, hold it only as my representative, and I must

remain in possession.

357. These anomalous views upon the sulyect of the Possession

relation between the occupier of the land and the owner tenknts in

have caused a good deal of trouble in India. It so happens

that, though the variations in the relation between the

owner of the land and the cultivators of it are almost

infinite, the external features of that relation very rarely

differ. * We almost always find a cultivator in occupation,

making a fixed payment, or handing over some share in

the produce, to the owner. Our eaily Indian adminis-

trators (as persons would naturally do, who had never

become acquainted with any but one system) took for

gi-anted, that the relation which these external features

represented in India, was the same as that to Avhich we

are most accustomed at home; and transferred to zemindar

and ryot the notions applied by us to lauded proj^rietors

and yearly tenants holding without a lease. This was

highly advantageous to the zemindar, who possibly was

up to that time only a farmer of the revenue, and had no

interest in the land at all. But it Avould have been

ruinous to the ryot, if it had been pressed against him,

as it placed him entirely at the mercy of the zemindar,

who could, consequently, raise his rent, or eject him at

any moment.

Fortunately several causes combined to prevent the

zemindar taking full advantage of his new position.

But some legislative protection of the rj'ot has been found

necessary, and the contrivance hit ui)on is to give the

ryot, under certain circumstances, what is called a ' right

of occupancy,' not at a fixed rent, but at a rent to be
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assessed between tlie parties by a court of law. There

lias been scarcely any attempt to ascertain precisely to

what class of rights this ' right of occupancy' belongs ; but,

as there seems to be, on the one hand, a decided inclina-

tion to treat the ryot, not as in possession of the land on

his own behalf, but as representative of his landlord, whilst

on the other hand his right is clearly one which is avail-

able against all the woidd, and not merely by way of con-

tract against his landlord (in rem and not in personam),

it follows that the right must be one in the nature of

a servitude in the general sense of that term ^ ; and it is

not altogether unlike that servitude which was known as

superficies in the Roman Law, but it has a more extended

application ^.

Quasi-pos- 358. The term possession, as we have hitherto ex-
session of

. .

'

incorporeal ijlained it, clearly assumes some tangible existinof thingf,
things. ^

. . . . ?
over which the party in possession may exercise his

physical control : but the Roman lawyers extended the

idea of possession to abstractions ; to things which are not

perceptible to the senses ; to incorporeal things, as they

are usually called by lawyers.

359. Possession, in a legal sense, as distinguished from

the mere physical control or detention, plainly does not

rest upon a notion, exclusively applicable to things cor-

poreal. The notion upon which the legal idea of

possession rests, is that of making the simple exercise of

this physical control a subject for legal consideration and

protection, apart from ownership. But the simple exercise

* See infra, sect. 367.

^ For an explanation of the nature of superficies see Smith's

Dictionary of Antiquities sub voce. I may observe generally, that

nearly all the expressions of Roman Law which occur in the te.xt

will be found ably explained in this Dictionary.
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of any right may, it is obvious, be so considered and pro

tectod.

3G0. Wo must not conclude from this, that all that we Tu what
. , ^• ^ • ^ L ^• tlliliL'S ap-

have said about possession may be applied, without dis- piicabic.

crimination, to the exercise and enjoyment of any rights

whatever. Many of the rules Avhich govern the question

of possession are founded on the existence of something

which may bo seen, felt, and handled, and it is only by

a metaphor that these rules can be extended to a right

which may be enjoyed. This is an easy metaphor when

confined witliin certain limits ; as, for example, when we

speak of a person who enjoys the use of a pathway, or

a watercourse ninning over the land of another, as being

in possession of the way, or of the watercourse. But

it would be at the least a bold metaphor to speak of a

doctor in large practice as in possession (in a legal sense)

of his practice.

361. The Roman lawyers contented themselves with

extending the legal idea of possession to those rights

which they denominated servitudes—a class of rights

similar to, but more extensive than, that class of rights

which we call easements. And they constructed for

the protection of the enjoyment of rights of this class

niles closely analogous to those for the protection of the

physical control over things corporeal. Modern lawyers

have attempted to give to the idea of possession a much

wider extension ; and this extension with us is somewhat

indefinite. Thus by statute the possession of an advowson

is expressly protected as opposed to the title of it : so

also a person collecting tolls has been treated as in legal

possession of the right to take tolls : and it has boon even

suggested to treat a person collecting the interest of a debt

as in possession of the debt.

302. Whether or no such an extension of the idea of
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possession is useful, this is not the place to consider. IL

is certain that the extension, if made at all, should be

made with some circumspection. Care must be taken in

each new application, not only that the nature of the

subject is such that the idea of possession is capable of

being analogically applied to it, but also that it is one to

which the legal consequences of possession are suitable.

To apply those consequences to the exercise of all rights,

without discrimination, would produce the greatest con-

fusion.

363. To Mdiatever extent the idea of possession has

been carried, the discussion of it has remained within the

limits assigned by the Roman lawyers, namely, the posses-

sion of things corporeal, and of servitudes. All, therefore,

that we can say further on this subject, must be in con-

nection with the latter class of rights, which we shall here-

after consider '.

Only one 364. It is a fundamental principle which is obscured
person in

. ,. i i
•

i

possession at by language in ordinary use, but which must never be lost
a time. • ^ p ^ ^ • •

r> 1

Sight 01, that only one person can be in possession 01 the

same thing at the same time. This principle is easily

deduced from what has been above stated as to the legal

notion of possession. Possession, in a legal sense, is the

determination to exercise physical control over a thing on

one's own behalf, coupled with the cajtacity of doing so
;

and is, therefore, of necessity exclusive.

365. This principle has, however, been obscured by the

double meaning of the term possession. Possession some-

times means the physical control simply ; the proper word

for which is detention. And of course, one person may
have the detention and another may have the possession in

the legiil sense of the term. Thus the money which is in

' See infra, sect. 376.
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the hands of my servant is under his immediate eontrol,

and in popuhir language is in his possession ; but in

a legal sense, inasmuch as that conti-ol will be exercised

on ray bchtilf exclusively, it is in my possession, and not

in his.

366. A more difficult case is that of co-ownership. Possession

But, as I have already had occasion to state, the JliUglish

Law has expressed itself on this subject by a phrase, which

recognises in a very remarkable manner the distinction

between possession, in the sense of simple detention, and

possession in a legal sense ; and by so doing exactly clears

away, so far as co-owners are concerned, any difficulty as

to the proposition whicli we are ifow considering. The

rule of English Law, laid down by Littleton, and adopted

by every succeeding lawyer up to the present time, is, that

•if there be two co-owners, each is in possession of the whole

and of the half. As I said above^ (and it Avill be clearer

now), what this must mean is, that whereas each owner has

access to, and control over every part of the property, and

so may be said to have possession in the sense of deten-

tion of the whole, yet he exercises that conti'ol, not on

behalf of himself alone, but partly on behalf of himself, in

respect of his own share, and partly as representative of his

co-owner, in respect of his co-owner's share. In contem-

plation of law, therefore, he is only in possession of his own

share. However many co-owners there may be, each will

in contemplation of law be exactly in the same position
;

that is to say, each will be in possession of his share. It

will be rememljcred, that I have stated some reasons for

the application of similar ideas to family ownership in

India ^. Of course where several persons are united into

one juristical person there is no difficulty.

' Supra, sect. 312. * Supra, sect. 311.
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CHAPTER IX.

Seevitudes or Easements.

Servitudes, 367. Servitudes belonar to that class of rights which
how related

. ,

'^
.

to owner- are in rem and in re : in other words, they are

riglits over a thing,' which are available against the

world at large, and not against any particular person.

Thej^ are also, in the neat and expressive language of the

Roman Law, rights in re aliend—rights over a thing"

which is owned by another. They are rights closely

analogous to ownership, but less in extent ; and they may

be sometimes conveniently viewed as fragments of owner-

ship, which is then considered as the sum of all those

rights over a thing, which are available against persons

generally.

Real and 368. The Roman lawyers, and most European lawyers

vitudes. following their example, have divided servitudes into real

and personal. This distinction does not in any way cor-

respond with the English distinction of property generally

into real and personal. Real servitudes was the name given

to those rights, which a man had over one thing by reason

of his ownership of another. Personal sei-vitudes was the

name given to those rights, which a man had over a thing

independently of his ownership of anything else. Thus

the right of the owner of Blackacre, as such, to walk across

his neighbour's close Whiteacre, would, in the language of

the Roman Law, be called a real servitude. But the right
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of a lodger to occupy an apartment in another man's

house, would, by a Roman or continental hvAN-^^er, be con-

sidered as a personal servitude. This distinction corre-

sponds to the general one made by English lawyers

between rights appendant and rights in gross.

369. The rights o-enerally comprised by both ancient Ea-seiuents a

1 -111, • 1 11 kindofser-
and modern la^^^•ers, under the term servitudes, real and vitudes.

personal^ are far moi'c numerous than those which English

lawyers comprise under the term easements. None of those

servitudes, which are generally deemed to be personal, and

only some of those servitudes, which are generally deemed

to be real, are rights to which an English lawyer would

give the name of easements.

370. On the other hand, there is a doubt, whether all Whether all

. .
easeinetits

the rights to which we give the name of easements, and are real v

which, in general jurisprudence, would fall under the

class of real servitudes, must, under the English Law, be

real also ; or, to use an English phrase, whether the rights

which we call easements must be all appendant, and not

in gross. Some persons think, that it would be impossible

under the English Law to create any right of the nature

of an easement in gross ; and that if I granted to you a

right of way over my field, that would only give you

a right in personam, and not an easement. No doubt

this is the true test : a right in personam,, created by con-

tract, to do something on the land of another, is not an

easement at all. An easement belongs to that class of

rights which, like ownership, are available (in rem) against

the world at large ^

371. Adopting the language of the Roman Law, Domiimni

English lawyers call the land to which the easement is vient.

attached the dominant land, and the laud over which it is

exercised, the servient land : the owner of the dominant

* See Gale on Easements, p. 13 (fourth edition).

O
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land they call the dominant owner, and the owner of the

servient land they call the servient owner.

372. The rights over things to Avhich English lawyers

have applied the name of easements are—rights of way

over the land of another ; rights to fetch water from a

spring or stream on the land of another ; rights to convey

water or any other substance on to your neighbour's land
;

rights to the support of something affixed to your own land

by your neighbour's land, or by something affixed to his

land; rights to receive light, air, or water uninterrupted and

undeteriorated by anything done on your neighbour's land.

373. This enumeration is, possibly, not perfect in

expression ; for the catalogue of easements is perhaps

not quite settled. Anyhow there is an obvious error in

supposing it to be otherwise than merely arbitrary. There

is no reason in the nature of the rights themselves, why

a right to take water from a spring on your neighbour's

land should be reckoned as an easement, but a right

to take coal from a mine there should not. It has been

said that the distinction is, that the first is for convenience

only, whilst the latter is for profit. But this, besides being

a very slender distinction, is not always observed. The

right to take water is just as much an easement, if the

water be made into beer, and sold by the person who

takes it, as if it be used by himself for domestic purposes.

Sometimes the distinction is put in another way. Thus

it is said, that the mutual right of support, which adjoin-

ing owners of land have against each other, where there

has been no building, is an ordinary or natural right

of property (i. e. ownership), and not an easement ; and

in like manner jt is said, that the right to receive a flow

of water in its natural stream is an ordinary or natural

right of property (i. e. ownership), and not an easement \

1 Gale on Easements, p. 2 1 (fourth edition).
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But all tli€ ackuowledged easements of English Law are

rights of ownership, in the same sense precisely that rights

of natural support, and rights to water in its natural

course, are so. All are rights of ownership in this sense

only— that they are rights over a specific thing, availahle

against the world at large. The force of the distinction,

therefore, lies in the epithet ' natural ' or ' ordinary,' which

I take to mean pretty nearly the same thing ; and to

express that the rights in question are so common, that

their existence is always assumed, without resort to the

complicated rules which I shall hereafter discuss. But

if this be the right interpretation of the distinction

(and the terms are so vague and obscure, that I cannot

be quite sure of it), then it has nothing whatever to

do with the nature of the rights, but only with their

mode of acquisition.

374. The truth is, that the reason why certain rights

came to be specially considei-ed under the name of ease-

ments, is a mere reason of convenience, and not a legal

reason at all. It arose from the fact that the rijihts,

which are usually considered under that name, are those

which regulate the enjojinent of their resiDcctive properties

by contiguous owners, on points of gi'eat importance, upon

which they are very likely to come into conflict : they

are rights which relate to getting rid of that which is

noxious ; to procuring a plentiful sujiply of that which

is useful ; to free ingi'ess and egi'css ; and to the com-

modious exercise of trade. It was perceived by the judges,

who created this branch of law, that some of these rights

could be conveniently governed by a single set of rules ; and

in framing these rules, it was of course desirable to call

by one name all the rights to which they ajiplied. If any

rights of the same kind have not been called easements,

and so excluded from the operation of these miles, it has

o 2
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been simply because it was not considered desirable to

bring such rights within their operation.

375. All the special rules upon the sulyect of ease-

ments have reference to this single ciuestion—how they
may be acquired or lost upon a principle which, speaking

generally, I may call prescription. I shall, in the next

chapter, explain the conception of prescription in English

Law, and shall shew how it is based upon possession, or

rather, if we are speaking of things not corporeally

existent, upon quasi-possession ; the general nature of

which I have already discussed.

376. I shall now confine myself to the consideration,

preliminary to the discussion of the rules of prescription

as applied to easements, of what constitutes the quasi-

possession of an easement. It may be truly said that no

subject has proved a greater stumblingblock to jurists of

all countries, than the acquisition of easements hy pre-

scription ; and nearly all the difficulties upon this matter

may be traced to an imperfect conception of the possession

on which prescription is based. Fortunately the subject has

been fully investigated by Savigny, and I have borrowed

the results of his investigation. For although Savigny

professes to give only such conclusions as are founded upon
the Roman Law, they are substantially the same as those

at which English lawyers have long been struggling to

arrive
; and partially have arrived ; though sometimes by

a jnethod admitted to be clumsy \ and nearly always by
a route v/hich is not the most direct.

377^. The legal conception of the quasi-possession of

' First Heport of Real Property Commissioners, p. 51.
"^ What follows, to the end of the chapter, is chiefly a paraphrase

of parts of section 46 of the Treatise on Possession. But in order

to make it more easy of comprehension, I have occasionally aniijlified

Ravigny's very condensed expressions, and inserted two or three

illustrations.
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an incorporeal thing, such as an easement, is analogous in

all resjiects to* the conception of the possession of a cor-

poreal thing; of which conception, as ahove statecP, it is an

extension. Thus, in order that there may be quasi-posses-

sion of an easement, it is not necessary that there should

be actual enjoyment of it, any more than it is necessary

that there should be actual contact, in order to constitute

possession of a thing corporeally existent. The physical

possibility of exercising or enjoying the easement, coupled

with the determination to exercise and enjoy it on one's

own behalf, constitutes quasi-possession, just as a similar

combination of j)hysical and mental elements constitutes

possession of land or goods. Neither the physical possi-

bility of enjoyment, nor the actual enjoyment, will alone

constitute quasi-possession. I may walk across your land

whenever I like to pay you a visit, or transact business

with you at your house, but I am still not in quasi-pos-

session of any easement in the natiu-e of a way across your

land. In walking across your land I am only using the

means, which all ownei's of houses provide for their

friends and neighbours, of obtaining ready access to

them as occasion may require : should you lock the

gate, I should have nothing to complain of, and could

not force ray way in. To use the exact exjiression of

Savigny, to constitute quasi-possession of an easement, it

is not sufficient that the exercise or enjoyment of it should

be merely de facto, or accidental, it must be as of right

{tanquam suo jure) ; and there must be not only the per-

mission, but the submission (jpatientia) of the person upon

whose land the easement is exercised or enjoyed. So, on

the other hand, if my neighbour grants me a way across

his field, and consequently removes from his gate a lock

which has hitherto jtrevented my using it, and informs me

* Supra, sect. 358.
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that the road is at my service, T am Just as completely in

possession of the way by such a cei-emony,' as if, in asser-

tion of my right, I actually walked along the road in

question.

Positive aufl 378, In the case of ]3ositivc easements, that is to say.
negative ' -^

easements, easements which consist in doing something upon your

neighbour's land, there is not mu.ch difficulty in deter-

mining, whether or no the cir-cumstances constitute quasi-

possession of them ; and the distinction above pointed out

between the mere de facto exercise or enjoyment, and

exercise or enjoyment as of right, has always been recog-

nised with tolerable clearness. But the quasi-possession

of negative easements, that is, of easements which consist

in your neighbour abstaining from doing something on

his 4and—of which the easement not to build so as to

obstruct the passage of light and air is the most frequent

example—is far more difficult to comprehend, and has not

been so well understood. Savigny has discussed the

quasi-possession of negative easements very fully, and he

points out, first, that we must carefully distinguish be-

tween acquiring the right itself, and acquiring the mere

quasi-possession of the easement, which may be without

the right
;
just as Ave may acquire possession of land with-

out ac(iuiring the rigkt to possession, or ownership. For

acquiring the right a simple gi-ant is sufficient : but sup-

pose two strangers to be adjoining owners, how does one

of them get into quasi-possession of negative easements

over the land of the other ? That is the question to be

solved.

Enjoyment
_ 379. One case of acquisition (he says) of the possession

of this kind of easement is undisputed ; namely, when the

act, which is opposed to the sei'vitude, is actually attempted

by the owner of the servient land, but prevented ; Avhether

by the simple protest of the owner of the dominant land.
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by force, or by the decree of a court of justice. As, for

instance, if I claim as an easement the uninterrupted

flow of a stream is^suing from a spring in your land, I

should clearly be in possession of it, if, upon your daniniiug

up the stream before it left your lanil, I complained to

you, and you thereupon re-opened it ; or if I myself cut the

dam, which act you did not, resent ; or if I obtained an

order of court, that it should be reopened. Where no

such actual attempt to do the act, which is opposed to the

easement, is made and prevented, some persons have

maintained that, in oi'der to put the owner of the

dominant land in possession of the easement, a pretence

must be made by the OAvner of the servient land of doing

the act opposed to the easement—as, for instance, a pre-

tence of damming up the stream by throwing in a few

shovelfuls of earth—to be followed by formal oj^position on

the part of the dominant owner, and that again by a pre-

tended submission on the part of the servient owner.

Sa\igny protests strongly, as he always does, against

this sort of symbolical action, which he considers as

unsuitable to the idea of possession, as it is undoubtedly

unknown in practice. Others hold an exactly opposite

opinion, which Savigny himself at one time shared ; main-

taining, that the simple omission by the servient owner to

do any act opposed to the enjoyment of the easement, puts

the dominant owner in possession of it. But this leads

at once to the conclusion, which Savigny, with good

reason, declares to be nothing less than monstrous, that

every landowner is in legal possession, and entitled to all

the advantages which result from that possession, of

numberless easements, as against all his neighbours ; so

that, for instance, the moment a man builds a house, he

is, not of course entitled to, but in possession of, and (as it

were) on the road to acq^uire by enjoyment, an easement
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wliicli prevents all liis neighbours from building within a

certain distance of him. The error of the latter opinion

consists in this : that it loses sight of that which is so

important, when we are considering what constitutes quasi-

possession in a legal sense ; namely, that it is founded, not

upon every enjoyment or exercise of the easement, but

only upon an enjoyment or exercise of it as of right ; not

upon the mere inaction of the other party, but on his

submission (jmtientia) to necessity. Anything which

establishes, that the exercise or enjoyment is of this

character, and not merely de facto or accidental, is suffi-

cient to establish quasi-possession in a legal sense. This

is clear enough in the undisputed case mentioned above,

where there has been an actual attempt to do the act

oj)posed to the easement, followed by a protest submitted

to or enforced. So, where the right itself has been granted,

no formal or symbolical induction into the exercise or

enjoyment of easement is necessary. The exercise or

enjoyment of the easement and the passiveness of the other

party are now, not merely de facto or accidental, but

directly referable to the right, which has been acquired

by grant.
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CHAPTER X.

Presckiption and Limitation.

380. Having in a former chapter considered the nature Possession,

. ,

.

l>o\v pro-

of possession in a h^eal sense, we have now to discuss tected by

<•• ••! »Ti -xi prescript ion

one of its principal consequences. As i have pointed and limita-

out, what gives to the tojjic of possession its greatest

importance is that, apart from ownership, it is itself a

right which is protected by the law. What I have now

to consider are those rules of law, by which that protection

is carried to the extent of recognising the person in pos-

session, by reason simply of his possession, as himself the

owner, or, at any rate, of refusing to recognise any other

claim to the ownership.

381. This protection, in one form or the other, is Two forms of

, , , . , r 1 • 1
protection.

extended to long possession by every system oi law with

which we are acquainted. Sometimes it is laid down,

plainly and simply, that a person, who has been for a

certain time in possession, shall be considered as owner.

Sometimes, without professing in express terms to recog-

nise the person in possession as owner, all means of assert-

ing his ownership are taken away from any other claimant,

who has been for a certain time out of possession. In

the Roman Law, the English Law, and systems derived

from the English, both forms of protection are in use
;

and are sometimes, as will be seen, ratlier curiously

combined.
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Chanireiii 382. It is a remarkable instance of the sliiftino- use of
meaning of

.

°
term 'pi-e- language that the Avord 'prescription' has been used,

sometimes exclusively in reference to one of these dis-

tinct forms ; sometimes exclusively in reference to the

other ; sometimes in reference to both, without any dis-

tinction. Thus the Roman lawyers expressed by the

term prescription the defence, which a person who had

been a certain time in possession could set up, when a

claim of ownei'ship was made against him—that he had

been so long in possession, and ought not to be disturbed.

Lord Coke ^, on the other hand, defines prescription as

the acquisition of title by length of time and enjoyment.

The authors of the French Code use very similar louguage

to that of Lord Coke in their definition of prescription ^

;

and French lawyers do not recognise the distinction

between barring the remedy and transferring the right,

which our law so carefully preserves ^. I shall distinguish

these two kinds of protection, which the law extends to

possession, by the terms ' prescription ' and ' limitation ;

'

using the term prescription, not in the sense of the

Roman lawyers, but in the sense wdiich Lord Coke has

given to it. It is true that Blackstone (and in this

respect he is followed by later writers) gives to the word

prescription a narrower signification, which will be ex-

plained presently*; but I think it better to use an old

* Coke upon Littleton, p. 113, folio h. The Latin name for what

Lord Coke describes as prescription was ugttcapio. The distinc-

tion between barring the remedy and transferring the ownership

was, however, abolished by Justinian. See Bouk II. tit. 6, of the

Institutes. Savigny points out, that it would have been more cor-

» i-ect thenceforward to drop the term prescription, and to call it all

usucaption. Sav, Poss. sect. 2.

* Code Civil, sect. 2219.

^ See Pothier, Traits de la Prescription, chapitre preliminaire.

See also infra, sect. 393. * Infra, sect. 3S4.
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word, in the sense attributed to it by Lord Coke and most

continental writers, than in deference to Bhiekstone's

authority, to invent a new one.

383. The English law relating to limitation and pre- Early Eng-

scription presents some peculiar features, mostly trace- prescription

able to its historical development. The rules on the tion .is ap-

subject are partly the expressions of the legislature, and o-\Miei-siiip

partly the gi-owth of judicial decision. The earlier legis-

lative provisions relate ahnost entirely to the ownership

of land. They have been carefully collected in the First

Report of the Eeal Property Commissioners. Some of

these provisions, after a certain length of possession, merely

bar the remedy of the owner, and are, therefore, rules of

limitation ; but others, under similar circumstances, transfer

the ownership, and are, therefore, rules of prescription.

So that, when Blackstone asserts that prescription in

English law does not apply to land \ this is not true of

prescription in the sense which Lord Coke attributes to

the word, and in which I use it.

383 a. It is as well to note here one feature of the

English law relating to the acquisition of ownership by

prescription, which distinguishes it from almost every

other system, both ancient and modern. The Roman

Law, and the numerous foreign systems founded upon it,

require, as a general rule, that the possession by which

a person is to acquire ownership should have been founded

on a 'just title; ' which I think an English lawj'^er would

express by saying, that it must have been obtained under

a colour of right. Upon this general rule the Roman

Law and the other analogous systems have then proceeded

to graft numerous exceptions. Our law, on the other

hand, does not start with any distinction between pos-

session acquired under colour of right, and possession

* Commentaries, vol. ii. p. 264.
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As applied
to rif^lits

over land
other than
ownership.

Time iiirnie-

morial.

Arbitrary
restriction

to reign of
Richard I.

Twenty
years' enjoy
ment.

acquired by a trespass ; in some cases, however, as for

iustance where the possession has been acquired by fraud,

we find exceptions.

384. No rules, either of prescription or of limitation,

having been at first laid down by the legislature, for the

protection of the possession, or rather the quasi-possession,

of rights over land other than ownership—such, for in-

stance, as easements, rights of common, and the like—the

judges, justifying themselves by the analogy of the two

cases, adopted rules for the protection of the possession

of such rights, similar to those which the legislature had

adopted for the protection of the possession of the land

itself. The first rule so adopted was, that an indefeasible

title to such rights should be gained by a possession of

them (that is, a quasi-posseseion), which had lasted so

long that its oi'igin could not be traced ; or, as it was

expressed, which had lasted from time immemorial. This,

of course, was a rule of prescription ; and it is this alone

which Blackstone consents to recognise as prescription in

English law ^
; though why he should limit the use of

that word to the acquisition of rights over land other

than ownership does nut appear. That the ownership of

land, under the old law at any rate, could be acquired by

lapse of time, cannot be denied.

384 «. The next step taken by judges was someAvhat

bolder, when they held (still following the analogy of the

legislative provisions as to ownership) that time imme-

morial should be reckoned to commence from the first

year of the reign of Eichard the First. The result of this

was to establish, with reference to rights over land other

than ownei'ship, a definite but constantly increasing period

of prescription. As time went on, this period got to be

very long, and an expedient was resorted to for shortening

' Commentaries, vol. ii. p. 264.
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it, wliicli could never have been thought of, but for the

peculiar relation which subsists between judge and jury-

in England. Still following in the steps of the legislature,

which had adopted a period of twenty years as the basis

of some of its provisions, the judges got into the habit,

when it Avas shewn that the enjoyment of a right of

this kind had lasted twenty years, of advising juries

to presume that it had been enjoyed from time im-

memorial ; and they at last came to insist on this in

such strong terms, that it is very difficult to distinguish

their advice from a direction in point of law, that twenty

years' enjoyment was sufficient to constitute a titled Upon
such matters juries genei'ally conform jwetty readily to

the advice which comes to them from the Bench, and the

expedient, though open to very grave objections, and far

from being entirely successful, has been more so than

might have been expected.

* Nothing can be more difficult than to say, whether those remarks

which judges have usually made to juries upon such topics, are

directions as to the law, or advice to them as to how they ouglit to deal

with questions within their own province, and therefore, in common
language, qaostions of fact. I have adverted below to the radical dis-

tinction between a rule of prescription and the presumption of a title

(sect. 417); but English judges have, in their struggle to obtain satis-

factory results, been obliged, not only to confound this distinction,

but also to confound the distinction between presumptions, which

the law requires to be made, and presumptions, which experience

teaches us ought to be made. T doubt if it would be [jossible

to give a stronger instance of legal contortion than that state of

the law, under which a jury were, and to some extent still are, re-

quired to find that to bo true, which is well known to themselves,

to the judge, and to the counsel, to be untrue (sec First Report of

Real Property Commissioners, p. 51); which allows their verdict

to be set aside a-s ar/aimt the evidence, if they should not do as they

are required (see Gale on Easements, p. 149, fourth ed.) ; but

which provides no better means for securing the ultimate object, than

to ask another jury to become parties to a similar proceeding.
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Presump- 385. In the meantime, for various reasons, the rules
tion of title _

_

'

_

'

to land. laid down by the legislature relating to the protection of

the possession of the land itself against a claim of owner-

ship, had become almost entirely obsolete. But the judges

have never ventured to lay down on their own authority

any new rviles, either of prescription or limitation, relating

to the ownershii) of land. When dealing with long pos-

session, as against claims of ownership which had been

long dormant, they have contented themselves with supple-

menting the existing legislative rules upon the subject, by

impressing upon juries, but rather less imperatively than

in the case of rights other than ownership, the duty of pre-

suming particular facts in favour of the title of the person

in possession. How such presumptions differ from rules of

prescription or limitation, I shall have occasion hereafter

to explain ^.

Acts of Par- 386. All the rules both of prescription and limitation,
lianient of

1 •
i i

the i-eiL'ii of as wcll those which relate to the ov/nership of land, as
William IV. , ,.11 . , , , , ,

those wliicJi relate to lights over land other than owner-

ship, were reconsidered about forty years ago ; and the

result of this reconsideration was the passing of two

statutes, the 2 and 3 William IV. ch. Ixxi. and the

3 and 4 William IV. ch. xxvii.^ The first of these

statutes contains provisions as to the effect of possession, or

quasi-possession, upon rights over land other than owner-

ship ; the second contains provisions as to the effect of

possession on the ownership itself. The wording of both

statutes has been the subject of much criticism. It de-

serves careful notice ; for whilst these two statutes are the

basis of the present English law of prescription and limita-

tion, the language in which their provisions are expressed,

and the conceptions of the law which they disclose, have

also largely influenced the analogous law in all the great

* Infra, sect. 417. * See App. B.
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dejjcudcucics of England ; whether that law has been ex-

pressly created by local legislatures, or has been generated

in the course of judicial decision by local courts.

387. The Prescription Act, as the Act of 2 and 3 Prescription

William IV. is usually called, and as its name implies,

directly provides for the acquisition of the vig'it by the

possession or enjoyment of it. I shall have, hereafter, to

make some observations on the wording of these provi-

sions; I now only refer to their general character. On the Whether 3 &
''

. . . 4 Win. IV.

other hand, the Act of 3 and 4 William IV. which relates to c. xxvii. is a

ownership, and provides that after a person has been out of tat ion or

possession of land for twenty years, he shall not be able

to resort to the usual procedure to establish his owner-

ship and regain possession, is generally classed as a

statute of limitation. But this statute contains a furtlier

provision, which, if it does not justify us at once in taking

it out of the category of rules of limitation, and inserting

it amongst those of prescription, at least gives it a special

place somewhere between the two. Besides barring the

remedy, the statute expressly declares that the right and

title of the person, who has been for the given period out of

possession, shall ])e extinguished.

388. In order, however, to arrive at a conclusion as to

the true nature of this statute, we must contrast yviih this

a third feature in it, which, like that first noticed, belongs

rather to a rule of limitation than to a rule of prescription.

Nothing is anywhere said in this statute about how long

the party, who seeks to protect himself ]>y it, must have

been in possession ; all that is necessary both to bar the

remedy and to extinguish the title of a claimant is, that he

should have been for a certain specified time out of posses-

sion ; and the party in possession will get the benefit of the

statute, however short a time he has been i)i. Now, in

rules of prescription, we generally find that, in order to
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gaiu a title, the party claiming it must either himself have

been long in possession, or have succeeded to others who

have been so, and with whom, either as heir, or purchaser,

or devisee, or in some other way, he is closely connected.

A succession of mere strangers could not generally tack

their period^ of possession one to another.

389. I may also point out one more peculiarity in the

statute, which would seem to indicate that the frame of it

had not been very clearly settled before it was drawn

;

a cii'cumstance which perhaps accounts for its ambiguous

character. The statute, as I have said, bars after a certain

period the remedy of the claimant ; and it also simul-

taneously extinguishes his ownership. But it was not

necessary to have both these provisions; the latter renders

the former altogether superfluous.

Tendency of 399. These peculiarities have naturally led to very
decisions. '

.

grave doubts upon the construction of the statute. ^Vliere,

by lapse of time and want of possession, the ownership of

the original owner is extinct, a question is very frequently

raised, whether this is replaced by the ownership of the

person who is then in possession. There seems to have

been an inclination to take a middle course, and to recog-

nise the ownership of the possessor, where his possession

has lasted twenty years ; and also where a continuous

twenty years' possession can be made up of the posses-

sion of the party actually in, and the possession of his

predecessors, whom he has succeeded as heir, or pur-

chaser, or devisee, or the like ; but to refuse it to the

last of a series of persons, strangers to each other,

though the total period of their possession may be so

long, that the title of any other owner is extinguished.

It is obvious that such a distinction is not altogether

at variance with the current rules of prescription,

which, as I have already pointed out, do generally
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requii'e a certain duration of possession, but under certain

circumstances will connect successive periods. Still there

is nothing in the statute itself which justifies the dis-

tinction, and it leaves the absurd and mischievous result

that, in cases where the successive periods cannot be

added together, the land is without an owner. And there

is some indication that the courts will yet refuse to

recognise any such distinction, and that they will treat

the ownership in all cases where the act applies, as being

transferred to the party in possession ^.

391. I may here also observe, that the analogous pro- Interpre-

j T 1 -r -.• , . , • P 1
tationof

Visions made by the Indian legislature are in form rules analogous
»,..,. , -in 1

provisions in
ot limitation : they merely bar the remedy after the India,

claimant has been a certain number of years out of pos-

session ; and they do not contain any provision for extin-

guishing the title of the owner after that period has

elapsed. It has, nevertheless, been the practice in India

to consider, that the result of these provisions is to transfer

the ownership to the party in possession ; and this view

has been confirmed by a decision of the Privy Council ^.

It cannot be doubted that this is a bolder step than is

required to put a similar construction on the English

statute, which, besides barring the remedy, extinguishes

the title ; and it would, therefore, be somewhat strange

if the English statute should not be also construed as

tran.sferring the ownershi}). It may be true that the

courts in India felt very strongly the inconvenience which

would result from that anomalous condition, in which the

possessor has all the rights of an owner except the title,

and there are claimants to the title, who can neither

' See the case of Asher against Whitelock, reported in the Law
Reports, Queen's Bench, vol. i. p. i ; and Dixon against Gayfere, in

Beavan's Reports, vol. xvii. p. 421.

- See the case reported in Moore's Indian Appeals, vol. ii. p. 345.

P
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exercise or recover any of the rights of ownership : but

similar considerations are not altogether inapplicable to

the question in England also.

Transfer of 392. The rules of English Law which relate to the
ownership of • p ^ • c
moveables to protection of the possession of moveables are always m
session. form rules of limitation. After a period, generally very

much shorter than in the case of land, the person in pos-

session is protected against any claim set up as owner. I

do not think, however, that it has ever been doubted that

the ownership is transferred to the person in possession,

after the possession has lasted so long that the claim of

any other owner is bainred.

Prescription 393. Rules of limitation and prescription are always

tion protect founded on possession. Lord Coke's definiti'r'n of pre-

scription (to which I have already referred^) is, that it

is the acquisition of title, under the authority of law,

by user and time. Pothier ^ defines prescription as the

means by which a man acquires the o^vnership of a thing,

through the peaceable and uninterrupted possession of it

for a period of time determined by the law. The word

employed by Lord Coke, which I have translated by ' user,'

is risus : and I have no doubt he means to express by

it the same thing as the French law^^ers express by pos-

session. Usus is a technical term of the Roman Law,

from which Lord Coke borrowed it. As sucli it liad

two perfectly distinct meanings. It signified the mere

use or enjojonent of a tlung by permission or agreement

of the owner, as the use of an apartment in another per-

son's house; and I have before adverted' to the connection

which has been supposed to exist between icsus in this

sense, and the use which is the foundation of a peculiar

* Supra, sect. 382.

^ Traite de la Prescription, chapitre preliminaire,

^ Supra, sect. 305.
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doctrine of Courts of Chancery in England as to the

ownei-ship of property. But usus had anotlier significa-

tion in tlie Roman Law; it signified specially that kind of

enjoyment which by (what we call) prescription leads to

ownership. It is in this sense that it is employed in the

Twelve Tables, and in the compound word usucapio ^

394. Rules of limitation are equally founded on pos-

session ; only instead of being based, as rules of prescrip-

tion generally are, on the duration of the i-etention of

possession by one party, they are based upon the duration

of the loss of it by the other. Though the mode in which

the period is calculated is sometimes rather complicated,

these rules generally amount to a declaration, that the

claimant shall have no action or suit to recover the

land, but within so many years of the time when he was

last in possession.

395. When we speak of the loss of possession sub- The posses;
^ ^

_
sion which IS

jectiug us to the penalty, or the gain of possession pro- protected is

curmcr for us the benefit of rules of limitation or pre- tion, but

. • c 1 • 1
possession

scription, it is not the mere physical detention of which in a legal

we speak, but possession in the legal sense ; namely,

the physical control over the thing, coupled with the

detei-mination to exercise it on one's own behalf. He

who holds a thing -as representative of another, whether

as servant or agent, or in any other capacity, does not

thereby acquire the benefit of limitation, or of prescription,

on his own behalf : whilst, on the other hand, the prin-

cipal, who can hold possession, in the legal sense, through

his representative, may thereby acquire that benefit.

Moreover, rules of limitation and prescription have never and which
. 1 . ,

,
IS not

been extended to that kind of possession which Ave have derivative.

' ' Usus auctoritax fundi hicnnium ca'tenirum rerum annum usm

esto.' The jihiases nxu, caijere and posnes-iione capere were equi-

valent. See .Smith's Diet, of Antiquities, art. Unucapio.

1' 2
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called derivative ; where, though a man has the physical

control over a thing, and determines to exercise that

physical control on his own behalf, and is, thei'efore, in

possession, yet he does not possess the thing as owner,

but acknowledges some one else as owner ; as in the case

of the pledgee or tenant in possession.

396. Most systems of law expressly acknowledge these

requirements. Thus Pothier ^ lays it do^vn that possession

is necessary to prescription, and that it must be posses-

sion as oivner, adopting the phraseology of the Roman
Law. This excludes both representative and derivative

possession. It is perhajjs to be regi"etted that this simple

and expressive language was not adopted by our own

legislature, when summing up the law in the two statutes

I have mentioned ; as we should have been thereby saved

a long and somewhat troublesome investigation into the

meaning of these statutes, in order to establish, that the

rules of limitation and prescrij)tion now existing under

them embrace these general principles, which a very few

words would clearly have expressed. But practically we

have been brought to the same result. It is true that

the 3 and 4 William IV. c. xxvii. in its main provision

says nothing about possession ^. No person, it says, shall

bring an action to recover any land, but within twenty

years after the right to bring such action first accrued.

But subsequently the time when the right to bring the

action accrues is explained to mean, the time when the

person claiming the land was dispossessed, or discontinued

his possession. Now that the statute does not here speak

of mere physical detention is shewn by this ; that no one

ever thought of applying it to the case in which the

physical detention alone is parted with ; as, for instance,

when a thing is given into the hands of a servant or agent.

1 Traits de la Prescription, s. 27. ^ See Appendix B.
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Thougli the rules which govern tlie aoquiring aiul re-

taiuiug possessiou by a jjrincipal through a representative

have not been recognised expressly in this statute,

they have been always acted upon in api)l}ing it.

So too the statute is never ajiplied to cases where,

though* the possession is undoubtedly jjarted with by

the owner, and gained by some one else, the possession

gained is derivative possession only. Thus no one can

deny that the pledgor, when he hands over the thing

pledged to the pledgee, is thereby dispossessed. He loses

thereby, not only the bare detention, but the possession

in the legal sense ; for the pledgee both holds the thing

under his physical control, and holds it not for, but

against the owner. Yet because he holds not as owner,

but all the while recognising the pledgor as owner, he

has not the benefit of pi'escription in any system of juris-

prudence. And accordingly the English Law has not

applied to the pledgor the penalty which this statute

imposes on loss of possession. Such cases would fall

within the literal definition of the commencement of the

period of limitation contained in the statute. The

pledgor is dispossessed or has discontinued his possession.

But both cases of dei'ivative possession, and also cases

where the physical possession only is transferred, are

equally excluded by the assumption, which obviously

overrides the whole statute, that there has been a com-

plete dispossession by a person, who does not acknowledge

the other's rights, but denies them ; and not only denies

them, but iiiteiferes with them in such a way as to amount

to a breach of the law, for which an action would lie.

But between the owner and the derivative or represen-

tative possessor there is no breach of the law, and,

therefore, no right of action.

397, The general princii)lcs adopted by English Connect ion
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^?dmodern ^^^J^^'^ ^iih. regard to the acquisition of rights over land
English Law other than ownership, and which are, therefore, only sns-
as to acqui-

_ _
^ ' ' ' -^

sitionof ceptible of possession in a metaiihorioal sense, have, like
easements ^ ' ^ ' '

by prescrip- most of the rules upon the same sulyect which prevail

upon the continent, been in some sort derived from the

Roman Law. It has indeed been said, that the law of

England ' as cited by Lord Coke from Bracton, exactl}^

agrees with the Civil T^aw V by which is probably meant

the Roman Law of the time of Justinian. But to this I

am unable altogether to assent. I doubt whether the

present law of England on this point can be identified

with that laid down by Bracton ; or that laid down by

Bracton with Avhat is called the Civil Law. I must first

remark that Lord Coke, in the passage referred to,

applies to the acquisition of things incorporeal words

which Bracton expressly limits to the discussion of the

acquisition of things corporeal ; the acquisition of rights

over things incorporeal being reserved by Bracton for

the following chapter, which contains nothing directly

bearing upon the subject of prescription-. Bracton, indeed,

as far as I can discover, nowhere treats directly of the

acquisition by prescription of rights other than ownership,

' Gale on Easements, p. 1-22.

^ Coke upon Littleton, fol. 113 a. The passage of Bracton to

which Lord Coke refers is in book ii. chap. xxii. fol. 5 1 b. The
words are, ' Dictum est in precedentibus, qualiter rerum corpwalium

dominia ex titido et justa causci acquirendi trnnsferuntur per tradi-

tioncm. Nunc autem dicendum qualiter traiisferuntur sine titulo et

traditione per usticaptionem scilicet po- longam, cordinuam, et pad-

ficnm possessionem, ex diutiirno tempore et sine traditione.' The acqui-

sition of things incorporeal commences (as he tells us) in chapter xxiii.

I have not overlooked the passage at the end of chapter xxii., where
Bracton undoubtedly speaks of easements, but only of their posses-

sion, which he certainly does not say will confer a title, and rather

implies the contrary ('ita quod taliter utens sine hrevi et jndicio

ejici own poterit ').
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except iu the single case of common of pasture ; to which

passage Lord Coke also refers, but wliich he does not

correctly quote ^. Moreover, neither as regards corjioreal

tilings, nor as regards incorporeal things (so far as he treats

of them), would it be safe to affirm that Bracton's rules of

prescription are identical, cither with the strict Roman
Law, or any modification of it, which may at any time

have been known as Civil Law. As regards corporeal

things, Bracton ignores the distinction, so important in

the Roman Law, and never lost sight of by the com-

mentators upon it, between possession which is founded

on a just title and possession which is not ; contenting

himself with the far less comprehensive requirements,

that the possession must be continuous and peaceful ^.

As regards the acquisition of incorporeal things, the rules

of Roman Law varied so greatly at different times, and

so greacly also in reference to different kinds of rights,

that any general statement of identity would be most

hazardous. ITpon the cardinal point just referred to, I

very much doubt whether here again Bracton did not

exactly revei'se the Roman Law. I doubt whether he

was prepared to admit the acquisition by prescription of

incorporeal things in any case without just title ^. At

' Bracton, book iv. chap, xxxviii. fol. 222 b,

* lb., book ii. chap. xxii. foh 5 1 b. See the passage quoted above.

He says expressly that ownership may be acquired sine titulo et

traditione, wliich he opposes to ex titulo ctjustil causa.

^ I do not state this po.sitively ; but it is remarkable that in the

passage above referred to, where he speaks of the acquisition of the

right of common of pasture he says, ' item [acqiiiritiu'] ex loncjo

usu sine conatitatioae [not sine titulo] cum pacified possessione [not

per pacificam posse-isioneTn] continud et non inteiTupta, ex scientia

negli'jent'ia et patientia dominoram, non elico hallirorum, quia

pro traditione accipiuntur.' I take Bracton's meaning to be this :

—

• Common of pasture is acquired without any express intention to

transfer it (see Dirksen, Manuale Latinitatis, 8.v.)by reason of long
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any rate he is not explicit on the point : whereas the

Roman Law did (as an exceptional case) admit such

acquisition in respect of certain special easements ^
;

and the modern English law admits it as to all. It is,

therefore, incorrect, as it seems to me, to identify the

English law of prescription Avith the rules laid down by

Bracton, or the rules laid down by Bracton with those of

the Roman or Civil Law.

True point 398. The true point of contact between the English
of contact.

1 i t. t • 1 «and the Roman Law m the matter of the acquisition by

prescription of rights over tilings other than ownership,

seems to be that exceptional rule of the latter which has

been just now referred to. I think that, if we couple the

general conception of possession under the Roman Law,

as extended by analogy to things incorporeal, Avith the

rules laid down in the eighth book of the Digest as to the

acquisition of a right to fetch water (which probably also

applied to certain kinds of rights of way), we shall find

that this combination is pretty nearly identical with the

law, which we apply to the acquisition by prescription

of easements in general, and of other rights of a similar

nature, such as rights of common, and the like. Though,

therefore, there are still marked contrasts between the

English and Roman Law, which must not be over-

looked ; and though we have applied to a whole class of

rights over land the law which Roman lawyers only ap-

plied to one or two particular kinds of those rights, and

not to the rest, the doctrines of one system are in a certain

sense traceable to the other.

enjoyment coupled with quiet possession continuous and uninter-

rupted, on account of the knowledge, negligence and endurance of

the owners—not of the bailiffs, because these things stand in the

place of delivery.' (See Croke's Reports in the time of James the

First, p. 142.)

^ Digest, book x\\\. art. 5. sect. 10.
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399. If tliis be the true point of connection between

the English and the Roman system it is obvious that we

must be extremely careful in the use we make of the

latter. The two systems are not generally identical; but,

on the contraiy, that which is the rule in the one is only

exceptional in the other. We are not therefore at liberty

to extract from the Roman Law its general rules of pre-

scription, and to transfer them to our own ; though, from

its being founded on the same general conceptions as our

own, and those conceptions being expressed with remark-

able clearness, we may find the study of it a most useful

exercise.

400. The quasi-possession or, as it is sometimes called what en-

simply, the possession, or, as it is at other times called by i'^righ"

way of better distinction, the enjoyment of a right, must, prescriir^

°'^

in order to secux'e the benefit of prescription, be such as I
'^"'

have described above ^, when speaking of the extension to

incorporeal things of the legal conception of possession.

I have there shewn, in reference to easements, that to con-

stitute possession of them in a legal sense the enjoyment

must be as of right^ ; and the same is true of the possession

of all rights over things which are owned by another to

which prescription is applicable. No mere accidental, or

defacto enjoyment or exercise of the right will put me in

possession, unless the enjoyment is as of my own right

;

or, as it is generally shortly expressed, unless it is as of

right. And here it is very I'emarkable that whilst, in the

Prescription Act, just as in the Limitation Act, there is

evinced no desire to adopt in its general wording the

strict and accurate technical language of the Roman Law,

one of its expressions should be identically that which

Savigny, against considerable opj)osition and after a com-

plete revolution in his own opinions, has fixed upon as

» Supra, sect. 358. « Supra, sect. 376.
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the special characteristic of that kiud of enjoymeut of

a right wliich leads to its acquisition ^. Lord Teuterden

(who is generally supposed to have drawn the Prescription

Act) says the enjoynieut, in order to be effectual, must be

'as of right.' Savigny says that it must be 'as of his

(the claimant's) right ^.' But I do not doubt that the two

expressions are identical, and that Lord Tenterden or his

predecessors (for I think the term had been used before),

as well as Savigny, have borrowed in this instance directly

from the Roman Law.
Derivative 401. Again, as a person who holds derivative posses-
possession .

.

notsuffi- sion of land is excluded from the benefit of prescription,

so also is the person who holds derivative c^uasi-possession

of an easement, and for the same reason ; namely, that the

veiy relation nnder which he holds excludes the possi-

bility of any other than a limited right. Thus, if the

o^vner of Whiteacre grants to the owner of Blackacre a

right of way for a fixed jjeriod of twenty years, the owner

of Blackacre by using the way takes full quasi-possession

of it, and enjoys it for the time being as of light. He
can diiring the twenty years assert his right against the

grantor, and under most systems of jurisprudence (per-

haps also under our own) against all the world besides ^.

^ I have not been able to refer to the first two editions of

Savigny's treatise, but he states in a note contained in the subse*

quent editions, that he was at first one of those who thought that

the mere inaction of the servient owner put the dominant owner in

possession, in a legal sense, of any negative servitude, which he dc

facto enjoyed. See Sav. Poss. sect. 46. p. 492.
"^ ' Tanqnam sui juris.' In section 2 of the Act the words are 'by

a person claiming right thereto ;' in section 5 the words are 'as of

right.' But Lord Wensleydale treats the latter expression as con-

veying the true meaning of the legislature. See the case of Bright

against Walker ; Croiupton, Meeson and Roscoe's Reports, vol. i.

p. 219 ; Gale on Easements, p. laS. See Appendix B.
^ Seo supra, sect. 370.
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But lie canuot claim the benefit of 2n-escription, because

his possession, though as of right, is like that of the

pledgee, derivative. This is a wholly different reason

from that which prevents a person, who exercises or

enjoys an easement merely under a permission which may
be at any moment withdrawn, from gaining a right by

prescription. Such a person is not in quasi-jiossession of

an easement in a legal sense at all. The tradesman who
daily for twenty years opens my gate and walks up to my. •

door is never in possession of an easement in the nature

of a way. The grantee of the way for the term of twenty

3'ears is in possession of it, and as of right, but only

derivatively so. Both, therefore, are excluded from pre-

scription, but for entirely different reasons. And I think,

therefore, that if, in a well-known case^. Lord Wensleydale

means to treat the exclusion of j^rescription in the case of

the licensee, and of the grantee, as two applications of the

same principle, he is not quite accui'ate in his reasoning,

though he is undoubtedly right in his conclusions.

402. The same judgment illustrates another error in Secret and

the reasoning by which it has been attempted to support joyuient.

conclusions which are correct. The statute of William

the Foui-th requires, in order that a person may procure

the benefit of prescription, that he should have enjoyed

the easement claiming right thereto. I have already

pointed out^ the veiy important signification which attaches

to these words, and the purpose which they serve, of dis-

tinguishing the possession of a right which has legal con-

secjuences from the mere de facto and accidental enjoyment.

But besides this, it has been tried to make them serve a

totally different, and I may almost say, a contrary jjurpose.

' The case of Bright v. Walker, reported in the first volume of

Croinpton, Meesoti and Eoscoe's Reports, p. 219; Galo on Ease-

ments, p. 128. * Supra, sections 379, 400.
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To explain wlaat tliis purpose is, I must go back for a

moment to the Roman Law. I have already had occa-

sion to point out ^ that our law of prescription, as applied

to the acquisition of rights over land other than owner-

ship, is similar, not to the Roman Law generally, but to

that law as it is applied exceptionally to one or two

easements ; our law giving in all cases, as the Roman
Law did in the exceptional cases, the benefit of pre-

scription, whether the enjo^niient is founded on a 'just

title' or not. But the Roman lawyers did not, even in

these exceptional cases, allow the right to be gained

where the enjoyment had been vi or clam, or precario.

Now I Mali not stop to inquire, whether the usual English

paraphrase of these Latin expressions is correct. The

Latin terms are highly technical, and it would probably

be difficult to find any exact English equivalent for

them. It is sufficient for our present purpose to observe

that English lawyers had, prior to the Prescription Act,

established three analogous limitations, by requiring that

the enjoyment of the right, in order to secure the benefit

of prescription, must be peaceable, open, and not permis-

sive. Now it has been quite rightly argued that the

expression ' as of right' or ' claiming right,' in the statute,

preserves one of these limitations, namely, that which

excludes enjoyment which is merely permissive. But

there has been an attempt to make these same words

serve the additional purpose of preserving the other two

limitations also, and of excluding fi-om the benefit of pre-

scrijition the enjojTnent which is violent or which is

clandestine. This would only lead to gi-eat confusion. We
must never forget Savigny's caution not to confound the

acquirement of the title to the right with the acquirement

of the possession of it^; and I think this caution is forgotten

* Supra, sect. 398.
"^ Sav. Poss. sect. 46. p. 492.
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when we find tliese words ' as of right' interpreted,

as Lord Wensleydale seems desirous to interpret them, as

if they meant 'rightfully' \ I do not think it has ever

been doubted that positive easements, a footpath for in-

stance, may commence in the English, as in this par-

ticular case in the Roman Law, by an act which is a

pure trespass ; and that the enjoyment of the footpath

may continue to be a trespass until by prescription it has

gro\vn into a right. It would have been impossible to

apply the statute to half the cases to which it has been

applied, if such a trespasser could not in the view of the

English Law enjoy tlie easement as of right. To ex-

change the necessary and (if I may use the expression)

scientific interjiretation of the phrase 'as of right' for that

which Lord Wensleydale suggests, would throw the law

in the greatest possible confusion ; and it is a sufficient

answer to the attempt to use language for one purpose,

that it has already been appropriated to another, and an

inconsistent one.

403. The truth is, that the rule of English Law, which Not ex-

excludes from the benefit of prescription that enjoyment the statute,

of an easement which is clandestine, or violent, is a pro-

vision of positive law, copied by us from the Roman Law,

and based upon reasons of convenience, precisely analogous

to those which exclude prescription in some cases of trust

or fraud. It was necessary originally to introduce these

exceptions ; and necessary to preserve tliem, though the

statute did not expressly do so. But they cannot be

extracted from the words 'as of right,' which aro appro-

priated to a different purpose.

404. The position which is necessaiy in order to give The term

one party the benefit of rules of limitation and prescription

* See the case in Crompton, Meeson and Roscoe's Reports, vol. i.

p. 219 ; Gale on Easements, p. 128.
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against another, is sometimes described as adverse; and there

can be no doubt that the word admirably describes this

position. Unfortunately the phrase ' adverse possession,'

prior to the passing of the statutes of William the Fourth,

had acquired a special technical meaning so complicated

and obscure, that the ablest lawyers declared the doctrine

of adverse possession, as it then existed, to be hopelessly

unintelligil)le^ ; and one of the main objects of one of

these statutes was to sweep away this unintelligible doc-

trine. But the general requirement that one party should

hold adversely to the other is still, as we have seen, pre-

served ; and restoring the term ' adverse' to its natural

sense, it may still, if the abolished doctrine is kept entirely

out of sight, be useful to express this relation.

Exceptions 405. I may further illustrate the general tinith of the
to English ....

, , „ . , . , .
,

Law. principles above stated by reierring to the cases m which

they have been reallj'-, or apparently departed from. The

Light nnd most noticeable of these cases is the provision in the

Prescrijition Act, Avhich gives to the mere de facto and

accidental enjoyment of light for twenty years the same

benefit, which in other cases is only conferred upon en-

joyment as of right. We have seen how nearly the desire

to render the enjoyment of light under similar circum-

stances continuous and secure, had perverted the interpre-

tation of the Roman Law on the general question of

acquisition of negative servitudes^. The obvious cause

of the proneness to error on this point is, that the ordinary

law of prescription is not suited to the circumstances of

that particular easement
;
questions as to which generally

arise where habitations are closely packed, and where

the respective parties stand to each other in special and

^ Lord Mansfield said of it, ' the more we read the more we shall

be confounded.' See Smith's Leading Cases, lifth ed., vol. ii. p. 5/8,
* Supra, sections 379 and 400.

air
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exceptional relations. This has led to a rule of law on

the subject in England which is now acknowledged to be

special and anomalous ^. Most European countries have

dealt with the subject in a similarly exceptional manner,

only this has been done avowedly ; whilst we have caused

a good deal of confusion by so long a struggle to meet the

difficulty by the application of general principles.

406. So where land is given in pledge, and the pledgee Pledseeof

takes possession, by the English statute the ownership of possession.

the pledgor is in some cases ^ extinguished, and he can

take no proceedings to recover the land of which he has

given up possession. Now the pledgee's possession being

derivative, it ought never, according to the princii^les

above stated, to operate in his favour. But it may have

ceased to be so. If the pledgor has not manifested for a

very long period any intention to redeem the land, it is

not unreasonable to presume that the pledgee has taken

to the land in lieu of the debt ; that he has ceased to

hold derivatively, and has determined to hold on his own

behalf. We know that a derivative possessor cannot

always do this ; he cannot change at will the character of

his possession, from derivative possession to possession on

his own behalf as owner. But this is a special protection

given to persons who part with the possession of their

property to others, retaining the ownership : and there is

ample reason for not extending this protection to cases,

where persons are so inactive in regard to their own

interests as in the case under consideration.

* The distinctly anomalous character of the English Law upon

this point was, I believe, first pointed out by Mr. Justice Willes,

in the case of Webb against Bird, where the owner of a windmill

claimed, as an easement appurtenant to his mill, the free and unin-

terrupted passage of air. It is reported in the tenth volume of the

Common Bench Rejjorts, new series ; see pp. 284, 285.

* See 3 and 4 William IV. chap, xxvii. section 28, and Appendix B.
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407. This provision must not be confounded with

another method of arriving at a very similar result ; namely,

by presuming the assent of the pledgor to the transfer of

the land in lieu of the debt. By the place which this

provision occupies in the English Law, that is to say in a

statute relating to prescription, its true character is clearly

determined.

Tenancies at 408. So in the provisions^ as to what are called
will and

. .n n • p 1 i
where pay- tenancies at will and tenancies from year to year, where

has ceased, there is no payment of rent, or it has ceased. The result

of these provisions is, that a period of dispossession which

bars the remedy and extinguishes the title, commences

at the end of the first year of the tenancy, or if rent be

paid, at the last time when the rent was received. Now
the possession of a tenant in such a case would be at

least derivative, and probably representative ; and there-

fore, it is contrary to the rules we have laid down, that

the statute should, in any case, operate for his benefit.

And we know how jealously the English Law in most

cases applies to tenants the rule, that neither a repre-

sentative nor derivative possessor can change possession

on behalf of his principal, into possession on his own

behalf. But again, this rule is itself only a qualification

of a more general priuciiile : and what the provision under

consideration really does, is to refuse the benefit of this

qualification to the landlord, who has allowed a tenant to

hold for twenty years, without any agreement fixing the

termination of his tenancy, without collecting any rent,

and without taking any sort of acknowledgment of his

title. In such cases a tenant is allowed to assert that his

possession during this period has been not derivative, but

adverse.

409. Substantially the same principles are recognised

* See 3 and 4 William IV. chap, xxvii. sections 7 and 8. Appendix B.
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ill tlie Indian statutes. The period which brings the

statute into operation is generally measured from a date

which is described as that 'when the cause of action arose^.'

No suit can generally be brought to recover any property

but within so many j-ears after that date. No further

teclinical definition of this date is given, as in the English

statute, but it is obvious tliat the cases in which the statute

affects ownership are those in which there has been, or

might be a dispute as to possession ; and the position of

hostility thus implied inquires that the party in possession

should hold, not for, but against the other ; should hold

also as owner, and not derivatively ; not consistently with

the ownership of the other, but adversely. And, as already

pointed out, if a person has been in possession, thus ad-

versely, of land or moveables for the necessaiy period, and

the means of recovering them by any other person are taken

away, it is considered in India, though not so expi'essed

in the law, that the ownership follows the possession.

410. No special rules relating to the acquisition by

prescription of rights over land other than ownership have

been laid down in India. But it seems to be understood,

that some kinds of easements at any rate may be so

acquired. The rules relating thereto will have to be

evolved by the process of judicial decision ; and possibly

this is a subject in which most difficulties, except in the

case of light and air in crowded cities, might be solved by

the application of principles, which ai'e so general as to be

suited to any system of jurispi-udence.

411. I have taken for analysis and discussion only the

most salient of the principles which lawyers of the English

school adopt with reference to limitation and prescription

as applied to ownership, and rights over things which are

• See Act .\iv. of 1859, sect. i.
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fragments of ownership. It is exceedingly important that

the student should thoroughly grasp and comprehend these

princiiDles ; and it is impossible that he should do so with-

out understanding something of their relation to closely

related principles adopted in other systems. I have there-

fore contrasted the rules adopted in England and India

with those of the Roman lawyers, and those current on

the continent of Europe : and, notwithstanding imj^ortant

differences of detail, I think on the whole we have here

brought before us a very striking example of the vitality

and generality of a certain class of legal ideas.

Prescription 412. It is, of course, not only to ownership of a thing,

tion as and the several rights over a thing which may be detached
applied to _ ° ...
iitherriglits. from ownership, that the rules of prescrijition and limita-

tion are applied ; and I have only selected these applica-

tions of them for discussion, because of their importance.

Rights available against the world at large, but which,

not being rights over particular things, are not ownership

or fragments of ownership ; rights also which are merely

in personam, such as obligations which arise out of contract

or rights of action, may be acquired or lost by lapse of time.

413. I follow the ordinary use of language, when I

say that rights may be gained or lost by lapse of time,

but it must be borne in mind how far that expression is

correct. Of course what creates or destroys the right is the

sovereign authority alone, which is the source of all rights

as well as of all obligations : and lapse of time, combined

with other circumstances, is only a frequent occasion for

the exercise of this authority. For instance, when a man
gains by prescription the right to take toll from all persons

passing over a certain bridge, what really happens is that,

after he has collected toll for a certain number of years,

the courts of law, exercising delegated sovereign authority,

will recognise his right to do so. But generally, other

circumstances must combine. He must have collected
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the toll as of right. It must not he on a bridge wliicli

forms part of the street of a town. If it is m a public

thoroughfare the claimant must shew that he has always

kept the bridge in repair ; or whatever else may be the

restrictions which the sovereign authority thinks fit to

impose on the acquisition of the right. When, therefore,

we say rights are gained or lost by lapse of time, we only

use a convenient and compendious expression which fixes

our attention on that part of the matter which we wish to

bring into prominence.

414. A large class of rights which are invariably ex- Limitation

.,,11 „ ,. , . 1,1, of rirfits of
tinguished by lapse 01 time, and sometimes by the lapse actiou.

of a very t-hort time, are I'ights of action. I have already'

discussed the effect of extinguishing the right of action,

or barring the remedy, as it is called, when the right which

the right of action is intended to protect, is ownership
;

and I have shewn that it is in some cases a question,

whether the protected right ceases to exist, when the

protecting right is taken away. A similar question may

be raised when the protected right is of any other nature.

And this question has sometimes an important practical

result. For, in the first jilace, a right of action is not

always the only mode of protecting a right : sometimes

a person who has a right may, by his own act, without

the assistance of a court of law, recover satisfaction for

a violation of it ; as for instance, in the case above put,

of a right to collect toll, what is called a distress might be

levied for unpaid tolls. So when a man loses by lapse of

time his right of actiou to recover a debt, the English Law
has drawn important consequences from the view sometimes

taken that the debt is only barred, and not extinguished.

415. We very often see it stated somewhat loosely

' Supra, sects. 317 sqq.

Q 2
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Iiiconvct- that prescription, or the acquisition of a right by lapse

maxim that of time, always presumes a grant \ This is one of those

presunres a" plausible ambiguities which not unfrequeutly occur in

English Law, and are apparently intended to render its

doctrines more acceptable. It might mean that prescrip-

tion has no application, except in cases where the party

who uses it to protect himself has a title from the suj)-

posed last owner, but which, in consequence of some defect,

cannot be established. This, or something nearly ap-

pi'oaching to this, is the general view of the Roman Law,

and of the French Law, which was taken from it'"^ ; though

even in these two instances it only applies to the ordinary

periods of prescription : for here also, if the possession has

lasted thirty or forty years, even though it originated in a

trespass, it may secure the benefit of possession. But there is

nothing like this in English Law. Our law does not recog-

nise the I'ule which requires a 'just title' as a foundation

of prescription, and therefore, if this is what the phrase

in question is intended to assert, it is incorrect.

416. On the other hand, the assertion that prescrip-

tion always presumes a grant may mean that, under

the given circumstances, the law, in spite of ever}i:hing,

presumes a grant. Of course, if persons armed with the

necessary authority lay down such a proposition, it cannot

be contradicted. All one can say is, that whilst the assertion

in its first and milder sense has no application to English

Law, this interpretation of it gives to jDrescription a colour

of arbitrary violence which does not at all belong to it.

There is no advantage in the law forcing us to presume

that which never existed. A legal fiction is at best a

clumsy contrivance, but it sometimes has the advantage of

^ See for instance Broom and Hadley's Commentaries, vol. ii.

p. 420. Blackstone, in the corresponding passage, seems to imply the

same thing. * See supra, sect. 383 a.
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marking out the exact limits of the consequences which

may be derived from the af^sumption : and if any conse-

quences were dependent on whether the right originated

in a grant or trespass, there might be some use in this

fiction. But as far as I am aware there are none ; and

the fiction, if it exists, is absolutely gratuitous.

417. The use of a phrase so ambiguous is particularlv Miscliievous

. ,

'
, .

ollectof
mischievous in the present case, because it confounds the phrase. '

distinction to which I have before adverted, between tlie

acquisition of light, under a iiile of law, by prescription,

and the inference of right, as a fact, by evidence '. This

confusion is veiy noticeable in the contrivance (rightly cha-

racterised as ' clumsy'"'^) of presuming that a grant which

is well known never to have existed, has been accidentally

lost. A single illustration will shew the importance of keep-

ing this distinction clear. Protestation by the owner of the

servient tenement ought to have precisely an opposite effect,

according as the owner of the dominant tenement relies on

prescription proper, or attemj^ts to induce the jury to

infer a lost grant from the actual enjoyment. A clear and

distinct protest excludes acquiescence on the pai't of the

servient owner, Avhich acquiescence is so often relied on as

supporting the notion of a grant. AVhereas a protest by

the same i)erson, standing alone and not followed by any

attempts at interruption, strengthens rather than other-

wise the position of a person who has enjoyed an ease-

ment, and who relies on prescription ; because it shews

that he holds the easement, not by a mere licence, nor in

any way derivatively from the other, but adversely and as

of right ; and it thus contributes to establish that adverse

jiossessiou which, as we have seen, is necessaiy in order

that prescription may take effect.

' Supra, sect. 3P5.

. ' See the First liej ort of the Real Property Comniissioners, ]•. 5 1

.
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CHAPTER XI.

Sanctions and Remedies.

Relation 418, I have hitherto considered law, and the duties,
Ixjtweeii

sanctions ohlijrations, and liahilitv which arise out of law, only
aiKlriRlits.

, . . .

from one point of view—as the machinery by which a

political society is governed. It is true that I have

adverted to the division of duties and obligations into

those which are absolute and those which are relative
;

and I have spoken of the right which corresponds to the

relative duty or obligation : but I was desirous not to

complicate further a discussion already sufficiently com-

plex, by remarking then upon another distinct order of

ideas which these terms connote.

L'lwsarenot 419. As a general principle the point of view above
made for the

i
• ,, i . , . i i •

benefit of in- taken IS the only true one m this sense—namely, that it

but of' is the only one which justifies the existence of laws at all.

iiii^e."
' No one creates or enforces duties and obligations now-a-

days for the benefit of individuals, or classes of individuals,

but for the benefit of the community at large. If any

modern law has the aspect of conferring new advantages

on one class of society alone, we may be sure that it has

been adopted only on account of the indirect advantages

which it is alleged will be derived from it by the

remainder.

Tliisisnot 420. Of course when I assert this, I do not mean to

true. say that a conviction of their utility was the original

moving cause of the introduction of all, or even of any veiy
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large proportion of existing laws ; for many of them came

into existence long before any such ideas as those to which

I now advert were started in the countries where they

now prevail. Nor do I doubt that there are everywhere

to be found persons who, in their own minds, are per-

suaded that they have an hereditary and indefeasible right

to certain privileges, an interference Avith wliich con-

siderations of utility would have little weight in justifying.

But no one avows this j and we need only look to the

debate.s of legislative bodies, or to the published declara-

tions of the i*ulers in every' state, to see that the only

principle on which they pretend to govern, the only ground

on which they expect that their subjects will consent to

obey—in other words, the only means by whicli a political

society can in modern times be kept together—is that the

object of government should be, or at least should profess

to be, the happiness and prosperity of the people at large,

421. In thi.s respect there is no distinction between itistruenow

1 , . , , . . . 1 • 1 1 • 11 of all laws,
those duties and obligations which are relative and those whether

t rl r*V P l*f^31 f ft

which are absolute. The law of ownershij), for example, absolute or

which comprises a great variety of relative duties and obli- duties,

gations, is supposed to exist as completely for the benefit of

society at large, as the law of treason, or the bribery laws.

Tlie law of ownership is said to encoui'age industry and

commerce, to promote an increase in the production of the

necessaries and luxuries of life and in their distribution,

and so forth. If it could be shewn not to possess these

advantages it would gradually disappear, or be modified.

Nobody really doubts this, or denies it : only whilst some

men are prone from time to time to renew the test of

utility, and to tiy tliis as well as other institutions by tlois

standard with great care, other men are, or profess to be,

so convinced of its excellence, that they are impatient of

any inquiry about the matter.
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Appareiit
contradic-
tion to this

m matters
of civil pro-
cedure.

How this

apparent
contradic-
tion may l:e

rcmo\ed.

Rttaliation.

422. It may possibly be suggested that this is hardly

in accoixlance with what we see around us, or that it is at

any rate too widely stated. For while it is true that some

breaches of the law of ownership are considered as offences

against society at large, others evidently are not so. For

instance, if a man steals or mischievously destroys my
property, he maybe prosecuted and pvinished in the Queen's

name at the public expense ; but if a man injures my
property by negligence, no one dreams of treating this as

a matter of public concern ; I am left to proceed against

him or not as I like ; and if I do proceed against him, it

is not to punish him, but to recover compensation for the

injury which I have sustained. I must take the whole

trouble and risk of this upon myself, and if I am satisfied,

there is an end of the matter.

423. There is, no doubt, this apparent inconsistency

between the proceedings of courts of civil and courts of

criminal jurisdiction. Whilst in crimiiiid courts we see

plainly before us tlie breach of the law followed by its appro-

priate punishment, which deters othei-s from breaking the

law by warning them that they too will incur the like con-

sequences—which, in other words, operates as a sanction
;

in civil courts we find that the only thing thought of is

redress, and there is apparently nothing which is intended

to operate as a sanction at all.

424. I do not think however it Avill be difficult,

without going minutely into an historical inquiry as to

the origin of legal tribunals, to discover whence this

apparent divergence between the functions of civil and

criminal courts arose ; and hence to infer that it is only

apparent, and that the real functions of all courts are

the same—namely, the enforcement of obedience to the

commands of the sovereign authority,

425. Prior to any distinction between criminal and
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civil procedure, prior even to legal procedure of any kind,

there seems to have ai'iseu everywhere the jiotion of

retaliation ; that is, of inflicting an evil upon the wrong-

doer exactly in proportion to the wrong he has inflicted

upon you. ' Breach for breach ; eye for eye, tooth for

tooth,' says the Mosaic Law^. ' Si quis membrum ru-

pit aut OS frecjit talione proximus cognatus ulciscaiur,'

says the Law of the Twelve Tables". And the earliest

customs of all Teutonic nations were based on similar

principles. This is obviously punishment, and not re-

dress ; it is the direct application of a sanction ; and would

operate precisely in the manner which Austin considers

a sanction to operate in enforcing an obligation in modern

jurisprudence^

426. Retaliation, however, though it is punishment Substitution

and not redress, was undoubtedly looked upon as some money pay-

satisfaction to the party injured, and this may very likely
"^^" '

have suggested, when a fixed money payment was sub-

stituted for the talio, or equivalent injury inflicted on

the wrong-doer, that the money should be paid to the

sufferer. This obviously answered all the purposes of

a sanction : loss of money being an evil which persons

are generally anxious to avoid, and not the less so because

it is paid to a particular person, and not, as money

payments used directly as sanctions now generally are,

into the public treasury.

427. There is still a considerable step, no doubt, from Modern

this to our modern ideas of compensation. Thus, under the pensation.

laws of Alfred, for the loss of a forefinger the compensation

was fixed at fifteen shilHiigs in all cases. In a suit

' See Leviticus xxiv. 20.

* See the article Talio in SniitL's Dictiunary of Greek and Roman
Antiquities.

* See supra, section 148.
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against a modern railway company for a gimilar injury,

it would vary in every case according to the pecuniary

loss whicla the sufferer might be supposed to have incurred

in consequence. And there is no doubt the ideas of com-

pensation have made a prodigious advance, even within

the last few years ^
; but still no one, I think, would doubt

that they have grown gradually out of the ' were' and

'bot' of the Anglo-Saxon law, just as the ' were' or ' hot'

itself fjrew out of the 'feud^.'
t>'

Specific 428. But there is another point of view in which it is

of duties : necessary to consider the action of legal tribunals in

tions!
'^*" enforcing the law, Avhich will be best brought out by

' See tlie general view of the subject of damages in the treatise

on that subject by Mr. Sedgwick, where the authorities are collected

with much industry and research. The earliest declaration of the

rule, that the damages are to be measured by the injury sustained,

is quoted from Lord Holt (see p. 29). But I think the notion of

calculating the compensation for a personal injury upon an estimate

of what money tlie sufferer, but for the injury, might have earned,

is of still later origin. It may possibly be doubted whether these

notions about compensation will be very long lived. The cases in which

damages are most liberally awarded are those where the defendant

is a large public company. But a company has it in its power to

exclude its liability in almost all cases by express stipulation, or

by raising its prices to cast back the burden, in a great measure,
* upon the general body of its customers. At present the doctrine

seems to affect even international relations. The Americans claimed

2,000,000?. sterling, on accoiint of damages sustained by private

persons by reason of our alleged breach of neutrality. The Germans
have obtained compensation on an equally large scale for what they

assume to be a wrong done to themselves by the French nation in

declaring war. Claims not less extensive have been made before,

by the strong hand ; but I think that it is new to place such claims

on a quasi-legal ground.

* See Kemble's Anglo-Saxons, book i. chap, x., and the Laws of

Alfred, 43, 44. 'Bot' is the name given to the compensation

ordered to be paid in case of a wound ; which when life was taken

was called ' were.' The right of private warfare to revenge an
injury was called 'feud.'
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an illustration. If a wouiul bo inflictetl, or valuable pro-

perty be daiuageil, a p^'eat, possibly an irrepaiable injury

has been inflicted, but the circumstances which give rise

to such a breach of the law are generally transient ; there

is not generally a probability that the wrong will be

repeated ; and the sanction which is applied either in

the shape of inflicting punishment, or compelling such

redress as is possible, is left to have its general effect

in deterring the wrong-doer from any further injury. On

the other hand, if I wrongfully keep my neighbour out of

possession of his property, the damage as yet done may

be very slight ; but if I retain the property, asserting that

it is mine, this is equivalent to a declaration of intention

on my pai-t to continue the wrong, and law would be

incomplete unless provision were made for taking some

special measures for preventing me from so acting.

429. The mode of dealing with the very large class

of cases from which I have selected this as an ex-

ample, is simple enough. Wherever I am kept out of

possession of a specific thing which I have a right to

possess, the obvious course is to turn the wrong-doer, by

force if neccssarj', out of possession, and put me in. This

(if I may use the expression) is more than redress ; it

puts me in actual enjoyment of my right. And though

from the habit of obedience to the law which generally

prevails amongst men, a resort to such extreme measures

is rarely necessary, it is this which is contemplated under

our law in all cases as the ultimate result, where the

injury in question is the wrongful detention of land.

Forcible transfer of the possession of things other than

land has not been thought necessary under our law, but

this is only uj^on an assumption which is in the present

day hardly in accordance with the facts ; and which, were

extreme measures frequently necessary, would undoubtedly
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be rectified. This assumption is that the limit of the injury

is, except in very rare cases, the present money vahie of

the article detained, and which may therefore be covered

by compensation.

430. Obligations, the performance of which is thus

secured, are said to be specifically enforced ; and there are

many others which may be so dealt with besides those of

the class above mentioned. Where there is a dispute about

the title, whether to land or moveables, which are at the

moment not in the possession of either party, but of a third

person holding as the representative of, or derivatively from,

the true owner, the right of the true owner may often be

specifically enforced by declaring it, and requiring this third

person (who generally, not being interested in the dis-pute,

will be ready to obey) to acknowledge the i-ight of owner-

ship as declared ^ So also a very large number of obligations

are either primarily to pay money, or are such that a bieach

of them results in an obligation to pay money ; and all obli-

gations to pay money are in theii' nature cajoable of being

specifically enforced, by seizing the property of the debtor,

if he has any, selling it, and handing the proceeds over to

the creditor ; which is invariably done, should the debtor

delay or refuse to pay the money, after he has been

ordered by a couit of law to do so. >So again, through

the power which every court has over duties and obliga-

tions of every kind, rights may be transferred from one

person to another, and where the obligation which it is

desired to enforce is to make this transfer, this can be

1 It is sometimes said that, when an officer of a court executes a

conveyance in the name of another person who has been ordered to

convey, but wlio refuses to do so, tlie obligation to convey is thereby

specifically enforced. But tliis, I think, is hardly correct. The

order of the court is amply sufficient to pass the ownership without

any convej'ance ; and the document executed by the officer is only

ponvenient evidence of title.
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done, whether the pai-ty obliged to make it consents or no,

and, therefore, without resort to the pressure of a sanction.

Thus if I owe you money which I am ready to pay, and

you owe the same sum to a third person, the court

can secure the performance of your obligation by simply

annulling these two obligations and creating a new one of

the same kind between me and your creditor ; or, as the

transaction is generally, though I think not quite so cor-

rectly described, by simply transferring the debt.

431. Probably also the idea of i-endering further

breaches of the law to a great extent physically impos-

sible, is to some extent involved in transportation, and in

the modern practice of substituting long terms of im-

prisonment, with comparatively mild treatment, for shorter

and sharper suffering.

432. Tlie more direct enforcement of duties and obliga- Why the

^ . metliofls of
tions, so far as matters of civil procedure are concerned, is, civil pro-

CGtliirc fire

like the procuring of compensation, left entirely to the con- effectuni.

trol of the party injured, and there are many circumstances

which combine to render this mode of proceeding effectual.

There is no better way of securing obedience to the law

than to give to private individuals an interest in enforcing

it. That interest is given at once in all cases of relative

duty or o])ligation, by giving to the party who lias tlie

right corresponding thereto means, either of enforcing the

right, or of obtaining redress when the right is infringed.

He at once becomes, not only the public prosecutor, but

takes upon himself the whole trouble, risk, and expense of

prosecution. And this method is found so effectual, that

so far as concerns all those violations of right which come

within the denomination of civil injuries, the State is able

to relieve itself entirely of the trouble of enforcing obe-

dience to the law, beyond appointing proper officei-s to

perform the duties of the Civil Courts.
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433. The injury to the individual, therefore, though it

is never the cause of the action of a Court of Law, is the

occasion of it. And in matters of civil procedure and a few

other cases it is not only the occasion of the action, but the

exact measure of it. The whole ostensible object of the

proceedings from beginning to end in those cases is not

punishment, but redress, and they are fashioned upon the

hypothesis that redress alone is the object.

Secondary 434. From this point of view, therefore, to have a
aspect of . , , . . „
right as right expresses, not merely the condition of a ]3erson

of claim for towards whom a duty or obligation has to be jjerformed,

as it would if violations of that duty or obligation

were only punished and not redressed ; but it expresses the

condition of a person who can put in motion the whole

machinery of Courts of Law to obtain a private object.

If, for instance, injuries to j^roperty were followed only by

a fine payable to the Crown, or imprisonment, the com-

pound right which we call ownership would still exist, but

it would have no legal importance independently of the

duties and obligations to which it corresponds : but when

the owner of the property injured is also enabled to claim

compensation for the injury, the right assumes a new and

important aspect. It is no longer the mere correlative of

the primary duties and obligations commanding us to ab-

stain from acts injurious to the property of others ; it has,

as the foundation of a claim for redress, an altogether

independent existence correlative to an obligation to make

amends on the part of the delinquent ^.

' It is, I appreliend, this combination of a piiblic with a private

object which determines the apportionment of costs in civil proceed-

ings. They are borne partly by the public, for the same reason

that costs in criminal proceedings are so borne entirely. But I do not

see exactly on what principle Bentham (vol. ii. p. 112) would require

the government to take upon itself the whole burden of costs in

civil proceedings. If so, all notion of giving redress would have to
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435. It is obvious enough that none of the conse- imperfect

queiices of a breach of the hiw will reudei* it ceitain that
"^^'*"

tiie command which contains the law will be obeyed. If

we punish the wrong-doer, or compel him to make redress,

we only warn him in a significant maimer against a repe-

tition of the wrong. If by a transfer of rights we fulfil an

obligation, or by the use of physical force we render a

man powerless to repeat an injury, we have oidy rendered

ourselves secure in an individual case ; and we must trust

to the example to deter others from doing the like. No-

thing, therefore, can be more inappropriate than the ex-

pression by which some laws are distinguished as perfect,

and others as imperfect. All laws are imperfect, in the

sense that we cannot be sure that they will be obeyed

by those on whom they are imposed. On the other

hand, a law which has no sanction of any kind, either

legal or moral, if that is what is meant, is a thing

that I confess myself unable to conceive. Again, a

moral law, or a law accompanied by a sanction which

is not enforced by a legal tribunal (which is also some-

times said to be what the term is intended to express),

is no more imperfect than one which is so enforced. If

we consider the very rare cases in which the sanctions set

by the law, or legal sanctions, come into competition with

the sanctions of so-called imperfect obligations, which are

the sanctions set by society, and which are commonly

called moral sanctions ; that is, if we look to cases where

the conduct required of us by the law conflicts with that

which is expected of us by our neighbours, it would be

obviously untrue to imply that the moral sanctions were,

be abandoned, for it is not a duty incumbent upon a government to

procure redress for individuals ; no government has ever assumed

any such function ; and to charge upon the public the duty of per-

forming it could iiardly be justified.
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as compai'ed with tlie legal oucs, imperfect. There ai"e

many men who, upon deliberate choice, in order to gain

the approbation of those with whom they are accustomed

to associate, would rather leave unpaid their debts to a

tradesman than their wafers on a horse race. But this is

in reality a wliollj" distorted view of the subject ;
the sanc-

tions set by law do for the most part not conflict, but concur

with, moral sanctions, and every political society depends

for its existence in a gi-eat measure upon this concur-

rence. It is this concurrence which has enabled the law to

impose sanctions which are sometimes so light as scarcely to

be pei'ceptible. Nothing, indeed, can be more striking than

to contrast the habit of obedience to law which prevails in

most countries with the slightness of legal sanctions, that

is, with the smallness both in quantity and intensity of the

sufferinff which the law inflicts in cases of disobedience ^.
'to

4 36. I have in an earlier chapter^ stated generally the

nature of a sanction, and the mode in which it operates.

A s I have said, I did not then advert to the indirect mode

in which the law is enforced through the interests of indi-

viduals, from a desire not fui'ther to complicate a discussion

already sufficiently complex. I can now discuss the nature

of a sanction somewhat moi'e in detail, and, by so doing,

the truth of some of the observations I have just now
made will become clearer.

"^"'^^"4- J 4.37. Sanctions are divided into the two following
mediate and _

'^

ultimate kinds. Frequently, indeed most fi-equently, disobedience
sanctions. |

"^

_ .

to the law is only followed in the first instance by the

imposition of a fresh obligation. I have disobeyed the

law by smoking in a railway carriage, by driving care-

lessly in the street, or by not fulfilling my contract ; the

result in each case is that I am ordered to pay a sum of

^ Infra, sect. 441. ' Supra, sect. 148.
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money. The obligation to pay the money is a secondary

or sanctioning one, inasmuch as it exists for the sake of

enforcing a primary obligation. But it is only an obliga-

tion, and requires therefore a further sanction to enforce

it if it be disobeyed.

438. Sanctions which consist merely of an obligation,

that is, which merely command a man to do sometliing,

with the prospect of incurring certain further consequences

if he do not, I will call intermediate sanctions. Sanctions

which consist not of an obligation, but of some other evil

which it is supposed the pai'ty would be desirous to avoid,

I will call ultimate sanctions.

439. The ultimate sanctions of all primary duties

and obligations, whether the breach of tliem be what

is usually called a civil injury, or what is usually called

a crime, are the same. They are of three kinds—bodily

pain including death, imprisonment, and foi'feiture. This

division of sanctions is not scientifically correct ; for

imprisonment is itself a kind of bodily pain, and also

an instrument for inflicting it : though it is generally

something more ; loss of liberty being regarded by most

men as an evil, independently of any bodily suffering. The

division is, however, convenient. Foifeiture is of two

kinds ; it may consist in the simple annulment of all or

some of those rights which the party has, or it may consist

in depriving him of all or some of those rights which are in

their nature transferable, and transferring them to another.

"Whether the right be simply annulled, or ti'ansferred to

another, the sanction consists in the forfeiture only.

440. The application of sanctions lias varied con- Application

.Til fee • 1 11 • \ 1 ^ f^^ SllllctioilS

siderably at dinei-eut times, but there is a good deal oi by courts of

similarity in the views which prevail at present in regard cedure.

to them in most civilised countries, especially in courts of

civil procedure. These courts, shaping their proceedings,

B
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as they ostensibly do, for the sole purpose of giving

redress to the party injured, always select that form of

sanction which will best accomplish that purpose : some-

times they order the party delinquent to make compensa-

tion in money ; sometimes, where the wrong done is

keeping the rightful claimant out of possession, they

restore'the possession, using force if necessaiy for the pur-

pose ; sometimes they proceed by way of restitution ; that

is to say, creating, destroying, or transferring rights,

duties, and obligations, for the purpose of putting the

parties as nearly as possible in the same position as if the

wrong had not been done. In the two first of these cases,

keeping only the sanctioii in view, and disregarding the

remedy, we should find that the order of the court results

in the imposition of an obligation, that is, the application

of an intermediate sanction, or in forfeiture, that is, the

application of an ultimate sanction. The process of resti-

tution consists partly of the imposition of an ultimate

sanction in the shape of forfeitui'e, and partly of the
* specific enforcement of obligations.

Courts of civil procedure never in the first instance

apply the ultimate sanction of imprisonment, and they

have no power to inflict bodily pain in any other form

than that of simple detention. Even this power has

recently been very largely curtailed in England by what

is called the abolition of imi)risonment for debt^

Slightnessof 441. I have already said that the only sanction of
sanctions . . . ,.,.,.
actually in many duties and obligations is the liability to make
US6.

amends for the damage caused to an individual by their

* See the statute 32 and 33 Victoria, chap. Ixii, by which the

imprisonment for debt in purely civil matters is wholly done away
with, except in cases where the court, being satisfied that the debtor

has means to pay, makes a special order for payment, which the

debtor disobeys.
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brcacli ; and in a very large number of such cases the only

form in which compensation can be given is by an order for

the payment of a sum of money by the delinquent to the

pai-ty injured. But since the passing of the last-mentioned

act, no pereon, except in very special cases, can be arrested

or imprisoned for making default in the payment of a sum

of money. For all this class of cases, therefore, the only

ultimate sanction is forfeiture. Moreover, forfeiture,

when resorted to as an ultimate sanction of an order to

pay money by way of compensation, has always been con-

fined by us to the forfeiture of such rights as may be

seized and sold, so as to produce the money and satisfy

this secondary obligation. And it is not an unimportant

reflection that we thus arrive at an ultimate sanction of

a very limited kind ; and one which entirely depends

on the possession by the delinquent of rights of that

nature.

442. When the breach of the primary duty or obliga- Application
^ ' •'

.

° of sanctions

tion is the subject of criminal procedure^, and is called a in criminal

ro ' • 1 1 1 • i courts.

crime, or an oiience, it is customary to apply the ultimate

sanction at once, by ordering the guilty person to suffer

death, or imprisonment, either alone or accompanied by

some kind of physical inconvenience, such as whipping or

* It would seem to be the tendency of modern legislation to

enlarge considerably the field of crime, and to mitigate punishment,

that is to say, to increase the direct application of ultimate sanc-

tions, and to diminish their intensity. On the other hand, whilst,

as I have already observed, our ideas on the subject of compensa-

tion for injuries have been rapidly developed, yet, in the absence of

certain characteristics, which are also generally the characteristics

of crime, such as fraud, intentional injury, and the like, the ultimate

sanction of imprisonment has, in civil matters, almost disappeared.

It is perhaps not very easy to decide to what this is tending.

Probal)ly to some readjustment of the respective domains of civU

and criminal law.

R 2
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In India.

In other
countries.

hard labour. Sometimes, however, an alternative is still

left of escaping from the ultimate sanction by the payment

of a sum of money, Avhich is then usually called a fine

;

and in cases which are of a mixed character, neither

decidedly civil nor decidedly criminal, such as have been

before referred to \ a fine is generally imposed as an

alternative intermediate sanction.

443. In India sanctions are substantially the same as

in England, except that impinsonment for debt still exists
;

but under conditions which make it so onerous to the

creditor, that it is very little resorted to.

444. The courts of civil procedure in America and in

France also proceed upon prineij)les almost precisely the

same. And in both countries, in that very large class of cases

where the proceedings result in an order for the payment

of money by way of compensation, it has been found pos-

sible to dispense with the ultimate sanction of imprison-

ment, and to rely entirely on the ajiparently slender

sanction of forfeiture ^

^ Supra, sect. 187.

^ See Powell's Analysis of American Law, Pliiladelphia, 18 ;o.

Book iii. chap. ix. sect. 3, and the Loi de 22 Juin, 1870, in the

Collection des Lois, vol. Ixvii. p. 165, where there is a very interest-

ing account of the discussions which preceded the abolition of im-

prisonment for debt in France.
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CHAPTER XII.

Proceduee.

445. Procedure is the term used to express the action Procedure i»

r A 1 r< 1 o 1
. , . the action of

01 courts 01 law. L ourts oi law are persons or bodies courts of

of persons delegated by the sovereign autliority to perform

the function of enforcing the duties and obligations which

have been created tacitly, or expressly, by this authority

in the form of law.

446. I have already j)ointed out how this function Parts of the
proccGclinsr.

generally divides itself into the several parts of ascertain- Penal or
• • rciiiGditil

ing the precise nature of the duties and obligations which

have been imposed by the sovereign authority ; of further

ascertaining which of these have been broken ; and of

apjilying the sanction appropriate to the breach. I have

further pointed out that though this penal function is

the only one for which courts of law exist, they do in

fact perform it in some cases by ostensibly exercising a

function which is merely remedial; the court taking action

ostensibly, not for the pui-pose of punishing disobedience

to the law, but for the purpose of giving redress ^

447. Tliis cardinal difference between the ostensible Civil aiKi

functions of courts of law corresponds generally, but not courts.

exactly, with the distinction of courts into courts of civil

and courts of criminal procedure. Though the ultimate

object of all courts is the same, the civil court generally

' See Chapters v. and xi.
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professes only to give redress, and the criminal court only

to inflict punishment.

448. The general scheme of i^rocedure in each court

also corresponds with the general object which each pro-

fesses to pursue. In the civil court the person who makes

the complaint is the party who has suffered by the breach

of the law. He is responsible for the conduct of the pro-

ceedings, and in a great measure for the expenses of them,

inasmuch as they are treated as though they were carried

on entirely for his benefit. He may abandon them at any

moment, or he may settle the dispute privately, if he thinks

fit. On the other hand, in the criminal court, though it

has been the custom in England hitherto to trust the con-

duct of prosecutions to some extent to private individuals,

the prosecutor is in no Avay responsible for, nor has he any

control over the proceedings.

Suits will 449. It is a general rule that courts of law will not

rally lie for move unless some duty or obligation is broken. Very

rations with- often parties assert rights which they do not as yet exer-

cise, or repudiate obligations which they are not at the

moment called upon to perform. And so disputes arise

without any wrong having actually taken place : and veiy

often parties are desirous, from reasons of convenience, to

come into court and get their rights declared at once

without waiting for the expected breach. No doubt

there are veiy often strong reasons of convenience in

favour of such a course. The intention to do an act would,

in a vast majority of cases, be abandoned, if it was known

to be illegal; or, what comes to the same thing, if it was

known that a court of law would treat it as illegal. The

consideration which counterbalances these reasons of con-

venience is, that thereby too much ojiportunity would be

given to persons of litigious character to bring useless and

vexatious suits against their neighbours, whereby the
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number of suits would be greatly multiplied. And since

the burden and expense of litigation always falls to some

extent on the public at large, this burden and expense

cannot be increased solely with reference to considerations

of private convenience. The I'ule, therefore, is generally

adhered to, that there must be some actual wrong done

before the court will set itself in motion. An exception

is, however, generally made, where there is a reasonable

and well-gi'ounded expectation that a breach of duty or

obligation will be committed, and that no proper redi'ess

can be had, if it does take place. There is, indeed, one

class of cases in England in which pai-ties are allowed to

come and ask simply for the opinion of the court upon their

rights and duties : but that is confined to trustees, wiio,

by a peculiarity of our law, may always practically cast

upon the court the duty which has been undertaken by

themselves. This being so, it is more economical to allow

them to consult the court, as it were, and to require the

court to give them its advice ; for a refusal might only

result in a far greater burden.

450. The respective schemes of procedui'e are fashioned commonoe-

according to these views. In all courts the party who seeks Sedings!""

to set the court in motion has, except in very special cases

such as are mentioned above, to make a statement which,

whether it be called a complaint, an indictment, a charge,

a demand, a bill of complaint, a plaint, or a declaration,

is in fact an assertion that a wrong has been committed;

including also generally, in the civil courts, a claim for

redress. This is invariable : and there is also invariably

a defined mode of bringing before the court the person

whose conduct is complained of, in order that his answer

may be heard. But there is a good de.d of variety, and

some peculiarity in the modes of doing this. Sometimes the

party against whom the complaint is made is summoned
;
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that is, lie receives a notice that his attendance is required

in court ; sometimes he is arrested and brought there

;

sometimes he is required actually to appear in court

;

sometimes only to i^ut in his answer or defence. Moreover

the practice varies as to the exact time of making the

statement of the particular wrong complained of. Some-

times it is made simultaneously with the first summons to

come into court and answer it. Sometimes the summons

into court takes place first, and the complaint is made

afterwards. And these varieties are to be found not only

in different countries, but in the same. For some crimes,

both in England and India, a party may be arrested and

brought into court ; in others the proceedings can only

commence by a summons, followed by a warrant in case

Appearance, of non-appearance. In England, in the Common Law
Courts of civil procedure, the theory is, that nothing can

be done in the first instance beyond bringing the party com-

plained against into court, and that no further proceedings

are possible, until this has been accomplished. And though

the rigour of this rule is now relaxed, it is still so much re-

spected, that the appearance (as it is called) of the defendant

is always feigned to have taken place, even when the proceed-

ings go on without it. When both parties have appeared,

or are supposed to have appeared, then each makes his i*e-

spective statements, answering and replying to each other

till.both sides have nothing more to say. In the Court of

Chancery, on the otlier hand, the plaintiff commences pro-

ceedings by stating what he has to complain of, and de-

livering a coi)y of the statement to the defendant ; at the

same time requiring him to appear and answer it. And the

rule requiring the defendant to appear before the case can

proceed further then applies, as in the Common Law Courts,

but is avoided by the same fiction. The curiously indirect

methods which were at one time in use both in Courts of
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Common Law and Courts of Chancery, to compel a de-

fendant to take the step of appearing in coui-t, and some

expressions which are used regarding it, seem to point to

something voluntary in the submission of the defendant to

the jurisdiction of the court. This is analogous to what

has been pointed out by Sir Henry Maine in what he

considers the most ancient judicial proceeding known

to us—the lecjis actio sacranuntl of the Romans, where the

form of the proceeding appears to treat the judge, rather

as a private arbitrator chosen by the parties, than as a

public officer of justice. But in modem times this appear-

ance of voluntary submission has no significance'.

451. It is impossible here to do more, than to point

out the leading characteristics of the procedure, by which

the complaint of one side and the defence of the other are

submitted to the judgment of the tribunal. The rules

upon this subject, called by us the rules of pleading, are

generally elaborate, and very often highly artificial, and

even capricious ; but I will notice one or two leading dis-

tinctions of principle in the pi-actice which has prevailed

in different courts respecting it.

452. In eveiy dispute the two principal questions to Pleadiii?s.

be determined are, (i) what are the duties and obligations law and fact,

ill civil ciiscs.

which exist between the parties? (2) have they or any of

them been broken ? The first of these questions depends

ultimately of course upon the law, 1)ut proximately it ma}'

depend on whether certain events have happened, on the

happening of which duties and obligations will arise ; such,

for instance, as whether a contract has been made ; or a

will executed ; or a marriage solemnized. The second

dejjends on whether certain events have happened. Hence

in every case which comes into court the questions to be

* See Maine's Ancient Law (fir^t ed.), p. 375.
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determined resolve themselves into questions of law and

questions of fact ; and it is the object of the rules of plead-

ing in English courts, and analogous rules in all other

courts, to ]>ut into a more or less precise form the various

questions of law and fact which have to be determined.

453. The difficulty of understanding the procedure in

the English Courts of Common Law arises from the

very wide difference which prevails between the theory

and the practice based upon it. Theoretically the parties to

a suit at common law are required to work out the

questions of laAV and questions of fact into distinct issues,

as they are called ; and though at the present day this

is but imperfectly done, yet, as these questions have to

be decided by different tribunals—issues of law by the

court and issues of fact by the jury—one would suppose

that to whatever extent this has not been done before,

the deficiency must necessarily be supplied at the hearing.

The judge, one would think, would have first to completely

separate, and then to decide the questions of law ; after

which he would ask the jury to give their opinion on the

facts. To a very considerable extent this is done. But then

it is onl}' done in a verbal address to the jury of which

there is no regular record ; the observations on the facts

are so mingled with the directions on the law, that it is

sometimes very difficult to distinguish them ; and what is

more important still, there is no regular mode of ascer-

taining, whether or no the jury accept the law as the judge

lays it down ; because the ordinary form of finding is, not

on specific questions exclusively of fact, but for the i^laintiff,

or for the defendant, in general tenns\ Indeed, were it

' The jury c.-mnot be compelled to find particular facts, or even

to find the affirmative, or negative, on particular issues, though they

are generally willing to do so, if requested. But it has been always

recognised as their undoubted privilege to decline finding any other
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considered necessary to keep the functions of the court and

the jury as completely severed in practice as they are in

theory, the proceedings at a trial at Nisi Prius would

undergo a very considerable change. I even think it very

doubtful whether with such a severance of functions the

jury system could be as successfully worked as it is at

present. The present success of that system depends

almost entirely on the friendly co-operation and mutual

good understanding between the court and the jury, which

have been, in England, so happily established : and these

it would be extremely difficult to preserve, together with

such discussions as to their respective duties, as would be

necessary to keep each within the strict limits of its own

particular functions.

454. I have already adverted ' to a similar indistinct-

ness in the line drawn between law and fact in the pro-

ceedings subsequent to the verdict of the jury, when the

tribunal, whilst professing to keep within the province of

pure law, really enters into considerations which it seems

impossible to call legal : as, for instance, whether a verdict

is against the weight of the evidence. And though a legal

form is given to another frequent consideration, namely,

whether tliere is any evidence to support the verdict^ yet I

think it is impossible to doubt that under this form what

is really very often considered is, whether the jury have

drawn the right inference from the facts laid before them.

455. In criminal cases no attempt is made to separate in criminal

the questions of law and fact prior to the hearing ; and

though the functions of judge and jury are in criminal

cases theoretically sejjarated, there is still the same absence

of all security that this separation should be practically

than a general verdict, and they have been known to exercise it.

See a case reported in the third volume of Adolphus and Ellis*

Reports, p. 50(5. ' Supra, sect. 242.
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observed ; aud the result in a criminal trial, even more

than in a civil one, is in reality arrived at rather by a co-

oijeratiou of judge and jury tliroughout the trial, than

by the simultaneous exercise of two entirely independent

functions.

In Courts of 456. The proceedings in the Courts of Chancery are a

good deal simpler. Tliere it is not necessary to separate

the issues of law and fact. The parties are not required

to make this separation at any stage of the pleadings

antecedent to the hearing, and there is nothing in the

nature of the proceedings at the hearing which renders

it then necessary, inasmuch as the presiding judges decide

both law and fact simultaneously. And in practice the

separation is only so far made, as is found to be con-

venient for understanding the case, and so far as the

judges may make it, when in conformity with the tradition

of the courts, they disclose to the litigants their reasons

in detail for coming to a conclusion.

In India 456 a. The provision of the Indian Code of Civil Pro-
iind other ...
eomitries.

' cedure ou this subject is a very peculiar and stringent

one. It rec[uires that the judge should settle the ques-

tions of law and fact upon which the parties are at issue

in every case before the hearing commences. The French

Code requires no settlement of issues, but there are

very strict rules which require that the judgment should

contain a specific statement of the points of law and

of fact which have arisen, with the determination of

each. The requirements of the Italian Code, and I

believe also of the Spanish Law, are similar. Of all these

methods, that provided for by the Indian Code is the most

laborious and complete ^ It contemplates that every

possible issue which can arise should be raised pro-

spectively ; a much greater burden than is thrown upon

' See the Code of Civil Procedure, s. 141.
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a judge by the Freuch Code, who has only to declare

what issues have actually come into dispute ; and in fact

this duty has been found so onerous that the coui'ts in

India have almost universally neglected it. Upon a review

of the various methods of procedure adopted in different

countries in civil cases, a commission which recently sat to

consider the subject appears to have come to the conclusion,

that it may be safely left to the discretion of the court how

far, and when, and with what precision the issues shall be

ascertained ; and that so far as this has to be done, it

should be done, if possible, by agreement of the parties ^.

But the I'eport is silent upon the question of separating

the findings on these several issues, so that it may be

inferred that the practice of not doing so, as it at present

exists in England, is not disapproved.

457. Another great point of difference in the practice Verification

of various courts is, as to the responsibility which the ments.

parties take upon themselves in making the statements

which embody the complaint upon one side and the defence

upon the other. In the Court of Chancery the plaintiff

is not bound to swear to the truth of the bill, but the

defendant must swear that his answer is true to the best of

his knowledge and belief. In the Criminal Courts, the

practice only concerns the accuser, for he alone makes

a formal statement ; and as to that it varies. In Courts

of Common Law, no oath or other pledge of veracity is

required from either plaintiff or defendant, when making

his preliminary statement ; and as such statements are, in

these courts, made in a veiy technical form, they can very

often be repudiated, if it suits the purpose of the person

making them to do so. In India, the parties to civil suits

verify the truth of their statements, and the law says that

they may be punished if that verification is false; but as

* See the Report of the Judicature Commission, p. 12.
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they are to state not only what they know, l)ut what they

are informed, and what they expect to be able to prove,

without distinction, this is no great security. Probably

the best thing that can be done is to call upon the parties

to state their case fully ; to allow them to put what they

have to say into any form they like, and to treat what is

so said as one would treat any other deliberate assertion,

that is to say, as one from which it is almost impossible

for them, without fvill explanation, very greatly to depart.

Decree 458. When the case has been heard and the decision
often only . ,1 , » ,. , .,.
declaratory given, the result, SO tar as the judgment is not merely decla-

ratory, is to impose either an ultimate or intermediate sanc-

tion. In civil cases this will generally be an intermediate

sanction only, and, for the reasons explained above, generally

in the form of an order to make compensation or restitu-

tion. But though the courts lay down as a general rule

that they will not move unless there has been some

wrong committed, the real object of many suits is not

to compel redress, either in the shape of compensation

or of I'estitution. The real dispute is as to the rights

of the respective parties, and having once procured a

declaration on this point, it is generally well known to all

concerned in the litigation that every one will do what is

required, either from motives of honesty, or because the

means of compulsion are now so proximate and certain that

it is useless further to resist. For this reason we constantly

find that the result of litigation is a mere declaration.

Eestitution. 459. Again, wherever it is possible, the Court of

Chancery, which alone has power to do so, gives redress

by way of restitution rather than by way of compensation.

Now the principle of restitution is to assume by a fiction

that the wrong done can be undone, and as far as possible

to treat the rights, duties, and obligations of all parties as

being at that moment, and as if they had been all along,
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such as they would have been, had nothing taken place to

interfere with them. Thus, when a sale of i)roperty is set

aside on account of fraud, every effort is made to put the

parties precisel}^in the same position as if the fraud had

not taken place. The fraudulent conveyance is declared

void. The property is treated as never having ceased to

belong to the party who was induced by the fraud to part

with it. All the profits are declared to belong to him,

and so forth. The court only resorts to a money pay-

ment by way of compensation Avlien it is compelled to do

so. But it would not always be easy to say whether, in

very strictness, the court, in making a decree of this kind,

was depriving the defendant of a right, or merely declaring

the existing rights of the plaintiff; that is to say, whether

it was applying an ultimate sanction, or not applying a

sanction at all. Nor is there any reason in practice for

distinguishing between the performance of these oj^era-

tions. On the contrary, it rather serves as a guide to the

measure of relief, to keep up the idea (even though it be

fictitious) that the rights of the parties are only being

declared. We have, therefore, another reason \\hy in

form, at any rate, the final decree in a suit is often

only declaratory.
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The foliowin<:: are the sections of the Indian Penal Code

which define the crime of murder. It is the most elabo-

rate attempt to define a crime which I have ever seen; but

I think it has failed ; and that the cause of the failure was

the want of a proper preliminary investigation into the

meaning of the terms in which it is expressed.

Section 299. "\Mioever causes death by doing an act—
a. with the intention of causing death, or,

b. with the intention of causing such bodily injury

as is likely to cause death, or,

c. with the knowledge that he is likely by such act

to cause death,

commits the offence of culpable homicide.

Section 300. Except in the cases hereafter excepted,

culpable homicide is murder

—

a. if the act by which the death is caused is done

with the intention of causing death, or,

/3. if it is done with the intention of causing such

bodily injury as the offender knows to be likely

to cause the death of the person to whom the

harm is caused, or,

Y- if it is done with the intention of causing bodily

injury to any person, and the bodily injury in-

tended to be inflicted is sufficient in the ordinary

course of nature to cause death, or,

8. if the person committing the act knows that it is

so imminently dangerous that it must in all

probability cause death, or such bodily injury as

s
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is likely to cause death, and commits sucli act

without excuse for incurring the risk of causing

death or such injury as aforesaid.

The definition of murder is, therefore, arrived at hy

combining a, h, and c, with a, /3, y, and S
;
giving in all

twelve combinations, and as many definitions of murder.

But, as might be supposed, there are not as many different

kinds of murder. I think all are comprised in the three

following definitions :
—

Def. 1 . ^Yhoever causes death by doing an act with the

intention of causing death commits the offence of murder.

Def. 2. Whoever causes death by doing an act with

the intention of causing such bodily injury as is likely to

cause death commits the offence of murder.

Def. 3. Whoever causes death by doing an act which

he knows to be so imminently dangerous that it must in all

probability cause death, or such bodily injury as is likely

to cause death, and commits such act without excuse for

incurring the risk of causing death or such injury as afore-

said, commits the offence of murder.

Probably the distinction which the authors of the Code

desired to draw between knoivledge and intention is this:

—

they would say a man intended consequences which he

expected and desired, either as an end, or as means ; and

that he knew of consequences, which he expected, biit

which he did not desire. In this thej differ from Austin,

who, as has been seen, calls all three states of mind by the

name of intention. The difficulty, however, remains that

unless we give to the word 'knowledge,' in section 299,

another and a very different signification, cases of rash or

heedless killing are wholly unprovided for by the Code.

Some amendments of this portion of the Code are, I

believe, under consideration.
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For convenience of reference, I have inserted here those

sections or portions of sections of the Prescription Act

and the Limitation Act to which I have most frequently

referred, omitting for the sake of brevity everything else.

2 and 3 William IV, chap. Ixxi.

Section 2. No claim which may be lawfully made at

the common law, by custom, prescription, or grant, to any

way or other easement, or to any watercourse, or the use

of any water, to be enjoyed or derived upon, over, or from

any land, when such way or other matter as herein last

before mentioned shall have been actually enjoyed by any

person claiming right thereto, without interruption, for

the full period of twenty years, shall be defeated or de-

stroyed by showing only that such way or other matter

was first enjoyed at any time prior to such period of twenty

years, but nevertheless, such claim maybe defeated in any

other way by which the same is now liable to be defeated
;

and when such way or other matter as herein last before

mentioned shall have been so enjoyed as aforesaid for the

full period of forty years, the I'iglit thereto shall be deemed

al^solute and indefeasible, unless it shall appear that the

same was enjoyed by some consent or agreement expressly

given or made for that purpose by deed or writing.

Section 3. When the access and use of light to and for

any dwelling-house, workshop, or other building shall have

been actually enjoyed therewith for tlie full period of

twenty years without interruption, the right tliereto shall

s 2
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be deemed absolute and iudefeasible, any local usage or

custom to the contrary notwithstanding, unless it shall

appear that the same was enjoyed by some consent or

agreement expressly made or given for the purpose by

deed or writing.

Section 5. In all actions upon the case and other

pleadings, wherein the party claiming may now by law

allege his right generally, without averring the existence

of such right from time immemorial, such general allega-

tion shall still ])e deemed sufficient, and if the same shall

be denied, all and every the matters in this Act mentioned

and provided, which shall be applicable to the case, shall be

admissible in evidence to restrain or rebut such allegation

;

and in all pleadings to actions of trespass, and in all

other pleadings wherein before the passing of this Act it

would have been necessary to have alleged the right to

have existed from time immemorial, it shall be sufficient to

allege the enjoyment thereof as of right by the occui)ier of

the tenement in respect whereof the same is claimed for

and during such of the periods mentioned in this Act as

may be applicable to the case, and without claiming in the

name or right of the owner of the fee, as is now usually

done.

3 and 4 William IV, chap, xxvii.

Section 2. No person shall bring an action to recover

any land but within twenty years next after the time at

which the right to bring such action shall have first accrued

to some person through whom he claims ; or if such right

shall not have accrued to any person through whom he

claims, then within twenty years next after the time at

which the right to bring such action shall have first accrued

to the person making or bringing the same.

Section 3. In the cousti'uction of this Act the right to
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bring an action to recover any land shall be deemed to

have first accrued at such time as hereinafter is mentioned;

(that is to say) when the person claiming such land, or

some person through whom he claims, shall, in respect of

the estate or interest claimed, have beeu in possession or

receipt of the profits of such land, and shall while entitled

thereto, have been dispossessed, or have discontinued such

possession or receipt, then such right shall be deemed to

have first accinied at the time of such dispossession or dis-

continuance of possession, or at the last time at which

such profits were so received.

Section 7. "When any person shall be in possession or

in receijit of the profits of any land, as tenant at will, the

right of the person entitled subject thereto, or of the person

through whom he claims, to bring an action to I'ecover such

laud, shall be deemed to have first acci'ued either at the

determination of such tenancy, or at the expiration of one

year next after the commencement of such tenancy, at

which time such tenancy shall be deemed to have deter-

mined
;
provided always that no mortgagee or cestuique

trust shall be deemed to be a tenant at will, within the

meaning of this clause, to his mortgagee or trustee.

Section 8. When any person shall be in possession or

in receipt of the profits of any land, as tenant from year

to year or other period, without any lease in writing, the

right of the person entitled subject thereto, or of the

person through whom he claims, to bring an action to

recover such land, shall be deemed to have first accrued

at the determination of the first of such years or other

periods, or at the last time when any rent payable in

respect of such tenancy shall have been received (which

shall last happen).

Section 28. When a mortgagee shall have obtained

the possession or receipt of the pi'ofits of any laud com-
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prised in his mortgage, the mortgagor or any person

claiming through him shall not bring a suit to redeem the

mortgage but within twenty years next after the time at

which the mortgagee obtained such possession or receipt,

unless in the meantime an acknowledgment of the title of

the mortgagor or of his right of redemption shall have

been given to the mortgagor or other person claiming his

estate, or to the agent of such mortgagor or person, in

writing signed by the mortgagee, or the person claiming

through him ; and in such case no such suit shall be

Ijrought but within twenty years next after the time at

which such acknowledgment, or the last of such acknow-

ledgments, if more than one, was given.
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61.

— has shewn custom does not rest

on consensus utentium, 'jo.

— criticism of Paley's observations

on intention of parties to con-

tract, 173.— his investigation of mental ele-

ment in liability, 200.

— criticism of Elackstone's obser-

vations on ignorance of law,

271.

Benthani, shews that sovereign au-

thority is supreme, 1 7.

— difference between free and de-

spotic governments according

to, 17.— thinks sovereignty might be

limited by express convention,

18.

— opposite views of, and Ijlackstone,

as to origin of political society,

34- 36.
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Bentham thinks costs in civil pro-

ceedings should be borne by
government, 434 n.

Birth, what constitutes, 119.

Blackstonc, admits that sovereign

autliority is supreme, 17.— opposite views of, and Benthim,
as to origin of political society,

34. 36.— erroneous views of, as to divine

law, 82.

— his explanation of ignorance as

ground of non-liability, 257.

his explanation of rule as to

ignorance of law, 271.
— his explanation of intoxication as

ground of non-liability, 279.
— his narrow definition of prescrip-

tion, 382-384.
Bot, 427.
Bracton, his rules as to acquisition

of easements by prescription,

397-
Broom, Mr., his statement of distinc-

tion between contract and tort,

180.

Calcutta, High Court of, lays down
abstract propositions of law,

59-
Canada, see Colonies.

Chancellor, as keeper of king's con-

science, 54.

Chattels, real and personal, 294 n.

Civil and criminal, distinction of

law into, 146.
— and criminal courts, difference in

ostensible functions of, 423, 447.— and criminal law, changes in re-

lation between, 44 2 n.

— death, 1 20.

— injuries and crimes, imperfec-

tion of distinction between,

187.— procedure, see Procedure.

Colonies, constitutions of, 45.— government of England is su-

preme in, 45.
Commentaries, third soui'ce of law,

63-

Commentaries, how their authority
is established, 63.— and judicial decisions, difference

between, 64.

— law laid down by, is abstract, not
concrete, 64.

Common Pleas, separation of Court
of, from king's person, 54.

Competition of opposite analogies.

extraction of law by, 6 1

.

Condition, meaning of the term, 128.
— difference between, and status,

129
Conflict of different kinds of law,

en'oneous supposition as to, 10.

Contract, Savigny's examination of

term, 164.
— not generally defined by English

lawyers, 168.

— definition of, by Indian Law
Commissioners, 168.

— definition of, in French and other
Codes, 168 «, 170.

— superiority of Savigny's defini-

tion, 170.
— how the legal relation arises out

of, 171, 178.— solemnities required in, 171.— effect of omitting solemnities,

— intention of parties to, 173.— in what sense it governs the

contract, 173, 1 74.— Paley's rem;irks, 173.— Austin's criticism thereon, 173.— how intention of parties to,

ascertained in practice, 174.— sovereign authority and not, is

the source of the obligation.

— how distinguished from tort or

delict, 180.

— statement of this distinction by
Mr. Broom, 180.

— obligations which arise upon, are

primary, 184.
— some obligations arise neither

upon, nor upon delict, 185.

— insanity as ground of non-liability

in, 252.
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Contract, ignorance as ground of

non-liability in, 260.
— intoxication as ground of non-

liability in, 283.
Co-owners, possession of, 366.
Co-ownershij), 307.— how distinguished from owner-

ship of juristical persons, 309.— of Hindoo family, 311.
Coparcenary, 310. 366. See Co-

owner.ship.

Corporation, use of the term to

describe a juristical person, 123.

See Juristical Person.
Costs, in civil proceedings, principle

of apportionment, 434 n.

Court of Chancery, notions of, as to

ownership, 304.
Crimes and civil injuries, imperfec-

tion of distinction between,

Criminal and civil, distinction of law
into, 146.— and civil law, changes in the re-

lation between, 442 n.

— law, origin of, 187, 188.

— procedure, see Procedure.

Custom, fourth source of law, 65.
— what is a, in a legal sense, 68.

— growth of, 69.

— authority of, as a source of law,

70-

— shewn by Austin not to rest on
consensus uicntium, 70.— not merely a branch of judiciary

law, 70.

— tendency to substitute written

law for, 70 n.

— does not necessarily imply an ex-

ception, 72.— when universal is called law, 72.

Dam.ages, modem notions of, as com-
pensation, 427.

Dayabhaga, an authoritative com-
mentary on law, 63.

Death, what constitutes, 120.

— civil, 120.

Decrees, very often only declaratory,

458.

Delegation of sovereignty, 25. See
Sovereignty.

Delict or tort, imperfect conception
of, 179.— how distinguished from contract,

180.

— statement of distinction by Mr.
Broom, 180.

— French definition of, 182.
— not the source of obligation, 183.
— only the occasion of it, t8.!.

— obligatiiins which arise upon, are

secondary, i^^.

— some obligations arise neither

upon, nor upon contract, 185.— quasi-delict, IS5.

Derivative possession, 350. See
Possession.

— not a found.ation for prescription

or limitation, 395, 396, 401.
Detention, 316.

De Tocqueville, his estimation of

functions of Supreme Court of

America, questioned, 20, 2f.

Dishonesty, as a criterion of liability,

231.— what it means, 231.

Divine law, supposed conflict be-

tween, and positive law, 11, 82.

— distinguished by Austin from
positive law, 1 3.— as a source of law, 74.— views of various nations as to

revelation, 76.— as revealed to Hindoos, not con-

sidered final and complete by
Menu, 78.— must be considered as a source

of law, 82.

— error of Blackstone as to, 82.

— erroneous notions as to conflict

between, and human law, 82.

Drunkenness, 279. See Intoxica-

tion.

Duress, as ground of non-liability,

287.— does not destroy the will, 287.

Duty, meaning of the term, loi.

— need not have a corresponding

ri;.,dit, 105.
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Duty, but every right must have a
corresponding, 105.— must be sjieciiic, 109.— sovereign cannot be s abject to,

no.
— in what sense opposed to obliga-

tion, 137.— positive and negative, 138.— relative and absolute, 139.— primary and secondary or sanc-

tioning, 140.— primary, rarely expressed, 151.— sometimes the breacli of, is de-
fined, 152.

— general!}' not even very clearly

implied, 153.— nowhere stated by Blackstone,

154-— or by other jurists, 154.— confounded by English lawyers
with fonns of procedure, 154.— similar scantiness of Jfrench
Civil Code, 155.— nature of, does not depend on
occasion of creation, 190.— primary, must be determined
before fixing liability, 241a.— if not by court, then by jury,

241a.
— relative, exists for benefit of

society at large, 421.

Easements, are a kind of servitudes,

369-— whether all, are real, 370.— are arbitrarily defined, 37?.— what constitutes quasi- [)osses,--ion

of, 376.— Roman law as to acquisition of,

by prescription, 397.— corresponding rules in Bracton,

.
397-— in modern English law, 397.— contact between English and
Roman law of acquisition of,

398-— what enjoyment of, necessary for

prescription, 400.
— must be ' as of right,' 400.
•— not derivative, 401.

Easements, not vi, clam, or precario,

402.
— of light, anomalous rules as to,

405-
English law, why it has remained

flexible, 59.— fanciful use of term ownership
in, 294.— peculiar notions in, as to owner-
ship, 300.— peculiar position of tenant of

land under, 353.
Equitable ov/nership, 304.
Equity, under the Roman law, Sir

Henry Maine's explanation of,

94.— origin of, in England, 94.— commission to Chancellor, 94.— change from a special to a general

commission, 94.— loss of elasticity in English, 94(1.— how accounted for by .Sir Henry
Maine, 94a.

— due also to I'ifference in modern
conception of law, 94 n.

— why it precedes legislation, 94^.— like the rest of judge-made law
is ex post facto and concrete,

96.
— in India, 97.— vague notions as to administra-

tion of it there, 97— difficulty of transferring" our

system to India, 97 n.

Equity and good conscience, use of

phrase in India, 07.
Estates, peculiar notion of, in Eng-

lish law, 301.

Ethics, how distinguished from law,

13-

Ex contractu, liability, 162.

Ex delicto, liability, 162.

Executive and judicial, vagueness of

terms, 28.

Fact and law, separation of, in Eng-
land and on the Coutiuent, 59,

452-— effect of complete separation of,

59' 453-
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Fact ;iii(l law, theoretical distinction

between, uot always observed,

24^. 453-
Ferae Naturae, possession of animals,

329-
Feud, 427.
J'orfeiture, as a sanction, 439.
France, constitutions of 1S48 and

1851, 24/1.

Fraud, as a criterion of liability, 233.
— what it means, 233.— distinction between believing and

knowing, 233.— includes mendacity, 234.

Fraudident representation, 234. See

Fraud.
Free government, meaning of expres-

sion, 17.

French code, scanty expression of,

as to primary duties, 155.— definition of contract in, 168 n,

170.— definition of delict in, 182.

— definition of prescription in, 582.

French law, separation of law and
fact by judges umler, 59,

456 a.

— of substitution, 301 n.

— rule requiring just title for pre-

scription in, 383 a.

— application of sanctions under,

Futwa Alumgiri, an authoritative

commentary on law, 63.

Game laws, notions on which they

are founded in England, 329 n.

Government, is head of political

society, 8.

— free and despotic, difference be-

tween, I 7.— not a difference of power, 1 7.

— origin of, 32. See Political

Society.

— the avowed object of, is utility,

37.419-
— of England is supreme in colonies,

45-
Grant, presumption of, not necessary

in prescription, 415.

Guardian, possession of, on behalf

of his ward, 343.
Guilty mind, not necessary to con-

stitute crime, 189.

Hedaya, an authoritative commen-
tary on law, 63.

Heedlessness, state of mind de-

scribed by, 210, 214.

Hindoo family, co-ownership of, 311,

366.
— widow, interest of, how con-

sidered, 303
Hobbes, views of, as to origin of

political society, .^6 n.

House of Lords, judicial authority

of, 54.

Ignorance, as a ground of non-

liability, 254.
— difference between mistake and,

254-— not a defect of tlie will, 257.— Blackstone's explanation, 257.— will not excuse an act other-

wise unlawful, 259.— in cases of contract, 260.

— no excuse if result of carelessness,

264.
—

• classification of cases, 265.
— unsettled state of the law, 265 a.

— cases where it is mutual, 265 rt.

— where it is on one side only,

267.
— of law and of fact, rule as to,

270.
— Blackstone's explanation, 271.
— Austin's ol^ervations thereon,

271.
— rule too sweeping, 276.
— Roman law on this subject,

278.

Imperfect law, inappropriateness of

expression, 435.
Imprisonment for debt, abolition of,

441,443.444.
India, delegation of legislative au-

thority in, 45.— attempts to tie up ownership in,

299, 306 n.
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India, danger of extending Englisli

notions as to ownership to, 306.— family ownership in, 311, 366.— tenant of land in, 357.— rules of limitation in, 391, 409.— application of sanctions in, 443.— pleadings in, 456 a.

Indian Council, delegation of powers

.

by, 47-
Indian Law Commissioners, their

definition of contract, if)8.

Indian Penal Code, definition of

murder in, 229, App. B.
— provision as to intoxication in,

279.
Infancy, as ground of non-liability,

284.
— rule in criminal cases, 285.
— rule in cases of contract, 286.

Infants, capacity of, 121.

— possession of, 343.
Injury, not defined in law, 194.
In personam, right, meaning of the

phrase, 136.

In rem, right meaning of the phrase,

136.

Insanity, as a ground of non-liability,

244 sqq.

— modern ideas as to, 245.— how they affect liability, 246.
— peculiar character of inquiry as

to, in criminal cases, 247.— true gi'ound of non-liability on
accoimt of, 248.

— essentials of crime generally not
wanting, 249.— mode in which question submitted

to jury, 250.— as ground of non-liability in con-

tract, 252.— as ground of non-liability in de-

lict, 253.— Lord Halu's opinion, 253.

Intention of parties, how far it

governs contract, 173, 174.— how ascertained in practice, 1 74.— state of mind described as, 210,

214.
— covers all the cases in wiiich the

consequences are expected, 214.

Intoxication, as ground of non-
liability, 279.— Blackstone's explanation of it,

279.— provision as to, in Indian Penal
Code, 279.— true effect of excluding consider-

ation of, 281.

— as ground of non-liability in con-

tract, 283.

Issues of law and fact, 452, 455.— settlement of, 456 a.

Italian Civil Code, definition of con-

tract in, 168 7i, 170.— separation of issues of law and
fact under, 59, 456 a.

Jews, their peculiar ideas of law,

and of political society, 81.

— not satisfiecl with them, 81.

Joint tenancy, 310, 366. See Co-
ownership.

Judges, the authors of judiciary

law, 49. See Judiciary Law.
— how they came to be authors of

law, 52.— perform a function of sovereignty,

— creation of law by, not necessarily

a usurpation, 57.— extent to which they have legis-

lated, 58.

— never avowedly legislate, 58.

— legislation has been forced upon
them, 58.— do not completely separate law
and fact in England, 59, 456 a.

— otherwise on the Continent, 59,

456 a.

— opinions of English, are not law,

60.

— must decide according to human
law and not according to their

notions of divine law, ^6.

— popular estimation of functions

of, to redress grievances, 95.
Judicial and executive, vagueness

of terms, 28.

— and legislative functions, separa-

tion of, 54.
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Judicial decision8, idea of law ongi-

nally generated by, 55.— deiegaiion of authority to pro-

nounce, 56.— difference between, and commen-
taries, 64.— are concrete, not abstract, 64.

Judiciary law, second source of

law, 48.— binding authority' of, 51.— power ofjudges to make, 52.— characteristics of, 59.— Austin's criticism of, 59.— peculiarities of, 59.— objections to, and advantages of,

59-— process by which extracted, 60.— description of, by Paley, 61.— Austin's criticisms thereon, 61.

Jurisprudence, see Law.
Juristical person, meaning of the

term, 123.
— miscalled a ' moral ' person, 1 23 n.— how it differs from a partnership,

125-
— cannot be created except by

sovereign, 1 26.

— exceptional claim of Hindoos and
Mohammedans to create, 1 26.

Juris universitas, meaning of the
term, 131.

Jury, as judges of insanity, 250, 25 1

.

— exercise of functions by, 453.— find a general verdict, 453.— cannot be compelled to do other-
wise, 453.

Jus gentium, is identical with
Greek law of nature, 90.— is based on uniformity, 90.

Justice, distinct ideas comprehended
by term, 95.

Just title, rule requiring, for pre-

scription in Roman law, 383 «,

397-

King, see Sovereign.

King's Peace, notion that all crimi-

nal offences disturb, 188.

Knowledge, as a criterion of lia-

bility, 229.

Knowledge, what it means, 229.
— when important, 230.

Land, peculiar notions in England
as to ownership of, 300 sqq.

— possession of, how taken, retained,

and lost, 322, 325, 332.
— peculiar position of tenant of,

under English Law, 353.
Law, general conception of, i.

— part of conception of political

society, 2.

— is the commands issued by head
of a political society, 5.— orders not enforced are not, 5.— orders addressed to indis'iduals

are not, 5, 6.

— action of legal tribunals com-
prised under, 5.— examples of commands which are

not, 6.

— summary of conception of, 7.— Austin established true con-

ception of, 10.

— this does not depend on principle

of utility, 10.

— set by head of political society,

supposed conflict between it

and other laws, 11, 12.

— and ethics, relation between, 13.— and legislation, how related, 14.— conception of, involves no theory
of religion, moraLs, or politics,

16.

— of God, see Divine Law.
— idea of, subsequent to that of

judicial decision, 55.— generated by successive similar

decisions, 55.— modern conception of, its effect

on equity, 95.— relations which arise out of,

100.

— of persons and things, meaning of

the phrase, 133.— distinction of, into criminal and
civil, 146.

— distinction of, into public and pri-

vate, 146.
— these distinctions imperfect, 146.
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Law, exists for the benefit of society

at large, 419.— perfect and imperfect, inappro-

priateness of expression, 435.
Law anJ fact, separation of, in

England, Italy, France, and
Spain, 59, 452 sqc[.

— effect on English law of complete
separation of, 59, 453.— tbeoretical distinction between,

not always observed, 242,

453-
Law of nature, or moral law, as a

source of law, 89.— vagueness of the terms, 89.— generally comprehend the same
rules, 89.

— refer them to a different source,

89.— cannot be made basis of law by
lawyer, 89.— except so far as customarily ob-

served, 89.— test of, is uniformity, 90.

Law, sources of, 42 sqq.

— what is meant by, 42.— primary source, declared will of

sovereign, 43.— second source, judicial decision,

48. See Judiciary Law.
— third source, commentaries, 63.

See Commentaries.
— fourth source, custom, 65. See

Cu.stom.
— whether there are any other,

74-— Divine law, as one of, 74. See
Divine Law.

Lawyer, relation of functions of, to

those of legislator, 14.

Legislation, a branch of ethics, 14.— is declared will of sovereign, 43.— function of, may be delegated,

43 «•

— examples of delegation of, 44.— difference between methods of

delegation of, 44.— delegation of functions, b}' subor-

dinate legislatures, 47.— is generally prospective, 157.

Legislation, practical limitations on
arbitiary, 158.

Legislative and judicial functions,

separation of, 54.
Legislator, relation of functions of,

to those of lawyer, 14.

Legislature, see Subordinate Legis-

lature.

Lex talionis, 425.
Liability, modification of, of persons,

121.

— why inquiry into, occupies so

large a space, 160 «.

— two branches of inquiry, 160.

— vagueness of terms in which it is

expressed, 161.

— ex contractu and ex delicto, mean-
ing of the phi-ase, 162.

— questions of ex delicto, how dealt

with in practice, 192.— phrases in common use, 193.— use of the term injury, 194.— use of qualifying adverbs, 195.— Austin's investigation of mental
element in, 200.

— use of terms which express mental
condition in defining, 237.— never alone sufficient to deter-

mine, 239.
Liberties, inherent, of man, appeal

to, II.

—confounded with rights, 108.

Light, acquisition of, easement of,

405.— anomalous rules of English law,

405.
Limitation, how it differs from pre-

scription, 381.
— 3 and 4 William IV, ch. 27,

relating to, 386.
— whether it contains rules of pre-

scription, 387.— difficulty of construing its pro-

visions, 390.— analogous rules in India, 391 , 409.— rules of, founded on possession,

394. 3^'5-

— of rights of action, 414.
Literatura and auctorit-is, difficulty

of distiriguishing, 42 n.
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Littleton, authority of his wiitings,

63.

Lord Coke, his writings are authori-

tative, 63.— his definition of prescription, 3S2.

Lord Hale, authority of his writings,

63.— his observations on jury as

judges of insanity, 251 n.

— excludes defence of insanity in

delict, 253.
Lunatics, how possession is acquired

by, 343-— liabihty o*", 244. See Insanity.

Maine, Sir Henry, his explanation

of the earliest cjnception of

law, 39.— his work on ' Ancient Law,' 39.— his historical method, 39.— value of these inquiries, 40.
— his explanation of Roman equity,

94.— his explanation of fixed nature

of modern equity. 94 a.

Malice, originally the same as

malevolence, 226.

— generally now equivalent to in-

tention, 226.

— in law, inconvenience of the ex-

pression, 227.

Master, liability of, for injury to

oer\'ant, 240.— possession of, through servant,

335. 339-.
Menu, recognition of custom by, as

a source of law, 78.

— rev, aled law not considered final

and complete by, 78.

Mi.stake, difference between, and
ignorance, 254. See Ignorance.

Moral law, supposed conflict be-
tween, and positive law, 10, 11.

— distinguished from positive law,

by Austin, 13.— or whether it is a source of law,

89.— vagueness of the term, 89.— cannot be made basis of law by
lawyer, 89.

Moral law, except so far as it has
been customarily observed, 89.— origin of, is custom, 89.

Morals, see Ethics.

— no theory of, involved in concep-
tion of law, 16.

Mortgagee, see Pledgee.

Mosaic law of retaliation, 425.
Motives, relation between, and

volitions and acts, 204, 205.

Moveables, possession of, how taken,

retained, and lost, 326, 328,

330-
Murder, definition of, by Indian

Penal Code, 229, App. B.

Nature, law of, supposed conflict be-

tween, and positive law, 11.

— distinguished by Austin from posi-

tive law, 13.

Negligence, covers both rashness

and heedlessness, 219.
— exposition of, as describing state

of mind, 219.— does not always express a state

of mind, 220.

— sometimes only expresses breach

of duty, 220.

. New York Civil Code, definition of

contract in, 168 n.

Non-liability, grounds of, 243.

Obligation, meaning of the term,

loi. See Duty.
— in what sense opposed to duty,

137-— arising out of contract, created

by the sovereign, 171, 178.

— relative, exists for benefit of

society at large, 421.

Owners, dominant and servient, 371.

Ownership, abstract meaning of

term, 293 a.

— as such rarely exists, 293 a.

— arbitrary application of term,

294.— especially in English law, 294.— distinction between, and pro-

perty, 296.
— conditional, 298,
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Ownership, Troplong's observations

on devices for tying up, 299 n.

— persevering attempts to tie up
succession to, 299.— furthered by peculiar English
notions as to, 300.— separation of, into estates, 30 1

.

— notions in India as to, 303.— equitable, 304.— no analogy to our equitable, in

Roman law, 304.— danger of extending English
notions as to, to India, 306.— distinction between barring re-

medy and transferring, 381, 387,

392-

Paley, description of extraction of

judiciary law by, 61.

— Austin's criticism thereon, 61.— observations on intention of

parties to contract, 173.— Austin's criticism thereon, 173.
Peril, doing a thing at his, meaning

of expression, 235.
Persons, meaning of the term in law,

118.

— modification of capacity and lia-

bility of, 121.

— women, and- persons under age,

121.

— aliens, 122.

— juristical, meaning of the term,
123. See Juristical Person.

Persons and things, 115 a.

— law of, meaning of the phrase, 133.— riglits of, impropriety of expres-
sion, 134.

Plaintiff, control of, over proceedings
in civil suits, 422, 448.

Pleadings in civil cases, 452.— in criminal cases, 454.— in chancery, 456.— in India, 456 a.

Pledgee, possession of, is derivative,

351. 352-— does not therefore generally give

rise to prescription or limita-

tion, 406.
— exceptions, 406.

Political society, conception of, com-
prises law, 2.

— government an essential charac-
teristic of, 3.— head of, issues commands which
are laws, 5.— ruling body in, is Sovereign, or

Government, 8.

— other members of, are subjects,

— origin of, 32.— conflicting notions as to it, 33.— opposite views of Bentham and
Blackstone, 34.— not a legal inquiry, 34.— happiness of all jjrofessed object

of a, 420.— concurrence of moral and legal

sanctions in a, 435.
Politics, no theoiy of, involved in

conception of law, 16.

Positive law, distinguished by
Austin from natiu-al law, 13.— and from divine law, 13.— and from moral law, 13.

Possession, Savigny's treatise on,

314-— Austin's intention to use it, 314.— use of it by the author, 314.— physical idea of, 315.— legal idea of, 316.
— legal consequences of, 318.

— in what the physical element con-

sists, 319.— not in corporal contact, 320.— of land, how acquired, 322.
— acquisition of, as a solemnity ne-

cessary for transferring owner-
ship, 324.— of land, what is necessary to re-

tain, 325, 332.— of moveables, how acquired, 326.— of moveables, what necessary to

retain, 328.
— errors as to symbolical, 324, 327.— of live animals, 329.— of animals /era? naturcB, 329.— of moveables, how lost, 330.— of land, not lost by intrusion on

an absent owner, 333.
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Possession, in what the mental ele-

ment necessary to, consists, 334,

337-— physical control alone does not
constitute, 335.— how transferred by change of

mind only, 336.— how this cliange is ascertained,

338.— through a representative, 339
sqq.

— of infants and lunatics, 343.— through a representative, condi-

tions necessary for, 346.— whether a representative can
himself assume, 346.

— derivative, 350.— in what cases this is constituted,

361-— under the Roman law, 352.— under the English law, 356.— on letting and hiring of land, 356.— of incorporeal things, 358. See
Quasi-possession.

— only one person can be in, at a
time, 364.— of co-owners, 366.

— is the foundation of limitation

and prescription, 393, 394, 395.— must not be derivative, 395, 396,
401.— nor vi, clam, or precario, 402.

Pothier, his explanation of prescrip-

tion, 396.
Prescription, how it differs from

limitation, 381.
— change in the meaning of the

term, 382.— Lord Coke's definition of, 382.
— definition of, in French Code,

382.— Blackstone's narrow definition of,

382, 383, 384.— early English law of, as applied

to land, 38.?.

— just title not required for. in

English law, 383 a.

— early English law of, as applied

to easements, 384.— rule of time immemorial, 384.

Prescription, how this rule restricted,

384 «.

— presumption of enjoyment after

twenty years, 3S4 a.

— presumption of title to land, 3S5..

— difference between presuming
title and, 385, ^x"].

— 2 and 3 Will. IV, ch. 71, relating

to, 386, 387.— whether 3 and 4 Will. IV, ch. 27,

also contains rules of, 387.— difficulty of construing this

statute, 390.— analogous provisions of Indian
statutes, 391, 409.— rules of, founded on possession,

393. 395-— possession as owner necessary

for, 396.— what enjoyment of easements
necessary for, 400.

— possession necessary for, must be
' adverse,' 404.— does not presume a grant, 415.

Presumption, of enjoyment of ease-

ment after twenty years, 384 a.

— of title to land, 3S5.
— difference between, of title and

prescription, 385, 417.
Principal, possession of, through an

agent, 339, 346. See Posses-

sion.

Private and public, distinction of

law into, 146.

Procedure, distinction between penal

and remedial, 423, 446.— apparent contradiction between
civil and criminal, 423.— the object of, is to enforce sanc-

tions, 424, 445.— ci\'il, efficacy of, 432.— apjdication of sanctions by courts

of civil, 440.— by criminal courts, 442.
Proceedings in courts of law, how

commenced, 450.
I'roperty, distinction between, and

ownership, 296.

Protest, effect of, on prescription,

417.
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Protest, eSect of, on pi-esumption of

grant, 417.
Public and private, distinction of

law into, 146.

Punishment and redress, notions of,

423 sqq.

Quasi-contract, 186.

Quasi-delict, 186.

Quasi-possession, 358.— to what things it extends, 360
— confined by Roman lawyers to

servitudes, 361.— of easements, what constitutes,

376-
— it must be as of right, 377-— of positive easements, 378.— of negative easements, 378.— Savigny's explanation, 378.
Queen of England only sovereign by

courtesy, 9.

Queen's Bench, presence of sovereign

in person in court of, 54.

Rashness, slate of mind described

by, 210, 214.

Keilress, the function of judges in

popular estimation, 95.— as distinguished from punish-

ment, 423 sqq.

Relative duties and obligations, 139.— exist for benefit of society at

large, 421.
Religion, no theory of, involved in

conception of law, 1 6.

Representative, possession through
a-' 3.19' 346- See Possession.

Eestitution, 459.
Retaliation, is the application of a

sanction, 425.
— substitution of money payment

for, 426.

Right, meaning of the term, 104.

— difficiilty of defining, 104.
— corresponds to duty or obligation,

105.— belongs to determinate person or

persons, 105.
— always created by sovereign

authoiity, io6.

Right, not well described as a faculty

or power of doing or not doing,

107.
— often confounded with liberty,

108.

— sovereign cannot have any legal,

III.

— in what sense sovereign may be
said to have a, 112.

— in rem and in personam, mean-
ing of the phrase, 1 36.— primary and secondary or sanc-

tioning, 1 40.— of action, limitation of, 414.— effect of extinguishing, 317, 414.— relation between, and sanction.

418.
— viewed as foundation of claim for

redress, 434.
Rights and liberties, inherent of

man, appeal to, 11.

— indefiniteness of expression, 108.

Roman law, conception of equitj'

under, 94.— rule of, as to ignorance of law

and fact, 278.
— meaning of term usus in, 305.— no analogy to English use, 305.— rule requiring just title for pre-

scription in, 383 a, 397.— connection between, and English,

as to prescription of easements,

397-— adoption of language of, in Pre-

scription Act, 400.

Sanctions, 147.— relation between, and rights,

418.
— ultimate and intermediate, 437.— application of, by civil courts,

440.— slightness of, 441.— application of, by criminal courts,

442-
Savigny, his exami nation of con-

tract, 164.— his treatise on possession, 314.— his explanation of quasi-posses-

sion of easements, 377, 378.
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ScbofiFengerichte, based tbeir de-

cisiojis on custom, 70.

Seisin, ,^24.

Servant', liability of master for in-

jury to, 240.
— possession of master through,

33,v 339-
Servitudes, 367. See Easements.
— are rights in rem, 367.— divisi(>n of, into real and per-

sonal, 368.— easements are a kind of, 369.
Shifting use, a device to prevent

alienation, 301 n.

Solemnities, required in tontrjict,

171.
— effect of omitting, 172.
— delivery of possession as one of,

necessary to transfer ownership,

324'
Sources of Law, see Law, Sources of.

Sovereign, is head of political

society, 8.

— Queen of England is only, by
courtesy, 9.— frequently used as a title of

honour, 9.— authority of, is supreme, 17.

— duties of, originally judicial, 53.— delegation of judicial duties by,

56.— cannot he subject to duty or

obligation, no.
— or have rights, in.
— except by a fiction, 112.

— can alone create juristical per-

sons, 126.

— creates the obligation arising out

of contract, 171, 178.— creates all obligations ex de-

licto, I S3.

Sovereign body, members of, not
independent of law, 23.

Sovereignty, is aggregate of powers
of head of political society, 8.

— whether it can be limited by
express convention, 18.

— Bentham thinks it can, 18.

— in United States, where resident,

18.

Sovereignty, supreme nature of, only
a legal expression, 22.

— practical limits on supremacy of,

22.

— delegation of, 25, 31.

— function of, performed by judges,

56.

Spanish law, separation of law
and fact by judges under, 59,

456 a.

Specific performance, 428, 430.
Statements, verification of, by parties

to suit, 457.
Status, meaning of the term, 127.
— difference between, and condition,

129.

Subjects, are members of political

society other than sovereign, 8.

Subordinate legislature, cannot de-

legate its functions unless

authorised to do so, 47.— powers of, may be always ques-

tioned, 47.
Substitution, French law of, 301 n.

Suit, injury a necessary foundation

for, 449.— exception as to trustees, 449.
Supienie Court of America, 20. See

America.
Surrounding circumstances, use

made of, in ascertaining in-

tention, 174, 175.

Symbolical possession, 324, 327.

See Possession.

Tenant, cannot assume possession on
his own behalf, 348.— of land, position of, in England
and India, 356, 357.— at will, when possession of, gives

rise to prescription or liniita-

tation, 408.— from year to year, when posses-

sion of, gives rise to prescrip-

tion or limitation, 408.
Tenancy-in-connnon, 310, 366. See

Co-ownership.
Things, meaning of the term in law,

116.

— corporeal and incorporeal, 116.
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Things, moveable and immoveable,
117.— law of, meaning of expression,

133-— rights of, cannot exist, 134.
Time immemorial, rule as to, 384.— bow restricted, 384 a.

Tolls, acquisition of right to, by pre-

scription, 413.
Tort, see Delict.

Tradition, 324. See Possession.

Troplong, his observations on devices

for tying up ownership, 299 ».

Twelve Tables, retaliation ni law of,

425-

United States of America, see

America.
Universitas juris, meaning of the

term, 131.

Usus, meaning of, in Roman law,

305, 393-— sense in which it is employed by
Lord Coke, 393.

Utility, the avowed object of govern-
ment, 37, 419.— or experience, not a basis of law
for lawyer, 92.— except so far as it is supported
by public opinion, 92.

Verification of statements by
suitors, 457.

Vi, clam, et precario, rule as to en-

joyment, 402.
Volition, relation betweeti, and

bodily movements, 204.

Wantonness, as a criterion of lia-

bility, 232.— what it means, 232.

Warranty, 236.

Weregild, 427.
Wickedness, as a test of criminality,

189.

W^ill, relation between, and acts,

202.

— limited control of, over bodily

movements, 202.

— ignorance not a defect of, 257.— not destroyed by dui'ess, 287.

Willes, Mr. Justice, his exposition

of negligence, 220, 221.

Wishes, relation between, and bodily

movements, 204.

Women, capacity and liability of,

121.

Written law, tendency to substitute

for custom, 70 n.

— and unwritten, meaning of the

classification, 98,
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necnon fragmenta alia. Edidit P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi III. I,i the
Press.

Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Alexandrini Commentarii in Lucae Evan-
gelium quae supersunt Syriace. E MSS. apud Mus. Britan. edidit R.
Payne Smith, A.M. 1858. 4to. clnth, il. 2s.

The same, translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A. 2 vols. 1859.
8vo. cloth, 14s.

Ephraemi Syri, Rabulae Episcopi Edesseni, Balaei, aliorumque,
Opera Selecta. E Codd. Syriacis MSS. in Museo Britannico et Biblio-
theca Bodleiana asservatis primus edidit J. J. Overbeck. 1861;. Svo.
cloth, ll. IS.

^- •

A Latin translation of the above, by the same Editor. Pre-
paring.

Evisebii Pamphili Eclogae Propheticae. E Cod. MS. nunc
primum edidit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. 1S42. Svo. cloth, los. 6d.

Eusebii Pamphili Evangelicae Praeparationis Libri XV. Ad
Codd. MSS. recensuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomi IV. 1843. Svo.
cloth, ll. los.

Eusebii Pamphili Evangelicae Demonstrationis Libri X. Re-
censuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomi II. 1852. Svo. cloth, 15s.

Eusebii Pamphili contra Hieroclem et Marcellum Libii. Re-
censuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. 1S52. Svo. clolh, 7s.

Eusebii Pamphili Historia Ecclesiastica. Edidit E, Burton
S.T.P.R. 1856. Svo. c/o/A, 8s. 6(f.

'

Evisebii Pamphili Historia Ecclesiastica : Annotationes Vari-
orum. Tomi II. 1842. Svo. cloth, 17s.

Evagrii Historia Ecclesiastica, ex recensione H. Valesii. 1844.
Svo. cloih, 4s.

Origenis Philosophumena ; sive omnium Haeresium Refutatio.
E Codice Parisino nunc primum edidit Emmanuel Miller. 1851. Svo.
cloth, I OS.
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Patrum Apostolicormn, S. Clcmentis Romani, S. Ignatii, S.

Polycarpi. quae supersunt. Edidit Guil. Jacobson, S.T.P.R. Tonii II.

Foiirlb Editioti, 1863. 8vo. clolb, l/. U.

Reliquiae Saei'ae secundi tcrtiique sacculi. Recensiiit IM. J.
R.juth, S.T.P. Tomi \'. Second Edition, 1S46-1S48. 8vo. clolb

Price reduced/ro7n 2/. lis. to \l. 5«.

Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Opuscvila. Recensuit ]M. J.
Kouth, S.T.P. Tomi II. Third Edition, iS^S. Svo. clo/h. Price re-

ducedfrom il. to I OS.

Socratis Scholastic! Historia Ecclesiastica. Gr. et Lat. Edidit
R. Hussey, S.T.B. Tomi III. 1853. 8vo. cloth. Price reducedfrom
il. IIS. 6d. to il. IS.

Sozomeni Historia Ecclesiastica. Edidit R. Hussey, S.T.B.
Tomi III. 1859. 8vo. cloth. Price redttcedfrom ll.6s. 6d. to ll. Is.

Theodoreti Ecclesiasticae Historiae Libri V. Recensuit T.
Gaisford, S.T.P. 1854. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

Theodoreti Graecarum Affectionum Curatio. Ad Codices MSS.
recensuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. 1839. Svo. cloth, "js. 6d.

Dowling (J. G.) Notitia Scriptorum SS. Patrum aliorumque vet.

Eccles. Mon. quae in CoUectionibus Anecdotorum post annum Christi

MDCC. in lucem editis continentur. 1S39. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, &c.

Baedae Historia Ecclesiastica. Edited, with English Notes,
by George H. Moberly, M.A., Fellow of C.C.C, Oxford. 1869.
crown Svo. cloth, los. 6d.

Bingham's Antiquities of the Christian Church, and other
Works. 10 vols. 1855. Svo. c/o/Z;. Price redj/cedfrom ^l. ^s. to ^l. ^s.

Burnet's History of the Reformation of the Church of Eng-
land. A new Edition. Carefully revised, and the Records collated

with the originals, by N. Pocock, M.A. With a Preface by the Editor,

7 vols. i;'65. Svo. 4/. 4s.

Burnet's Life of Sir M. Hale, and Fell's Life of Dr. Hammond.
1856. small Svo. cloth. Price reducedfrom 5s. to 2s. Gd.

Cardwell's Two Books of Common Prayer, set forth by
authority in the Reign fif King Edward \\, compared with each other.

Third Edition, iS-;2. Svo. cloth, "js.

Cardwell's Documentary Annals of the Reformed Church of
England ; being a Collection of Injunctions, Declarations, Orders, Arti-

cles of Inquiry, &c. from 1546 to 1 716. 2 vols. 1S43. Svo. cloth, i8s.

^3
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Cardwell's History of Conferences on the Book of Common
Prayer from 1551 to 1690. Third EdiUo/i, 1S49. Svo. cloth, 'js.6d.

Card'weirs Synodalia. A Collection of Articles of Religion,

Canons, and Proceedings of Convocations in the Province of Canterbury,

from 1547 to 1717. 2 vols. 1842. Svo. cloth, 19s.

Conneils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Great
Britain and Ireland. Edited, after Spelman and Wilkins, by A. W.
Haddan, B.D., and William Stubbs, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern
History, Oxford. Vol. I. 1869. Medium Svo. cloth, ll. is.

Vol. II. in the Press.

Vol. III. Medium Svo. cloth, ll. is. Just Published.

Formularies of Faith set forth by the King's Authority during
the Reign of Henry VIII. 1856. Svo. cloth, p.

Fuller's Church History of Britain. Edited by J. S, Brewer,
M.A. 6 vols. 1845. Svo. cloth, ll. 19s.

Gibson's Synodus Anglicana. Edited by E. Cardwell, D.D,
1854. Svo. cloth, 6s.

Hussey's Rise of the Papal Power traced in three Lectures.
Second Edition, 1 85,^. fcap. Svo. cloth, ^s.6d.

Inett's Origines Anglicanae (in continuation of Stillingfleet).

Edited by J. Griffiths, M.A. 3 vols. 1855. Svo. cloth. Price reduced

from ll. IIS. 6d. to 15s.

John, Bishop of Ephesvis. The Third Part of his Ecclesias-

tical History. [In Syriac] Now first edited by William Cureton,

M.A. 1S53. 4to. cloth, ll. 12s.

The same, translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A. i860. 8vo.

cloth, IDS.

Knight's Life of Dean Colet. 1823. Svo. c/otb, -js. 6d.

Le Neve's Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae. Corrected and continued

from 1 715 to 1S53 by T. Duffus Hardy. 3 vols. 1S54. Svo. cloth.

Price reducedfrom il. 17s. 6d. to ll. is.

Noelli (A.) Catechismus sive prima institutio disciplinaque

Pietatis Christianae Latine explicata. Editio nova cura Guil. Jacobson,

A.M. 1844. Svo. cloth, ^s.iid.

Prideaux"s Connection of Sacred and Profane History. 2 vols.

1851. Svo. cloth, los.

Primers put forth in the Reign of Henry VIIL 1848. Svo.

cloth, 5s.

Records of the Reformation. The Divorce, 1527— 1533.
Mostly now for the first time printed from MSS. in the British Museum
and other Libraries. Collected and arranged by N. Pocock, M.A.
2 vols. Svo. cloth, 36s.
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Reformatio Legum Eeclesiasticarum. The Reformation of
EcclcsiasticAl Laws, as attempted in the reigns of Henry Vlll, EdwarJ
VI, and Elizabeth. Edited by E. Cardwell, D.D. 1S50. 8vo. clolb,

6s. 6(/.

Shirley's (W. W.) Some Account of the Church in the Apostolic
Age. 1867. fcap. Svo. cloth, 3s. 6(f.

Shviekford's Sacred and Profane History connected (in con-
tinuation of Prideaux). 2 vols. 1848. 8vo. clo!h, 10s.

Stillingfleet's Origines Britannicae, with Lloyd's Historical

Account of Church Government. Edited by T. P. Pantin, M.A. 2 vols.

1842. Svo. clolh. Price reducedfrom 135. /o los.

Strype's "Works Complete, with a General Index. 27 vols.

1821-1843. 8vo. cloth, 7/. 13s. (id. Sold separately as follows:

—

Memorials of Cranmer. 2 vols. 1840. Svo. cloth, iis.

Life of Parker. 3 vols. 1828. Svo. cloth, i6s. 6d.

Life of Grindal. 1S21. Svo. cloth, $s. 6d.

Life of Whitgift. 3 vols. 1822. Svo. cloth, i6j. 6d.

Life of Aylmer. 1820. 8vo. cloth, 5J. 6d.

Life of Cheke. 1S21. Svo. cloth, 5J. 6d.

Life of Smith. 1820. Svo. cloth, <^s. 6d.

Ecclesiastical Memorials. 6 vols. 1822. Svo. cloth, \l. 13J.

Annals of the Reformation. 7 vols. 1824. Svo. cloth,

2I. 3s. 6d.

General Index. 2 vols. 1S2S. Svo. cloth, iis.

Stubbs's (W.) Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum. An attempt
to exhitiit the course of Episcopal Succession in England. 1858. smull

4to. cloth, Ss. 6d.

Sylloge Confessionum sub tempus Reformandae Ecclesiae edi-
tarum. Subjiciuntur Catechisnius Heidelbergensis at Canones Synodi
Dordrechtanae. 1827. Svo. cloth, Ss.

Walton's Lives of Donne, Wotton, Hooker, &c. 1S24. Svo.
cloth, 6s. 6d.

ENGLISH THEOLOGY.

Beveridge's Discourse upon the XXXIX Articles. The third
complete Edition, 1847. Svo. clolh, 8s.

Bilson on the Perpetual Government of Christ's Church, with a
Biographical Notice by R.Eden, M.A. 1842. Svo. cloth, 4s.
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Biscoe's Boyle Lectures on the Acts of the Apostles, 1840. 8vo.
cloth, gs. 6d.

Bull's "Works, with Nelson's Life. By E. Burton, D.D. ^
new Edition, 1846. S vols. 8vo. cloth, 2/. 9s.

Burnet's Exposition of the XXXIX Articles. 1846, 8vo.
cloth, 7s.

Burton's (Edward) Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers to
the Divinity of Christ. Second Edition, 1829. 8vo. cloth, 'js.

Burton's (Edward) Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers to
the Doctrine of the Trinity and of the Divinity of the Holy Ghost.
1S31. 8vo. cloth, 2,s.6d.

Butler's Works, with an Index to the Analogy. 2 vols. 1S49.
8vo. cloth, lis.

Butler's Analogy of Religion. 1833. i2mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Chandler's Critical History of the Life of David. 1853. 8vo.
cloth, 8s. 6c?.

Chillingworth's Works. 3 vols. 1838. 8vo. cloth, il. is.6d.

Clergyman's Instructor. Sixth Edition, 1855. 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6(i.

Comber's Companion to the Temple ; or a Help to Devotion in
the use of the Common Prayer. 7 vols. 1841. 8vo. cloth, ll. lis. 6d.

Cranmer's Works. Collected and arranged by H. Jenkyns,
M.A., Fellow of Oriel College. 4 vols. 1S34. 8vo. cloth, ll. 10s.

Enchiridion Theologicum Anti-Romanum.
Vol. I. Jeremy Taylor's Dissuasive from Popery, and Treatise on

the Real Presence. 1852. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

Vol. II. Barrow on the Supremacy of the Pope, with his Discourse
on the Unity of the Church. 1852. Svo. cloth, "js. 6d.

Vol. III. Tracts selected from Wake, Patrick, Stillingfleet, Clagett.
and others. 1837. Svo. cloth, lis.

[Fell's] Paraphrase and Annotations on the Epistles of St. Paul.
1852. Svo. cloth, 7s. -

Greswell's Harmonia Evangelica. Fifth Edition, 1856. Svo.
cloth, gs. 6d.

Greswell's Prolegomena ad Harmoniam Evangelicam. 1840,
Svo. cloth, gs. 6d.

Greswell's Dissertations on the Principles and Arrangement
of a Harmony of the Gospels. 5 vols. 1837. Svo. cloth, 3/. 3s.
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Hall's (Bp.) Works. A neiv Edition, by Philip Wynter, D.D.
10 vols. 1863. Svo. clotb. Price reducedfrom 5/. 5s. to 3/. 3s.

Hammond's Paraphrase and Annotations on the New Testa-
ment. 4 vols. 1845. Svo. clotb. Price reducedfrom il. los. to il.

Hammond's Paraphrase on the Book of Psalms. 2 vols. 1850.
Svo. clotb. Price reducedfrom i/. is. to lOs.

Heurtley's Collection of Creeds. 1858. 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d.

Hom.ilies appointed to be read in Churches. Edited by J.
Griffiths, M.A. 1859. Svo. clotb. Price reducedfrom los. 6d to 75. bd.

Hooker's Works, with his Life by Walton, arranged by John
Keble, M.A. Fifth Edition, 1865. 3 vols. Svo. cloth, ll. lis. 6J.

Hooker's Works; the text as arranged by John Keble, "M.X.
2 vols. 1865. Svo. cloib, lis.

Hooper's vBp. George) "Works. 2 vols. 1855. Svo. c/oth, 8j.

Jackson's (Dr. Thomas) Works. 12 vols. 1844. Svo. c/oth,

2,1. 6s.

Jewel's Works. Edited by R. W. Jclf, D.D. 8 vols. 1847.
Svo. cloth. Price reducedfrom 2I. los. to it. los.

Patrick's Theological Works. 9 vols. 1859. Svo. cloth.

Price reducedfrom 3/. 14s. 6d. to ll. is.

Pearson's Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Fifth Edition, 1864. 8vo. cloih, los. 6d.

Pearson's Minor Theological Works. Now first collected, with
a Memoir of the Author, Notes, and Index, by Edward Churton, M.A.
2 vols. 1844. Svo. clotb. Price reducedfrom 14s. to los.

Sanderson's Works. Edited by W. Jacobson, D.D. 6 vols.

1S54. Svo. clotb. Price reduced from ll. 19s. to ll. los.

South's Sermons. 5 vols. 1842. Svo. c/otb. Price reducedfrom
2I. I OS. 6d. to ll. los.

Stanhope's Paraphrase and Comment upon the Epistles and
Gospels. A new Edition. 2 vols. 1 85 1. Svo. clotb. Price reduced

from 1 8s. to I OS.

Stillingfleefs Origines Sacrae. 2 vols. 1837. Svo. clotb, gs.

Stniingfleet's Rational Account of the Grounds of Protestant
Religion; being a vindication of Abp. Laud's Relation of a Conference,

&c. 2 vols. 1S44. Svo. clotb, IDs.
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Wall's History of Infant Baptism, with Gale's Reflections, and
Wall's Defence. A new Edition, by Henrv Cotton, D.C.L. 2 vols.
1862. 8vo. cloth, \l. IS.

Watei'land's Works, with Life, by Bp. Van Mildert. A ne^v
Edition, with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 1857. 8vo. doth, 2I. lis.

Waterland's Review of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, with a
Preface by the present Bishop of London. 1868. crown 8vo. cloth.
6s. 6d.

Wheatly's Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer. A
new Edition, 1S46. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works of John Wyclif, bv
W. W. Shirley, D.D. 1865. 8vo. c/o/Z-, 3s. 6^^.

Wyclif. Select English Works. By T, Arnold, M.A. 3 vols.
1871. Svo. cloth, 2I. 2s.

Wyclif. Trialogus. Hltb the Suppleynent iio^v first edited. By
Gotthardus Lechler. 1869. Svo. cloth, 14s.

ENGLISH HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY
WORKS.

Two of the Saxon Chronicles parallel, with Supplementary
Extracts from the Others. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and a
Glossarial Index, by J. Earle, M.A. 1865. 8vo. cloth, i6s.

Magna Carta, a careful Reprint. Edited by W. Stubbs, M.A.,
Regius Professor of Modern History. I'&d'i. ^Xo. stitched, \s.

Britton, a Treatise upon the Common Law of England, com-
posed by order of King Edward I. The French Text carefully revised,
with an English Translation, Introduction, and Notes, by F. M. Nichols'
M.A. 2 vols. 1865. royal Svo. cloth, ll. 16s.

Burnet's History of His Own Time, with the suppressed Pas-
sages and Notes. 6 vols. 1833. Svo. cloth, 2I. 10s.

Burnet's History of James II, with additional Notes, 1852.
Svo. cloth, gs. 6d.

Burnet's Lives of James and William Dukes of Hamilton. 1852.
Svo. cloth, 7s. 6d.
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Carte's Life of James Duke of Orinond. ^ tie-iv Edition, care-
fully compared with the original MSS. 6 vols. 1851. 8vo. clotb. Price

reducedfrom 2/. 6s. to il. 5s.

Casauboni Ephemerides, cum pracfatione et notis J. Russell,

S.T. P. Tomi II. 1S50. 8vo. clo/b, 15s.

Clarendon's (Edw. Earl of) History of the Rebellion and Civil

Wars in England. To which are subjoined the Notes of Bishop War-
burton. 7 vols. 1849. medium Svo. clotb, 2/. 10s.

Clarendon's (Edw. Earl oQ History of the Rebellion and Civil

Wars in England. 7 vols. 1839. iSnio. clotb, ll. is.

Clarendon's (Edw. Earl of) History of the Rebellion and Civil

Wars in England. Also His Life, written by Himself, in which is in-

cluded a Continuation of his History of the Grand Rebellion. With
copious Indexes. In one volume, royal Svo. 1842. cloth, il. 2s.

Clarendon's (Edw. Earl of) Life, including a Continuation of
his History. 2 vols. 1857. medium 8vo. cloth, ll. 2s.

Clarendon's (Edw. Earl of) Life, and Continuation of his His-
tory. 3 vols. 1827. 8vo. clotb, 1 6s. 6d.

Calendar of the Clarendon State Papers, preserved in the
Bodleian Library, ^'ol. II. From the death of Chark's I, 1649, to the

end of the year 1654. Edited by W. D. Macray, M.A. 1869. ^'''°-

cloth, 1 6s.

Freeman's (E. A.) History of the Norman Conquest of England:
its Causes and Results. Vols. I. and II. A new Edition, with Index.

Svo. clotb, ll. 1 6s.

Vol. in. The Reign of Harold and the Interregnum. 1S69. Svo.

cloth, ll. Is.

Vol. IV. Nearly Ready.

Kennett's Parochial Antiquities. 2 vols. i8i8. 4to. c/ot/j. Price
reducedfrom il. 14s. to il.

Lloyd's Prices of Corn in Oxford, 1583-1830, Svo. sewed, is.

Luttrell's (Narcissus) Diary. A Brief Historical Relation of
State Afl'airs, 167S-1714. 6 vols. 1857. S*'o- ^^otb. Price reduced

from 3/. 3s. to ll. 4s.

May's History of the Long Parliament. 1854. Svo. c/otb, 6s. 6d.

Rogers's History of Agriculture and Prices in England, a.d.
1 259-1400. 2 vols. 1866. Svo. clotb, 2I. 2s.

Sprigg's England's Recovery; being the History of the Army
under Sir Thomas Fairfax. A new edition. 1854. Svo. clolb, 6s.
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Whitelock's Memorials of English Affairs from 1625 to i66c.

4 vols. 1853. 8vo. cloth, il. 10s.

Enactments in Parliament, specially concerning the Universi-
ties of Oxford and Cambridge. Collected and arranged by J. Griffiths,

M.A. 1869. Svo. cloth, I2s.

Ordinances and Statutes [for Colleges and Halls] framed or
approved by the Oxford University Commissioners. 1863. Svo. cloth,

I2S.

Sold separately (except for Exeter, All Souls, Brasenose, Corpus, and
Magdalen Hall) at is. each.

Statuta Universitatis Oxoniensis. 1870. Svo. cloth, ^s.

Index to Wills proved in the Court of the Chancellor of the
University of Oxford, &c. Compiled by J. Griffiths, M.A. 1862.

royal Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

Catalogue of Oxford Graduates from 1659 to 1S50. 1851.
Svo. cloth. Price reducedfrom I 2s. (yd. to 'js. 6d.

CHRONOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY, &e.

Clinton's Pasti Hellenici. The Civil and Literary Chronology
of Greece, from the LVIth to the CXXIIIrd Olympiad. Third edition,

1 84 1. 4to. cloth, ll. 145. 6d.

Clinton's Pasti Hellenici. The Civil and Literary Chronology
of Greece, from the CXXIVth Olympiad to the Death of Augustus.

Second edition, 1S51. 4to. cloth, ll. 12s.

Clinton's Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 1S51. Svo. cloth,

6s. 6d.

Clinton's Pasti Romani. The Civil and Literary Chronology
of Rome and Constantinople, from the Death of Augustus to the Death

of Heraclius. 2 vols. 1845, 1850. 4to. clo'b, 3/. 9s.

Clinton's Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 1854. Svo. cloth, -jj.

Cramer's Geographical and Historical Description of Asia
Minor. 2 vols. 1832. Svo. cloth, lis.

Cramer's Map of Asia Minor, i^j.

Cramer's IMap of Ancient and Modern Italy, on two sheets,

15s.

Cramer's Description of Ancient Greece. 3 vols. 1S28. Svo.

cloth, 1 6s. 6d.

Cramer's Map of Ancient and Modern Greece, on two sheets, 15J,
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Greswell's Fasti Temporis Catholici. 4 vols. 1852, 8vo. c/ot/j,

2I. ICS.

QresweH's Tables to Fasti, 4to., and Introduction to Tables,
8vo. cloib, 155.

Greswell's Origines Kalendariee Italicae. 4 vols. 1854. 8vo.
cloib, 2/. 2s.

GresTvell's Origines Kalendarise HelleniccT. The History of
the Primitive Calendar among the Greeks, before and after the Legis-

lation of Solon. 6 vols. 1S62. Svo. cloth, ^l. ^s.

PHIIiOSOPHICAL WORKS, AND GENERAL
LITERATURE.

A Course of Lectures on Art, delivered before the University
of Oxford in Hilary Term, 1870. By John Ruskin, M.A., Slade

Professor of Fine Art. Svo. cloth, 6s.

A Critical Account of the Drawings by Michel Angelo
and RatVaello in the University Galleries, Oxford. B}' J. C. Robinson,
F.S.A. Crown Svo. cloth, 45.

Bacon's Novum Organum, edited, with English notes, by G. W.
Kitchin, M.A. 1855. hvo. clolh, 9s. 6d.

Bacon's Novum Organum, translated by G. W. Kitchin, M.A.
1855. Nvo. clolh, 9.^. 6c/.

The "Works of George Berkeley, D.D., formerly Bishop of
Clovne; including many of his writings hitherto unpublished. With
Prefaces, Annotations, and an Account of his Life and Philosophy,

by Alexander Campbell P'raser, M.A., Professor of Logic and Meta-
physics in the University of Edinburgh. 4 vols. 1871. Svo. cloth, 2I. 1 8s.

Aho separately.

The "Works. 3 vols, cloth, 2I. 2s.

The Life, Letters, c<lC. i vol. cloth, i6s.

Smith's "Wealth of Nations. A new Edition, with Notes,
by J. E. Thorold Rogers, M.A. 2 vols. 1870. cloth, 21s.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

Vesuvius. By John Phillips, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of
Geology, Oxford. 1869. Crown Svo. clotb, los.Od.

Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the Thames. By the same
Author. 8vo. cloth, 2 is. "Jubt lubli^hed.
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Synopsis of the Pathological Series in the Oxford Museum.
By H. W. Acland, M.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor of Medicine, Oxford.

1867. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Archimedis quae supersunt omnia cum Eutocii commentariis
ex recensioue Joseph! Torelli, cum nova versione Latina. 1792. folio.

cloth, ll. 5s.

Bradley's Miscellaneous Works and Correspondence. With an
Account of Harriot's Astronomical Papers. 1832. 410. cloth, I'js.

Reduction of Bradley's Observations by Dr. Busch. 1838. 4to.

cloth, 3s. c

Daubeny's Introduction to the Atomic Theory. Second Edition,

greatly enlarged. 1850. i6mo. cloth, 6s.

Thesaurus Entomologicus Hopeianus, or a Description, with
Plates, of the rarest Insects in the Collection given to the University by

the Rev. William Hope. By J. O. Westwood, M.A., Hope Professor of

Zoology. Preparing.

Treatise on Infinitesimal Calculus. By Bartholomew Price,

M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Oxford.

Vol. I. Diflerential Calculus. Second Edition, 1858. 8vo. cloth,

14s. 6d.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, and Differential

Equations. Second Edition, 1865. 8vo. cloth, i8s.

Vol. III. Statics, including Attractions ; Dynamics of a Material

Particle. Second Edition, 1S68. 8vo. cloth, ids.

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Material Systems ; together with a Chapter on

Theoretical Dynamics, by W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.S. 1862.

8vo. cloth, i6f.

Rigaud's Correspondence of Scientific Men of the 17th Century,
with Index by A. de Morgan. 2 vols. 1841-1862. 8vo. cloth, l8s. dd.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Ebert's Bibliographical Dictionary, translated from the German,
4 vols. 1837. 8vo. cloth, ll. los.
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A Greek Primer in English, for the use of beginners.
By the Right Rev. Charles Wordswoith, D.C.L., Bishop of St. Andrews.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, is. 6d.

Greek "Verbs, Irregular and Defective; their forms, mean-
ing, and quantity ; embracing all the Tenses used by Greek writers,

with reference to the passages in which they are found. By W. Veitch.

Neio Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, lOs. 6d. Just Published.

The Elements of Greek Accentuation (for Schools) : abridged
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M.A., Waynflete Professor of
Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy, Oxford. Ext. fcap. 8vo. cloth,

2s. 6d.

Aeschines in Ctesiphontem and Demosthenes de Corona.
With Introduction and Notes. By G. A. Sinicox, M.A., and W. H.
Simcox, M.A., Fellows of Queen's College, Oxford. In the Press.

Aristotle's Polities. By W. L. Newman, INI. A., Fellow and
Lecturer of Balliol College, and Reader in Ancient History, Oxford.

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry ; being a Col-
lection of the finest passages in the Greek Classic Poets, with Introduc-

tory Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright, M.A., Fellow of Oriel

College, Oxford. Ext. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

A Golden Treasury of Greek Prose, being a collection of the
finest passages in the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Introductory

Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright, M.A., Fellow of Oriel College,

Oxford; and J. E. L. Shadwcll, M.A., Senior Student of Christ Church.
Ext. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6c/.

Homer. Odyssey, Books I—XII (for Schools). By W. W.
Merry, M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of Lincoln College, Oxford. Extra
fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. dd.
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Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XI I. ByW.W. Merry, M. A., Fellow
and Lecturer of Lincoln College, Oxford ; and the late James Riddell,

M.A., Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.

Homer. Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV. By Robinson Ellis,

M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.

Homer. Iliad. By D. B. Monro, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of
Oriel College, Oxford.

Plato. Selections (for Schools). With Notes, by B. Jowett,
M.A., Regius Professor of Greek ; and J. Purves, M.A., Fellow and
Lecturer of Ballio! College, Oxford.

Sophocles. Oedipus Rex : Dindorf's Text, with Notes by the
Ven. Archdeacon Basil Jones, M. A., formerly Fellow of University

College, Oxford. Second edition. Ext. fcap. 8vo. limp cloth, is. 6d.

Sophocles. By Lewis Campbell, M.A., Professor of Greek,
St. Andrews, formerly Fellow of Queen's College, Oxford. In the Press.

Theocritus (for Schools). With Notes, by H. Snow, M. A.,
Assistant Master at Eton College, formerly Fellow of St. John's College,

Cambridge. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d.

Xenophon. Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps,
by J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L., Assistant Master in Rugby School, formerly

Fellow of New College, Oxford. Ext. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s. 60'.

Caesar. The Commentaries (for Schools). Part I. The Gallic

War. With Notes, and Maps, by Charles E. Moberly, M.A.. Assistant

Master in Rugby School ; formerly Scholar of Balliol College,

Oxford. Fxt. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

Also, to follow: Part 11. The Civil War. By the same Editor.

Cicero's Philippic Orations. With Notes, by J. R. King, M.A.,
formerly Fellow and Tutor of Mertou College, Oxford. Demy 8vo.

cloth, I OS. 6(/.

Cicero pro Cluentio. With Introduction and Notes. By W.
Ramsay, MA. f^dited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A,, Professor of Humanity,
Glasgow. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3*. 6d.

Cicero. Selection of interesting and descriptive passages. W^ith
Notes. By Henry Walford, M.A., Wadham College, Oxford, Assistant

Master at Haileybury College. In three Parts. Second Edition. Extra

fcap. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

Each Part separately, limp, is. 6d.

Part L Anecdotes from Grecian and Roman History.

Part IL Omens and Dreams: Beauties of Nature.

Part III. Rome's Rule of her Provinces.

Cicero. Select Letters. With English Introductions, Notes,
and Appendices. By Albert Watson, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Brase-

iiose College, Oxford. Demy Svo. clofh, iSs.
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Cicero de Oratore. With Introduction and Notes. By
A.S. Wilkins, MA., Professor of Latin, Owens College, Manchester.

Cicero and Pliny. Select Epistles (for Schools). W'xih Notes
by E. R. Bernard, M.A., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, and the

late C. E. Prichard, M.A., formerly Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford.

In the Press.

Cornelius Wepos. With Notes, by Oscar Browning, M.A.,
Fellow of King's Ccillege, Cambridge, and Assistant Master at Eton
College. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Horace. With Introduction and Notes. By Edward C.Wickham,
M.A., Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford.

Also a small edition for Schools.

liivy, Books I-X. By J. R. Seeley, M.A., Fellow of Christ's

College, and Regius Professor of Modern History, Cambridge. Book I.

8vo. cloth, 6s. Just Published.

Also a small edition for Schools.

Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With Introductions
and Notes, and an Appendix on the RorTian Calendar. By W. Ramsay,
M.A. Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A., Professor of Humanity, Glas-

gow. Second Edition. Ext. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin. With Intro-
duction, Notes, and Illustrations. By John Wordsworth, M.A., Fellow

of Brasenose College, Oxford.

Selections from the less known Latin Poets. By North
Pinder, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford. Demy Svo.

cloth, 15s.

Passages for Translation into Latin. For the use of Pass-
men and others. Selected by J. Y. Sargent, M.A., Tutor, formerly

Fellow, of Magdalen College, Oxford. Second Edition. Ext. fcap. Svo.

cloth, 2s. 6d.

II. MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
The Elements of Dedvtctive Logic, designed mainly for the

use of Junior Students in the Universities. By T. Fowler, M.A.,
Fellow and Tutor of Lincoln College, Oxford. Fourth Edition, with

a Collection of Examples. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Elements of Inductive Logic, designed mainly for the
use of Students in the Universities. By the same Author. Extra

fcap. Svo. clo'h, 6s.

A Manual of Political Economy, for tlic use of Schools, By
J. E. Thorold Rogers, M.A., formerly Professor of Political Economy,
Oxford. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d.
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III. MATHEMATICS, &e.

Acoustics. By W. F. Donkin, I\I.A., F.R.S., Savilian Professor
of Astronomy, Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth, 'js. 6d.

An Elementary Treatise on Quaternions. By P. G. Tait,

M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh;

formerly Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. cloth,

1 2s. 6d.

Book-keeping. By R. G. C. Hamilton, Accountant to the
Board of Trade, and John Ball (of the Firm of Messrs. Quilter,

Ball, & Co.), Examiners in Book-keeping for the Society of Arts'

Examination. Second edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. limp cloth. Is. 6c?.

A Course of Lectures on Pure Geometry. By Henry J.
Stephen Smith, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of Balliol College, and Savilian

Professor of Geometry in the University of Oxford.

A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism. By J. Clerk
Maxwell, M.A., F.R.S.. formerly Professor of Natural Philosophy, King's

College, London. In the Press.

A Series of Elementary Worlis is being arranged, and will shortly be

announced.

IV. HISTORY.
Select Charters and other Illustrations of English Con-

stitutional History, from the Earliest Times to the Reign of Edward I.

Arranged and Edited by W. Stubbs, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern
History in the University of Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

A Constitutional History of England. By W. Stubbs,
M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Oxford.

A Manual of Ancient History. By George Rawlinson, M.A.,
Camden Professor of Ancient History, formerly Fellow of Exeter
College, Oxford. Demy Svo. cloth, 14s.

A History of Germany and of the Empire, down to the close
of the Middle Ages. By J. Brvce, B.C.L., Fellow of Oriel College.
Oxford.

A History of Germany, from the Reformation. By Adolphus
W. Ward. M.A., Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge, Professor of
History, Owens College, Manchester.

A History of British India. By S.J. Owen, IM.A., Lee's Reader
in Law and History. Christ Church, and Teacher of Indian Law and
History in the University of Oxford.

A History of Greece. By E. A. Freeman, M.A., formerly
Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.

A History of Prance. By G. W. Kitchin, INI.A., formerly
Censor of Christ Church.
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V. LAW.
Elements of Law considered with reference to Principles of

General Jurisprudence. By William Markby, M.A., Judge of the High

Court of Judicature, Calcutta. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d. Jusi Piihli^hed.

Gaii Institutionum Juris Civilis Commentarii Quatuor;
or, Elements of Roman Law by Gaius. With a Translation and Com-
mentary by Edward Poste, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, and Fellow of Oriel

College, Oxford. 8vo. cloth, i6.s. Juit Published.

Commentaries on Roman Law; from the original and the best

modern sources. By H. J. Roby, M.A., formerly Fellow of St. John's

College, Cambridge; Professor of Law at University College, London.

VI. PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
Natural Philosophy. In four volumes. By Sir W. Thomson,

LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Glasgow; and

P. G. Tait, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy, Edinburgh ; formerly

Fellows of St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Vol. L 8vo. cloth, il. 5s.

By the same Authors, a smaller Work on the same subject,

forming a complete Introduction to it, so far as it can be carried out

with Elementary Geometry and Algebra. In the Press.

Descriptive Astronomy. A Handbook for the General Reader,
and also for practical Observatory work. With 224 illustrations and

nun)erous tables. By G. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S., Barrister-at-Law.

Demy 8vo. 856 pp., cloth, il. is.

Chemistry for Students. By A. W. Williamson, Phil. Doc,
F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry, University College, London. A new
Edition, ivitb Solutions. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

A Treatise on Heat, with numerous Woodcuts and Diagrams.
By Balfour Stewart, LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Observatory at Kew.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

Forms of Animal Life. By G. Rolleston, I\I.D., F.R.S.,
Linacre Professor of Physiology, Oxford. Illustrated by Descriptions

and Drawings of Dissections. Demy Svo. cloth. i6s.

Exercises in Practical Chemistry (Laboratory Practice).
By A. Cj. Vernon Harcourt, M A , F.R.S., Senior Student of Christ

Church, and Lee's Reader in Chemistry; and H.G. Madan, M.A., Fellow

of Queen's College, Oxford.

Series I. Qualitative Exercifes. Crown Svo. clo'h, 'js. 6d.

Scries H. Quantitative Exercises.

Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the Thames. By John
Phillips, .\LA., F.R.S., Professor of Geology, Oxford. Svo. cloth, 21s.

Juit Published.
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Geology. By J.Phillips, ]M.A.,F.R.S.,ProfessorofGeology,Oxford.

Mechanics. By Bartholomew Price, M.K., F.R.S., Sedleian
Professor of Natural Philosophy, Oxford.

Optics. By R. B. Clifton, M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Experi-
mental Philosophy, Oxford ; formerly Fellow of St. John's College,
Cambridge.

Electricity. By W. Esson, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow and Mathe-
matical Lecturer of Merton College, Oxford.

Crystallography. By M. H. N. Story-lMaskelyne, M.A., Pro-
fessor of Mineralogy, Oxford ; and Deputy Keeper in the Department of
Minerals, British Museum.

Mineralogy. By the same Autlior.

Physiological Physics. By G. Griffith, M.A., Jesus College,
Oxford, Assistant Secretary to the British Association, and Natural
Science Master at Harrow School.

Magnetism.

VII. EISTGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

A First Reading Book. By Marie Eichens of Berlin; and
edited by Anne J. Clnugh. Extra fcap. 8vo. ^tiff covers, ^d.

Oxford Reading Book, Part I. For Little Children. Extra
fcap. Svo. stiff covers, 6d.

Oxford Reading Book, Part II. For Junior Classes. Extra
tcap. Svo. stff covers, 6d.

On the Principles of Grammar. By E. Thring, M.A., Head
Master of Uppingham School. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

Grammatical Analysis, designed to serve as an Exercise and
Composition Book in the English Language. By E. Thring, M.A.,
Head Master of Uppinj^ham School. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Philology of the English Tongvie. By J. Earle, M.A.,
formerly Fellow of Oriel College, and Professor of Anglo-Saxon, Oxford.
Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 6s. 6d. Just Published.

Specimens of Early English ; being a Series of Extracts from
the most important English Authors, from a.d. 1250 to a.p. 1400. With
Grammatical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By R. Morris. Extra
fcap. Svo. cloth, "js. 6d.

Specimens of English Literatvire, A.D. 1394 to A.D. 1579.
With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index, by W. W. Skeat, M.A.,
formerly Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth,

7s. 6d. Just Published.
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The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman,
by William Laiigland. Edited, with Notes, by W. W. Skeat, M A., tbr-

nicrly Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, ^s.6d.

Typical Selections from the best English Authors from the
Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Century, (to serve as a higher Reading

Book,) with Introductory Notices and Notes, being a Contribution

towards a History of English Literature. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, j^s. 6d.

Specimens of the Scottish Language ; being a Series of An-
notated Extracts illustrative of the Literature and Philology of the Low-
land Tongue from the Fourteenth to the Nineteenth Century. With
Introduction and Glossary. By A. H. Burgess, M.A.

See also XII. below for other English Classics.

VIII. FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
An Etymological Dictionary of the French Language, with

a Preface on the Principles of French Etymology. By A. Brachet.

Translated by G. W. Kitchin, ALA., formerly Censor of Christ Church.

In the Press.

Braehet's Historical Grammar of the French Language.
Translated into English by G. W. Kitchin, M.A., formerly Censor of

Christ Church. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

Corneille's Cinna, and Moliere's Les Femmes Savantes. Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by Gustave Masson. Extra fcap. Svo.

cloth, 2s. 6d.

Racine's Andromaquc, and Corneille's Le iNIenteur. With
Louis Racine's Life of his Father. By the same Editor. Extra fcap.

Svo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Moliere's Les Fourberies de Scapin, and Racine's Athalie.
With Voltaire's Life of Moliere. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo.

cloth, 2s. Cd.

Selections from the Correspondence of Madame de Sevigne
and her chief Contemporaries. Intended more especially for Girls'

Schools. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, y.

Voyage autour de ma Chambre, by Xavier de Maistre ; Ourika,
by Madame de Duras ; La Dot de Suzette, by Fievee ; Les Junieaux

de I'Hr.tcl Corneille, by Edmond About; Mesaventurcs d'un Ecolier,

by Rodolphe Topffer. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. Svo. cloth,

2>. f'd.

A French Grammar. A Complete Theory of the P>ench
Language, with the rules in French and English, and numerous Examples
to serve as first Exercises in the Language. By Jules Bue, Honorary
M.A. of Oxford ; Taylorian Teacher of French, Oxford ; Examiner
in the Oxford Local Examinations from 1858.
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A French Grammar Test. A Book of Exercises on French
Grammar; each Exercise being preceded by Grammatical Questions.

By the same Author.

Exercises in Translation No. i, from French into English,
with general rules on Translation ; and containing Notes, Hints, and

Cautions, founded on a comparison of the Grammar and Genius of the

two Languages. By the same Author.

Exercises in Translation No. 2, from English into French, on
the same plan as the preceding book. By the same Author.

IX. GERMAN^ LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Goethe's Egmont. With a Life of Goethe, &c. By Dr. Buch-
heim, Professor of the German Language and Literature in King's

College, London ; and Examiner in German to the University of

London. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s.

Schiller's Wilhelm Tell. With a Life of Schiller ; an historical

and critical Introduction, Arguments, and a complete Commentary. By
the same Editor. Ext. fcap. Svo. clolh, 3s. 6d.

Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm. A Comedy. With a Life of

Lessing, Critical Commentary, &c. By the same Editor.

X. ART, &c.

A Handbook of Pictorial Art. By R. St. J. Tyrwhitt, RLA.,
formerly Student and Tutor of Christ Church, Oxford. With coloured

Illustrations, Photographs, and a chapter on Perspective by A. Mac-
donald. Svo. half morocco, i8s.

A Treatise on Harmony. By Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley, Bart.,

M.A., Mus. Doc, Professor of Music in the University of Oxford. 4to.

clo.'h, I OS.

A Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue, based upon
that of Cherubini. By the same Author. 410. cloth, 16s.

The Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By John Hnllah.
Crown Svo. cloth, 3s. 6(/,

XL MISCELLANEOUS.

A System of Physical Education: Theoretical and Practical.

By Archibald Maclaren, The Gymnasium, Oxford. Extra fcap. Svo.

cloth, 1$. 6d.

The Modern Greek Language in its relation to Ancient Greek.
By E. M. Geldart, B.A., formerly Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford.

Extra fcap. Svo. cloth, 4s. 6c?.
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XII. A SERIES or ENGLISH CLASSICS.

Designed to meet the '^uants of Students in English Literature :

under the superintendence of the Rev. J. S. Brewer, M.A., of

Queen's College, Oxford, and Professor of English Literature at

King's College, London.

There are two dangers to which the student of English lite-

rature is exposed at the outset of his task ;—his reading is apt to

be too narrow or too diffuse.

Out of the vast number of authors set before him in books

professing to deal with this subject he knows not which to select

:

he thinks he must read a little of all ; he soon abandons so hope-

less an attempt ; he ends by contenting himself with second-hand

information ; and professing to study English literature, he fails

to master a single English author. On the other hand, by con-

fining his attention to one or two writers, or to one special period

of English literature, the student narrows his view of it ; he fails

to grasp the subject as a whole ; and in so doing misses one of

the chief objects of his study.

How may these errors be avoided ? How may minute reading

be combined with comprehensiveness of view ?

In the hope of furnishing an answer to these questions the

Delegates of the Press, acting upon the advice and experience of

Professor Brewer, have determined to issue a series of small

volumes, which shall embrace, in a convenient form and at a

low price, the general extent of English Literature, as repre-

sented in its masterpieces at successive epochs. It is thought

that the student, by confining himself, in the first instance, to

those authors who are most worthy of his attention, will be

saved from the dangers of hasty and indiscriminate reading. By
adopting the course thus marked out for him he will become
familiar with the productions of the greatest minds in English

Literature ; and should he never be able to pursue the subject

beyond the limits here prescribed, he will have laid the founda-

tion of accurate habits of thought and judgment, which cannot

fail of being serviceable to him hereafter.
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The authors and works selected are such as will best serve to

illustrate English literature in its historical aspect. As " the eye
of history," without which history cannot be understood, the

literature of a nation is the clearest and most intelligible record

of its life. Its thoughts and its emotions, its graver and its less

serious modes, its progress, or its degeneracy, are told by its best

authors in their best words. This view of the subject will sug-

gest the safest rules for the study of it.

With one exception all writers before the Reformation are

excluded from the Series. However great may be the value of

literature before that epoch, it is not completely national. For
it had no common organ of language ; it addressed itself to spe-

cial classes; it dealt mainly with special subjects. Again; of

writers who flourished after the Reformation, who were popular

in their day, and reflected the manners and sentiments of their

age, the larger part by far must be excluded from our list.

Common sense tells us that if young persons, who have but a

limited time at their disposal, read Marlowe or Greene, Burton,

Hakewill or Du Bartas, Shakespeare, Bacon, and Milton \\\\\ be
comparatively neglected.

Keeping, then, to the best -authors in each epoch—and here

popular estimation is a safe guide—the student will find the fol-

lowing list of writers amply sufficient for his purpose : Chaucer,

Spenser, Hooker, Shakespeare, Bacon, Milton, Dryden, Bunyan,
Pope, Johnson, Burke, and Cowper. In other words, Chaucer is

the exponent of the Middle Ages in England ; Spenser of the

Reformation and the Tudors ; Hooker of the latter years of

Elizabeth ; Shakespeare and Bacon of the transition from Tudor
to Stuart

; iNIilton of Charles I and the Commonwealth ; Dryden
and Bunyan of the Restoration

; Pope of Anne and the House
of Hanover

;
Johnson, Burke, and Cowper of the reign of

George HI to the close of the last century.

The list could be easily enlarged ; the names of Jeremy
Taylor, Clarendon, Hobbes, Locke, Swift, Addison, Goldsmith,

and others are omitted. But in so wide a field, the difficulty is
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to keep the series from becoming unwieldy, without diminishing

its comprehensiveness. Hereafter, should the plan prove to be

useful, some of the masterpieces of the authors just mentioned

may be added to the list.

The task of selection is not yet finished. For purposes of

education, it would neither be possible, nor, if possible, desirable,

to place in the hands of students the whole of the works of the

authors we have chosen, Wc must set before them only the

masterpieces of literature, and their studies must be directed,

not only to the greatest minds, but to their choicest productions.

These are to be read again and again, separately and in combina-

tion. Their purport, form, language, bearing on the times, must

be minutely studied, till the student begins to recognise the full

value of each work both in itself and in its relations to those that

go before and those that follow it.

It is especially hoped that this Series may prove useful to

Ladies' Schools and Middle Class Schools ; in which English

Literature must always be a leading subject of instruction.

A General Introduction to the Series. By Professor Brewer,
M.A.

1. Chaucer. The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales; The
Knightes Tale ; The Nonne Prestcs Tale. Edited by R. Morris,

Editor of Specimens of Early English, &c., &c. Second Edition. Extra

fcap. 8vo. clotb, 2s. 6d.

2. Spenser's Faery Queene. Books I and IL Designed chiefly

for the use of Schools. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. Uy
G. W. Kitchin, M.A., formerly Censor of Christ Church. Extra fcap.

8vo. clotb, 2s.6d. each.

3. Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book L Edited by R. W.
Church, M.A., Rector of Whatley; formerly Fellow of Oriel College,

Oxford. Extra fcap. 8vo. clotb, 2s.

4. Shakespeare. Select Plays. Edited by W. G. Clark, M.A.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ; and W. Aldis Wright, M.A.,
Trinity College, Cambridge.

I. The Merchant of Venice. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, is.

II. Richard the Second. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiffcovers, is. 6d.

III. Macbeth. Extra fcap. 8vo. stiff covers, i>. Gd.
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5. Bacon. Advancement of Learning. Edited by W. Aldis

Wright, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, clotb, 4s. 6d.

6. Milton. Poems. In Two Volumes. Edited by R. C. Browne,
M.A., and Associate of King's College, London. 2 vols. Extra fcap.

8vo. cloth, 6s. 6c?.

Sold separately, Vol. I. 4s., Vol. II 35.

7. Dryden. Select Poems. Stanzas on the Death of Oliver
Cromwell; Astraea Redux; Annus Mirabilis; Absalom and Achitophel

;

Religio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther. Edited by W. D. Christie,

M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. Ext. fcap. Svo. cloth, 3s. 6c?.

8. Bunyan. Grace Abounding; The Pilgrim's Progress. Edited
by E. Venables, M.A., Canon of Lincoln.

9. Pope. With Introduction and Notes. By Mark Pattison,

B.D., Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford.

I. Essay on Man. Extra fcap. Svo. stiff covers, is. 6c?.

II. Epistles and Satires. Nearly Ready.

10. Johnson. Rasselas ; Lives of Pope and Dryden. Edited by
C. H. O. Daniel, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Worcester College, Oxford.

11. Burke. Thoughts on the Present Discontents; the two
Speeches on America ; Reflections on the French Revolution. By
Mark Pattison, B.D., Rector of Lincoln College, Oxford.

12. Cowper. The Task, and some of his minor Poems, Edited
by J. C. Shairp, M.A., Principal of the United College, St. Andrews.

Publislied for the University by

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON".

The Delegates op the Press ifiviie suggestions and advice

from all persons interested in education ; and will be thankful

for hints, d-c. addressed to either the Rev. G. W. Kitchin,

^5"/. Giles's Road East, Oxford, or the Secretaky to the

Delegates, Clarendon Press, Oxford.
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